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DAMAGE ESTIMATION OF CONCRETE BY AE RATE PROCESS
ANALYSIS
MASAYASU OHTSU, MAKOTO ICHINOSE and HIROSHI WATANABE
Graduate School of Science & Technology, Kumamoto University, Kumamoto 860-8555, Japan
Abstract
Damage estimation of structural concrete from concrete-core samples is developed, applying
acoustic emission (AE) activity and damage mechanics. Generating behavior of AE events from
a concrete sample in a uniaxial compression test is quantitatively analyzed, based on the rate
process theory, because notable discrepancy of AE activity is observed between damaged and
undamaged concrete. It is confirmed that the rate is substantially associated with pore volume
responsible for the damage in concrete. The damage is quantitatively defined by a scalardamage parameter in damage mechanics. Correlating the rate with the damage parameter,
quantitative estimation of the damage is proposed in terms of the relative modulus of elasticity.
An applicability of the procedure is confirmed in concrete samples of controlled damage due to
freezing and thawing and of various cured ages. Further, concrete-core samples taken from
reinforced concrete columns of an existing bridge are tested. The results suggest that the damage
of concrete at the current state could be quantitatively estimated from AE rate process analysis
without knowing the original state of the concrete at construction.
1. Introduction
Lately it is widely realized that concrete structures are no longer maintenance-free. As a
result, evaluation techniques for diagnostic inspection are in great demand in concrete
engineering. As a detailed inspection of a concrete structure in service, core samples are usually
drilled out and then both chemical and physical properties are measured. Concerning mechanical
property of the physical property, the compressive strength and the modulus of elasticity
(Young’s modulus) are normally determined by conducting a uniaxial compression test. These
values are then compared, if possible, with those of the specification. Otherwise, there is no
qualified procedure to estimate mechanical properties responsible for the durability and the
deterioration of concrete. In most cases, only the strength is evaluated whether the obtained
value is good enough against designed stress.
One example is shown in Fig. 1. These are results of tests on deteriorated concrete samples
due to freezing-thawing cycles. The decrease of Young’s modulus is reasonably observed with
the increase in freezing-thawing cycles, whereas the decrease of the strength is unconfirmed.
Because the tested concrete contained high percentage of entrained air (over 5%), the damages
due to freezing and thawing cycles were minor up to 300 cycles. Ordinary concrete is a
composite material of cement paste and aggregate. Even though cementation in the intergranular
layer is deteriorated, the decrease of the strength might be not yet dominant due to load-bearing
capacity of aggregate. Poor cementation, however, could lead to the decrease of the modulus
and readily to loss of the durability. Not relying only on the strength, therefore, it is desirable to
estimate the decrease of the modulus of elasticity in the existing concrete structures.
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Fig. 1 Variations of the modulus of elasticity and the compressive strength during the process of
freezing and thawing.
To inspect existing structures for maintenance, acoustic emission (AE) techniques deserve to
draw a careful attention. This is because crack nucleation and extension are readily detected and
monitored. In this respect, measurement of AE activity in the uniaxial compression test of core
samples was proposed (Ohtsu et al., 1988; Ohtsu, 1992; Farahat and Ohtsu, 1994).
In order to formulate AE generating behavior under compression, the rate process analysis
was introduced. It is demonstrated that the result of AE rate process analysis is closely
associated with the presence of micro-cracks in concrete (Ishibashi et al., 1995). In concrete, the
damage of defects and cracks are primarily nucleated due to chemical reaction and fatigue. It is
also confirmed that the procedure based on the rate process analysis is applicable to these types
of the damage in concrete (Yuno et al., 1995).
In the present paper, damage mechanics is introduced and the damage parameter is correlated
with AE rate process analysis to estimate the decrease of the modulus in concrete. An
applicability of the procedure is investigated by employing concrete samples of controlled
damage, and then is applied to a field measurement.
2. Rate Process Analysis
When concrete contains a considerable amount of critical micro-cracks, AE activity is
observed from low stress level in the compression test. In contrast, AE activity in intact or sound
concrete is mostly observed right after dilatancy occurs due to micro-cracking prior to final
failure. Thus, the presence and the nucleation of critical micro-cracks in concrete are closely
associated with AE generating behavior under compression.
2

Fig. 2 Probability functions f(V) in the rate process analysis of AE activity.
To formulate AE activity under compression, the rate process theory was introduced (Ohtsu,
1992). Probability function f(V) of AE occurrence from stress level V(%) to V+dV (%) is
represented as a function of the incremental number of AE counts or hits, dN,
f(V) dV = dN/N,

(1)

where N is the accumulated number of AE counts (hits) up to stress level V(%), which is
normalized by the compressive strength. Equation 1 is known as the governing equation of the
rate process, because the gradient dN/dV is not only a function of the probability f(v), but also of
the accumulated number N. To discriminate AE activities at low stress level, the function f(V) is
approximated as a hyperbolic function,
f(V) = (a/V) + b,

(2)

where a and b are empirical constants. In Fig. 2, typical results obtained in uniaxial compression
tests are shown. Histograms on the values f(V) were directly determined as dN/(N dV) at each
stress increment dV. In order to eliminate the noise due to fretting between the sample and
loading plates in early stage as well as AE activity at final failure, only the stress range from
30% to 80% is taken into consideration. Applying Eq. 2, the distribution was approximated by
the hyperbolic function with the least-square-error estimation. In Case A of which concrete
sample was damaged due to freezing–thawing action, AE activity is observed to be high at low
stress level. Thus, the probability function is modeled such that the coefficient ‘a’ is positive.
Hereinafter, this coefficient is called the rate. In Case B of newly-cast concrete sample, the
function is modeled as the negative rate (a < 0), presenting low AE activity at low stress level.
These results show that AE activity at low stress level could be discriminated from the rate ‘a’.
3

Fig. 3 Relation between total number of AE events and stress level, analyzed by the rate process
analysis.
Substituting Eq. 2 into Eq. 1 and integrating it, a relationship between the total number of AE
counts N and stress level V(%) is derived as,
N = C Va exp (bV).

(3)

Here, C is the integration constant. One example of the rate process analysis in the uniaxial
compression tests is shown in Fig. 3. AE activity under compressive stress is approximated in
reasonable agreement by Eq. 3, as confirmed in the previous research (Ohtsu, et al., 1988; Ohtsu,
1992; Farahat and Ohtsu, 1994).
3. Damage Parameter and the Rate ‘a’
From the continuum damage mechanics (Kachanov, 1980), the state of damage is represented
by the scalar damage parameter Ω. In a simple model, modulus of elasticity (Young's modulus)
E of a damaged material is expressed as,
E = E*(1 - Ω),

(4)

where modulus E* is that of an intact material. In the uniaxial compression test of a concrete
sample, a relation between stress and strain is obtained as shown in Fig. 4(a). Taking into
account an initial or current damage when the core is drilled out, modulus Eo is defined as a
tangential modulus and is associated with the degree of initial damage Ωo as,
Eo = E*(1 – Ωo).

(5)

During the uniaxial compression test, the damage increases from Ωo to Ωc as shown in Fig.
4(b), where Ωc is the damage at the ultimate strain εc. In order to define the stress (σ) – strain
(ε) relation as σ = Eε, modulus Ec is defined as a secant modulus as shown in Fig. 4(a) and is
presented,
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Fig. 4 (a) Stress-strain relation and elastic moduli: Eo and Ec. (b) Relation between damage and
strain.
Ec = E* (1 – Ωc).

(6)

In order to relate damage evolution Ωc - Ωo with AE activity in the compression test, the
relationship on amplitude distribution is introduced (Mogi, 1962),
n(A) = k A–m.

(7)

Here n(A) is the number of AE events of the amplitude from A to A+dA. k and m are empirical
constants. Assuming that the crack volume is proportional to the amplitude of AE event, the
evolution is formulated as
Ωc - Ωo =

∫ n(A) A dA.

(8)

Substituting Eqs. 3 and 7 into Eq. 8, the damage evolution is eventually represented as
Ωc - Ωo = (1 - m) Ao C (100)a exp (100b) / (2 - m),

(9)

where Ao is the threshold amplitude of the measuring system. This implies that the damage
evolution is closely correlated with parameters m, a, and b. The correlation of these parameters
with the damage evolution was previously studied in concrete samples of various damage levels
(Iida et al., 2000). It is found that the evolution is highly correlated with the rate ‘a’, and that the
parameter m is primarily associated with failure mechanisms (Ohtsu, 1987). Because failure
mode of only uniaxial compression is generated in the test, the parameter m does not vary much
during the evolution process. The parameter b is normally small and to be less correlated than
others. Thus, it is concluded that the damage evolution Ωc - Ωo is predominantly associated with
the variation of the rate ‘a’.
In concrete core samples taken from harbor structures, uniaxial compression tests were
conducted (Ishibashi et al., 1998). After determining the pore distribution by the mercury
intrusion method from the same core samples, the ratio of pore volume over 0.1 µm radius was
compared with the rate ‘a’. Results are given in Fig. 5. Strong correlation between the rate ‘a’
and the ratio of pore volume is observed. Because it is considered that the volume of large pores
is closely associated with the deterioration of concrete (Matsuyama and Ohtsu, 1992), this result
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Fig. 5 Relation between the rate ‘a’ and pore volume.

Fig. 6 Locations of core samples core-drilled in a nuclear power plant.
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Fig. 7 Relations among the pore volume, the compressive strength, and the rate ‘a’ of the core
samples.
confirms the feasibility of the relation in Eq. 9 and the rate ‘a’ is to be a key factor of the damage
in concrete.
In order to confirm the relationship in Eq. 9, core samples were taken from an aqueduct of a
nuclear power plant shown in Fig. 6. To drill core samples out, three sites were selected: at the
gate (Site A), 20 m inland (Site B), and 30 m inland from the gate (Site C). Three core samples
at each site were mold-cut of dimensions 7.4 cm diameter and 14.5 cm height. The uniaxial
compression tests of the samples were conducted. AE events generated under compression were
counted up to final failure by AE processor (LOCAN; PAC). An AE sensor of 1 MHz resonance
was attached at the middle of the sample, where the surface was ground flat. For event-counting,
the threshold level was set to 150 mV and the dead-time for event-counting was 1 ms. The filter
frequency range was from 10 kHz to 300 kHz, and total amplification was 60 dB.
The compressive strength and the rate ‘a’ were determined as the averaged value of the three.
Distribution of pore radii was also measured by the mercury intrusion method from concrete
fragments at the three sites. After determining the pore distribution, the total volume of pore
with the radii over 0.5 µm was determined, because the pore volume from 0.1 µm to 0.5 µm was
negligible. Results of the pore volumes, the rate ‘a’, and the compressive strength are
summarized in Fig. 7. From Site A to Site C, the pore volume decreases monotonously with the
increase in the distance from the sea. This implies that the heaviest damage was introduced in
concrete at the gate (Site A), where concrete was frequently deteriorated by seawater. Leaving
from the seaside, the damage of concrete decreases. In accordance with the increase in the pore
volume, the rate ‘a’ increases from Site C to Site A. Thus, the increase of the pore volume (over
0.5 µm radius) corresponds remarkably to the increase in the rate ‘a’. It confirms that with the
7

increase in the rate ‘a’, the volume of the micro-voids responsible for damage increases. Because
the rate ‘a’ is still negative, the degree of damage is supposed to be minor in these concrete
samples. This is a reason why compressive strengths did not correlate with the rate ‘a’ or with
the pore volume. It is again observed that the strengths are not explicitly associated with the
damages defined by the pore volumes, as is the case of freezing-thawing damages. Even though
the damage is minor, the durability of concrete definitely decreases. These results suggest that
the strength may not be a key factor for the durability, but the rate ‘a’ is sensitive to it.
4. Estimation of Damage
(1) Samples of controlled damage
To prepare concrete samples of controlled damage, cylindrical specimens of 10 cm diameter
and 20 cm height were made. Mixture proportion of concrete was water: cement : sand : gravel
= 0.55 : 1.0 : 2.5 : 3.2 and the maximum size of gravel was 20 mm. The compressive strength
after 28 day moisture-cure was 45.4 MPa. Controlled damage was induced in the concrete
samples, by the freezing and thawing test. After 28 day moisture-cure, freezing and thawing
cycles from -16o C to 3o C in three hours interval were applied. The damaged samples were
prepared and tested after 100 cycles, 200 cycles and 300 cycles.
Since initial modulus Eo should be determined as the tangential modulus: dσ/dε at ε = 0, the
stress versus strain (σ-ε) relation was approximated by a parabolic equation which is adopted in
the Standard Specification for Concrete Structures of JSCE and the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990.
Consequently, it is represented as,
σ = a0 + a1ε + a2ε2.

(10)

One example is shown in Fig. 8 as the stress-strain relation is approximated by Eq. 10 and
the initial modulus Eo is determined as the coefficient a1. It is confirmed that the stress-strain
curve is approximated by the parabolic equation with high correlation (0.9998).
In the damage-mechanics model of a pore-cracked material, a relation between the modulus
of elasticity and the strength is mathematically derived (Nielsen, 1998),
σc/σc* = exp[-0.75 (E*/Eo –1)],

(11)

where σc is the compressive strength of a cracked material and σc* is the strength of the intact
(zero porosity) material. In an ordinary cracked material, as the limiting case for which voids are
squeezed out, and Eq. 11 is simplified to
σc/σc* = 0.25 + 0.75Eo/E*.

(12)

Taking the average of three specimens tested, the modulus of elasticity Eon and the
compressive strength σcn were determined after n freezing-thawing cycles. To estimate the
damage introduced, the ratios σcn/σc0 were compared with σc/σc* in Eqs. 11 and 12. Relative
moduli were also estimated from Eon/Eoo, where Eoo is the modulus of elasticity of concrete
after 28 day moisture-cure (but prior to the freezing-thawing cycles) and Eon is that after n
freezing-thawing cycles. Results are plotted in Fig. 9. The relation given by Eq. 11 is indicated
by a broken curve and that of Eq. 12 is shown by a solid line. The damages introduced are
8

Fig. 8 Stress-strain relation approximated by a parabolic equation.

Fig. 9 Relative moduli Eon/Eo0 and ratios of the strength σcn/σc0 in the freezing and thawing test.
reasonably approximated by the relations of damage mechanics. The strengths decrease even
lower than the relative moduli in Eq. 11, while the relative moduli are lower than the strengths in
Eq. 12. It is observed that the damages introduced are moderate so that results are plotted on the
both curves with reasonable agreement
From Eqs. 5 and 6, the damage evolution is expressed as,
Ωc - Ωo = (Eo - Ec)/E*.
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(13)

As mentioned in Sec. 3, it is found that the damage evolution is closely associated with the rate
‘a’. Since modulus E* of an intact concrete is unknown in an actual case, a relationship between
the difference Eo - Ec and the rate ‘a’ of the samples is studied and plotted as shown in Fig. 10.
For the sake of simplicity, a linear correlation is approximated as shown in the figure, where the
difference Eo - Ec is represented as,
Eo - Ec = E*(Ωc - Ωo) = X a + Y.

(14)

Because the rate ‘a’ varies depending on the degree of the damage, it is assumed that the initial
modulus Eo is identical to intact modulus E* in the case where the rate ‘a’ is equal to 0. From
the figure, intact modulus E* is determined by
E* = Ec + Y.

(15)

Fig. 10 Correlation between the rate ‘a’ and the difference between the tangential modulus Eo
and the secant modulus Ec in the concrete samples of controlled damage.
Through this procedure, relative modulus Eo/E* was estimated at each freezing-thawing
cycle as an average value of three samples. In Fig. 11, results of relative moduli Eo/E* are
compared with ratios Eon/Eo0, which were determined as the ratios of the tangential moduli Eo
after n cycles to that of 0 cycle in the experiment. It appears that the ratios Eo/E* obtained from
the above procedure slightly overestimate the actual ratios Eon /Eo0, while the trend of the
decrease due to deterioration is in reasonable agreement. This result implies that the damage of
concrete can be practically estimated without knowing the modulus of elasticity at the initial
construction stage. Because the mechanical properties of concrete at the time of construction are
mostly missing when inspection is conducted years later, the procedure is promising to estimate
the degree of damage using the relative modulus Eo/E* determined via the AE rate process
analysis described here.
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Fig. 11 Relative moduli Eo/E* and Eon/Eo0 in the freezing and thawing test.
(2) Concrete of various ages
Casting concrete samples of the same mixture as in (1), the effect of cementation due to age
is studied. First, in the early age after 7, 14, 21, and 28 days, uniaxial compression tests were
conducted. It is noted that the designed strength of concrete is estimated at the age of 28 days.
All samples were moisture-cured in the standard room (20oC), and were taken from a reservoir
one day before the test. In Fig. 12, Eon/Eo28 represents the relative moduli actually measured in
the experiment as the modulus of elasticity Eon at n days elapsed. Eo/E* represents the relative
modulus of elasticity, which is estimated from AE rate process analysis. It is found that relative
moduli measured and those estimated from the rate process analysis agree after 21 days. Thus, it
is confirmed that the damage due to weak cementation or inadequate hydration could be
estimated by this method.
Although the rate process analysis is originally investigated to estimate the deterioration of
hardened concrete, the degree of soundness is also studied in the ages after 28 days. In Fig. 13,
results of moisture-cured samples after 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 17 months are summarized.It is well
known that hydration process of concrete still continues even after 50 years. Accordingly, the
ratios Eon/Eo28 becomes over 1.0 after 7 months. In this case, the ratios Eo/E* underestimate the
actual ratios Eon/Eo28, although the trend of the relative moduli in hardening process is similar to
the actual ratios. Thus, the procedure is not quite effective to estimate the more sound concrete
due to hardening.
(3) Field Survey
The procedure was applied to concrete-core samples taken from concrete columns of an
existing bridge. A sketch of pier and anchor of the bridge is given in Fig. 14. From each
portion, three cores were taken and tested. Results of relative moduli Eo/E* estimated are
11

Fig. 12 Relative moduli Eo/E* and Eon/Eo28 in early-age concrete.

Fig. 13 Relative moduli Eo/E* and Eon/Eo28 in long-age cured concrete
summarized in Fig. 15. It is observed that the relative moduli of cores in the anchor A2 are
larger than 1.0, while the relative moduli of cores in the piers P1 and P2 are slightly smaller than
1.0. From Eq. 5, it is derived that
Ωo = 1 – Eo/E*.
(16)
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Fig. 14 Sketch of piers and an anchor of a concrete bridge.

Fig. 15 Relative moduli Eo/E* estimated from core samples.
Consequently, the degree of current damage Ωo was estimated from the average values
Eo/E* at three locations, although a negative value is set to zero in Eq. 16. Results are
summarized in Fig. 16. This suggests that the concrete in the anchor A2 is undamaged, while the
concrete of the piers P1 and P2 is a little deteriorated. The trend of these results is found to be in
good agreement with a numerical study on fatigue damage of the bridge columns. It was also
confirmed that the strengths of these core samples were similar and higher than the designed
strength. Based on these results, it was decided to retrofit this bridge with slightly repairing the
two piers.
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Fig. 16 The damage parameter estimated from the core samples.
5. Conclusion
For quantitative estimation of the damage in structural concrete, AE measurement is applied
to the uniaxial compression test of concrete samples. AE generating behavior, which is closely
associated with the damage inside concrete, is quantitatively formulated by the rate process
theory. Then, the damage is defined from the damage mechanics. Correlating the rate process
analysis and damage mechanics, the procedure is developed to quantitatively estimate the
damage of the concrete sample taken out of the structure. From the results, it is demonstrated
that the damage of concrete at the current state could be estimated from AE rate process analysis
without knowing the original state at construction. All results obtained are summarized, as
follows:
1) From the results of core samples taken out of a nuclear power plant, it is confirmed that with
the increase in the rate ‘a’, the pore volume of the micro-voids responsible for the damage
increases. This demonstrates that the rate ‘a’ could give a quantitative reference on damage level
of concrete.
2) A procedure to estimate the damage of the current state is studied, introducing damage
mechanics and correlating the rate ‘a’ with the scalar-damage parameter. From the correlation
between the damage evolution and the rate ‘a’, the modulus of elasticity in the intact state is
estimated.
3) By using concrete samples of controlled damage and of various ages, it is confirmed that
relative moduli estimated by the proposed procedure are in reasonable agreement with actual
moduli in the tests for damaged concrete.
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4) In order to check the feasibility, the procedure was applied to concrete-core samples taken
from an existing bridge. It is suggested that concrete of the anchor is not deteriorated, but
concrete of the piers is slightly deteriorated. Because the trend of these results is found to be in
good agreement with analytical study, the retrofit plans of the bridge were decided, based on the
result of AE rate process analysis.
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EXTRACTION OF HISTORIES OF DAMAGE MICRO-MECHANISMS IN
UNIDIRECTIONAL COMPOSITES BY TRANSIENT-PARAMETRIC
ANALYSIS
JIE QIAN and YURIS DZENIS
Department of Engineering Mechanics, University of Nebraska, Lincoln,
Lincoln, NE 68588-0526, USA
Abstract
The problem of micro-damage evolution to failure in advanced composites is addressed. A
combination of transient waveform classification and multi-parametric filtering was used to
extract the histories of damage evolution in a unidirectional graphite/epoxy composite loaded in
the fiber and transverse directions. Three characteristic AE waveforms with different amplitudes,
durations, and frequency spectra were identified based on the transient analysis. The waveforms
were associated with matrix cracks, fiber breaks, and longitudinal splitting in the composite.
Parametric regions for the characteristic waveforms were identified in the amplitude-rise time
parametric space. Multi-parametric filtering was applied to extract the micro-damage evolution
histories. The method is expected to be advantageous for the real-time damage and fracture
monitoring of composite structures.
1. Introduction
Advanced composite materials under loading gradually accumulate several types of damage.
These include matrix cracks, fiber breaks, fiber-matrix debonding, longitudinal splitting, and
delamination. Studies of damage evolution are needed for better understanding of mechanisms of
the ultimate failure and life of composites and structures. Acoustic emission has been used to
analyze overall damage accumulation in composites by many authors (Bakuckas et al., 1994; Ely
and Hill, 1995; Luo et al., 1995). Different damage mechanisms have been reported to produce
AE signals with different parameters. However, attempts to apply single-parameter filters to
separate damage mechanisms have been largely unsuccessful due to the overlap of the
parametric ranges for different damage micro-mechanisms (Kouvarakos and Hill, 1996). This
overlap is due to high unpredictability of AE signals caused by the variability and complexity of
both damage and wave propagation phenomena in composites (Chang and Sun, 1988; Gorman,
1992). In this paper, a hybrid transient-parametric method was applied to separate the overall AE
histories from unidirectional composites into the histories for different damage mechanisms. The
method is based on a combination of transient AE classification and multi-parametric filtering.
2. Technical Approach
Recently, Ono and Huang (1994), Prosser et al. (1995), and de Groot et al. (1995) have
applied transient AE analysis for AE source recognition. Methods of pattern recognition and
neural networks have been used for signal classification. These methods can be used to extract
histories of AE signals with different waveforms based on the transient AE data. However, the
bulk of the AE evaluations at present are performed by a parametric analysis that requires
simpler and cheaper hardware and may be especially advantageous for long-term AE monitoring
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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when the accumulation and analysis of huge amounts of transient data is impossible or
impractical.
The following hybrid approach for the AE analysis of damage evolution histories in
composites was applied in this work. AE transient waveforms were acquired along with the
parametric AE data. The waveforms were screened and the characteristic waveforms were
identified. AE parametric spaces were then analyzed and parametric regions occupied by signals
of different types were identified. Evolution histories for different waveforms were then
extracted by multi-parameter filtering. Finally, damage mechanisms associated with different
waveforms were identified based on the expected and observed damage in composites.

Fig. 1. Mechanical response. Above: [0]8 and below: [90]16.
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3. Experimental
Damage evolution in unidirectional composites subjected to tensile loading was analyzed.
Two composite panels, [0]8 and [90]16, were manufactured from Hexcel T2G190/F263
graphite/epoxy prepreg following the manufacturer-recommended curing cycle. The panels were
tabbed and rectangular 250mm x 15 mm ([0]8) and 175mm x 25 mm ([90]16) specimens were
machined by a high-speed diamond saw. Tensile testing was performed by a MTS testing
machine retrofitted with a digital Instron test control and data acquisition system. The constant
displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min was applied. The AE was acquired and analyzed by a twochannel Vallen AMS3 acoustic emission system equipped with a transient recorder. Two
wideband, high fidelity B1025 AE sensors by Digital Wave were used. The AE gage zone (the
distance between the AE sensors) was 80 mm for the [0]8 composite and 60 mm for the [90]16
composite. The AE source location analysis was performed on the incoming signals and the
signals originating outside the acoustic gage zone were eliminated from the analysis. A 34.5 dB
system gain and a 40.5 dB threshold were used in the AE data acquisition. The load and strain
data were fed from the testing machine and recorded as parameters. Several specimens of each
type were tested.
4. Results and Analysis
The typical mechanical response of the unidirectional composites is shown in Fig. 1. The
overall, unfiltered AE histories are shown in Fig. 2a and b. The AE signal location distributions
were rather uniform (within the acoustic gage zone) for all tests. It is seen that the overall AE
histories for the [0]8 and [90]16 composites were qualitatively different. Loading in the fiber
direction produced very little emission at the load levels below 50% of the ultimate load. At
higher loads, the accumulation rate was non-uniform with considerable jumps observed at 65%
and 90% of the ultimate load. Loading in the transverse direction produced the highest
accumulation rate at the low load levels, from 10 - 20% of the ultimate load. As the load
increased, the AE accumulation rate decreased and stayed almost constant to failure.
Analysis of the transient AE data for both composites revealed three characteristic
waveforms with different amplitudes, durations, and frequency spectra. Examples of these
waveforms are shown in Fig. 3. The A-type signals had peak frequency in the range from 100220 kHz. The B-type signals had higher amplitude and peak frequency between 300-700 kHz.
The C-type signals had high amplitude, extremely long duration (>1000 µs), and a wide
frequency spectrum. These three types of signals accounted for 65% to 90% of the overall AE,
depending on the specimen. The balance contained signals with random or mixed waveforms and
frequency spectra that could not be easily classified.
The C-type signals were extracted from the overall parametric AE data by a simple duration
filter. Several parametric spaces were then analyzed in an attempt to separate the signals of the
types A and B. The best separation was achieved in the amplitude-rise time space. The
parametric regions for the A-type and B-type signals in this space for the two specimens are
shown in Fig. 4. The multi-parameter filtering technique was then applied to separate the
accumulation histories for these AE signals. Extracted histories of the AE with different
waveforms for the two composites are shown in Fig. 5. The failed composite specimens are
shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 2a Overall AE count histories for [0]8.

Fig. 2b Overall AE count histories for [90]16.
The comparison of the classified AE histories with the damage mechanisms identified by
both on-line observations and fractographic analysis of the broken specimens allowed the
19

Fig. 3 Characteristic waveforms for Types A, B and C.
correlation of the damage mechanisms with the characteristic AE signals. The A-type signals
were associated with the matrix damage, the B-type signals with the fiber breaks, and the C-type
signals with the macroscopic longitudinal splitting. The analysis of the classified AE histories for
20

Fig. 4. Parametric regions for the A-type and B-type AE signals in the amplitude-rise time
space. Above: [0]8 and below: [90]16.
the [0]8 composite (Fig. 5a) showed that the two jumps on the overall AE history plot (Fig. 2)
were due to longitudinal splitting. The fiber breaks and matrix cracks in this composite
accumulated rather smoothly, except for the jump in the fiber damage caused by the second
splitting event at 90% of the ultimate load. The early start of the fiber break accumulation in the
graphite/epoxy composite (at around 40-50% of the ultimate load) was consistent with the
21

Fig. 5a. Classified histories for various AE signals for [0]8 composite.

Fig. 5b. Classified histories for various AE signals for [90]16 composite.
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observations made earlier by other authors (Ono and Huang, 1994). It is different from the
situation with glass fiber reinforced composites where fiber breaks were sometimes observed to
start accumulating at the loads as high as 90% of the ultimate. The damage in the [90]16
composite (see Fig. 5b) consisted almost entirely of matrix cracks with a small amount of fiber
breaks developed near the final failure. The differences in the observed AE behavior are readily
reflected in the failed composite specimens, shown in Fig. 6. Fractured fibers and numerous
fiber-matrix failures along the 0û-direction are found in the 0û-sample failure, while clean fibermatrix fracture characterizes the 90û-sample failure.

Fig. 6 Failed composite specimens. Above: [0]8 and below: [90]16.
5. Conclusions
A new approach for the AE damage evolution analysis of composites is proposed. The
approach combines the advantages of the transient and parametric AE methods. Capabilities of
the new method are illustrated on extraction of the histories of damage micro-mechanisms in the
unidirectional graphite/epoxy composites. Applications of the new method to static and fatigue
damage evolution studies in advanced laminated composites are in progress. The method is
expected to be advantageous for real-time monitoring of damage and fracture in composites
subjected to long-term loadings when massive transient AE data analysis is impractical.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION SOURCES BY ATOMISTIC SIMULATIONS
M. LANDA, J. CERV, A. MACHOVÁ and Z. ROSECKY
Institute of Thermomechanics AS CR, Dolejskova 5, 182 00 Prague 8, Czech Republic
Abstract
We present acoustic emission (AE) sources at the crack tip obtained from atomistic
simulations by molecular dynamic technique in bcc iron under plane strain conditions. We show
that the character of acoustic emission is different when different processes operate at the crack
tip. Wave processes during brittle fracture, twin extension and dislocation emission from the
crack tip are visualized and analyzed. For better understanding of the basic feature of the
atomistic results, we also include a simplified reconstruction of the most important wave patterns
in anisotropic elastic continuum.
1. Introduction
Stress wave radiation caused by crack extension (Freund and Rosakis, 1991; Prakash et al.,
1992), by motion of dislocations (Trochidis and Polyzos, 1995) and at twin extension (Rosakis
and Tsai, 1995) have been analyzed recently in the framework of isotropic continuum. Unlike
isotropic continuum, where only two different velocities of longitudinal and shear wave exist,
such an analysis in anisotropic crystals has not been performed due to a very complex character
of wave phenomena in the crystals. Pure longitudinal and transverse modes exist here only in
some special crystallographic directions; in other directions, quasi-longitudinal or quasitransverse waves transfer the energy. Their velocity is different in dependence on the orientation
of wave vectors. Atomistic simulations by molecular dynamic technique offer an opportunity to
visualize the radiation of stress waves in anisotropic crystals with defects in a relatively simple
way (Holian and Ravelo, 1995; Gumbsch and Gao 1999a, b). Moreover, such simulations may
also bring information in the framework of the non-linear dynamic approach, since the
interatomic forces are of a non-linear character.
In molecular dynamic (MD) simulations, Newtonian equations of motion are solved for the
set of atoms using an explicit time integration scheme and a very fine time integration step. The
equations for individual atoms have generally a form:
(d2m/dt2 ) uα(l) + Rα(l) = 0 at interior atoms, or
= Fαext(l) at surface atoms, respectively, α = 1, 2, 3.
The resulting force Rα(l), acting at an atom l in the direction xα, is calculated as a sum of the
non-linear interatomic forces between individual atoms l and k. The interatomic forces are
derived from the potential energy with limited range of interaction. The forces and potentials
have to secure at least: the mechanical stability, the basic energetics of the lattice and to describe
well the elastic constants in anisotropic crystals. The other quantities denote: uα the
displacement, Fext the external force and m the mass of the atom. MD-technique enables the
simultaneous mapping of the displacement field and the local potential and kinetic energies of
individual atoms during defect growth in a loaded crystal. The displacement field describes well
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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the type of defect (Machová et al., 1999), while the local kinetic energies of individual atoms
describe well the wave processes during defect growth (Landa, et al., 1998; Machová and
Ackland, 1998; Cerv et al., 2000), it means AE on the atomic level.
In our MD simulations, relatively large bcc iron crystals are oriented along the coordination
axes x1 = [-110], x2 = [001] and x3 = [110]. We use short-ranged interatomic potentials and
forces (Landa et al., 1998; Machová and Ackland, 1998) with the so-called cut-off radius rc lying
between the second and the third nearest neighbors in the bcc lattice. If the distance r between
individual atoms is smaller than the rc the interaction exists, if r ≥ rc the interatomic force is zero.
Beside the elastic constants and basic energetics, our interatomic potentials and forces also
describe well the phonon frequency spectra (lattice vibrations), in agreement with the
experimental data for bcc iron (Machová and Ackland, 1998). It secures a correct propagation of
the stress waves in the model, in agreement with the expectation according to the elastic
anisotropic continuum. The bcc lattice is projected onto a (110) plane. Plane strain conditions are
considered along x3, therefore in this direction the atomic motion is not allowed and periodic
(translational) boundary conditions are imposed. The atoms are free to move in x1 and x2. Each
projected atom represents a chain of atoms in the perpendicular [110] direction, moving
simultaneously with the projected atom. The initial temperature corresponds to 0 K and further
atomic thermal motion is not controlled. Central difference scheme and time integration step h =
1 x 10-14 s have been used for time integration of Newtonian equations of motion in all the
simulations. The magnitude of the time step is sufficient to secure numerical stability in the
system and also a reliable transfer of the elementary AE events during defect growth studied. We
consider a pre-existing crack loaded in mode I. The crack front is oriented along the direction x3
= [110]. The crack plane lies either on (001) or on (-110) planes. In dependence on the type of
loading, this crystal orientation enables the observation of both a brittle fracture and important
shear processes in the slip systems <111>{112}. Before loading, surface relaxation of the
crystals is performed to avoid its influence on the kinetics of the microscopic processes studied.
The wave patterns obtained from MD simulations are discussed in the light of existing
predictions following from isotropic continuum (Freund and Rosakis, 1991; Prakash et al., 1992;
Trochidis and Polyzos, 1995; Rosakis and Tsai, 1995). To understand the basic feature of the
anisotropic atomistic results, we also include a simplified reconstruction of the most important
wave patterns by means of the expected wave processes in anisotropic elastic continuum under
plane strain.
2. Brittle Crack Extension
Brittle (Machová et al., 1999) or quasi-brittle (Machová and Ackland, 1998) fracture is
observed in atomistic simulations when a crack is loaded in elastic regime. We present here
brittle crack extension in a relatively long sample of the SEN-type with an edge pre-existing
crack. The sample is loaded linearly by external forces (PE) acting in the x2 direction with a
loading rate dPE/dt ≈ 2.5 kN/s. It simulated a fracture tension test on a single crystal of bcc iron
presented in (Landa et al., 1998). The atomic sample has 200 atomic planes in x2 and 50 atomic
planes in x1. The initial crack is atomically sharp, the crack plane is (001) and the initial crack
length is lo = 15 d110, where d110 = ao/√2 is the interplanar distance in a <110> direction and ao is
the lattice parameter. The edge crack (001)/[110] (crack plane/crack front) propagates in the
direction x1 = [-110]. Crack initiation has been monitored at the applied stress intensity KIC
=1.23 MPa m1/2 (Landa et al., 1998).
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Fig. 1 Brittle initiation of an edge crack (001)/[110] in tension mode I from MD simulations.
Detail of atomic configuration at the crack tip at time step Nstep =1650 (stationary crack) and at
Nstep = 2000 (brittle crack extension).
The details of atomic configuration at the crack tip before crack initiation (time step 1650)
and during crack extension (time step 2000) are shown in Fig. 1. According to Fig. 1, the crack
extension corresponds to 8 elementary displacements d110 in the atomic lattice, i.e. when 8
elementary AE events have been realized.
Figure 2 presents a relief of the kinetic energy distribution inside the whole atomic sample,
created from the mapping of local kinetic energies at individual atoms (li) and scaled as
(Ekin(li)/10-22)1/2 . The black horizontal line denotes the actual crack length. The configuration at
time step 1650 illustrates the situation before crack growth, where wave patterns arise only due
to the loading and scattering of loading waves at the free crack faces (Machová and Ackland,
1998) (including the crack tip). The loading waves arrive to the crack faces continuously after
each increment of loading at external sample borders. The situation at time step 2000 is already
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Fig. 2 A relief of the local kinetic energies at individual atoms obtained from MD for the
stationary crack (Nstep = 1650 – scattering of loading waves at the crack) and after brittle crack
extension in mode I (Nstep = 2000 – stress wave radiation from the moving crack, quasilongitudinal waves).
influenced by the crack extension. The 8 partial AE events may be recognized in the [001]
direction, where the 8 wave fronts propagate to the upper and lower sample border being under
load. Acoustic emission from the crack tip in the [001] directions is well visible at the time step
2000, since the first reflection of the wave front in the [001] directions appears at the [001]
borders later, nearly at time step 2100. The character of the acoustic emission is given mainly by
the relaxation of the tension stress components in front of the crack tip and by bond breakage
during crack extension. The position of the individual wave fronts well corresponds to the
velocity of longitudinal waves CL<001>. The distances between the individual wave fronts well
correspond to average crack velocity Vcrack = d110/∆t = 1013 m/s, where ∆t ≈ 0.2 ps means the
average time needed for the change of the crack front position in the lattice. Figure 2 shows that
the AE-source during brittle fracture can be characterized as a sequence of high frequency
pulses, emitted after each elementary crack tip hop, with a repetition frequency ν = 1 / 0.2 ps = 5
THz.
The patterns in the <110> and <111> directions in Fig. 2 at Nstep = 2000 are already
influenced by the reflections of the acoustic waves from the left and right sample borders. They
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have a more complicated character due to the interaction of the emitted waves from the crack tip
with the reflected waves. A similar situation arises also in experimental fracture tension tests but
at different times.
Acoustic emission during crack extension, unimpeded by back wave reflections from sample
borders, may be found also in the atomistic simulation (Holian and Ravelo, 1995) and (Machová
and Ackland, 1998). The character of acoustic emission during crack extension presented here
and in (Holian and Ravelo, 1995; Machová and Ackland, 1998) is in a qualitative agreement
with the expectation by continuum model, presented in (Freund and Rosakis, 1991). The wave
patterns in (Machová and Ackland, 1998) are somewhat influenced by transient local twinning at
the crack tip.
3. Transonic twinning from the crack tip
In agreement with experimental observations in bcc iron (Hertzberg, 1983; Smida and
Bosansky 2000), twinning in atomistic simulations occurs at some stress concentrators either
under high strain rates (Machová and Ackland, 1998) or at sufficiently large applied stress at low
temperatures in a quasi-static (Machová et al., 1999; Hu et al., 1998) or static case (Cerv et al.,
2000).
We present here unpublished results on the character of acoustic emission during fast
twinning from the crack tip under a gradual quasi-static loading from Machová et al. (1999). A
central pre-existing crack (001)/[110] is considered in an initially rectangular sample. Due to the
symmetry of the problem, only one half of the sample is treated in the simulations. The initial
half crack length is lo = 20 d110. The simulation box consists of 200 atomic planes (-110) in the x1
direction and 400 planes (001) in the x2 direction, parallel to loading. The sample was loaded
gradually (during 4000 time steps) by external forces distributed at the upper and lower (001)
sample borders up to the level corresponding to Griffith stress σG.
Twin formation at the crack tip in the slip systems <111>{112} (Fig. 3) and a fast twin
extension into bulk crystal is already observed during the linear phase of loading between time
steps 3000 and 3360. As follows from Machová et al. (1999), the unstable three layers stacking
fault (3SF) at the crack tip has been transformed to a thin twin at time step 3000. At this moment,
the relative shear displacements between interior neighboring planes k and l in the <111>{112}
shear systems near the crack tip reach the expected value for ideal twinning ukl = b/3, where b =
ao/2 <111> is the Burgers vector of the magnitude ao√3/2. As mentioned in Cerv et al. (2000),
the length of the initial twins in the <111> direction corresponds to about 10b at time step 3000.
The twins extended up to 30b at time step 3100, at time step 3200 the corresponding length of a
twin lamella is 50b, at 3300 it is 70b and at final step 3360 (see Fig. 1 in Cerv et al., 2000) the
twins are extended in the <111> directions up to the distance 82(±1)b from the crack tip. (Note
that 100 time steps represent 1 ps). The twins extend from the crack tip toward the crystal with a
constant velocity Vtwin = 1.65 CT , where CT = 3007 m/s is the velocity of the shear waves in the
<111>{112} slip systems. The slip system is inclined with respect to the [-110] direction at the
angle θ ≈ 35o. Note that Burgers vector b corresponds to an elementary distance between atoms
in the <111> direction.
Figure 4 shows a local map of kinetic energies of individual atoms, normalized by 1J. The
individual figures correspond to the situation at time steps 3100, 3200, 3300 and 3360. The wave
patterns at the upper and lower sample borders come from the gradual (step by step) external
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Fig. 3 Atomic configuration at the crack tip during twin generation (a) and fast twin extension
(b) at a crack (001)/[110] loaded in mode I.
loading. These patterns do not occur in Cerv et al. (2000), where transonic twinning under static
loading is presented. Exchange of interactions occurs during twinning, i.e. some bonds are
broken and new created in the <111>{112} slip systems. The bond breakage and relaxation of
the shear stresses contribute to acoustic emission during twin extension. Our results are not
influenced by the back wave reflections from external sample borders, caused by the shear bond
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Fig. 4 Local map of kinetic energies of individual atoms from MD in the simulated sample
loaded gradually in mode I at time steps 3100, 3200, 3300 and 3360. The pre-existing crack
(001)/[110] is shown as the horizontal black line. The oblique lines emanating from the black
twin tips are shock waves generated by transonic twinning.
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Fig. 5 Sections of the ray (wave) surfaces (quasi-longitudinal (qL) and quasi-transverse (qT)) in
the (110) plane in bcc iron under plane strain.
breakage. When twins expand with a velocity higher than the velocity of shear waves, shock
waves are expected, both in continuum model (Rosakis and Tsai, 1995) and in our atomistic
model. Although the situation in Fig. 4 is influenced by gradual loading, bond breakage and
stress relaxation mentioned above, the shock waves arising during transonic twin extension are
clearly visible as oblique lines at twin tips. The oblique lines represent the envelopes of
elementary shear waves, generated by the twin tips and by the twin corners (Rosakis and Tsai,
1995) when they propagate with a speed higher than the velocity of shear waves in the shear
direction <111>. Contrary to isotropic medium, the elementary waves have slightly complicated
wave fronts due to the anisotropic cubic symmetry (Fig. 5). The oblique lines in Fig. 4 make with
twin boundaries so called Mach angles of about 46o. It is in a reasonable agreement with angles
47o-55o coming from a reconstruction (Fig. 6) of the fast moving ray (wave) surfaces, generated
by the upper moving twin tip in the <111> direction in elastic anisotropic continuum of the same
orientation as in our case. The results for a static loading presented in (Cerv et al., 2000) show
that the character of acoustic emission at twin boundaries is similar, i.e. in our case transonic
twinning is not significantly influenced by the non-zero loading rate. The hot (black) fine
structure at the twin tips is probably caused by fast structural changes at the twin tips and also by
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Fig. 6 Reconstruction of the shear wave patterns for fast twinning in anisotropic continuum of
the same orientation as in Fig. 5. The crosses denote the position of the moving twin tip (at the
upper twin in Fig. 4) with a constant transonic velocity Vtwin = 1.65 CT. The distance between
crosses corresponds to Burgers vector b = ao/2 <111> and the time corresponds to 0.5 ps after the
beginning (start) of the fast twin extension. The oblique lines under the angles 47o and 55o
denote the envelopes of the individual shear waves fronts and they represent the shock waves
arising after transonic motion of a local source of the shear stress waves.
partial twinning dislocations that operate at interfaces with transonic velocities. Note that in this
case twinning occurs in the easy twinning direction, described e.g. in Hertzberg (1983).
4. Dislocation emission from the crack tip
Emission of complete edge dislocations with Burgers vector b = ao/2 <111> in the slip
systems <111>{112} has been observed recently (Rosecky et al., 2001) in atomistic simulations
with a different crack orientation (-110) / [110] – see Fig. 7. In this section we present new
results on the character of acoustic emission during subsonic motion of dislocations away from
the crack tip.
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Fig. 7 Detail of atomic configuration at the crack tip: (a) during dislocation generation at a preexisting crack (-110)/[110], (b) at pair emission of complete edge dislocations in the slip
systems <111>{112}. The crack is loaded in tension mode I.
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A central pre-existing crack (-110) / [110] is embedded in a rectangular sample. Due to the
symmetry, only one half of the sample is treated in the simulations. The initial half-crack length
is lo = 30 ao/2. The simulated crystal consists of 300 planes in the x1 = [-110] direction (parallel
to loading) and 300 planes in the x2 = [001] direction. The sample is loaded gradually (during
6000 time steps) by external forces up to the level corresponding to Griffith stress σG. After that
the external forces are kept at the constant level.
Dislocation generation at the crack tip (Fig. 7a) has been observed at time step 6500. In this
case, the slip system <111>{112} is inclined with respect to the [001] direction at an angle θ ≈
55o and dislocation motion away from the crack tip is realized in the anti-twinning direction
(Hertzberg, 1983). During the dislocation generation, the relative shear displacements U01, U12,
U23 and U34 at the crack tip have been monitored between the planes 0,1,2,3,4 respectively (see
Fig.7a). The most significant component is the U01, the other relative shear displacements were
negligible (small) during the process. The relative shear displacement U01 reached the expected
value U01 = b at time step 6549, when the generation process finished and the two complete edge
dislocations in Fig.7b were emitted from the crack tip. The emission is realized as a fast block
like shear of the lower crystal parts lying below the slip planes, which enlarges crack opening
displacements and causes crack tip blunting and crack stability. At this moment (time step 6549),
the position of the dislocation nucleus in the <111> direction corresponds to a distance 8b from
the crack tip and the dislocations start to move in the <111>{112} slip systems away from the
crack tip. At time step 6700, the position of the dislocation nucleus already corresponds to 23b.
At time step 7000, the dislocations occur at a distance 53b from the crack tip. The average
dislocation velocity is Vdisl = (53 – 8) b/(7000 – 6549) h = 2476 m/s; i.e. it is subsonic, smaller
than the velocity of the shear waves in the slip system <111>{112}.
Shear bond breakage and exchange of interactions exist in the slip systems also during
dislocation emission and dislocation motion. The presented results are not influenced by the back
wave reflections from the external sample borders.
The local kinetic energies of individual atoms in the whole crystal are visualized at the
mentioned time steps 6500, 6549, 6700 and 7000 in Fig. 8. Unlike Fig. 4, the loading waves are
not visible in Fig. 8 since the external forces are kept at a constant level after the time step 6000.
The higher kinetic energy, the darker color in Fig. 8 occurs, similar to Fig. 4. The crack length in
Fig. 8 is shown as a vertical short line. The oblique dark patterns in figures R6500 and R6549
denote the “hot” slip systems <111>{112} where dislocation generation is realized and the local
kinetic energies of the participating atoms are very high. Small shock patterns are visible at
dislocation positions in figure R6549, since the emission process is very fast, as already
mentioned in (Holian and Ravelo, 1995). The fast crack opening after the emission significantly
contributes also to the generation of longitudinal waves. The wave front of the longitudinal
waves emanating from the crack is well visible in figure R6700 as a light half ring around the
crack, located in front of the dark patterns. The dark oblique line patterns represent the slip
systems. The darkest place at the end of each slip system is the moving dislocation nucleus. The
wave fronts of the shear waves generated during subsonic motion of the dislocations are visible
almost perpendicularly to the slip systems. While the analysis (Trochidis and Polyzos, 1995)
brings information on transverse elastic displacements caused by motion of a dislocation in
isotropic continuum, we are concerned with the field of atomic velocities in anisotropic medium.
The reconstruction of the shear wave processes arising in anisotropic continuum due to a moving
source with the speed Vdisl = 0.82 CT is shown in Fig. 9. This figure shows that the darker region
at the end of the lower slip system in Fig. 8 is created as a diffusive wave front of the shear
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Fig. 8 Local kinetic energies of individual atoms from MD in the simulated cracked crystal:
R6500 - dislocation generation at the crack tip at time step 6500; R6549 - emission of the
complete edge dislocations in the slip systems <111>{112}) at time step 6549; R6700 and
R7000 - subsonic motion of the two dislocations with a velocity Vdisl = 0.82 CT away from the
crack tip. The crack (-110)/[110] is shown by vertical short lines, the slip systems are visible as
the thin oblique patterns starting from the crack tip.
waves emitted by the moving dislocation. A larger level of the kinetic energy and of atomic
velocities is expected in the region of the shear wave front and so, this region in Fig. 8 is dark.
The shear waves are generated during the shear bond breakage and relaxation of the shear stress
in the <111>{112} slip systems. They represent the most intensive processes in the system. The
relaxation of the normal stress components (dilatation above and compression below the
dislocation slip plane) does not seem to contribute significantly to acoustic emission from the
moving dislocations. It indicates figure R7000, where the wave front of the longitudinal waves is
almost already invisible.
The results on transonic twinning and subsonic motion of dislocations in the equivalent slip
systems <111>{112} illustrate how different shear wave patterns arise during transonic and
subsonic motion of a local AE source.
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Fig. 9 Reconstruction of the shear wave patterns in anisotropic elastic continuum for subsonic
dislocation motion. The crosses in the direction <111> denote the position of the dislocation (the
lower dislocation in Fig. 8) moving with the velocity Vdisl = 0.82 CT. The distance between
crosses corresponds again to Burgers vector. This figure shows that the darker region at the end
of the lower slip system in Fig. 8 represents a diffusive wave front of the shear waves emitted by
the moving dislocation.
MD simulations offer an opportunity to study acoustic emission during a defect growth on
atomic scale level, where very high frequencies in THz region may occur. It is not yet directly
accessible experimentally, where to at most GHz frequency of AE can be detected. However, the
emitted pulses still contain low-frequency components, which have low intensity, but may be
detectable.
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Abstract
A database of wideband acoustic emission (AE) modeled signals was used in Part 1 to examine the application of a wavelet transform (WT) to identify AE sources. The AE signals in the
database were created by use of a validated three-dimensional finite element code. These signals
represented the out-of-plane displacements from buried dipole sources in aluminum plates 4.7
mm thick and of small and large lateral dimensions. The surface displacement signals at three
far-field distances were filtered with a 40 kHz high-pass filter prior to applying the WT. The
WTs were calculated with AGU-Vallen Wavelet, a freeware software program. The effects of
propagation distance, AE source type, and the depth of the AE source below the plate surface
were examined. Specifically, a ratio of the WT magnitude (WT coefficient) from the fundamental anti-symmetric mode to that from the fundamental symmetric mode was studied for correlation with the AE source type. The WT magnitudes were those corresponding to a particular
group velocity and signal frequency for each mode. For sources in the large plate located at the
same depth, the ratios were able to distinguish different source types and exhibited only small
changes with increasing propagation distance. But, when the variable of depth of the source was
introduced, the ratios did not uniquely classify the AE source type. In the case of the small coupon plate specimen, reflections from the specimen edges distorted and complicated the WTs.
Since the current coupon database excludes (except for one case) the parameter of changes in the
distance of the source from the coupon sides, a full examination of these complications was not
possible.
1. Introduction
Since early in the history of AE, a goal of AE practitioners has been to use AE signals as the
means to identify the type of source that generated the signals (Mehan and Mullin, 1971). Papers
have been published indicating the successful identification of AE sources, and commercial AE
companies offer software for the purpose of identifying AE sources. These efforts are often controversial because they lack an analytical justification (based on the theory of AE) of the signal
features used to sort the experimental signals into different types of sources. Alternatively, some
AE source-identification experiments have been carried out with specimen geometries and sensor locations such that signals are obtained from the direct longitudinal bulk waves in several
directions of radiation (Buttle and Scruby, 1990a). The analysis that is used to sort these signals
into different source types (or combinations of source types) is based on analytical calculations
(forward modeling) that determine the relative amplitudes of the first bulk longitudinal signals in
different radiation directions. By comparing relative experimental bulk wave amplitudes in different directions with the calculated results for a series of possible sources, the experimental
#
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sources were identified in a more satisfying fashion. However, in many AE applications Lamb
waves are present due to plate-like test specimens and observation of the AE signals in the farfield. In this case, this more satisfying approach is not directly applicable. Some AE researchers
(Weaver and Pao, 1982a, b; Guo et al., 1998) have presented analytical results (forward modeling) for Lamb waves in infinite plates, but to date they have not published an extensive database
that could lead to source identification of experimental signals by appropriate comparisons.
The AE source-identification research presented here uses an extensive database of modeled
Lamb-wave AE signals. These signals were obtained by use of a validated finite-element modeling code (Hamstad et al., 1999). Since the exact source type and all its characteristics are
known for each signal, the features of the AE signals can be unequivocally associated with particular source types. In the case of experimental signals, this is not the case. In this paper we examine the possibilities of extracting meaningful source identification features by the use of a
wavelet transform (WT). To retain the possibility of a direct method of source identification
(rather that an artificial-intelligence method), this paper examines the extraction of limited data
sets from the WT results. In addition, if the direct method is not completely successful, these results could provide insight into the most relevant WT results to input into an artificialintelligence approach.
2. Description of AE Database
The AE signals that comprised the analyzed database were all calculated by the NIST- Boulder finite-element modeling (FEM) code. This code has been validated (Hamstad et al., 1999;
Prosser et al., 1999) for buried dipole-type point sources operating in plate specimens with infinite lateral dimensions and for surface and edge monopole sources on plates with small and large
lateral dimensions. The specimen domains in the database were aluminum plates 4.7 mm thick.
These plates had lateral dimensions of either 1000 mm by 1000 mm (representing the infiniteplate case) or 480 mm by 25.4 mm (representing a small coupon specimen). Figure 1 shows a
drawing of the small specimen superimposed on the large specimen. The lateral position of the
AE source and the positions where the plate top surface out-of-plane displacement was determined as a function of time are shown. These displacement signals provide the AE signals that
would be obtained in a single direction of radiation (toward sensors 1, 2 and 3) or the opposite
direction (toward sensors 5, 6, and 7). All the sensor positions were 60 mm apart.
The calculated signals provided a unique and ideal database that was far superior to experimental AE signals for the study of AE source identification. The reasons for this superiority are
due to exact knowledge of key information not always available in experimental data: pointsource location in three dimensions; source rise time; magnitude and orientation of source dipoles; absolute out-of-plane displacement of a perfect wideband point sensor at an exact location; known filtering of the AE signal; signals both with specimen edge reflections and without
such reflections; and signals that are largely free of noise.
For this study of AE source identification, the analyzed database included three types of
buried point-sources: (1) in-plane dipole, aligned with the propagation direction to the sensors,
(2) out-of-plane dipole, and (3) crack initiation (three dipoles) with the largest dipole aligned
with the propagation direction to the sensors. The dipole forces (body forces) were all 1 N except for the two smaller dipoles in the microcrack case, which were 0.52 N (based on the elastic
constants of aluminum). Each dipole was made up of a “central” cell having no body force,
along with single cells on each side of the “central” cell having body forces. All the
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Fig. 1 Large specimen with superimposed small coupon specimen. Sensor positions, spaced 60
mm apart, show points where out-of-plane displacement was determined versus time. All dimensions in mm.
calculations were based on a uniform three-dimensional cell size of 0.313 mm, which was chosen to conform to the requirements for convergence (Hamstad et al., 1999). For the examination
of propagation distance, the database included three propagation distances (60, 120, and 180
mm). The three distances were all in the far-field for the 4.7 mm thick plate. In addition, the
database included the very important (as will be seen below) variable of depth of the point source
below the top surface of the plate. All the sources had a rise time (of the dipole) of 1.5 µs with a
“cosine bell” temporal dependence (Hamstad et al., 1999). This rise time resulted in AE signals
with frequencies up to about 1 MHz (as determined from spectra calculated by a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT)). To provide a realistic database, all the AE signals were filtered with a 40 kHz
high-pass four-pole Butterworth filter prior to analysis. Also, to represent experimental practice,
all the calculated digital signals were resampled to a time step of 0.1 µs from the original calculation time step of 0.045 µs. Comparisons demonstrated that this resampling had no apparent
effect on the waveforms or their FFTs. The calculated total signal length in each case was 200
µs beginning from the start of operation of the AE source.
3. General Examination of WT Results
Figure 2 shows an example of an AE signal without edge reflections and its calculated WT
magnitude (WT coefficients) as a function of frequency versus time. The source for this signal
was an in-plane dipole centered at a depth of 1.723 mm (the center of the “central” cell) below
the plate top surface. The signal represents the top-surface out-of-plane displacement at 180 mm
from the epicenter of the source. All the WTs were calculated with AGU-Vallen Wavelet, a
freeware software program (Vallen-Systeme GmbH, 2001; H. Suzuki et al., 1996). AGU-Vallen
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Fig. 2 Typical calculated AE signal from an in-plane dipole source with corresponding WT.
Superimposed fundamental symmetric, So, and anti-symmetric, Ao, modes after converting
group velocity to time based on 180 mm propagation distance. Red color corresponds to highest
magnitude of the WT. Source depth is 1.723 mm in large specimen. (WT scale: 1 MHz: 150 µs)
Wavelet has been developed in collaboration between Vallen-Systeme GmbH and Aoyama
Gakuin University (AGU), Tokyo, Japan. The AGU group has pioneered in the research of
wavelet analysis in the field of acoustic emission (Suzuki et al., 1996; Takemoto et al., 2000;
Yamada et al., 2000). This program has a Gabor function as the “mother” wavelet with a central
frequency of 7 MHz. The software program also includes a program to calculate the relevant
group-velocity curves for the lowest ten modes of the infinite number of Lamb modes that govern the far-field wave propagation in a plate. Figure 2 shows the two lowest modes (fundamental
symmetric, So, and anti-symmetric, Ao) superimposed on the WT. This superposition is facilitated by an option that converts the group velocity scale to a time scale using the known exact
propagation distance. The group-velocity curves were calculated by use of the same bulk velocities that were used in the finite-element computations (6,320 m/s bulk longitudinal velocity
and 3,100 m/s bulk shear velocity). The FEM calculation also uses the material density of 2700
kg/m3. The color scale in Fig. 2 is a linear scale with red representing the highest-magnitude region of the WT and pink the smallest or zero-magnitude region. The display includes an option
to change the color scale (called the color factor) so as to include a greater or lesser portion of
the maximum magnitudes in the “red” region. The WT in Fig. 2 has a color-factor (CF) value of
0.8. A color factor of less than 1 (the default value) means that a wider range of the WT peak
magnitudes are displayed in red. The converse applies for color factors greater than 1.
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Fig. 3 FFT of the waveform shown in Fig. 2.
Clearly, Fig. 2 shows the presence of AE signal energy in portions of both the fundamental
symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. The WT also demonstrates that the AE signal energy is
not uniformly distributed between the modes that are present, nor is it uniformly distributed as a
function of frequency along each of the dominant modes. These aspects demonstrate a key advantage of the WT as compared to an FFT. The WT shows how the signal energy is distributed
as a function of frequency, time (or group velocity), and mode. In contrast, as is well known and
illustrated in Fig. 3, the FFT of the same AE signal provides only the frequency content of the
whole signal and does not allow one to easily see the modal division or how the intensity of the
energy in particular frequency ranges and modes varies as a function of time (or group velocity).
Thus, Fig. 2 shows that this AE source has the greatest concentration (most red color) of energy
in the anti-symmetric fundamental mode in a frequency range of about 40 to 80 kHz over a range
of group velocities from 1.8 to 2.7 mm/µs. Another large amplitude region of the WT is the part
of the fundamental symmetric mode in a frequency range from about 500 to 540 kHz, which is
centered about a group velocity of about 1.9 mm/µs. With regard to these frequency ranges and
group velocities, we point out that the WT algorithm allows the user to select both the frequency
resolution and the wavelet size. The effects on the WT results of different choices for these parameters are discussed next.
4. Parameter Selection to Enhance the Resolution/Smoothness of WT Results
The wavelet transform program, AGU-Vallen Wavelet, used in this research is that freely
distributed on the World Wide Web (see web site www.vallen.de). There are several parameters
that need to be selected prior to the wavelet calculation. Figure 4 shows the setup screen for this
wavelet transform. Two parameters must be chosen properly to obtain sufficient resolution of
the WT. These parameters are the “Frequency Resolution” and the “Wavelet size”. The “Freq.
Resolution” gives the frequency interval for the WT calculation, and has a default value of 10
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Fig. 4 “Wavelet Setup” screen for AGU-Vallen Wavelet.
kHz. This value is not necessarily the best, as is shown in Fig. 5. In this case the WT was calculated for an in-plane dipole centered at a depth of 0.47 mm in the large plate with a source-tosensor propagation distance of 180 mm. Figure 5 (a) shows the WT result (CF = 1) with the default value of “Freq. Resolution” of 10 kHz and a “Wavelet size” of 800 samples, and Fig. 5 (b)
shows the WT result (CF = 1) using a “Freq. Resolution” of 2 kHz and the same “Wavelet size”.
Clearly the 10 kHz frequency steps can be seen in Fig. 5 (a). These steps are not present in Fig.
5 (b), which shows a much smoother result. The disadvantage of using the smaller value for the
frequency resolution is that the calculation takes longer. For example, on a personal computer
with a CPU speed of 0.7 GHz, the WT shown in Fig. 5(a) took about 5 s and that shown in Fig.
5(b) took about 18 s.
The “Wavelet size” has a default value of 200 samples. Figure 6 shows the WT results of the
same AE signal used for Fig. 5 with the default value (a) and a size value of 800 samples (b).
For this figure the “Freq. Resolution” of 2 kHz was used along with a color factor of 1. It can be
seen that the larger “Wavelet size” gives a smoother result. With a larger “Wavelet size” value,
the calculation requires more time. To date, our observation has been that an increase in the
“Wavelet size” is advisable when the larger amplitudes in the WT are at frequencies below about
100 kHz. Thus, we conclude that it is worthwhile to enhance the resolution and smoothness of
the WT results at the cost of slightly longer computational times. For example, on a modern personal computer, the WT shown in Fig. 6 (a) took about 6 s and that shown in Fig. 6 (b) took
about 18 s. When WT results were used to extract quantitative results, the parameters were selected to provide better resolution. In other cases lower resolution was used for more qualitative
results.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 WT results with low “Frequency resolution” (default) of 10 kHz (a) and high “Frequency
resolution” of 2 kHz (b). Both results with a “Wavelet size” of 800 samples. Figures show frequency (0 to 500 kHz) versus time (0 to 150 µs).
5. Correlation of WTs with Source Type (Large Plate)
To begin to study source identification using the FEM database, we first focus on WT results
of calculated AE signals at three different propagation distances from a single source. Figure 7
shows the WT results (“Freq. Resolution” of 2 kHz, “Wavelet size” of 600 samples and CF = 1)
at the three available distances for an in-plane dipole source (dipole forces are aligned with the
direction of propagation to the sensors) at a depth of 1.723 mm in a large plate. This figure
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 WT results with small (default) “Wavelet size” of 200 samples (a) and large “Wavelet
size” of 800 samples (b). Scales are the same as Fig. 5.
demonstrates that the WT results look very similar at different propagation distances when the
time axis has been adjusted for the different distances. Due to this similarity with propagation
distance, a limited data set could be extracted from the WT results that potentially shows that
these three signals are from the same source. This potential was examined by extracting the WT
peak magnitudes at two pairs of frequency and approximate group velocity. The frequencies and
approximate group velocities were selected, one from each of the dominant WT magnitude regions of the fundamental modes. The circles in Fig. 7 show the two modal regions where the
WT peak magnitudes and associated arrival times were extracted. The selected pairs of fre46

60 mm

120 mm

180 mm

Fig. 7 WT results at three propagation distances 60 mm, 120 mm, and 180 mm for an in-plane
dipole source at a depth of 1.723 mm. Circles show approximate regions from which the maximum WT magnitudes and group velocities were extracted at 50 kHz (Ao) and 522 kHz (So).
Figures show frequency (0 to 1 MHz) versus time (0 to 80, 120, and 150 µs for the three propagation distances).
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Table 1. WT magnitudes (peak value) for specified mode and frequency at indicated group velocity for in-plane dipole source at a depth of 1.723 mm.
Ao mode at 50 kHz
Propagation Indicated group
WT
distance, mm velocity, mm/µs Magnitude
60
1.76
83,454
120
2.02
58,265
180
2.17
46,415

So mode at 522 kHz
Indicated group
WT
velocity, mm/µs Magnitude
1.88
77,724
1.86
45,904
1.84
33,225

Magnitude ratio,
Ao/So
1.1
1.3
1.4

Table 2. WT magnitudes (peak value) for specified mode and frequency at indicated group velocity with sources at a depth of 1.723 mm and a propagation distance of 180 mm.
Source
Type
Out-of-plane
In-plane
Crack initiation

Ao mode at 50 kHz
Indicated group
WT
velocity, mm/µs
Magnitude
2.18
22,819
2.17
46,415
2.14
34,603

So mode at 522 kHz
Indicated group
WT
velocity, mm/µs
Magnigude
1.84
35,924
1.84
33,225
1.83
14,546

Magnitude ratio,
Ao/So
0.64
1.4
2.4

quency and group velocity were 50 kHz and about 2.16 mm/µs for the flexural mode (Ao) and
522 kHz and about 1.84 mm/µs for the extensional mode (So). The extraction of the peak WT
magnitudes and their arrival times (in the approximate group-velocity region) was facilitated by
an option that allows exporting the WT results into spreadsheets. Table 1 shows the extracted
results. The indicated group velocity was obtained by dividing the extracted arrival time into the
propagation distance from the source epicenter to the sensor location. Table 1 also shows the
ratios of the Ao/So peak WT magnitudes at the selected frequencies and group velocities. The
use of such a ratio provides a measure that is independent of the original source strength.
Although the Ao/So ratio experiences an increase with increasing propagation distance, this
change could be corrected for by developing approximate rates of travel-distance attenuation of
the WT magnitudes for the different modes and frequencies being used. Thus, it seems a limited
set of data can be extracted (from WT results) that indicates the same source was observed at different propagation distances. However, it should be pointed out that the current dataset studies
only the effect of propagation distance in one source-radiation direction (and the direction 180
degrees opposed; a symmetrical direction). Since a source in a plate emits different amounts of
energy of the bulk modes in different radiation directions, future research should check the above
conclusions (for source identification) when the propagation distance varies along with the twodimensional radiation direction in the plane of the plate. Due to the typical symmetries of radiation patterns of sources aligned with the plate coordinate axes, this check will need to be done for
only one quadrant rather than for a full 360 degrees.
To extend the study of extraction of a limited database for AE source identification from WT
results, the next focus was on three different source types and their signals at a fixed propagation
distance of 180 mm. Figure 8 shows (CF = 1) the WTs for an in-plane dipole (a), out-of-plane
dipole (b), and a microcrack initiation (c) with all the sources centered at 1.723 mm below the
top surface. These WTs were calculated with a “Frequency Resolution” (FR) of 2 kHz and a
“Wavelet size” (WS) of 600 samples. Following the same procedure that was used with Fig. 7 to
obtain the data in Table 1, the data shown in Table 2 were obtained from the WTs in Fig. 8.
Again circles have been drawn in Fig. 8 about the regions from which the modes, approximate
group velocities and frequencies were selected. Examination of Table 2 indicates that the sig48

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. WT results from out-of-plane displacement signals for three different source types: (a)
in-plane dipole, (b) out-of-plane dipole and (c) crack initiation. Sources are all at a depth of
1.723 mm. Circles show approximate regions from which the maximum WT magnitudes and
group velocities were extracted at 50 kHz (Ao) and 522 kHz (So). Figures show frequency (0 to
1 MHz) versus time (0 to 150 µs) for the signals at 180 mm propagation distance.
nificant changes of the simple Ao/So ratio potentially could be used for source identification.
The out-of-plane dipole source had the smallest ratio, and the crack-initiation source had the
largest ratio.
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@ 2.35 mm,
mid-plane

@ 1.41 mm

@ 1.097 mm

@ 2.037 mm

@ 0.47 mm

@ 1.723 mm

Fig. 9. WT plots as a function of the indicated source depths below the plate top surface. The
source was an in-plane dipole with a 180 mm propagation distance. Figures show frequency (0
to 1 MHz) versus time (0 to 150 µs).
Examination of WT results for a single source type as a function of source depth reveals
some potential difficulties in the approach suggested above. Figure 9 demonstrates the changes
in WTs (with default values and CF = 1 for the AE signals at 180 mm) for an in-plane dipole as a
function of the depth of the source below the top surface of the plate. Even a casual examination
of the results in this figure shows that the WT result varies substantially as the depth of the
source changes. For the source located at the mid-plane (at 2.35 mm) the fundamental symmetric (extensional) mode dominates. As the source is moved closer to the surface, it is clear that
the energy carried in the extensional mode decreases and most of the energy is carried in the
fundamental anti-symmetric (flexural) mode. This dependence of the dominant Lamb modes
and associated frequencies can also be seen in the signal waveforms and their FFTs. These results are shown in Fig. 10 as a function of source depth for the same series of depths. The dependence of the WT results on source depth also is apparent for the out-of-plane dipole source
and the more complicated microcrack initiation source. These WT results (default parameters
and CF = 1) for the AE signals at 180 mm are shown in Fig. 11 for two different depths (0.783
and 1.723 mm).
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Fig. 10. Calculated AE signals with corresponding FFTs (in the same sequence top to bottom)
for same cases shown in Fig. 9.
The possibility of extracting from WTs (of the out-of-plane displacement signals) a more
limited data set to uniquely identify the different AE sources certainly exists. However, it is
complicated by the dependence of the AE signals and their WTs on the depth of the sources.
There are two primary reasons for this complication. First, the Ao/So ratio changes not just with
source type but with source depth. The primary change (for the three source types considered)
that takes place when the depth of a source changes is a transfer of more energy to either the extensional mode or the flexural mode from the alternate mode. Thus, it does not seem possible to
extract simple Ao/So ratio information, such as in Tables 1 and 2, from the WTs that is unique to
a particular source type. Second, since at a fixed depth there are clear differences between
source types (see Fig. 8 and Table 2), it is likely, as a consequence of the transfer of energy between modes, that two different sources at two different source depths could have very similar
WTs. This is in fact the case, as Figs. 12 and 13 show (calculated using default WT parameters)
for signals at 180 mm from the sources. Figure 12 shows (CF = 1) that a microcrack initiation
source (a) at a depth of 0.783 mm has nearly the same WT as an in-plane dipole source (b) at a
depth of 0.47 mm. Figure 13 demonstrates (CF = 1) the close WT similarities between an outof-plane dipole source (a) at a depth of 1.723 mm and an in-plane dipole source (b) at a depth of
2.037 mm.
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Microcrack

Out-of-plane dipole

Source @
0.783 mm
deep

Source @
1.723 mm
deep

Fig. 11. WT plots showing the distinctions between a microcrack initiation source and an out-ofplane dipole compared at the same two different source depths and at 180 mm propagation distance. Plots show frequency (0 to 1 MHz) versus time (0 to 150 µs).
One might consider whether the lower-magnitude regions of the WTs in Figs. 12 and 13
might provide suitable simple features that would distinguish these sources. This might be the
case as shown in Fig. 14, which shows WTs for the same signals used for Fig. 13 calculated with
WS = 600 samples and FR = 2 kHz. Also in Fig. 14, the CF was set at 0.8 to provide a widermagnitude range for the red color region. This setting of the CF effectively shows more features
of the lower-magnitude parts of the WTs. The arrows in Fig. 14 point to regions where the WT
of the in-plane dipole (b) has a larger magnitude than the WT of the out-of-plane dipole (a). But,
this aspect that shows up very well in the FEM modeled data may not be nearly as clear when the
typical signal-to-noise ratios of real AE signals are considered. In the modeled case, data has little or no apparent noise. Thus, examining differences in regions of lower WT magnitude may
not be a practical solution for real AE signals.
To examine the depth effects more systematically and quantitatively, high-resolution WTs
were calculated from signals at a propagation distance of 180 mm for the different source types
and depths in the available database. The WT peak magnitudes at two pairs of frequency and
approximate group velocity were then extracted for each case. The frequencies and approximate
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. WT plots showing the similarities for two different source types at different depths. At
180 mm propagation distance. Microcrack initiation (a) at 0.783 mm depth and in-plane dipole
(b) at 0.470 mm depth. Plots show frequency (0 to 1 MHz) versus time (0 to 150 µs).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. WT plots show the similarities for two different source types at different depths. At 180
mm propagation distance. Out-of-plane dipole (a) at 1.723 mm depth and in-plane dipole (b) at
2.037 mm depth. Plots show frequency (0 to 1 MHz) versus time (0 to 150 µs).
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(a)

(b)

S14_2729

S14_2698

Fig. 14. Same cases and scales as Fig. 13 with color factor changed to 0.8 to examine differences in WTs in their lower magnitude regions. Arrows point to higher magnitude regions in the
in-plane dipole (b) versus the out-of-plane dipole (a).
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Fig. 15. Ao/So ratio of peak WT magnitudes versus AE source depth for the microcrack initiation, in-plane dipole and out-of-plane dipole sources at 180 mm propagation distance. Peak
magnitudes at 50 kHz and approximate group velocity of 2.16 mm/µs for Ao and at 522 kHz and
approximate group velocity of 1.84 mm/µs for So.
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Table 3a. WT magnitudes (peak value) for specified mode and frequency at indicated group velocity for in-plane dipole source at 180 mm. (Note * indicates a peak was not present)
Source
depth, mm
2.35
2.037
1.723
1.41
1.097
0.783
0.47

Ao mode at 50 kHz
Indicated group
WT
velocity, mm/µs Magnitude
2.18
160*
2.18
23,104
2.17
46,415
2.14
70,427
2.14
95,209
2.14
121,144
2.15
148,578

So mode at 522 kHz
Indicated group
WT
velocity, mm/µs Magnitude
1.84
37,124
1.84
36,138
1.84
33,225
1.84
28,398
1.83
21,738
1.83
13,331
1.82
3,357

Magnitude ratio,
Ao/So
0.0043
0.64
1.4
2.5
4.4
9.1
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Table 3b. WT magnitudes (peak value) for specified mode and frequency at indicated group velocity for microcrack initiation at 180 mm. (Note * indicates a peak was not present)
Source
depth, mm
2.35
2.037
1.723
1.41
1.097

Ao mode at 50 kHz
Indicated group
WT
Magnitude
veloicty, mm/µs
2.14
166*
2.14
17,248
2.14
34,603
2.18
52,296
2.14
70,490

So mode at 522 kHz
Indicated group
WT
velocity, mm/µs Magnitude
1.84
16,535
1.84
16,035
1.83
14,546
1.83
12,084
1.83
8,669

Magnitude ratio,
Ao/So
0.004
1.1
2.4
4.3
8.1

Table 3c.
WT magnitudes (peak value) for specified mode and frequency at indicated
group velocity for out-of-plane dipole at 180 mm.
Source
depth, mm
2.35
2.037
1.723
1.41
1.097
0.783

Ao mode at 50 kHz
Indicated group
WT
velocity, mm/µs
Magnitude
2.16
132.7
2.14
11,343
2.18
22,819
2.14
34,843
2.14
47,510
2.14
61,099

So mode at 522 kHz
Indicated group
WT
velocity, mm/µs
Magnitude
1.84
39,605
1.84
38,676
1.84
35,924
1.84
31,402
1.84
25,177
1.84
17,365

Magnitude ratio,
Ao/So
0.0034
0.29
0.64
1.1
1.9
3.5

group velocities selected were those from the dominant WT magnitude regions of both fundamental modes. The selected values for the flexural mode (Ao) were 50 kHz and about 2.16
mm/µs. For the extensional mode (So), the values were 522 kHz and about 1.84 mm/µs. Then,
as before, at each frequency the maximum WT magnitude and its arrival time were determined
near the selected approximate group velocities. For certain cases the magnitudes of the WT are
relatively small at the selected frequency and approximate group velocity, and in some cases the
WT did not have a clear maximum in the approximate group-velocity region. In these latter
cases, the WT magnitude at the selected frequency was selected at the same arrival time that the
peak magnitude occurred when the same source type was at the nearest depth where the WT as a
function of time had a true maximum in that region. The values determined are shown in Tables
3a, b and c for the three different source types. Also, these tables include the calculated magnitude ratio Ao/So for the range of source depths and source types. Figure 15 shows a plot of
Ao/So versus source depth with the source type as a parameter. It is reasonable to conclude that
there is a definite ordering of the Ao/So ratio as function of source depth. The microcrack initia55

tion source results in the highest values and the out-of-plane dipole has the lowest values, with
the in-plane dipole source in between. The relative differences between the ratios at a fixed
depth are not small, since the ratio scale in the figure is logarithmic. At the mid-plane depth (2.35
mm), the ratio values are likely not reliable due to the very small WT magnitudes for the Ao
mode. Also, these Ao values were in most cases arbitrarily selected as described above since the
Ao mode did not have a peak value for the approximate group velocity region of the mode.
It is clear in the case of experimental data when the source depth is unknown that the Ao/So
ratio alone will not uniquely define a source type. But, if one considers the data in Fig. 15 to be
that for a radiation direction of zero degrees, then it may be possible that results of Ao/So ratios
from other radiation directions could provide sufficient additional information to uniquely identify the source type. This expectation, not unlike the approach of Buttle and Scruby (1990a),
uses the fact that the radiation pattern is different for different source types. Since in experimental situations typically three or four sensors are hit when two-dimensional source location is
determined (a prerequisite for the above approach, since the selected approximate group velocity
needs to be converted to an approximate arrival time), signals are typically available in several
two-dimensional radiation directions. For these different radiation directions, the Ao/So ratio
could be extracted from WTs of the signals. These ratios could then be compared as a function
of the radiation angle with modeled results of the Ao/So ratio versus radiation angle determined
for different source types and depths. This method could possibly add sufficient information to
uniquely identify the source type and source depth. Based upon these observations in future research we expect to examine the above approach with a FEM database that includes other radiation directions.
The application to experimental AE data of the Ao/So ratio approach will likely experience
difficulties when the source is located very near the plate surfaces or very near the plate’s midplane. As the first and last rows of Tables 3a, b and c show, in these cases either the Ao or So
WT-based magnitude is small, and they do not always have a local maximum (at a given frequency and associated approximate group velocity). Thus, for experimental data from sources
near the mid-plane, effects of low signal-to-noise ratios will likely eliminate the possibility of
calculating meaningful Ao/So ratios. A possible solution to this problem might be to focus on the
single dominant mode for these source-depth cases. For example, for a source located near or at
the mid-plane of the plate two or more frequencies and associated approximate group velocities
could be selected from the So mode. At these frequencies and velocities the maximum magnitudes of the WT could be determined within the So mode. Then ratios such as So (at 522 kHz)
to So (at say 325 kHz) could be calculated. It is possible that this ratio or other appropriate ones
might result in distinguishing different source types located near the plate mid-plane. And for a
source located near the plate surfaces, a ratio from two frequencies of the Ao mode could be
used. Hence, in future research we expect to examine such an approach using the current FEM
database extended to include other source types, such as a shear source, and various radiation
angles.
6. WT Data Subsets for Source Identification in Specimens with Nearby Edges
When the lateral size of the test specimen is decreased so that nearby edges are present, the
AE signals and their WTs become much more complicated. This result is clearly seen in Fig. 16,
which compares WTs of the AE signals (40 kHz high-pass) at 180 mm from in-plane and out-ofplane dipole sources in the small coupon specimen (Fig. 16(a)) and the large specimen (Fig.
16(b)) both at a depth of 1.723 mm. Figure 17(a) also shows as a function of propagation dis56

In-plane dipole

Out-of-plane dipole

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16. WT results (40 kHz high-pass AE signals) for coupon specimen (a) with multiple edge
reflections compared to large specimen (b) without edge reflections. Results shown for an inplane dipole source and an out-of-plane dipole source with a propagation distance of 180 mm.
Sources centered at 1.723 mm below the top surface of the plate. Frequency (0 to 1 MHz) versus
time (0 to 150 µs). Superimposed fundamental modes shown.
tance the significant distortion in the WT results (of AE signals from an in-plane dipole) for the
coupon specimen compared to the large specimen (Fig. 17(b)) with sources at a depth of 1.723
mm. The distribution of signal energy in the coupon as shown in Figs. 16(a) and 17(a) does not
clearly follow the shapes of the superimposed fundamental Lamb-mode curves from the dispersion relations. Thus the extension of the possible extraction approaches proposed for source
identification in the large plate is not straightforward for the coupon specimen. Further, since the
distortion of the WT results is due to edge reflections (sides and at later times the specimen
ends), moving the source from side-to-side across the 25.4 mm dimension of the coupon specimen will change the reflections in the AE signals. These source-position changes will also
change the associated WTs as shown in Fig. 18 with superimposed fundamental modes. This
figure compares the WTs for in-plane dipole sources as a function of the transverse position of
the AE source. In Fig. 18(a), the source was located half-way across the specimen at 12.7 mm
from the coupon side edge. In Figs. 18(b) and 18(c), the source was successively at 6.13 mm and
3.31 mm from the coupon side edge. The WTs (CF = 1, WS = 600) in these figures were calculated from the AE signals at 180 mm from the sources. The source depth was 2.35 mm. The
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60 mm

120 mm

180 mm

(a)

(b)

Fig. 17. WT results (40 kHz high-pass AE signals) for coupon specimen (a) with multiple edge
reflections contrasted to large specimen (b) without edge reflections at three propagation distances: 60 mm, 120 mm, and 180 mm. Source in-plane dipole centered at a depth of 1.723 mm
below the top surface of the plate. Frequency (0 to 1 MHz) versus time (0 to 80, 120, and 150 µs
with increasing propagation distance). Superimposed fundamental modes shown
current coupon database, except for the case illustrated in Fig. 18, does not include the side-toside variation of the source position.
We believe the possible use of a WT for source identification in small specimens needs study
because researchers use such specimens. Thus the necessary FEM database should be developed. But, it is prudent in the case of source identification that such studies be done after the
potential difficulty of the dependence of the AE signals on the depth of the source is resolved. If
the resolution of source depth difficulties requires the use of AE signals in several directions of
radiation, then source identification in the small coupon specimen will likely require an alternate
approach. This conclusion follows from the fact that in the coupon specimen far-field signals
will not be available for different radiation directions. Researchers might be forced to use the
bulk wave approach mentioned earlier (Buttle and Scruby, 1990a) if information from different
propagation directions is required. This approach has been used in a 8-mm-thick coupon by
placing the sensors in very close proximity to known crack tips (Buttle and Scruby, 1990b). Reducing the coupon thickness will eventually result in a sample that is too thin to allow one to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 18. Comparison of WT results (40 kHz high-pass AE signals) as a function of transverse
position of the in-plane dipole source in the coupon specimen. The WTs with superimposed
fundamental modes were calculated from the displacement signals at 120 mm for the mid-plane
depth source. The sources were located half-way across the specimen (a) at 12.7 mm from the
edge, (b) at 6.13 mm from the edge, and (c) at 3.31 mm from the edge. Plots show frequency (0
to 1 MHz) versus time (0 to 120 µs).
distinguish the bulk-wave arrivals from sample surface reflections. Also, to practice the bulkwave approach, the AE sources of interest must be located in a small known region.
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7. Conclusions
A. Source Identification−Large Plates
!

!
!

For the 4.7 mm aluminum plate thickness of the current FEM database, a potentially useful
parameter for source identification has been found. Using a separate selected frequency and
approximate group velocity for each fundamental mode, the WT coefficients (usually local
maxima for the frequency and group velocity) can be combined to form an Ao/So magnitude
ratio. This ratio was found to distinguish different source types when the sources were all
centered at the same depth below the plate surface and with the same propagation distance.
But, since the values of this ratio overlap for different source types at different depths, it is
not possible to uniquely identify the source type with this small set of WT-based data.
The current database indicates that the value ranking of the Ao/So magnitude ratio for different source types remains in the same order as a function of source depth. Since this result is
for a single radiation direction, it is to be expected that obtaining this ratio for other radiation
directions will supplement the WT-based data with possibly sufficient information to
uniquely classify the AE source type even with changing source depth. This expectation is
based upon the fact that different source types have different AE-energy radiation patterns.
Thus a series of WT-based magnitude ratios from a total number, n, of different radiation angles (e.g., (Ao/So)1, (Ao/So)2, …, (Ao/So)n) could form an input vector to an artificial intelligence (AI) software program that would determine the AE source type. The AI program
could be initially trained using a FEM-generated database.

B. Source Identification−Small Coupon Specimens
!

The inherent multiple edge reflections present in small coupon specimens complicate the use
of WT coefficients for source identification. Since the current small coupon FEM database
does not include (except for one case) the important parameter (relative to edge reflection effects) of changes in specimen side-to-side position of the source, the current database did not
allow a full examination of these complications.
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Abstract
In Part 2, the same finite-element-generated database of acoustic emission (AE) signals was
used, as in Part 1: Source Identification, to examine the application of a wavelet transform (WT)
to improve the accuracy of AE source location. These signals represented the top surface out-ofplane displacement versus time from buried dipole sources in aluminum plates 4.7 mm thick.
The method utilizes a WT result to select AE signal-arrival times for a single group velocity
from energetic modes. The cases of both the large plate without edge reflections and the small
plate (coupon) with multiple edge reflections were examined. The arrival time of a specific frequency of an energetic fundamental mode of the far-field signals was determined from the WT.
Using these arrival times at three propagation distances, a group velocity was determined for
comparison with the appropriate group velocity based on dispersion curves. Both filtered narrow-band (100 to 300 kHz) and wideband (40 kHz high-pass) signals were examined. In addition, in the large-plate case, experimental sensor/preamplifier electronic noise was added to the
AE signals to examine the effect of noise on the determination of accurate arrival times as a
function of signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios. Results for the large plate indicate that very accurate arrival times can be determined that correspond to a particular group velocity. In the coupon case,
the results indicate significant distortions in the arrival times due to the multiple edge reflections.
The perturbation due to the presence of electronic noise was relatively small for the case of the
wideband signals in the large plate until signal-to-noise ratios reached levels where an AE hit
would likely not be recorded.
1. Introduction
One of the important aspects of acoustic emission (AE) technology is the ability to use the arrival times of the signals (from a single event) at three or more sensors to calculate the location
of the source in the test object. Often the two-dimensional location in a plate is determined. The
standard technique combines the measured arrival times with an appropriate single propagation
velocity to calculate the source location. In most AE applications, the arrival times of the signals
are obtained from the time that the signals first penetrate a fixed voltage threshold. As has been
documented (Hamstad, 1986; Gorman, 1990; Hamstad and Downs, 1995), this approach leads to
location errors. In particular, the arrival times at the different sensors often are determined from
different unknown velocities. This situation is a direct result of both the AE source characteristics (for example the source strength) and effects of the propagation of dispersive Lamb waves
along with geometry-based attenuation. The net result is that source location may be calculated
on the basis of inconsistent data. Specifically, the arrival times are not all obtained at the same
#
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velocity, and the velocity used in the location calculation is not the correct one for each sensor
hit.
Some previous research has demonstrated an approach to decrease the location errors (Ziola
and Gorman, 1992). In this approach, cross-correlation techniques were used to determine the
arrival times for a particular mode (typically the flexural mode) and frequency. The AE signals
analyzed were obtained from sensors responding to out-of-plane surface displacements. These
arrival times were combined with a corresponding theoretical group velocity to calculate a more
accurate source location. The resulting improvement in location accuracy was demonstrated by
out-of-plane pencil-lead breaks on the surface of a plate test specimen. This validation approach
is potentially incomplete. First, out-of-plane lead breaks create relatively large flexural mode
(anti-symmetric) components of the AE signals as compared to real AE sources, which can be
dominated by in-plane dipoles with smaller flexural-mode signals. Second, the surface lead
breaks do not account for the substantial differences in the dominate mode in AE signals as a
function of the depth of a real AE source through the plate thickness, as was shown in Part 1
(Hamstad et al., 2002).
In the research reported here, we examine the use of a wavelet transform (WT) to accurately
obtain arrival times at known group velocities from realistic modeled AE signals. We utilized
AGU-Vallen Wavelet program for obtaining WTs as in Part 1 (Hamstad et al., 2002). The AGU
group first used WT for determining the group velocity dispersion of the Lamb waves (Cho et
al., 1996; Hayashi et al., 1999) and for AE source location on anisotropic CFRP plates (Yamada
et al., 2000; Takemoto et al., 2000). Yamada et al. (2000) determined the group velocity of
flexual Lamb waves (generated by pencil-lead breaks or ball drops) from the maxima of WT coefficients of a certain frequency. A few other research works used a WT for AE source location
(Yamada et al., 2000; Takemoto et al., 2000; Kwon and Joo, 2000, Jeong and Jang, 2000). The
validation approach used in these experimental studies is incomplete due to the reliance on monopole sources from out-of-plane pencil-lead breaks or ball drops on the plate surface. In this
work, we obtained the AE signals in plate samples by finite-element modeling (FEM), and the
sources of these signals include realistic dipoles as well as the important variable of source
depth. The modeled signals also have the advantage that the exact three-dimensional source location is known. Thus, WT-based signal-arrival times at different propagation distances can be
quantitatively evaluated for their correspondence to a single group velocity.
2. Signal Database and Wavelet Transform
An AE signal database of plate top surface out-of-plane displacement as a function of time at
three propagation distances was used. The AE signal database, specimen geometry and the relevant WT information were described in detail in Part 1 (Hamstad et al., 2002) of this two-part
paper. Hence, we have not repeated that description here.
−Based Source Location (Large Plates)
3. WT−
The extraction of arrival times from the WTs of AE signals was successively examined by
several approaches. The first approach was based on the results of a WT of the simulated wideband AE signals that had been filtered with a 40 kHz high-pass filter. In this case, the information extracted from the WT result consisted of data pairs of arrival time and frequency based
upon absolute peaks of the WT’s magnitude (WT coefficient). When sets of such data pairs
were compared for three different propagation distances from a given AE source, it was deter63

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1 WT plots used to determine AE signal arrival times from the peak WT magnitudes of the
So mode at 522 kHz. The AE source was an in-plane dipole at a depth of 2.037 mm with propagation distances of (a) 60 mm, (b) 120 mm, and (c) 180 mm. AE signals filtered with 40 kHz
high pass filter prior to WT. Frequency (0 to 1 MHz) versus time (a: 0 to 80 µs, b: 0 to 120 µs,
and c: 0 to 150 µs from top to bottom).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2 WT plots used to determine AE signal arrival times from the peak WT magnitudes the
Ao mode at 66 kHz. The AE source was an in-plane dipole at a depth of 0.783 mm. The propagation distances and filter were the same as for Fig. 1(a), (b), and (c). Frequency (0 to 400 kHz)
versus time (same scales as Fig. 1; 1 MHz vs. a: 80 µs, b: 120 µs, and c: 150 µs top to bottom).
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Fig. 3 Example of the WT magnitude versus time for the So mode at 522 kHz from the WT result shown in Fig. 1(c). Plot illustrates the determination of the arrival time of the peak magnitude near the selected group velocity of the mode.
mined that there were differences in the frequency values of the maximum magnitude as a function of propagation distance. Since determining arrival times at different frequencies and thus
different group velocities at each sensor would complicate the process of source location, it
seemed best to examine alternative approaches so that the simplest use of WT data to extract arrival times could be developed.
The second approach that was examined was based upon choosing a single frequency for a
particular fundamental Lamb symmetric (So) or anti-symmetric (Ao) mode. Based upon the
modal region of the WT that had a large magnitude, a single frequency was chosen in the same
fashion as the source-identification approach in Part 1 (Hamstad et al., 2002). Then, using this
frequency, the arrival time of the maximum magnitude of the WT at that frequency (and associated mode) was determined, as was done by Yamada et al. (2000). It was found that choosing
the parameters of the WT to enhance the resolution and smoothness (as discussed in Part 1:
Hamstad et al., 2002) of the WT result was important to facilitate the determination of the maximum at the selected frequency and mode. To initially examine this approach in more depth, two
different in-plane dipole source cases were chosen. In one case the source depth was chosen
such that the maximum magnitudes of the WT were in the lower-frequency regime of the fundamental anti-symmetric mode. In the other source-depth case, the maximum magnitudes of the
WT were in the higher-frequency regime of the fundamental symmetrical mode. Table 1 shows
the arrival times obtained at the indicated frequencies and modes (Ao, 66 kHz and So, 522 kHz)
for the three available propagation distances (60, 120, 180 mm). In contrast to Part 1, a higher
frequency was used for Ao to be more certain that the arrival times would not be altered by the
40 kHz high-pass filter. Figures 1 and 2 show the high-resolution WT results, which were used in
the two cases. The WT-parameters used were Wavelet size (WS) = 600 samples, Maximum Fre66

Table 1. Arrival times (µs) of the peak WT magnitude for in-plane dipole source signals filtered
with a 40 kHz high-pass filter in the large plate.
Source
depth, mm
2.037
0.783

So mode at 522 kHz
Distance, mm
Velocity, mm/µs
60
120
180
Slope Theoretical
31.9
64.6
98
1.82
1.78
-

Ao mode at 66 kHz
Distance, mm
Velocity, mm/µs
60
120
180
Slope Theoretical
29.1
51.9
75.1
2.61
2.61

quency (MF) = 700 kHz, Frequency Resolution (FR) = 3 kHz for the signal dominated by the So
mode and WS = 600 samples, MF = 400 kHz, FR = 2 kHz for the signal dominated by the Ao
mode. The sources were at depths of 2.037 mm (Fig. 1 for the dominant symmetric mode) and
0.783 mm (Fig. 2 for the dominant anti-symmetric mode). Figure 3 shows a plot of the WT
magnitude as a function of time at a single frequency of 522 kHz for the 180 mm distance case
of Fig. 1. The time of arrival of the maximum WT magnitude for the selected mode and frequency was obtained from the available spreadsheet that gives the WT magnitude (WT coefficient) as a function of time and frequency. The time resolution of the spreadsheet was 0.1 µs,
which is the same resolution as the re-sampled simulated AE signal. Since the exact locations of
the source and sensors are known, the information in Table 1 can be plotted to form distanceversus-time plots. The slopes of these plots provide group velocities as well as coefficients of
determination (R2) for the straight line fits. Table 1 shows these slope-based group velocities as
well as the group velocity (for the mode and frequency) available from the relevant theoretical
dispersion curves. Figure 4 shows an example of one of the plots (for the Fig. 1 case, 2.037 mm
source depth) of distance versus arrival time along with the equation that describes the straightline fit. The plot (not shown) of the other case (0.783 mm depth) gave a similar straight-line fit.
The excellent straight-line fits imply that the arrival times correspond very closely to a single
group velocity that is quite near the theoretical group velocity.
200
y = 1.815x + 2.30

180

R2 = 1

160
Distance, mm

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

0

20

40

60
Time, µs

80

100

120

Fig. 4. Plot of propagation distances versus arrival time of peak magnitude of the So mode at
522 kHz for the WTs in Fig. 1. Equation of straight-line fit with slope of 1.815 mm/µs representing the slope-based group velocity. R2 = 1, correlation coefficient.
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Table 2.
Arrival times (µs) of the peak WT magnitude for in-plane dipole source signals
filtered with a 100 to 300 kHz bandpass in the large plate.
Source
depth, mm
2.037
0.783

Velocity, mm/µs
Distance, mm
60
120
180 Slope Theoretical
15.9 28.2 40.5 4.88
4.88
-

Distance, mm
60
120 180
25.2 45.7 65.7

Velocity, mm/µs
Slope Theoretical
2.96
3.00

It is worthwhile to point out that the straight-line fit has an intercept that does not pass
through the source origin (even with an excellent fit, R2 = 1, of the data to a straight line). The
reason for this behavior is likely due to the fact that the wave propagation needs to progress over
some number of plate thicknesses in order to fully develop the Lamb modes at their propagation
velocity. We also note that the group velocities determined from the WTs of the finite element
data did not always correspond exactly to those determined from the theoretical group velocity
(dispersion) curves. For example, when the arrival times used to calculate the indicated velocity
in Table 1 of Part 1 (Hamstad et al., 2002) were used along with the propagation distances to
obtain a plot of distance versus time the slope-based group velocity was 2.45 mm/µs. This value
is 1.2 % faster than the dispersion curve velocity of 2.42 mm/µs for the Ao mode at 50 kHz. As
will be seen later in the description of a proposed source location procedure, we suggest the
group velocities determined from WT results might be expected to provide more accurate results.
But the correctness of this assumption will need to be determined through additional research.
A third approach was also examined. This approach was really just a deviation of the second
one. In this case the modification was to filter the FEM-based signals with a 100 to 300 kHz
bandpass filter before calculating the WTs. This frequency range was chosen since it has often
been used in experimental AE applications. Figure 5 (Fig. 1 case) and Figure 6 (Fig. 2 case)
show the resulting high-resolution WT results for the same two sources. These WT results were
calculated for the filtered signals, which are also shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The WT-parameters
used were WS = 600 samples, FR = 2 kHz, and MF = 400 kHz. In this case the maximum magnitudes of the WTs are in a different frequency range. Table 2 shows the selected frequencies
and modes (Ao, 134 kHz and So, 262 kHz) for each case as well as the arrival times determined
from the WTs; also shown are the group velocities from the plots of distance versus time and the
group velocities from the dispersive group-velocity curves at the selected frequencies and modes.
The slope-based group velocities shown in Table 2, again, were quite close to those obtained
from dispersion curves. As before, the plots of distance versus arrival time had excellent fits but
again did not pass through the origin, presumably due to the need to propagate several plate
thicknesses to develop the Lamb modes and their group velocities. Thus, in this range of bandpass frequency, the arrival times correspond very closely to a single group velocity very near the
theoretical velocity.
4. Proposed Method of WT-Based Source Location for Experimental Data (Large Plate)
The results above indicate that the approach of using a fixed frequency of an energetic mode
to determine an arrival time at the maximum magnitude of a WT (Yamada et al., 2000) could
result in accurate arrival times that are associated with a particular wave mode and corresponding
group velocity. But, since the calculated group velocities from the finite-element data did not
always correspond exactly to the dispersion-curve values, it may be useful to account for this aspect. By providing for this aspect, it may be possible to obtain the best possible experimental
location accuracy with a WT-based technique. The approach we suggest would use the group
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Fig. 5 WT results (frequency 0 to 400 kHz versus time (0 to 80, 0 to 120, and 0 to 150 µs)) for
the same cases shown in Fig. 1 but with a 100 to 300 kHz bandpass filter prior to calculating the
WT. Fig. 5(c) also shows superimposed Ao and So group-velocity-based dispersion curves after
conversion to arrival times based on the propagation distance of 180 mm. Also shown are the
corresponding filtered AE signals.
velocity from the dispersion-based curves as an initial group-velocity estimate. Possibly a better
group-velocity value could be determined as described below by pre-experiments. The preexperiment approach would replace that illustrated in Fig. 4 since the propagation distances used
to construct that figure are available only for the FEM data. We point out that the “calibrated”
group velocity extracted from Fig. 4 could be viewed as compensating for small differences in
group velocity (compared to dispersion-based values) induced by the WT algorithm. Presumably
these algorithm-induced differences would be a part of each WT calculation with a particular algorithm. Also, the pre-experiments would be necessary when accurate group velocities cannot be
calculated.
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Fig. 6 WT results (same scales as Fig. 5) for the same cases shown in Fig. 2 but with a 100 to
300 kHz bandpass filter prior to calculating the WT. Fig. 6(c) shows the superimposed Ao and
So group-velocity-based dispersion curves after conversion to arrival times based on the propagation distance of 180 mm. Also shown are the corresponding filtered AE signals.
5. Comments Relative to the Location Approach for Real AE Signals
With actual AE data, in particular narrow-band data, the preliminary task of selecting the
wave mode to associate with the WT maximum magnitude region may require some preexperiments. The purpose of conducting pre-experiments with pencil lead breaks and the real
sensors would be to identify the mode(s) associated with the peak magnitude frequency range(s)
of the WT and to determine corresponding WT-based group velocities. A large plate of the same
thickness and material could be used for these pre-experiments. Good control of the position and
force direction of the lead break is necessary. But in principle, an in-plane pencil break on the
plate edge close to the top or bottom surfaces would allow identification of the dominant-energy
WT frequencies for the anti-symmetric modes (typically for thin plates this will be the fundamental anti-symmetric mode). And an in-plane lead break located almost exactly at the mid70

plane could allow (with careful filtering) the determination of the dominant frequencies of the
peak-magnitude region of the WT for the symmetric modes (typically for thin plates this is expected to be the fundamental symmetric mode). These frequencies and modes could then be
used with dispersion-based group-velocity curves to provide the initial estimates of the group
velocities to be used to calculate the source location. In addition WTs from sensors at several
accurately known distances from these experimental sources could be used to obtain “calibrated”
group velocities (as referred to above).
In contrast to the source-identification task with a subset of WT data, the dependence of the
WT results on source depth does not cause significant problems in determining source location.
It is necessary only to add a step in the calculation of source location that determines which
mode is dominant in an AE signal by calculating appropriate Ao/So ratios as described in Part 1
(Hamstad et al., 2002). Based on the ratio determined, the most energetic mode and associated
frequency can be used to extract the WT-based arrival times. Also, the correct group velocity for
the dominant mode and frequency for each AE signal can be selected for the calculation of the
source location.
6. Effects of Electronic Noise
In experimental cases, the AE signal is a combination of signal (from the AE source) and
noise (from the electronics). Thus, to be useful, the above method of WT-based source location
must retain its determination of accurate arrival times for a single group velocity in the case of
experimental signals that combine signal and noise. To examine this issue we added electronic
noise to the calculated FEM signals and studied the WT-based determination of arrival times.
The study was carried out as a function of the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio.
The noise signals were taken from two different wideband sensor/preamplifier combinations.
These experimental signals were obtained with the wideband sensors coupled only to air. In addition, the sensors were protected from any possible laboratory airborne signals. Prior to being
added to the FEM calculated signals, the noise signals were filtered with a six-pole digital Butterworth filter from 40 kHz to 1.2 MHz. As Fig. 7 shows, the typical spectra of the noise signals
were considerably different from each other. In one case the electronic noise increases significantly with decreasing frequency. In the other case, the electronic noise amplitude is distributed
more uniformly with frequency, with a peak region near the middle of the frequency range. By
using noise signals with these two different spectrums, we attempted to broaden the results of the
study.
Also to broaden the results of the study, two distinctly different FEM calculated signals were
selected. In one case, a higher-frequency region of the fundamental symmetric mode dominated
the AE signal energy. In the second case, a lower-frequency region of the fundamental antisymmetric mode dominated the AE signal energy. The source for both signals was an in-plane
dipole located at 180 mm from the sensor. In the case of the dominant symmetric mode the
source was at a depth of 2.35 mm (mid-plane). The dominant anti-symmetric-mode source was at
a depth of 0.47 mm below the top surface of the large plate.
In order to quantitatively characterize the S/N ratio, the peak amplitudes of the noise and the
calculated AE signals (40 kHz high-pass) were determined over the 150 µs portion of each signal
used in the WTs. Then the noise signals were multiplied by appropriate factors to obtain the desired range of S/N ratios, based on the peak amplitudes.
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Fig. 7 Typical frequency spectra for the two experimental
noise signals calculated from
an 819.2 µs signal length. Lowfrequency emphasis (a) and
distributed frequencies (b).
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Figure 8 shows the WTs of the two calculated AE signals ((a) and (b) without added noise)
and the two noise signals ((c) and (d)). These WTs were calculated with the following highresolution parameters (WS = 600, FR = 3 kHz [0-600 kHz case] and 2 kHz [0-400 kHz case]).
Following the approach used earlier in this paper, the arrival times of the peak magnitudes of the
WTs were determined at 522 kHz (AE signals dominated by the symmetric mode) and at 66 kHz
(AE signals dominated by the anti-symmetric mode). Table 3 shows the determined arrival times
at 522 kHz for the two different noise types at the selected S/N ratios. Table 4 shows the arrival
times at 66 kHz for the two noise cases. No arrival times are shown in the tables when the peak
magnitude of the WTs was not obvious. In all cases the WTs were calculated with the highresolution parameters used to produce Fig. 8.
Table 3. Arrival times (µs) determined from the peak WT magnitude at 522 kHz for the original
AE signal dominated by a higher-frequency region of the fundamental symmetric mode.
S/N ratio

Noise dominated by low frequen- Noise with distributed frequencies
cies
no noise
97.9
97.9
10:1
97.9
97.9
5:1
97.9
97.9
2:1
97.9
97.9
1:1
97.9
97.8
1:2
97.9
87.8
1:5
101.8
117.2
1:10
101.8
–
Noise signal
33.1, 101.5
115.9, 15.5
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(a)

(c)

(d)

(b)

Fig. 8 WTs of the calculated AE signals and the experimental electronic noise for 150 µs length
signals: (a) for AE signal at 180 mm propagation distance with dominant fundamental antisymmetric mode; (b) for AE signal at 180 mm propagation distance with dominant fundamental
symmetric mode; (c) for electronic noise with low-frequency emphasis; and (d) for electronic
noise with distributed-frequency emphasis.
Table 4. Arrival times (µs) determined from the peak WT magnitude at 66 kHz for the original
AE signal dominated by a lower frequency region of the fundamental antisymmetric mode.
S/N ratio

Noise dominated by low frequen- Noise with distributed frequencies
cies
no noise
75.1
75.1
10:1
75.6
75.2
5:1
76.1
75.3
2:1
77.1
75.6
1:1
80.3
76.1
1:2
47.7
76.2
1:5
–
74.6
1:10
–
26.7
Noise signal
49.2
66.6, 24.4
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Fig. 9 Waveforms of signal-plus-noise at the indicated S/N ratios for the AE signal at 180 mm
propagation distance dominated by the fundamental symmetric mode: (a) noise with lowfrequency emphasis; (b) noise with distributed-frequency emphasis.
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Fig. 10 Same types of waveforms as Fig. 9 for the AE signal at 180 mm propagation distance
dominated by the fundamental anti-symmetric mode.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 11 WTs of waveforms of signal plus noise. Signals at 180 mm from the in-plane dipole
source. The noise in (a) and (b) was dominated by low frequencies and in (c) and (d) by distributed frequencies. The signal in (a) and (c) was dominated by the fundamental anti-symmetric
mode from the source at a depth of 0.47 mm. In (b) and (d) the signal was dominated by the fundamental symmetric mode from the source at a depth of 2.35 mm. The signal-to-noise ratio in
each case was 1:1.
To provide a clearer understanding of the results in Tables 3 and 4, Fig. 9 shows selected
waveforms of signal-plus-noise for the two noise cases when the original AE signal was dominated by a higher-frequency region of the symmetric mode. Figure 10 shows the same type of
selected results when a lower-frequency region of the anti-symmetric mode dominated the original AE signal. Examination of the above figures and tables reveals several key aspects about the
effects of electronic noise on the WT-determination of arrival times from a particular mode and
frequency. First, when the S/N ratio becomes too small, the arrival time of the WT magnitude
peak typically moves toward the WT peak magnitude of the noise signal (at the selected frequency). Second, even with a relatively poor S/N ratio of 1:1 as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, the
WT-based arrival time is still reasonably accurate. As Figs. 9 and 10 show for these cases, it is
becoming difficult to extract by eye the AE signal. And clearly, a threshold-based technique
would lead to inaccurate arrival times (or no hit detected) not associated with a known group
velocity. The worst result at this 1:1 ratio is the case of the signal dominated by the lowfrequency anti-symmetric mode and the noise dominated by low frequencies. Since WTs result
in better time resolution at higher frequencies, it is possible that the slightly poorer accuracy at
66 kHz is due to the characteristics of the WT. More likely, the result is due to the frequency
peaks of the original AE signal and the noise being in the same frequency range. This conclusion
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is based on the observation (see Tables 3 and 4) that errors in the arrival times appear at higher
S/N ratios when the noise and original signals have peaks in the same frequency region.
The reason why reasonably accurate arrival times can be extracted from the WT results at
S/N ratios of 1:1 or less seems to be due to the fact that the WT spreads out the noise over the
bandpass frequency range while preserving the spread of the noise in time. Determinations of
arrival times by penetration of a fixed threshold have the noise spread out only in time. Thus,
such approaches typically cannot even detect an AE hit at S/N ratios as low as 1:1. Figure 11
demonstrates at a S/N ratio of 1:1 that the WT of the AE signal plus noise is dominated in all
four cases by the same WT region that dominated when only the AE signal was present (compare
Fig. 11 with Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)). In Fig. 11 the four cases of AE signal plus noise are: (a) lowfrequency noise and low-frequency AE signal; (b) low-frequency noise and high-frequency AE
signal; (c) distributed noise and low-frequency AE signal; (d) distributed noise and highfrequency AE signal.
We did not investigate the narrow-band S/N ratio case, since we did not have available the
digital displacement calibration of a typical 150 kHz resonant commercial AE sensor. Thus, we
could not properly alter the calculated sensor signal for the AE source to correspond to the sensor
resonance. We expect that the above WT-based method of detection of arrival times would not
be as robust at low S/N ratios, since both the AE signal and the noise would be concentrated in
the same relatively narrow frequency range.
An additional positive of the WT-based method, in the case of wideband waveform-based AE
measurement systems, may be that fewer AE events would have only one useable hit. If the
measurement system were configured so that all the waveforms from a group of sensors were
recorded when one sensor was hit (i.e. a signal above the threshold), then WT-based processing
could extract relevant arrival times from the sensor channels where threshold-penetration hits
would not occur. Thus, signal arrival times corresponding to a single group velocity could be
extracted from the channels where the AE signal had attenuated into the background electronic
noise. And potentially a source location could be calculated for an event where it could not be
calculated with a threshold-based AE system.
7.

WT for Source Location in Samples with Nearby Edges

When the lateral size of the test specimen is decreased so that nearby edges are present, the
AE signals and their WTs become much more complicated. This result was illustrated in Part 1
(Hamstad et al., 2002) in Figs. 16 and 17. Since the distribution of WT-illustrated signal energy
in these figures does not clearly follow the shapes of the superimposed fundamental Lamb-mode
curves from the dispersion relations, the use of the approaches developed for source location in
the large plate might be expected to experience difficulties for the coupon specimen. Further,
since the distortion of the WT results is due to edge reflections, moving the source from side-toside across the 25.4 mm width of the coupon specimen will change the reflections and WTs as
was illustrated in Fig. 18 of Part 1 (Hamstad et al., 2002). The current coupon database, except
for the case illustrated in Fig. 18 of Part 1 (Hamstad et al., 2002), does not include the side-toside variation of the source position.
In spite of the limited database (side-to-side source position), we examined for the coupon
specimen the application of the techniques applied to the large-plate signals. The results of this
examination in the coupon (using 40 kHz high-pass signals) for the same source cases used in the
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(a)
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(b)
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(c)

Fig. 12 WT plots used to determine AE signal arrival times from the peak magnitudes
of the So mode at 522 kHz for the coupon
specimen. The AE source was an in-plane
dipole at a depth of 2.037 mm with propagation distances of (a) 60 mm, (b) 120 mm,
and (c) 180 mm. AE signals filtered with 40
kHz high-pass filter prior to WT. Frequency
(0 to 700 kHz) vs. time (0 to 80, 0 to 120, 0
to 180 µs from top to bottom). Superimposed group velocity curves of fundamental
modes.

Fig. 13 WT plots used to determine AE signal
arrival times from the peak magnitudes of the Ao
mode at 66 kHz for the coupon specimen. The
AE source was an in-plane dipole at a depth of
0.783 mm. The propagation distances and filter
were the same as for Fig. 12 (a), (b), and (c).
Frequency (0 to 400 kHz) versus time (same
scales as Fig. 12, top to bottom).
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Table 5. Arrival times (µs) of the peak WT magnitude for in-plane dipole source signals filtered
with a 40 kHz high-pass filter in the coupon specimen.
Source
depth, mm
2.037
0.783

So mode at 522 kHz
Velocity, mm/µs
Distance, mm
60
120
180 Slope Theoretical
33.8
60
99
1.82
1.78
-

Ao mode at 66 kHz
Velocity, mm/µs
Distance, mm
60
120
180 Slope Theoretical
33.8 61.9 91.2 2.09
2.62

large plate (those that lead to Figs. 1 and 2 and Table 1) are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 and Table
5 for the coupon. For the WT calculations the WS = 600 samples was used for both modes; and
the FR and MF values used were 2 kHz and 400 kHz for the Ao mode and 3 kHz and 700 kHz
for the So mode. The maximum WT magnitude arrival times were selected while ignoring reflections from the ends of the coupon specimen. Figure 12 shows the WTs for the coupon for the
in-plane dipole at a depth of 2.037 mm. Figure 13 shows the coupon WTs for a depth of 0.783
mm. The source position for the results shown in Figs. 12 and 13, as well as Table 5, was located
half-way across the coupon (12.7 mm form the side). Table 5 indicates the results were mixed.
For the 2.037 mm depth and the So mode at 522 kHz, the slope-determined velocity of 1.82
mm/µs was the same as the large plate velocity of 1.82 mm/µs, but in the plot of distance versus
arrival time the data did not fit the straight-line slope very well. For the 0.783 mm depth and the
Ao mode at 66 kHz the slope-determined velocity in the coupon was 2.09 mm/µs (again data
with a poor fit) which was 20 % lower than the value of 2.61 mm/µs in the large plate.
Table 6. Arrival times (µs) of the peak WT magnitude for in-plane dipole source at 2.35 mm
depth and different distances from the coupon side. So mode at 522 kHz.
Case
Coupon, 3.31 mm
Coupon, 6.13 mm
Coupon, 12.7 mm
Large plate

60
32.4
36.4
33.9
31.9

Distance, mm
120
65.1
77.7
60
64.6

180
87.8
103.8
98.7
97.9

Velocity, mm/µs
Slope
Theoretical
2.13
1.78
1.75
1.78
1.82
1.78
1.82
1.78

To study the effect of side-to-side variation of the source position, we applied the same approach (522 kHz WT-peak arrival time) to the cases for the in-plane dipole at the mid-plane
depth of 2.35 mm. Table 6 (same WT-parameters as for Table 5) shows the results (40 kHz
high-pass data) for the coupon with the source at three different distances (12.7, 6.13, and 3.31
mm) from the coupon side compared to the equivalent large plate case. For convenience, the
propagation distances are reported as 60, 120, 180 mm, but in determining the slope-based group
velocities the actual straight-line distances from the source to the sensors were used. Table 6
clearly shows significant differences in the slope-determined group velocity (of the fundamental
symmetric mode at a frequency of 522 kHz) as a function of transverse source position. Compared to the velocity determined from the large-plate signals (for the same case) the group velocity changes range from 0.6 % to 17 %. It is also clear from Table 6 that the arrival times at
the different sensors vary over a considerable range compared to the large plate values, which
were not influenced by the side-edge reflections. Figure 14 compares the differences in the WT
magnitude versus time at 522 kHz for the large plate compared to the coupon specimen with the
source at 3.31 mm from the coupon side. This figure is for the sensor located at the nominal
propagation distance of 180 mm. The alteration of the peak arrival time in the coupon specimen
is clearly visible along with the generally significantly larger magnitudes of the WT in that case.
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Fig. 14 WT magnitude at 522 kHz versus time for a large plate and coupon specimen. In both
cases the source was an in-plane dipole at a depth of 2.35 mm and a propagation distance of 180
mm. The coupon source was located at 3.31 mm from the coupon side.
We conclude that significant and variable errors can be present in the arrival times for the coupon specimens when they are determined by the WT approach examined here. The errors in
coupon-determined group velocities could be overcome by appropriate pencil lead-break data
from a large-plate specimen of the same material and plate thickness as the coupon specimen, but
arrival-time errors would remain. These errors would result in poor accuracy for source location
calculations.
The effect of the side-to-side transverse source position was also examined using signals that
had been filtered from 100 to 300 kHz. The WTs were calculated with high-resolution parameters (WS = 600 samples, MF = 400 kHz and FR = 2 kHz) for the in-plane dipole at a depth of
2.35 mm. Table 7 compares the three small coupon cases with the equivalent large-specimen results and the dispersion-curves-based group velocity at 262 kHz. As was the case above, the arrival time at maximum WT magnitude was selected by ignoring a magnitude maximum caused by
reflections from the coupon-specimen’s ends. The propagation distance versus the arrival times
was plotted to determine the group velocity for each case of transverse source position. Compared to the large-plate data, the straight-line fits to the data for distance versus time were poor.
The best fit was for the symmetrical center-line source position. But, even in that case, the group
velocity was reduced by 13 % compared to the large-plate velocity. The group velocity determined when the source was located 6.13 mm from the coupon edge was very close to the result
determined for the large plate. However, this was happenstance as the straight-line fit was very
poor. Figure 15 shows the excellent fit and equation for the large plate as well as the significant
error and typical scatter (relative to a straight line) of the three small-coupon cases. Thus, again,
we conclude that side-edge reflections distort the determination of accurate arrival times. Obviously, inaccurate arrival times would lead to significant errors in source location.
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Table 7. Arrival times (µs) of the peak WT magnitude for in-plane dipole sources at 2.35 mm
depth and different distances from the coupon side. Signals were filtered from 100-300 kHz and
the So mode at 262 kHz was used.
Case
Coupon, 3.31 mm
Coupon, 6.13 mm
Coupon, 12.7 mm
Large plate

60
15.3
26.4
19.4
15.8

Distance, mm
120
180
34.8
46.8
44.5
47
34.4
47.6
28.3
40.5

Velocity, mm/ µs
Slope
Theoretical
3.74
4.89
4.89
4.89
4.25
4.89
4.86
4.89

200
180

Large plate
Coupon: Source @ 12.7 mm
Coupon: Source @ 6.13 mm
Coupon: Source @ 3.31 mm
Linear (Large plate)

160

Distance, mm

140
120
100

y = 4.8581x - 16.997
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Fig. 15 Excellent fit of distance versus arrival time from WT peak magnitude at 262 kHz for
large plate as compared to scatter and consequent lack of straight line fit for coupon specimen
cases with variation in source distance from specimen side. AE signals were filtered from 100 to
300 kHz prior to the WT. Source was an in-plane dipole at a depth of 2.35 mm below the plate
surface.
8. Conclusions
A. Source Location−Large Plates


Excellent straight-line correlations of propagation distance versus the WT-based arrival times
of the fundamental modes at fixed frequencies indicate that source location in large plates
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!

!

!
!

can be significantly enhanced by use of WT results compared to that possible with fixed
thresholds and an assumed constant group velocity.
Since the amount of energy in a particular mode depends on the source depth, it will be necessary to first select the mode with the dominant energy in each AE signal. Then WT-based
arrival times of the maximum WT magnitude of the experimental AE signals can be obtained
from that mode at a selected frequency.
In experimental situations, carefully applied pencil-lead breaks can be used to determine the
key frequency to use for each dominant mode. Then only the WT-based arrival times and
peak magnitudes at these frequencies need to be extracted. The source location can then be
directly calculated from the arrival times for the mode with the dominant peak magnitude.
The group velocity for the calculation could be taken from dispersion curves for the selected
mode and frequency or from a WT-based group velocity obtained during pre-experiments
with careful pencil lead breaks.
The technique for extraction of WT-based arrival times corresponding to a single group velocity was found to be applicable for both wideband and narrow-band signals.
In the wideband case, the extraction of single-velocity arrival times was found to be robust in
the presence of electronic noise even for signal-to-noise ratios as low as 1:1.

B. Source Location−Small Coupon Specimens
!

The inherent multiple side-edge reflections present in small-coupon specimens complicate
the use of the WT for the purpose of obtaining accurate source locations.
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Abstract
Our work on concrete bridges will be reported. We found that AE is the most suitable
method for the purpose of old bridge inspection and further development effort was conducted.
This culminated in a draft document, “Recommended Practice for Testing Reinforced and Prestressed Concrete Structures by Acoustic Emission” (RP), following the lead of documents of a
similar nature in Japan and in Texas. We will report here selectively the test results of five fullscale bridges following the procedures we have proposed. These bridges were of different types
of construction: reinforced concrete, pre-stressed concrete (post-tensioned and pre-tensioned)
and combined concrete-steel construction. These justified the basic principles of RP, but also
demonstrated needs of individual modification fitting the structures and testing conditions.
Introduction
Extensive acoustic emission (AE) studies of concrete structures have been reported [1-5].
However, most concrete bridges and other structures are still inspected using traditional methods.
In Poland, there are about 30,000 concrete bridges, many of which were built over 30 years ago.
These structures have sustained various degrees of damage and their continued usage requires
maintenance and renovation. We need a method to select the bridges that must be renovated
urgently, but conventional testing methods for concrete structures do not provide the full
information about the severity of defects. With the support of the Polish construction industry
and the administrators of highways and bridges, we have embarked on developing a procedure
that can be applied for testing a large number of bridges.
“Recommended Practice” documents for concrete structures have appeared in Japan [6] and
from Texas Department of Transportation [7]. We have prepared a similar document for use in
Poland and conducted some tests according to the procedures proposed. These bridges tested
were of different types of construction: reinforced concrete, pre-stressed concrete (post- and pretensioned) and combined concrete-steel construction. Selected results will be given here.
Philosophy of Testing Concrete Bridges By Acoustic Emission
Before any reliable tests on bridges could be done, it was necessary to perform a series of
measurements on model elements and full-scale structures under controlled loading condition.
Testing elements in a laboratory enable us to learn more about the features of the observed
phenomenon. It also gives important information concerning the setup of the testing equipment.
The research was performed following the scheme shown in Fig. 1. We have utilized a standard
12-channel PAC MISTRAS system for AE data acquisition and analysis.
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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Fig. 1. Philosophy of testing concrete bridges by AE.
Model structural element testing by AE is well recognized (especially for reinforced concrete
beams). Test results have been published in a number of papers [e.g., 5] and results of our tests
are in general agreement. However, the results obtained during model testing cannot be directly
moved to in situ monitoring.
The model tests generated useful information about the wave propagation and attenuation in
concrete, which was helpful for setting up the measuring equipment. The attenuation has a
critical influence on the values of AE signal parameters: amplitude, duration and energy (or
MARSE1), which are the most important in evaluating the damage severity of structure [6, 7].
The attenuation depends on tested concrete structures. For example, in pre-stressed concrete
elements, the attenuation of AE signals is relatively low (2~3 dB/m at 55 kHz), while in old
concrete or concrete containing numerous tiny cracks or porosity, severe attenuation (greater
than 10 dB/m) essentially limits AE wave propagation. Therefore, the sensor placement scheme
must be designed individually for each of the tested structures or elements. For most structures,
we selected zonal location and zonal analysis of AE signals. The tested element (beam, slab, etc.)
shall be divided in zones and AE signals from each zone are recorded by one sensor. In the RP, it
is specified that the attenuation within each zone must be precisely determined and must not
exceed 10 dB in amplitude. This assures adequate coverage of the structure under test in
evaluating the integrity of the monitored structure. It also enables us to compare results obtained
from different tests. In addition, planar or volume locations are recommended when AE sources
are located in the vicinity of a known damage.
In the present RP, the following four AE parameters, the number of AE events, energy of AE
signals, duration and amplitude, are taken into consideration in damage evaluation of concrete
structures. If any of those parameters significantly exceeds the threshold value, more careful
inspection is required. Furthermore, in this procedure, multi-parameter analysis of these AE
features is performed. It is also recommended to compare the results for the test structure with
results from previously performed tests on similar objects and other information, such as damage
1

MARSE – Measured Area of the Rectified Signal Envelope
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identified post-test. This analysis procedure depends on the tested structure and testing
conditions. Thus, it is important to accumulate the database of differently constructed bridges or
structures in properly assessing the integrity of the tested structure.
Another important problem in the RP is the AE sensor selection for RC testing. For this
purpose, we have selected two types of DECI AE sensors for these tests: resonant sensors with the
center frequency of 55 and 150 kHz. However, it has been noticed that AE signals acquired from
different structures vary significantly, and depend as well on type of cracking, type of
reinforcement and parameters of concrete. Wide-band sensors are currently used rarely due to the
low sensitivity (and additional background noise recorded, which are not caused by damage
propagation), but using resonant sensors of a particular frequency may result in losing some
important signals. In such cases, a solution is to perform an initial AE measurement on similar
concrete beams or bridge monitoring during service using wideband sensors, choosing the
suitable resonant frequency of test sensors.
Care should be taken when new pre-stressed prefabricated beams or structures are examined.
These beams exhibit significantly higher AE activity, which diminish over time. During the
period of high AE activities, which typically last about 1 month, these should not be included in
AE tests of structures. In addition it is recommended to compare the AE signals during bridge
testing with those generated during destructive tests of full-scale beams of similar construction.
Starting at the beginning of year 2003 the AE characteristics of selected pre-stressed beams (one
beam taken from each series) will be provided.
We decided to give special emphasis to the full-scale element testing, namely (12 and 18meters-long) pre-stressed concrete beams loaded on stands up to fracture under smooth and
repeated loading. Pictures of these tests are shown in Fig. 2. During loading the parameters of
AE signals were analyzed and compared with other parameters such as: crack appearance,
deflection and strain, in order to obtain the full range of failure processes that occur in the tested
beams.

Fig. 2. Left: Pre-stressed beam (type KUJAN), Right: AE sensor attached to the bottom surface.
As expected, the features of conventional parameters of AE signals depend on the load
applied (as a consequence of changes in integrity of tested element). Hits rate, values of
amplitude, energy and duration increased while load was raised. However, because of the large
scale of the element, it was impossible to assign each acquired signal to the particular crack
occurred. Due to this difficulty, a different method of data analysis had to be developed; namely,
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a zonal location was used. Each of the tested pre-stressed beams was divided in 10 measuring
areas (10 sensors were used). The structural integrity together with the intensity of AE was
analyzed separately for each area. The tested beams were loaded in 4-point-bending. This
scheme of loading means that in the middle part (1/3 of the beam’s length) the tensile stress had
the highest value. Those measuring areas were inspected more carefully (both by AE and
visually). The analysis of only conventional AE parameters could provide qualitative results. To
evaluate the load capacity or the level of deterioration more precisely, the quantitative analysis is
necessary. We suggest examining the intensity (based on historic index and severity) as a
measure of deterioration. In order to calculate the intensity of an emission source, the historic
index and severity must be calculated on data taken during the loading. To determinate the
intensity, the maximum historic index (HI) and severity values are plotted on a chart.
Historic index is a measure of the changes in Signal Strength throughout the test, defined by
N

N
H (t ) =
N−K

∑S

Oi

i = K +1
N

∑ Soi
i =1

where H(t) is the historic index at time t, N is the number of hits up to and including time t, SOi is
the signal strength of the i-th event, and K is an empirically derived factor that varies with the
number of hits. For N < 50, K = 0: for 50 ≤ N < 200, K = N – 30: for 201≤ N < 500, K = 0.85N:
and for 501 ≤ N ≤ 2000, K = N – 35 [8]. The second parameter used for this analysis is known as
severity (Sr) and is defined as the average signal strength for the 50 events having the largest
numerical value of signal strength and is defined by the following equation:
Sr =

1 i =50
∑ S Oi
50 i =1

where Sr is severity and SOi is the signal strength of the i-th event as above. CARP first
introduced this procedure for damage evaluation in large laminated structures such as FRP tanks
and pipelines [8].
Intensity for different level of loading was analyzed. Although all the intensity parameters
and curves were experimentally derived for composite materials, our experiments show that they
may be applied for concrete structures as well. Surely, the more accurate evaluation based on
those criteria requires performing much more research. The intensity curves must be corrected in
order to provide absolutely reliable results. In Fig. 3 intensity for selected channels is shown
(historic index on horizontal axis and severity on vertical axis) for different levels of loading.
The applied gradation scale and the boundary values of severity and historic index were the
same as given by Fowler [8]. The general descriptions of the plotted zones are as follows:
A – minor emission, not for further reference,
B – “small” defect,
C – significant defect, further evaluation required,
D, E – major defect, immediate shutdown and follow-up nondestructive examination needed.
Each dot plotted in Fig. 3 represents a group of measuring zones producing AE signals
characterized by the similar features. As shown in these graphs, at the early stages of loading,
signals recorded by all sensors are graded as A (up to 40% of the failure load), which means no
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serious deterioration within monitored zones. For this loading, no cracks were observed. The
analysis shows that as the load exceeds 60% of the beam loading capacity, intensity plots are
placed in area B, that means that small scale cracking took place and indeed a number of tiny
cracks were observed. The last graph shows the intensity at failure, which took place in compres-

Fig. 3. Intensity plots for different stages of loading: 25% of failure load (upper left), 40% of
failure load (upper right), 60% of failure load (lower left), failure load (lower right). Different
colored dots indicate different measuring zones or sensor positions.
sion zone, where no reinforcement was situated. However, at the side surfaces, the tensile crack
could be seen. No fracture of reinforcing wires was observed.
The method of data analysis, which was described above, is a new way in the field of fullscale concrete elements or structures evaluating by AE [7]. The zonal analysis and calculating of
historic index together with severity is the only method that provides results based on
quantitative criteria. It was used for evaluating the integrity of five bridges in Poland.
Examples of Reinforced Concrete Bridges Tested by AE
Acoustic emission method enables the testing of the structural integrity of concrete bridges in
following cases:
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•
•
•
•

under regular traffic,
under nominal moving load (dynamic),
under nominal stationary load (static),
special cases (during overloading).

The basic tests are performed during regular traffic. This approach does not require closing
the bridges and does not cause any traffic problems. If the bridge is graded as A or B class (using
Fowler’s scale), no further examination is needed. In other cases the bridges are monitored under
nominal loading (static and dynamic). A different procedure is required in special cases, for
example during overloading. Such type of AE monitoring is also described below. While testing
new bridges (before regular traffic is applied), the examination under nominal loading only is
performed.
A. New bridge built of pre-stressed beams.
One of the first bridges in Poland that was tested by AE was a new pre-stressed bridge shown
in figure 4. This was a 2 span structure built of 30 pre-stressed beams – type KUJAN. Beams of
the same type were examined by acoustic emission in a laboratory up to fracture. The bridge was
loaded in two modes (dynamic and static) by two heavy trucks (the load was equal to the
nominal capacity of this structure). As expected, the new bridge did not show any signs of
damage. During this AE monitoring, the bridge was loaded for the first time and this was the
reason of some initial friction, which produced AE signals at the supports typical for new
structures. This emission diminished during the following stages of loading.

Fig. 4. New pre-stressed bridge tested by AE.
The main purpose of these AE measurements was to get the initial AE features of the
structure. In the future the periodical tests will be performed. The results of all those tests will be
compared and in this way the deterioration of the bridge will be evaluated.
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The results obtained from the bridge are similar to those acquired during the early stages of
loading of the pre-stressed beams. Both the conventional AE parameters and intensity (Fig. 5)
(based on severity and historic index) were determined. Again, the zonal location was applied
and each dot plotted in Fig. 5 represents a group of zones producing AE signals characterized by
the similar features. As shown, AE signals recorded by all sensors were graded as A, which
means no damage or a minor one.

Fig. 5. Intensity parameter for tested bridge.
The testing of a new object became surprisingly one of the most often performed in situ tests
in Poland. Many investors and supervisors see a great need for evaluation of the quality of
engineering structures and the initial damage level of the structure. For a bridge that was graded
as A-intensity, a so-called “AE Certificate” is provided.
B. Severely Damaged Bridge Built of Post-tensioned Beams.
This AE measurement was intended to evaluate the damage of a bridge before repairing
(shown in Fig. 6) during loading. This bridge deteriorated severely and was selected for repair.
The visual inspection revealed: a) uncovered reinforcement, b) corrosion of the reinforcing
cables, c) corrosion of concrete, d) cracks in concrete. Those damages are shown in Fig. 7.
During field AE examination, the bridge was loaded by two heavy trucks placed closely to
each other (15 tons each – 30 t was the nominal loading capacity for this bridge). The structure
was subjected to two loading modes: dynamic and static. During the dynamic loading, the trucks
passed the bridge with the speed of 0.5 km/h, while during static loading the trucks were placed
at the center of the span in order to cause the highest stress in tested beams. To record AE
activities, 12 resonant (55 kHz) AE sensors were attached to the bottom surface of one of the
beams and zonal location was applied. The length of the beams was equal to 14.85 m. The sensor
spacing was 1.25 m.
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Fig. 6. Monitored bridge built of post-tensioned beams.

Fig. 7. Existing damages of the tested bridge.
Because of numerous visible damages, a large number of AE hits was expected during the
bridge loading. The purpose of this AE test was to identify the active damage (propagating
throughout the test) and their location of the most damaged zones. Using zonal location mode
does not require determining precisely the velocity of stress wave propagating in the tested
element. Direct source location would be very difficult especially in old fractured concrete
elements.
Results of AE activity recorded only for one of tested beams will be presented. AE from the
second beam did not indicate any active damage that would be detrimental for the structural
integrity of the beam. Due to this the description of those results has been omitted.
Results of AE activity during dynamic loading.
In Table 1, the number of hits and the maximum values of AE signal parameters that were
recorded by the channels during a dynamic loading are given. The other channels recorded no
hits.
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Table 1. Number of hits and maximum values of AE signal parameters during dynamic loading.
AE sensor
number
3
9
11
12

Number
of Hits
79
1
38
1

Amplitude
[dB]
55
42
55
50

Energy
20
1
7
27

Duration
µs]
[µ
1300
32
828
1958

Rise Time
µs]
[µ
346
10
141
369

Counts
24
2
20
56

Relatively weak AE activity indicates that there is no danger for the structural integrity of
this beam under applied loading conditions. No AE signals were produced in the middle part of
the beam, although that part received the highest stress. All the acquired signals are characterized
by low amplitude (not greater than 55 dB), low energy, and relatively short duration.
The graphs of AE parameters (number of hits rate, amplitude, energy and duration) vs. time,
given in Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b, indicate that AE activity took place when the trucks were passing
through the middle part of the beam. However, during the following passes the level of AE did
not increase. The surface of beam in zones 3 and 11, where most of AE events were recorded,
were visually examined in detail and no cracks were observed. This suggests the friction between
concrete and uncovered reinforcing cables under the heavy loading was the main sources of
recorded emission.
Results of AE measurements under static loading.
The second stage of this AE examination consisted in measuring AE produced within the
beam under static loading. Two heavy trucks were positioned over the tested beam, and then AE
processor was switched on. After two minutes, it started to record AE activities. Almost all AE
signals were recorded on channel 4, meaning that these were produced within the zone about 4 m
from the supported end of the beam. A very intensive AE activity was observed at the beginning
of the third minute of the test and it has been clearly shown in Energy vs. Time and Duration vs.
Time plots in Fig. 9. Duration of some of the recorded signals amounted to 500 ms. Although
strong AE observation clearly indicates the development of active damage, the loading has not
been stopped because the signals’ amplitude did not exceed 80 dB at first. In later part of the test,
such high amplitude signals were observed. The loading was removed when the number of
strong AE hits (>80 dB) exceeding a critical value (derived experimentally). Channels 3, 9, 11
and 12 recorded only one or two AE hits throughout the test. In Table 2, the number of hits and
maximum values of their parameters are given. The other channels recorded no hits.
Table 2. Number of hits and maximum values of AE signal parameters during dynamic loading.
AE sensor’s
number
3
4
9
11
12

Number
of Hits
1
70950
2
2
1

Amplitude
[dB]
45
85
45
73
45

Energy
1
11250
10
200
9

Duration
µs]
[µ
30
500000
1310
3200
1090

Rise Time
µs]
[µ
4
1600
80
290
700

Counts
1
17200
11
100
200

The increase of the AE hits at sensor 4 recorded under the constant loading indicated the
serious damages were taking place in the vicinity of sensor 4. Visual examination of beam
surface in zone 4 did not reveal new cracks. Therefore, it was suggested that this emission must
have been caused by sources located in concrete-reinforcement interface. It was concluded that
the bridge has to be repaired (by constructing a continuous slab for all three spans) or reinforced.
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Fig. 8a. AE parameters (hits rate, amplitude) vs. time during dynamic loading.

Fig. 8b. AE parameters (energy, duration) vs. time during dynamic loading.
In rare cases, it is relatively easy to evaluate the structural integrity of the examined structure.
In this particular case, the real-time analysis of AE parameters described here clearly indicated a
serious damage in one girder. However, more often, only a multi-parameter analysis enables the
final reliable evaluation. The important conclusion to note from this test is that the dynamic
loading did not reveal any serious defects that were detected under static loading.
The same bridge was tested after it was repaired. The design of repair was prepared
following our suggestions. Next, selected beams were tested by AE (the same beams as
previously). The purpose of this action was to compare the parameters of AE signals obtained
from a damaged bridge and a renovated one. As expected, the multi-parameter analysis of
acquired data did not indicate any active damage. This example shows the potential of using AE
as a method for testing the quality of repair. This advantage of AE will be developed in cooperation with Polish Management of Highways and Bridges.
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Fig. 9. AE parameters (Hits rate, Amplitude, Energy, Duration) vs. time during static loading.
C. An old viaduct built of pre-stressed concrete beams.
Some results obtained during the monitoring of a pre-stressed concrete viaduct together with
the evaluation criteria are given. On this viaduct, several pre-stressed concrete beams (17.5meters-long) were chosen for testing by AE technique. The examination was performed under
the loading from regular traffic. Resonant sensors (frequency = 55 kHz) were used. After
preliminary measurements (concerning the attenuation of produced stress waves), it was decided
that the sensors should by placed at the bottom surface of a tested beam. The distance between
the neighboring sensors was equal to 145 cm. Zonal location was performed.
The main goals of these measurements was to select beams that need to be removed (if there
are any) and to indicate seriously damaged zones of the beams. To achieve these goals, each
beam was divided in 12 measuring zones (145 cm long) according to the scheme of sensors’
placement. The conventional AE parameters (Amplitude, Duration and Energy) together with
Signal Strength were recorded. In Fig. 10, Amplitude vs. Time point plot is shown for 12 sensors
(for one beam only). It can be seen that only channel-2 signals exceeded the value of 70 dB.
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Other conventional AE parameters were higher in this zone as well. However, the number of hits
and the values of its parameters were higher on channels 4, 7, 8 and 10 than on others. It was
decided that the best solution for evaluating the structural integrity is to use a “comparative
criterion”. This method is based on comparing values of AE parameters acquired on individual
independent channel with the mean values of those parameters form all channels. Based on those
criteria, the measuring areas were divided in three types described as:
• low (or zero) AE intensity,
• medium AE intensity (comparable with the medium value),
• high AE intensity (greater than double mean value).
In Fig. 11, these areas for one of the tested beams are shown. These areas correspond with
the plots shown in Fig. 10. The final evaluation of the tested structure proved the usefulness of
the criteria described in the RP. This shows that preparing and using the RP was a successful
attempt of applying AE results obtained in laboratory to practical cases. In addition, for selected
channels, Historic Index (HI) was analyzed. It was assumed [7] that HI value exceeding 1.85
indicates the presence of active damage in pre-stressed concrete beams. However, the analysis of
this HI parameter does not always provide proper and reliable results in our tests and much work
remains to be done to derive the universal coefficients that allow the use of Historic Index for
reinforced concrete girders. Such experiments are currently performed at Kielce University of
Technology. For the examined structure, the value of HI did not exceed 1.85 for any zone.
It was noticed, that for some structures (especially the seriously deteriorated ones) the stresswave’s velocity and attenuation might be good and reliable criteria for evaluating the level of
damage of concrete. It is well recognized that the higher the level of deterioration is, the stronger
attenuation of AE signals is observed. It is also known that, in new concrete structures or
elements, the velocity of AE signals is much higher that in seriously damaged ones. The aspects
listed above are very helpful during the initial in-situ selection of the most damaged zones.

Fig. 10. Amplitude vs. Time point plot.
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Fig. 11. Measuring areas with different level of AE intensity.
As mentioned above, AE parameters strongly depend on the type of structure and the
loading mode. Using “comparative criteria” of evaluation gives very good results and is probably
the most reliable method of evaluation. For this particular structure, based on the selected
criteria, the monitoring of selected zones under nominal loading was suggested in order to
provide the final evaluation.
D. Monitoring of a reinforced concrete bridge during overloading.
A small reinforced concrete bridge was monitored during overloading. The pictures taken
during this measurement are shown in Fig. 12.
The purpose of this test was to monitor the behavior of the bridge during transportation of a
heavy electrical transformer (470 tons) transported on two trailers. The monitoring was divided
in two stages: passing of the truck together with the first trailer and passing of the second trailer.
The number of hits and hits rate obtained during this transportation is shown in Fig. 13. It can be
seen that during both stages, the intensity of AE was similar. It means that there was no damage
caused by the heavy load.
It should be mentioned that AE was also recorded before and after the transportation under
regular traffic. The comparison of the results obtained during those measurements also did not
suggest any new damage. The evaluation based on AE was than confirmed by analyzing another
parameter: deflection.
The promising results of the first AE real-time monitoring had strong effects in the
development of this method. In the near future the Polish Management of Highways and Bridges
is going to use AE as a mandatory method for monitoring overloaded transports and selecting
routes for them.
E. A New Steel-Concrete Bridge.
The main purpose of this test was to obtain the initial AE level of a new combined steelconcrete structure (shown in Fig. 14) in order to provide the “AE Certificate”. Selected areas of
the reinforced concrete slab were tested under nominal loading equal to 30 tons. As expected, no
damage was indicated. During the loading of the bridge, some emissions were recorded close to
the supports and steel girders, but these were of low levels and in Grade A.
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Fig. 12. Reinforced concrete bridge monitored during overloading.
During post-test analysis, intensity for each sensor was calculated. All measuring areas were
classified with grade A, which means low emission and no damage.
Conclusion
Acoustic emission method is useful for the evaluation of the integrity of reinforced concrete
structures. It can be successfully used for selecting bridges or their elements that need to be
renovated or scrapped. However, for each type of structures, individual evaluation criteria must
be selected. This requires performing model tests of reinforced and pre-stressed concrete beams
in different loading modes. In laboratory, it is possible to compare AE parameters with other
physical parameters such as: width of cracks, deflection and strain. The combined analysis of
these values gives a comprehensive view of processes occurring in tested elements and allows
the use of AE method for in situ structure testing. We strongly believe that, in the near future, the
owners of bridges and bridge industry in Poland will accept the „Recommended Practice for
Testing Reinforced and Pre-stressed Concrete Structures by Acoustic Emission”.
In many reports, the Felicity Ratio (FR) is recommended as a useful criterion. Although it
gives good results in laboratory tests, it cannot be used for evaluating in situ structures. The main
disadvantage of using FR for evaluating full-scale structures is the requirement of an accurate
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Fig. 13. AE hits and hit rates: First stage of transportation – on the left,
Second stage of transportation – on the right.
control of loading. This is impossible in practice while testing existing objects in regular traffic.
Possible inaccuracies that may occur make this method useless.
We need to perform AE examination for each different type of reinforced and pre-stressed
beams, which are currently used in full-scale structures. Collecting their acoustic emission
characteristics will be useful in evaluating AE data recorded during bridge monitoring. Such an
archive for beam designs used in Poland is currently being prepared at Kielce University of
Technology and will be assessable for our partners in this cooperative effort. A series of new
bridges will be tested as well in order to estimate their level of damage during subsequent
periodic monitoring.
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Fig. 14. New steel-concrete bridge tested by AE.
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Abstract
Acoustic emission (AE) from advanced composites under fatigue is addressed in this paper.
It is well known that composites subjected to cyclic fatigue loading exhibit gradual damage accumulation to failure. Acoustic emission analysis can be applied, in general, to characterize and
quantify the damage evolution process. However, under fatigue loading, substantial AE in composites can be due to internal fretting. This emission is generated by crack face fretting and
similar mechanisms and its amount can be large enough to obscure useful information on damage development in the overall AE histories. It is important to be able to recognize and eliminate
this emission in order to apply the AE method to fundamental fatigue damage analysis of composites. In this paper, acoustic emission from low-cycle tension-tension fatigue of a quasiisotropic graphite-epoxy composite laminate was analyzed. The overall AE was separated into
the emission from loading and unloading. The AE count, location, and load histories, and the
load range distributions were generated and analyzed. The emission from the higher and lower
load levels during loading and unloading was studied. It was concluded that the AE from the
higher load levels during both loading and unloading was mostly from the new damage events.
In contrast, the emission from the lower load levels during unloading was attributed to internal
fretting. The amount of this emission comprised 13% of the overall AE for the composite studied. The origin of the emission from the lower load levels during loading could not be positively
identified, based on the available data. The amount of this emission comprised 7% of the overall
AE. The results provide insights on the AE behavior of composites under fatigue and can be used
for the analysis of damage micromechanisms and life and for the development of predictive
models.
Introduction
It is well known that advanced composite materials subjected to loads exhibit gradual accumulation of damage of several types. These include matrix cracks, fiber breaks, fiber-matrix
debonds, longitudinal splitting, and delaminations. Scattered damage development can be especially pronounced under fatigue. Experimental information on damage evolution in composites is
needed for better understanding of micromechanisms of their fatigue failure and life and for the
development of predictive models.
Acoustic emission has been shown to provide useful information on damage development
under cyclic loading [1-9]. One problem with AE studies of fatigue damage in composites is the
large amount of acoustic noise that can be generated by the testing machine and grips. In the previous studies, this noise has been reduced or eliminated by load gating [1, 8], amplitude discrimination [9], or location filtering [2, 3, 5]. The latter method, utilizing two or more AE sensors and the AE location analysis to filter out the emission originating outside of the designated
acoustic gage zone (usually, part of the specimen between the sensors) is especially attractive as
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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it does not exclude any signals originating within the gage zone and, thus, prevents the loss of
useful information on damage development.
Another, more complicated problem with the AE analysis of composites under fatigue is the
emission from internal fretting [10]. It has been shown that friction or fretting between the faces
of the previously developed cracks can produce substantial AE [2-5]. This emission can obscure
useful information from the signals generated by the damage events. It is important to be able to
recognize and separate the AE from damage and fretting in order to use the AE method for
fundamental fatigue damage studies of composites.
Often, the AE signal parameters are being used to recognize the signals from different
sources. It has been shown, however, that the amplitude of the fretting signals can exceed the
amplitude of the signals from the new damage. It has been suggested [2, 3] that other AE
parameters, such as the count number or signal duration, can be used to distinguish the signals
from friction. However, the threshold values of these parameters, necessary for the parametric
discrimination, are difficult to determine. Also, due to the inherent scatter of both fretting and
damage events in composites, the ranges of the AE signal parameters for these two types of
events can be expected to overlap.
A study of the AE from loading and unloading under fatigue can shed light on the emission
from internal fretting and lead to the development of methods of its elimination. One would
expect more new damage to be developed during loading and more fretting noise to be generated
during unloading. The literature data on the AE from composites during fatigue loading and
unloading is limited. The AE has been recorded during several cycles of the quasi-static loadingunloading with the increasing load amplitude in [10]. Eight to eleven load cycles have been
applied to failure. Substantial AE observed during the unloading has been attributed to internal
fretting. The absolute time scale of the acoustic and mechanical tests has been used to correlate
the acoustic events with the load levels over the short time intervals (about three cycles) during
the fatigue process [4]. Substantial AE has been observed in the unloading phase. Some of this
emission has been attributed to the matrix cracking in compression. More detailed studies of the
AE from loading and unloading are needed to produce additional information.
In this paper, such studies are conducted on an unnotched quasi-isotropic graphite-epoxy
laminate subjected to low-cycle tension-tension fatigue loading. The overall AE is separated into
the emission from loading and unloading by the loading phase filtering. The AE count, location,
and load histories, and the load range distributions are generated and analyzed. The emission
from the higher and lower load levels during loading and unloading is studied. Conclusions are
drawn on the origin of the emission from different load phases and levels.
Experimental
Quasi-isotropic [90/±30]3S laminated composite panel was manufactured from Hexcel
T2G190/F263 graphite/epoxy prepreg following the manufacturer-recommended curing cycle.
The panel was tabbed and the rectangular 200 x 25 mm specimens were machined by a highspeed diamond saw. Tension-tension fatigue testing was performed by an MTS testing machine
retrofitted with a digital Instron test control and data acquisition system. The tests were load
controlled, with the fatigue stress ratio of 0.1 and frequency of 0.5 Hz. The maximum loading
was approximately 90% of the ultimate static strength for this composite.
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The AE was acquired and analyzed by a two-channel Vallen AMS3 acoustic emission system. Two wide-band, high fidelity B1025 AE sensors by Digital Wave were used. The AE gage
zone (the distance between the AE sensors) was 80 mm. The AE source location analysis was
performed on the incoming signals and the signals originating outside of the acoustic gage zone
were eliminated from the analysis. A 34.5 dB system gain and a 40.5 dB threshold (ref. 0 dB at 1
µV) were used in the AE data acquisition. The load and strain data were fed from the testing machine and recorded as parameters.
Results and Discussion
Overall Acoustic Emission
Figure 1 shows the overall AE from a representative fatigue test. The specimen failed in the
432nd cycle of fatigue loading. Subplot 1 of Fig. 1 presents the history of the accumulated AE
counts as a function of cycle number. Subplot 2 shows the distribution of the AE over the loading range. The AE location history is shown in subplot 3 and subplot 4 presents the AE load
history. Each dot in the correlation-type subplots 3 and 4 corresponds to an AE event.

Fig. 1. Overall AE during low-cycle fatigue test.
The cumulative AE count history (subplot 1) exhibited three classical stages in the fatigue
process in composites, i.e. initial fast damage development, gradual steady damage accumulation, and final failure development. The load range distribution (subplot 2) showed that most of
the emission was generated at higher loads. However, some of the emission was generated at
lower loads. In particular, substantial emission was generated in the range from 0.4-0.45 of the
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maximum fatigue loading. It is interesting that few AE events were generated between the two
peaks on the load range distribution.
The location history (subplot 3) showed that most of the AE events were scattered in respect
to both location and time. A few spatial clusters of events were noticed at locations between 5
and 7 cm in the beginning of the fatigue process, but these clusters existed only through a few
loading cycles. A long-lived cluster was detected near 0 cm location. This cluster lasted through
about a third of the fatigue life.
The load-range history plot (subplot 4) showed that the AE events at the higher loads were
generated uniformly throughout the fatigue life, with slightly higher rates in the beginning of the
fatigue process. The events at the loads near the maximum load were not clustered. In contrast,
most of the events at the lower loads were clustered, i.e. they occurred at the same load levels
over the number of loading cycles. These AE events might be due to a well-characterized damage, such as, for example, matrix cracks in the 90˚ plies. They could also be due to a gradual extension of fatigue cracks or internal fretting.
Further analysis was conducted by separating AE signals from loading and unloading.
Acoustic Emission from Loading and Unloading
It can be expected that new damage is more likely to be developed during loading than during unloading. The overall AE described above was separated into the AE from loading and unloading using a unique phase filtering capability of the AMS3 system. This system can analyze
an external analog signal, such as load, and determine the sign of its derivative. In the case of
cyclic fatigue loading, this sign uniquely identifies the loading phase, i.e. loading or unloading.
This sign can be recorded as a flag parameter, along with other AE parameters. This flag was
used to separate the emission from different loading phases in the current study.
Figure 2 presents the AE from the loading phase of the cyclic loading, in the format similar
to the format of the overall AE in Fig. 1. Subplot 1 of Fig. 2 showed that the emission from
loading exhibited classical fatigue stages that were even more pronounced than the stages observed in the overall AE count history (Fig. 1). The load range distribution (subplot 2 of Fig. 2)
showed a single maximum at the higher loads with most signal developed at loads exceeding 0.8
of the maximum fatigue load. The location history of the AE from loading (subplot 3) was well
scattered while the load history (subplot 4) exhibited both dense scattered signals at the high load
levels and clustered signals at the lower loads.
The results for the emission from unloading (Fig. 3) were substantially different. The accumulation rate (subplot 1) was almost uniform throughout the fatigue life, with slightly higher
rates in the beginning but without a pronounced final failure development stage. The load distribution (subplot 2 of Fig. 3) exhibited two peaks at the medium and high loads. The intensity of
these peaks was comparable. The location history (subplot 3) showed that the clusters observed
in the overall AE were generated during unloading. The load history (subplot 4) showed fewer
signals generated at the higher loads. The density of these signals was higher in the beginning of
the fatigue process. This was probably responsible for the higher initial accumulation rate seen in
subplot 1. Most of the signals generated at the lower loads were clustered.
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Fig. 2. AE during loading.

Fig. 3. AE during unloading.
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The comparison of Figs. 2 and 3 with Fig. 1 showed that most of the emission at the medium
load levels (a low peak in subplot 2 of Fig. 1) was generated during unloading. The signals from
unloading were also more clustered. The total amount of the emission from unloading was almost half of that from loading (see maximum cumulative counts in subplots 1 of Figs. 2 and 3).
Further analysis was conducted by separating signals from higher and lower load levels under loading and unloading.
Acoustic Emission from Higher and Lower Load Levels
Figures 4 and 5 show the AE generated at higher (over 0.8 of the maximum load) and lower
(under 0.8 of the maximum load) load levels during loading. The emission from the higher load
levels (Fig. 4) showed pronounced fatigue staging (subplot 1) and was well scattered (subplot 3).
The emission from the lower load levels (Fig. 5) was distributed over the loading range (subplot
2). It exhibited irregular accumulation history (subplot 1) with high accumulation rates in the
first several cycles and much slower, varying accumulation rates afterwards. Although the AE
events were clustered in respect to load (subplot 4), no spatial clusters were recorded (subplot 3).
The emission from the low load levels accounted for about 10% of the total emission from the
loading phase or about 7% of the overall emission in this composite.

Fig. 4. AE from high load levels under loading.
Figures 6 and 7 show similar analysis of the emission generated during unloading. The emission from the higher load levels (Fig. 6) showed gradual accumulation with higher accumulation
rates in the beginning of the process (subplot 1) and was well scattered (subplots 3 and 4). The
emission from the lower load levels (Fig. 7) exhibited increasing accumulation rate (subplot 1).
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Fig. 5. AE from low load levels under loading.

Fig. 6. AE from high load levels under unloading.
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Fig. 7. AE from low load levels under unloading.
Most of this emission was generated in the narrow loading range (subplot 2) and the AE events
were clustered in respect to both load (subplot 4) and location (subplot 3). The emission from
the lower load levels accounted for about 46% of the total emission from unloading or about
13% of the overall AE in this composite.
Analysis and Identification of Emission from Damage and Fretting
The fatigue damage in unnotched composites is expected to exhibit scattered location and
characteristic staging in the cumulative history. Also, the damage rate is expected to increase
with the load level. The AE from the higher load levels (>0.8 of the maximum fatigue load)
during both loading and unloading phases of the fatigue loading (Figs. 4 and 6) correlated well
with these expectations. This emission was therefore attributed to the new damage development.
Note that the final failure development appeared to take place mostly during the loading phase of
the fatigue loading.
On the other hand, the emission from the lower load levels in the unloading phase (Fig. 7)
was developed mostly in the narrow load range from 0.4-0.45 of the maximum fatigue load. In
general, both new damage and fretting could be responsible for the emission at the lower load
levels. However, the new damage events are expected to be distributed over the load range, with
higher rates at higher loads. In contrast, the density of the fretting signals can be higher at lower
loads. The accumulated cracks open and close repeatedly during cyclic loading. Their faces
come into contact during unloading that can generate the emission. Depending on the type of
damage, this may occur at a particular load level. The emission from friction is also expected to
be less scattered and more clustered, as the fretting noise will be generated by the same cracks at
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the same locations. Finally, it is also expected to exhibit the gradually increasing cumulative
history, as more and more cracks will contribute to friction with the increasing fatigue damage.
Based on the above, the emission from the lower load range during unloading (Fig. 7) was attributed to internal fretting.
The emission from the lower loading levels during the loading phase (Fig. 5) differed from
the unloading emission. The cumulative history (subplot 1) showed elements of the classical fatigue staging. Some irregularity could be due to the overall low amount of this emission. The
emission was distributed in a wide load range (subplot 2) with several peaks at both lower and
higher loads within this range. Although clusters were observed in the load history (subplot 4),
no spatial clusters could be identified in the location history. In general, the information above is
not sufficient to make a positive identification of the emission from the lower load levels during
loading. More studies are needed. It can be noted, that the cumulative content of this emission in
the overall AE from the composite studied was only about 7%.
Conclusions
The conducted analysis of the AE from an advanced laminated composite subjected to fatigue loading showed that the emission from the higher load levels during both loading and unloading phases of the cyclic loading was due to new damage development. The emission from
the lower load levels during unloading was from internal fretting. The emission from the lower
load levels during loading could not be positively identified.
The results provide insights on the AE behavior of composites under fatigue and can be used
in fundamental studies of damage micromechanisms [11] in composites under fatigue and for the
development of predictive models.
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Abstract
The acoustic emission (AE) technique was used to monitor structural changes and related
plastic deformation in prospective Mg-based light alloys and metal matrix composites subjected
to thermal loading and/or mechanical stress (tensile or creep testing). It is shown that the AE
response depends significantly on the testing conditions. The deformation mechanisms and their
correlation with the testing parameters are discussed. It is shown that the AE response and the
residual strain after thermal cycling depend significantly on the upper temperature of cycling.
The results are explained in a quantitative analysis using a model that correlates the internal
thermal stresses with the changes in temperature. The AE response in deformation tests is
discussed in terms of the contemporary knowledge of plastic deformation processes in metallic
materials.
1. Introduction
Several magnesium-based alloys and metal matrix composites (MMCs) have been developed
and manufactured over the last decade for potential use as light-weight high-performance
materials in a range of applications including, for example, the automotive industry (Fritze et al.,
1998). The standard operating conditions for most alloys and MMCs involve thermal and/or
mechanical loading. This may induce microstructural changes and matrix plastic deformation
characterized by dislocation generation and motion. In addition, for the case of MMCs thermal
loading induces internal stresses owing to the often substantial mismatch between the thermal
expansion coefficients of the matrix and the reinforcement. Under higher load and/or long-term
exposure, structural damage (for example, interface de-cohesion, fiber fracture) may also occur.
The mechanical properties of Mg-based materials are dependent on the mechanisms of
plastic deformation in hexagonal close-packed (hcp) metals. Magnesium exhibits an axial ratio
of c / a equal to 1.623, which is slightly less than the ideal value of 1.633. The main deformation
mechanisms are dislocation glide in the basal planes (0001) along < 1120 > directions and
twinning in the pyramidal planes {10 1 1} (ASM Handbook, 1999). Twinning may also reorient
the basal planes so that they become more favorably oriented for slip (Zhang et al., 2000). The
relative importance of these various mechanisms depends strongly upon temperature. With
increasing temperature, twinning becomes easier as the metal strength decreases. However,
above a temperature of 250°C additional non-basal slip systems (pyramidal planes) are activated
and deformation becomes much easier so that twinning is then less important. In addition,
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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recovery processes gain importance with increasing temperature and in polycrystalline materials
there is the increasing importance of grain boundary sliding at the higher temperatures.
Acoustic emission (AE) is a non-destructive experimental technique, in which transient
elastic waves are generated within a material due to sudden and irreversible structural changes. It
has been established that AE is a viable procedure for monitoring the development of
microstructural changes and related plastic deformation and/or structural damage in many classes
of materials. Specifically, dislocation motion and microstructural damage are generally
recognized to produce significant AE in most metals and alloys (Heiple and Carpenter, 1987).
Hence, there is a possibility of using AE monitoring to identify and characterize the
microstructural changes occurring within the Mg-based materials and to correlate these
measurements with the associated temperatures or other testing parameters.
To date, there are only limited results demonstrating the use of AE in monitoring the
structural response and matrix deformation of Mg-based alloys (Fisher and Lally, 1967, Siegel,
1977, Friesel and Carpenter, 1984, Kato et al., 1986). During the deformation of pure Mg, an
AZ31B and various Mg-Al alloys at room temperature, there was a distinct correlation between
the AE activity and the sample orientation, purity, strain rate and the mode of testing (tension,
compression). In all cases, deformation twinning and dislocation glide were found to be the
major sources of AE. By contrast, AE evidence for Mg-based MMCs is almost entirely lacking.
This paper provides a comprehensive review of our recent work in this area. The present
experiments were conducted to investigate the use of AE as a non-destructive tool for the
examination and evaluation of Mg-based materials. Special emphasis was placed on the
influence of the matrix composition, the matrix reinforcement and temperature on AE, and the
related microstructural evolution and plastic deformation of a variety of Mg-based alloys and
MMCs. To simulate thermal and/or mechanical loading of structural parts, the specimens were
subjected to thermal cycling, tensile tests at constant cross-head speeds and tensile creep tests at
elevated temperatures. In addition, the potential for analyzing the experimental data using
established models is evaluated.
2. Experimental Procedure
The matrix materials used in this investigation were Mg of commercial purity, magnesium
alloys ZE41 alloy containing 4 wt. % Zn and 1 wt. % rare earths, an AZ91 alloy containing 9 wt.
% Al and 1 wt. % Zn, a QE22 alloy containing 2 wt. % Ag and 2 wt. % rare earths and an AM60
alloy containing 6 wt. % Al-0.5 wt. % Mn, where all of these alloys have Mg as the balance. The
AM60 alloy received a standard T6 thermal treatment prior to testing.
The matrix materials were reinforced with 20 vol. % of Saffil δ-Al2O3 short fibers through
the use of a squeeze-casting procedure, in which the molten Mg or Mg alloy is infiltrated under
pressure into Saffil short fiber pre-forms having planar isotropic fiber distributions. The MMCs
showed planar isotropic fiber distributions with fiber diameters of ~3-5 µm and fiber lengths up
to ~150 µm after casting. There was a slight chemical reaction between the matrix and the
reinforcement, which led to chemical bonding at the interfaces. In addition, the matrix in the
vicinity of the interfaces became enriched in aluminum. The AZ91-Saffil MMC received a
standard T6 thermal treatment prior to testing. A typical optical micrograph of the as-received
state is shown in Fig. 1. The surfaces of selected specimens were examined after fracture using a
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Fig. 1. Typical optical micrograph of the AZ91-Saffil in the as-received condition.
TESLA BS 343 scanning electron microscope operating at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV.
Fracture surfaces were cleaned in acetone before making any observations.
An unreinforced QE22 alloy and MMCs QE22-15 vol.% SiC and AZ91-15 vol.% SiC
(globular particles with a mean diameter of 30 and 10 µm, denoted as 320BL and 600BL or
600HD, respectively) were also produced by means of hot extrusion after mixing and milling of
the matrix powder and particles. Almost no defects and no products of any chemical reaction
were detected between the matrix and the particles at the matrix-particle interfaces. Examination
revealed that the materials exhibited a wide distribution of the matrix grain sizes so that there
were regions with a grain size less than 1 µm as well as regions with grain sizes up to ~20 µm.
These materials received a standard T6 thermal treatment prior to testing.
Specimens were machined for thermal cycling in the form of rods with lengths of 50 mm and
diameters of 5 mm: the reinforcement planes in these samples were parallel to the longitudinal
axes. Thermal cycling was conducted in situ by placing the specimens within a dilatometer
equipped with a radiant furnace permitting temperatures from ambient to 400ºC. The residual
strain was measured after each cycle and the AE signal was transmitted through a quartz rod in
contact with the specimen.
Cylindrical specimens with a gauge length of 29 mm and a diameter of 4.95 mm were
deformed in tension. The tensile tests were performed in furnace-equipped MTS and Instron
machines in the temperature range from 20 to 300°C and at a constant crosshead speed giving an
initial strain rate of 8.3 x 10-5 s-1. A steel wave-guide was used to transmit AE. One end had
cylindrical envelope-shaped that fitted tightly to the round specimen surface and it was coupled
to the sample surface using heat-resistant silicone paste. The other end of the wave-guide has a
conical shape, to which the transducer was placed using vacuum grease and spring holders.
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Tensile creep specimens were machined with gauge lengths of 25.4 mm and M10 screwheads. The longitudinal specimen axes were within the plane containing the long axes of the
fibers. All of the creep testing was conducted under conditions of constant stress using a creep
machine equipped with a contoured lever arm. Tests were performed at stresses in the range
from 35 to 95 MPa and at temperatures from 423 to 583 K (150-310ûC) with the temperature
controlled during each test to ±2 K. Some tests were conducted at a single stress until failure and
others used progressive loading, in which the stress was increased at selected time intervals until
ultimate failure. The AE signal was monitored during each creep test using a steel wave-guide
of cylindrical shape that fitted tightly to the specimen. This wave-guide was coupled to the
sample surface using heat-resistant silicone paste and steel springs.
The AE was monitored directly using computer-controlled DAKEL-LMS-16 (thermal
cycling and creep tests) and DAKEL-XEDO-3 (dynamic tensile tests) facilities developed by
DAKEL-ZD Rpety, Czech Republic. The facilities incorporated a highly sensitive LB10A
transducer (with a flat response between 100 and 500 kHz and a built-in preamplifier giving a
gain of ~30 dB) and a miniaturized MST8S piezoelectric transducer (with a flat response
between 100 and 600 kHz). As described earlier (Chmelík et al., 1998a), the AE analyzers
detected the AE signals at two threshold levels, corresponding to gains of 100 and 80 dB,
respectively.
3. Experimental Results and Discussion
3.1. Thermal cycling of Mg-based metal matrix composites
& , and the specimen
Figure 2 shows the variation with time of the AE count rate, N
C1
deformation, ∆l, with the temperature, T, for two MMCs during a single temperature cycle
having upper temperatures, Ttop, of 300°C and 400°C, respectively. It is apparent from Fig. 2a
that, for the Mg-Saffil MMC, there is moderate AE during the heating within a temperature
range from ~140°C to ~220°C and significant AE during the cooling of the sample at
temperatures from ~180°C to room temperature. The AZ91-Saffil MMC (Fig. 2b) shows AE
only during cooling at the lower temperatures from ~60°C to room temperature. Following the
cycles, a residual contraction was measured in the samples.
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& , temperature, T, and sample deformation, ∆l, as
Fig. 2. Value of the AE count rate, N
C1
measured in the Mg-Saffil (a) and the AZ91-Saffil (b) during temperature cycles to upper
temperatures of 300°C and 400°C, respectively.

Fig. 3 (a) and (b)
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Fig. 3. Residual strain, ∆l/l0, and AE counts for two different detection levels, NC1 and NC 2,
versus the upper cycling temperature, Ttop: the residual strain was estimated with reference to a
temperature of 30°C and the AE counts were evaluated for the entire cooling period of each
cycle. (a) Mg-Saffil, (b) ZE41-Saffil, (c) AZ91-Saffil, (d) QE22-Saffil.
The behavior of the composites during thermal cycling was characterized in detail by using a
stepped incremental temperature technique. The results are documented in Fig. 3 where the
residual strain, ∆l/lo, and the AE count per cycle, NC1 are plotted against the upper cycle
temperature, Ttop, where lo is the original length of the sample and one cycle was performed for
each upper temperature corresponding to each separate experimental point recorded for the
residual strain. These plots demonstrate that there is no residual strain up to a certain upper
temperature, followed by a slight tendency for a compressive contraction for the Mg-Saffil and
the ZE41-Saffil. For all MMCs, residual elongation prevails in a certain temperature interval and
for higher upper temperatures there is a residual contraction that increases in magnitude with
increasing values of Ttop. The AE response also depends on the upper temperature, increasing
significantly at a critical value of Ttop and exhibiting intense AE bursts, which appear with a
further increase in Ttop (with the exception of the QE22-Saffil MMC, which does not show bursts
of AE).
It has been shown that, under conditions similar to those used in these experiments, more
than 1000 thermal cycles are needed in order to produce any measurable damage in the samples
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(Kiehn et al., 1994). Thus, the AE counts recorded in these experiments must be attributed to the
occurrence of structural changes in the matrix and to any associated plastic deformation. Since
the MMCs were fabricated by squeeze-casting at an elevated temperature, the composites
contain thermal residual stresses at room temperature due to the mismatch in the thermal
expansion coefficients between the matrix and the reinforcement (Arsenault and Taya, 1987; Xia
and Langdon, 1994) and the magnitude of these stresses is of the order of the minimum stress
required for creep in the matrix. In practice, the matrix in these MMCs experiences tensile
stresses whereas the fiber reinforcements experience compressive stresses. Therefore, when the
MMC is heated, the internal tensile stress acting on the matrix reduces to zero and, on further
heating, there is a build up of compressive stresses; whereas on cooling, the internal stresses
behave in the opposite sense. It is anticipated these stresses will be concentrated near the matrixfiber interfaces and at the ends of the reinforcing fibers. These thermal stresses may also exceed
the matrix yield stress within discrete temperature ranges and relaxation will then occur through
the generation of new dislocations and plastic deformation within the matrix. This plastic
deformation may appear as dislocation glide, as twinning or possibly as grain boundary sliding at
the higher temperatures depending upon the precise temperature and the crystallographic
structure of the matrix. In general, it is reasonable to anticipate that the compressive deformation
that appears on heating will give some form of diffusion-controlled high temperature creep
whereas the tensile deformation appearing on cooling will lead to dislocation glide and twinning.
Thus, and in support of the experimental observations, a larger AE is expected during cooling at
the lower temperatures.
It was suggested earlier that it may be possible to correlate the AE response and the internal
thermal stresses produced during thermal cycling (Chmelík et al., 1998b). With respect to the
dependence of the residual strain on the upper cycle temperature as plotted in Fig. 3, a
quantitative analysis of internal thermal stresses has been developed for a short-fiber reinforced
aluminum composite exhibiting chemical bonding at the interfaces (Urreta et al., 1996) and more
recently this approach has been further developed and applied to experimental data (CarreñoMorelli et al., 1997, 2000). The analysis predicts that the thermal stresses, σTS, produced by a
temperature change at the interfaces of ∆T are given by
σ TS =

Ef EM
f∆α∆T
(E f f + E M (1 − f ))

(1)

where Ef and EM are the values of Young's modulus for the reinforcement and the matrix,
respectively, f is the volume fraction of fibers and ∆α is the difference between thermal
expansion coefficients of the matrix and the reinforcement between the matrix and the
reinforcement associated with the coefficients of thermal expansion.
For the MMCs used in these experiments, Ef = 300 GPa and EM = 45 GPa at room
temperature, f = 0.20, ∆α = 20 × 10-6 K-1 and the decrease in EM with increasing temperature is
~50 MPa K-1. Thus, eqn. (1) predicts that a temperature change by 1ºC produces an increment in
the thermal stress of ~0.6 MPa and at temperatures above ~250°C this increment decreases to
~0.4 MPa K-1.
It is shown in Fig. 3a that slight but measurable compressive deformation occurs in Mg-Saffil
during cycling at upper temperatures above ~100°C and tensile deformation appears during
cycling at upper temperatures above ~140°C. It follows from eqn. (1) that a temperature change
of 70°C produces a thermal stress of ~40 MPa and, by comparison with the reported compressive
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acoustic yield (micro-yield) stress of ~20 MPa for the squeeze-cast unreinforced Mg at 100°C
(Trojanová, 2002), this implies the presence of an initial internal tensile stress of ~20 MPa. A
similar calculation may be performed for cooling of the sample from ~140°C since, on heating, a
temperature change of 110°C produces a thermal stress of ~60 MPa so that the matrix
experiences a compressive stress of ~40 MPa at 140°C. This stress exceeds the matrix yield
stress at this temperature and is relaxed by matrix plastic deformation (cf. observed AE) to
values below ~15 – 20 MPa. Cooling of the composite to room temperature produces an
estimated thermal stress of ~70 MPa. Consequently, a tensile stress approaching ~40 MPa should
appear at temperatures near to room temperature and this will correspond to the macroscopic
yield point. This effect will lead to AE, as observed experimentally. It is noteworthy that the
disappearance of AE during heating at 220°C indicates a change in the deformation mechanism
towards high temperature creep. A similar calculation may be performed for the ZE41-Saffil,
which exhibits a similar behavior to the Mg-Saffil (Fig. 3b).
For the AZ91-Saffil, Fig. 3c shows that reaching a Ttop of 260-280°C leads to the appearance
of compressive deformation. The corresponding temperature change of 230°C produces a
thermal stress of ~110 MPa. Since the compressive yield point of the squeeze-cast AZ91 alloy is
~75 MPa at 270°C (Trojanová, 2002), the initial internal tensile stresses of 35 MPa may be
assessed. A similar calculation may be done for cooling of the specimen from Ttop. Figure 3c
shows that a measurable tensile deformation appears during cooling when Ttop of 200°C is
reached. On heating, the corresponding temperature change of 170°C produces a thermal stress
of ~80 MPa, which demonstrates that the matrix experiences a compressive stress of ~45 MPa at
200°C. Cooling the composite to room temperature produces a thermal stress of ~90 MPa.
Consequently, a tensile stress approaching ~45 MPa should appear close to room temperature,
which corresponds to the acoustic yield point (Trojanová, 2002). Hence, it is reasonable to
anticipate that a slight tensile deformation will appear, which was indeed observed. Figure 3c
shows also that AE first appears after cooling from Ttop of 320°C. On heating, a temperature
change of 290°C produces a thermal stress of ~125 MPa so that the matrix experiences a
compressive stress of ~90 MPa. In practice, this stress is probably relaxed by compressive
deformation to below 20 ~ 30 MPa. If the composite is cooled to 60°C where significant AE first
appears, a thermal stress of ~160 MPa is produced. Consequently, a tensile stress approaching
~140 MPa should appear at 60°C and this is of the same order as the measured macroscopic
tensile yield stress of the matrix alloy (Trojanová, 2002). This calculation suggests there will be
an intense AE on cooling to near room temperature, as is clearly evident in Fig. 2. Similar results
to those for AZ91-Saffil were also obtained for QE22-Saffil.
It follows from these calculations that there is a very good correlation between the present
experimental data and the predictions of a model developed earlier to explain the characteristics
of internal damping in an aluminum composite containing short fibers (Carreño-Morelli et al.,
2000).
3.2 Tensile deformation at elevated temperatures
To clarify the nature of the matrix plastic deformation during thermal cycling of Mg-based
MMCs, tensile tests of an aluminum-rich AM60 alloy were performed as a function of
temperature. The stress–strain curves and corresponding AE count rates ( N& and N& ) for the
C1

C2

AM60 alloy deformed at different temperatures are depicted in Fig. 4a, b, respectively. The
deformation curves are smooth and indicate a substantial strain hardening at temperatures lower
than 200°C. They also show a fairly large elongation to fracture of about 0.2. With increasing
temperature, the flow stress decreases and softening occurs. At temperatures above 200°C, the
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Fig. 4. (a) True stress-true strain curves for AM60 deformed at different temperatures. (b) Strain
dependencies of the AE count rates N&C1 and N&C 2 for different temperatures.
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work hardening rate is close to zero and a dynamic balance occurs between hardening and
softening. The strain dependencies of the AE count rates show a characteristic shape with a peak
close to the yield point and a subsequent decrease in the AE activity. The AE activity vs.
temperature shows a distinct maximum at 200°C. This behavior thus demonstrates clearly the
temperature dependence of the plastic deformation in Mg-based alloys as discussed in Section 1.
It is noteworthy that these results are consistent with the AE observations during heating of the
Mg-Saffil MMC where AE vanished when the temperature exceeded 220°C (Fig. 2a).
3.3 Creep of an AZ91–Saffil composite
There are a number of reports describing the creep behavior of Mg-based MMCs reinforced
with short fibers and using AZ91 (Mordike et al., 1997, 1998; Li and Langdon, 1999a and b; Li
et al., 1999; Sklenicka et al., 2000; Pahutová et al., 2000), AS41 (Mordike et al., 1998) or QE22
(Mordike et al., 1997) as the matrix alloys. The present investigation was initiated to provide
more information on the creep of an MMC with an AZ91 matrix alloy and especially to critically
evaluate the potential for making use of AE as a monitoring tool for characterizing creep
deformation and the development of creep damage during testing. Because very slow strain rates
are an inherent feature of long-term creep investigations, a series of specific tests was judiciously
selected and undertaken to provide information on three separate issues: (1) the ability of the
fiber reinforcement to provide additional creep strengthening by comparison with the
unreinforced alloy, (2) the testing conditions required to reveal a meaningful response using AE
monitoring and (3) the effect on the AE response of testing at different temperatures.

Fig. 5. Creep curves of strain versus time at 473 K with an applied stress of 40 MPa for the
unreinforced AZ91 alloy and the composite: both materials were tested in a T6 condition.
When an MMC is subjected to mechanical loading, creep occurs in the matrix alloy through
the generation and motion of dislocations and, in addition, there may be structural damage at the
higher stress levels through debonding at the fiber-matrix interfaces or fracturing of the
individual fibers. It is reasonable to anticipate that AE will provide a meaningful and measurable
response to some deformation and damage mechanisms (Heiple and Carpenter, 1987) and/or
flow changes. This suggests the potential for using AE measurements to characterize the flow
and damage processes occurring within the material during testing.
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To evaluate whether additional creep strengthening is introduced through the presence of the
reinforcement, Fig. 5 shows the initial portions of the creep curves for tests conducted on the
unreinforced AZ91 alloy and the composite material at a stress of 40 MPa and a temperature of
473 K: both of these materials were tested in the T6 condition. It is apparent from Fig. 5 that,
when the applied stress is the same on each specimen, the creep rate is substantially slower in the
composite due to an apparent strengthening effect arising from the presence of the Saffil fibers.
In practice, however, care must be taken in making a comparison of this type because there is
experimental evidence for a threshold stress, σo, when creep testing this MMC (Li and Langdon,
1999; Li et al., 1999; Sklenicka et al., 2000). This means in practice that the effective stress, σe
(= σ − σo), acting on the composite may be significantly lower than in the unreinforced material
where there is no threshold stress and σo = 0. In the MMC used in these experiments, an earlier
analysis suggested the occurrence of load transfer (Sklenicka et al., 2000) whereby part of the
external load is transferred to the reinforcement. It is instructive to note that experiments on
numerous Al alloys and Al-based MMCs have often revealed slower creep rates in the
composites even when creep data are compared at the same values of the effective stress
(Mohamed, 1998; Li and Langdon, 1999).
To elucidate the nature of the AE response in unreinforced and reinforced materials, tests
were conducted on the unreinforced alloy and on the MMC at 473 K and at the same initial level
of the applied stress of 40 MPa. In each test, the stress was increased progressively at selected
time intervals. The results are shown in Fig. 6 for (a) the unreinforced AZ91 alloy and (b) the
composite material: again, both materials were in a T6 condition. The count rate for AE is
documented along the lower axes.
Inspection of Figs. 6(a) and (b) shows there is a well-defined AE response throughout the
total lifetime of the unreinforced alloy whereas creep of the MMC is not accompanied by a
measurable AE except only at the instances associated with the stress increases and at the very
highest stress increment of 80 MPa. Several AE pulses in the MMC are observed at an applied
stress of 70 MPa. It is important to note the creep lifetime of the unreinforced alloy and the
MMC. There is also a large difference between the count rate associated with the stress increases
during creep of the unreinforced alloy and the MMC. The AE count rate change due to the stress
increase in the MMC is several times lower than for the unreinforced alloy.
The presence of a measurable AE response must be associated either with the creep
deformation occurring within the material or with the advent of creep damage in the form of
debonding or breaking of the fibers. However, there are no fibers in the unreinforced alloy and,
since there is an AE response throughout the creep lifetime of this material, it must be associated
with the flow mechanism occurring within the alloy. There are several experiments showing a
stress exponent of n = 3 for the unreinforced AZ91 alloy (Dargusch et al., 1998, Blum et al.,
1997; Pahutová et al., 2000) and this suggests that a viscous glide process is dominant whereby
the movement of dislocations is impeded by the presence of aluminum solute atom atmospheres.
In addition, there have been similar reports of n = 3 in Mg solid solution alloys containing 0.8%
Al (Vagarali and Langdon, 1982) and 3% and 5% Al (Sato et al., 1993), respectively.
If viscous glide is the rate-controlling flow process in the unreinforced AZ91 alloy with n =
3, it is reasonable to assume there will be no AE response: but an AE response is anticipated at
higher stress levels when the dislocations are able to break away from their solute atom
atmospheres (Yavari and Langdon, 1982). Therefore, in order to explain the experimental results
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Fig. 6. Creep curves and the AE response for (a) the unreinforced alloy and (b) the composite,
where both materials were tested in a T6 condition at 473 K with the same initial applied stress
of 40 MPa.
documented in Fig. 6, it is necessary to demonstrate that flow occurs in the unreinforced alloy
within the region of dislocation breakaway at stress levels as low as 40 MPa. The breakaway
stress, σb, in solid solution alloys is given by an expression of the form (Friedel, 1964):

Wm2 c
σb = 3
5b kT

(2)

where c is the concentration of the solute, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, k is
Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature and Wm is the binding energy between the
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solute atom and the dislocation, which may be written as
1 1+ µ 
Wm = − 
G ∆Va
(3)
2π  1 − µ 
where µ is Poisson’s ratio, G is the shear modulus and ∆Va is the difference in volume between
the solute and the solvent atoms.
Equation (2) may be solved through the use of µ = 0.34 and ∆Va = 8.2 × 10-30 m3 (King,
1966) for aluminum atoms in magnesium and with b = 3.2 × 10-10 m and G = {(1.92 × 104) 8.6T} MPa (Slutsky and Garland, 1957) for pure magnesium and noting that the initial
concentration of aluminum in the alloy is ~9 wt. %, which corresponds to ~8 at. % so that c ≈
0.08. Following this procedure, the value of the breakaway stress is estimated as σo ≈ 110 MPa
and this is higher than any of the applied stresses used to obtain the data in Fig. 6(a). In practice,
however, it has been shown that Eq. (2) tends to overestimate the magnitude of σb by a factor of
~2 because it fails to include the variation in the interaction energy with the solute concentration
and the influence of the different spacings between the solute atoms and the line of the
dislocation (Endo et al., 1984). The introduction of these improvements reduces the value of σb
to ~55 MPa, and in practice an additional reduction is necessary because the T6 heat treatment
leads to a fine dispersion of Mg17Al 12 precipitates (Clark, 1968; Solberg et al. 1991), which
serves to deplete the concentration of aluminum atoms remaining in solid solution within the
matrix and thereby it reduces the value of c in Eq. (2). The total extent of this aluminum
depletion is not known at the present time but it is reasonable to conclude that all of the stresses
used in Fig. 6(a), including the lowest applied stress of 40 MPa, are within the region of
dislocation breakaway and therefore the occurrence of breakaway accounts for the AE response,
which is clearly visible throughout the test. This conclusion is consistent also with experimental
creep data on the composite material where it was shown that breakaway occurred, and n
increased above a value of 3, at an effective stress level of ~14 MPa at the slightly higher
temperature of 573 K (Li and Langdon, 1999a and b).

Fig. 7. Fracture surface of the composite after testing as shown in Fig. 6(b).
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Fig. 8. Optical micrograph showing the distribution of fibers in the perpendicular plane near the
crack surface shown in Fig. 7.
By contrast, no AE response is visible in the composite material shown in Fig. 6(b), at least
below 70 MPa, although these tests were conducted at the same temperature of 200°C and with
the same lowest applied stress of 40 MPa using material subjected to the same T6 heat treatment.
This difference arises because there is a significant threshold stress in the composite and, strictly,
this requires comparing the unreinforced and the reinforced materials at the same values of the
effective stress acting on the dislocations. No detailed information is available on the magnitude
of the threshold stress, σ o, in the composite material at a testing temperature of 473 K but
scattered results from tests conducted at this temperature under shear conditions (Li and
Langdon, 1999a and b) suggest the threshold stress is of the order of σo ≈ 30 MPa. Practically the
same value of the threshold stress may be obtained from results reported in other work
(Sklenicka et al., 2000a and b). If it is now assumed that the lowest applied stress level of 40
MPa used for the unreinforced alloy in Fig. 6(a) is probably close to the lowest stress for a
breakaway condition in the AZ91 matrix alloy at a temperature of 473 K, it follows that
breakaway in the composite will require an effective stress, σe, of ~40 MPa which is equivalent,
when incorporating the threshold stress, to an applied stress of the order of (σe + σo) ≈ 70 MPa.
These calculations are therefore consistent with Fig. 6(b) and with the occurrence of a significant
AE response in the composite only at the highest applied stress of 80 MPa.
Figure 7 shows the appearance of the fracture surface of the composite material after testing
through the progressive loading shown in Fig. 6(b). An optical micrograph showing the
distribution of fibers in the perpendicular plane near the crack surface is shown in Fig. 8. It is
seen that the majority of fibers are perpendicular to this plane but some fibers lie also in the
plane. It is also seen that the distribution of fibers is not homogeneous in the volume of the
specimen. Thus, some areas of the volume are almost free of fibers and, by contrast, in some
areas the volume content of fibers is much higher than the nominal volume of 20%. The SEM
micrograph of the fracture surface (Fig. 7) shows no clear evidence for either fiber breaking or
fiber pull-out. Some fibers lying in the perpendicular plane might appear to correspond to the
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Fig. 9. Creep curve and the AE response for the composite tested at 473 K with an initial applied
stress of 70 MPa after a T6 heat treatment.
occurrence of fiber fracture but these fibers broke during the squeeze-casting of the composite
material. Drozd (2000) has observed similar features in a non-deformed AZ91 composite.
To evaluate the effect of increasing the applied stress and the test temperature, identical tests
were conducted on the composite material using a temperature of 473 K and an applied stress of
70 MPa for samples after the T6 heat treatment. It is reasonable to expect that breakaway will
occur in the composite under this applied stress and the result is shown in Fig. 9. Inspection
shows the character of the AE count rate changes drastically and the AE response in Fig. 9 is
significantly greater for the sample crept at 70 MPa than after creep at 40 MPa. In practice, there
is a large increase in the AE activity in the later stage of tertiary creep immediately prior to
fracture. The decrease in the level of the aluminum solute due to the precipitation of Mg17Al12
during the T6 heat treatment combined with the increase in the applied stress serve to increase
the potential for dislocations to break away from their solute atmospheres and this gives an
increase in the AE response.
An increase in the test temperature should result in a decrease of the effective stress
necessary for dislocations to break away from their solute atmospheres. Tests were conducted
on the composite at 583 K with an initial applied stress of 40 MPa after the T6 heat treatment.
Figure 10 shows a faster creep rate and a larger AE response throughout the creep lifetime of the
MMC by comparison with the results obtained at 473 K. The fracture surface is shown in Fig.
11 and there is evidence for a pull-out of the fibers corresponding to local debonding and the
large AE response observed prior to failure in Fig. 10. In practice, the distribution of fibers in the
perpendicular plane near the crack surface is similar to that shown in Fig. 8.
3.4 Creep of QE22 and AZ91 reinforced with SiC particles
Since no load transfer is anticipated in particle-strengthened MMCs, the creep data were
analyzed using the standard relationship (Cadek, 1988):
ε&ss = A σn exp (-Qc/RT)
(4)
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Fig. 10. Creep curve and the AE response for the composite tested at 583 K with an initial
applied stress of 40 MPa after a T6 heat treatment.

Fig. 11. Fracture surface of the composite after testing at 583 K with an initial applied stress of
40 MPa after a T6 heat treatment.
where ε&ss is the minimum creep rate, A is a constant, σ is the applied stress, n is the stress
exponent, Qc is the activation energy for the creep process and R is the gas constant (8.314
J/Kmol).
The analysis of the creep data of the unreinforced QE22 alloy shows, for the temperature
range from 423 to 473 K, an increase in the stress exponent from 2.0 to 5.8. Also, progressive
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Fig. 12. The creep curve and the AE count rate tested under progressive loading: (a) the
unreinforced QE22 alloy at 473 K, (b) QE22-15 vol. % SiC (320BL) tested at 448 K, (c) QE2215 vol. % SiC (600BL) tested at 473 K. In all cases, stress changes are indicated by arrows.
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Fig. 13. Transmission electron microscopy micrograph of the QE22-SiC composite after creep
deformation at 473 K showing distinct cracking (indicated by arrows) at interfaces.
loading from 35 to 70 MPa gives in an increase in the activation energy from ~97 to ~184
kJ/mol. The analysis of the creep data of the QE22-SiC reveals no clear dependence of the stress
exponent and the activation energy on temperature and the applied stress. Thus, the measured
values of the stress exponent are within the range from ~2.0 to ~9.4 and the measured values of
the activation energy are within the range from ~74 to ~246 kJ/mol. The AZ91-SiC behaves in a
very similar manner to QE22-SiC. Detailed information on the creep properties has been
reported (Moll et al., 2000).
The creep rate and the AE response are shown in Fig. 12a for a test on the unreinforced
QE22 alloy under progressive loading at 473 K. The test was stopped after 17 days because the
limits of the AE and strain measurements were reached. Only very few AE signals appeared
rather randomly during the test and these signals could not be correlated with the creep curve.
Figure 12b shows the creep rate and the AE response of the QE22-SiC (320BL) MMC under
progressive loading at 448 K. The creep rate is significantly higher than for the unreinforced
sample deformed at 473 K. Pronounced AE activity is observed at events associated with stress
increases and at the stress level of 70 MPa. In the last stage of the test, AE activity increases
steadily. Figure 12c shows that a slight increase in temperature to 473 K and a reduction in the
particle size to 600BL lead to a significant reduction in the creep resistance. As previously seen,
intense AE is observed at a stress of 70 MPa and the AE activity is higher than shown in Fig.
12b. The AZ91-SiC MMC exhibited similar results.
The main deformation mechanism of the QE22 alloy and the QE22-SiC and AZ91-SiC
MMCs is very probably diffusion-controlled dislocation motion and, possibly, also grain
boundary sliding. Grain boundary sliding was not observed directly but, at a homologous
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temperature of 0.5, this process tends to be unavoidable in fine-grained materials. The MMCs
show a pronounced ductility and rather high creep rates in comparison with the unreinforced
sample. It is reasonable to suggest, therefore, that interfacial sliding contributes significantly to
the creep deformation. Since diffusion-controlled dislocation motion and grain boundary sliding
are not important AE sources (Heiple and Carpenter, 1987), the observed increase of the AE
activity at increasing load may indicate a growing share of interfacial sliding. Since the SiC
particles are rigid, interfacial sliding is not easily accommodated sufficiently so that creep
damage can take place. Indeed, many cavities and cracks were revealed at the interfaces after
creep testing in examinations using transmission electron microscopy: a typical example of this
cracking is shown in Fig. 13.
5. Summary
1. A number of Mg-based composites were subjected to thermal cycling and measurements
were taken, using acoustic emission (AE) and dilatometry, to record the internal thermal stresses
and the related structural changes and matrix plastic deformation. It is shown that the AE
response and the residual strain recorded after cycling depend significantly on the upper
temperature of cycling. Using a recent model developed for internal damping, it is demonstrated
that the experimental data may be successfully correlated in terms of the variations of both the
AE count rate with temperature and the residual strain with the upper cycling temperature.
2. The AE response during plastic deformation of the AM60 magnesium alloy is
significantly dependent on the temperature. Peak AE activity is found for a deformation
temperature of 200°C, which can correspond to the maximum twinning activity.
3. The introduction of short alumina fibers into an AZ91 magnesium alloy improves the
creep resistance because of the introduction of a threshold stress that serves to reduce the
effective stress acting on the material. The creep deformation may be monitored using AE.
There is little or no AE response when deformation occurs by the viscous glide of dislocations
with n = 3, but an AE response is visible at stress levels, which are sufficiently high such that the
dislocations are able to break away from their solute-atom atmospheres. There may be also a
very large AE response immediately prior to failure due to a local debonding around the fibers,
which is visible as a pull-out of fibers at the fracture surface.
4. Creep behavior was investigated in a QE22 alloy in the unreinforced condition and QE22
and AZ91 alloys reinforced with 15 vol. % SiC particles. The creep of the unreinforced alloy
appears to be governed by grain boundary sliding and dislocation motion. The reinforced alloy
shows poor creep resistance in comparison with the unreinforced alloy at comparable stress
levels and temperatures. This may be explained by taking into account interfacial sliding as an
additional creep mechanism. As a consequence of this interfacial sliding, many cavities and
macroscopic cracks occur at the interfaces.
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TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION ON THE FIELD OF ACOUSTIC
EMISSION TESTING (AT) IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE EUROPEAN
STANDARDISATION (EN 473)
P. TSCHELIESNIG
Institute for Technical Physics, TÜV Austria, Vienna, Austria
Abstract
A brief overview of education and training of NDT personnel on acoustic emission (AE) in
Europe is given. New courses prepare Levels 1 to 3 in accordance with EN 473.
Introduction and Historical Overview
The education and training of NDT personnel on acoustic emission (AE) in Europe was
first given in Germany. The courses were held at the “Battelle Institut” in Frankfurt from 1975
till 1981. Through these courses, approximately 250 persons within the German speaking
countries learned about the fundamentals of AE. This situation deteriorated in the following
years, because of the growing refusal of AE within Germany.
Although this was a German problem, the training of AE personnel, which is one important
step for the acceptance of a non-destructive testing method, was more or less absent within
Europe. Also the new attempt by the German Working Group for AE failed especially due to
the fact that within the EN 473/1993, “qualification and training of NDT personnel” was not
accepted as a standardised NDT method, although Acoustic Emission Testing (AT) was
mentioned under all NDT methods, for which the rules of EN 473 could be used. This decision
was a considerable setback for the efforts to establish a common European and comparable
training for AE. The efforts continue and the first European training course in acoustic
emission was given at CETIM in France. This course combined the training of the Level 1 and
Level 2. The new attempt in Germany to establish an “Information course about AE” led in
1999 to the first training course in AT Level 1 (AT1) in Germany, organised under the
umbrella of the German Society of NDT.
Basis for the AT Training and Certification
During preparation of the training course and the examination for an AT1, the new edition
of the EN 473 was under preparation. In this new standard, AT became a standardised NDT
method with requirements for all three levels of certification.
Based upon the EN 473, minimum requirements for experience and training time were
defined. Furthermore, beside the number of questions for the general and specific examination
the minimum number and type of test specimens for Level 1 and Level 2 practical examination
were standardised. Because the personnel, which shall be trained, was coming from mainly
from service companies and the chemical and petrochemical industry, the examination shall be
performed in the industrial sector of “Pre- and in-service testing of equipment, plant and
structure.”
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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The content of the training courses was based on an ICNDT draft about the minimum
requirement for the training of NDT personnel “Acoustic Emission”. Meanwhile the TC138
AHG8 established a training syllabus for NDT methods – minimum requirement, which shall
be published as CEN Technical report in 2003. These are shown in Tables 1 - 3.
NDT-method
AT

Table 1: Minimum experience requirements
Level 1
6 months

Level 2
12 months

NDT-method
AT

Table 2: Minimum training requirements
Level 1
40 h

Level 2
64 h

Table 3: minimum number and type of test specimens for the practical examination
NDT method Number and type Declaration
and level
of specimen
AT1
1
For AT examinations the discontinuities are normally
replaced by artificial sources. The level 1 candidate shall
demonstrate the ability to install the equipment, verify
its sensitivity and record the test data.
AT2
1 + 2datasets
The level 2 candidate shall also demonstrate the ability
to interpret and evaluate previously recorded test data.
EN 473/2000 “NDT – Qualification and Certification of NDT Personnel – General
Principles”
The EN 473 establishes a system for the qualification and certification of personnel, who
perform industrial NDT. In this standard, levels of qualification with defined competencies
will be introduced.
The Level 1 personnel may be authorised to:
a) set up NDT equipment;
b) perform the tests according to written instructions;
c) record and classify the results of the tests in terms of written criteria, and
d) report the results.
Level 1 certified personnel shall not be responsible for the choice of test method or technique
to be used, nor for assessment of test results.
The Level 2 personnel may be authorised to:
a) select the NDT technique for the test method to be used;
b) define the limitations of application of the testing method;
c) translate NDT standards and specifications into NDT instructions;
d) set up and verify equipment settings;
e) perform and supervise tests;
f) interpret and evaluate results according to applicable standards, codes or specifications;
g) prepare written instructions;
h) carry out and to supervise all Level 1 duties;
i) provide guidance for personnel at or below Level 2, and
j) organise and report the results of non destructive tests.
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An individual certified to Level 3 may
a) assume full responsibility for a test facility and staff:
b) establish and validate NDT instructions and procedures;
c) interpret standards, codes, specifications and procedures;
d) designate the particular test methods, procedures and NDT instructions to be used, and
e) carry out and supervise all Level 1 and Level 2 duties.
This clear regulation for the distribution of the different duties sets forth that a test
organisation needs all three levels of NDT personnel and also defines which competence have
to be trained and examined during the required courses.
Beside the technical knowledge about AE, the Level 1 has to be trained in the equipment
set up and how to use a written test instruction properly. The Level 2, which must have gained
test experience during the 12-month experience time, has to learn how to write a test
instruction based on the QM – NDT procedures and shall be able to perform the assessment of
the test results. The Level 3, which is an absolute must for a testing organisation to retain, has
to be the head of the complete organisation with the competence to evaluate and interpret
results in term of existing standards, codes and specifications and a general familiarity with
other NDT methods.
CEN/TC138 AHG8 “Training Syllabus”
Because the comparable applications all over Europe need for the training and certification
the same minimum requirements for the education, the CEN/TC138 establish the AHG8,
which became responsible for the creation of a training syllabus for all NDT methods, as
mentioned in the EN 473. Table 4 shows the unified format for all NDT methods, which was
created by the AHG8 during its “kick-off” meeting last year (2001) in Paris.
Table 4: Unified format
Contents
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

1

introduction, terminology, purpose and
history of NDT a

X

X

X

2

physical principles and associated
knowledge b

X

A

A

3

product knowledge and capabilities of
method and its derivate techniques c f

X

A

A

4

equipment f

A

X

X

A

X

X

A

X

X

A

X

X

A

X

5

information prior of test

df

f

6

testing

7

evaluation and reporting f
f

8

assessment

9

quality aspects e f

X

A

A

10

environmental and safety conditions

A

A

X

11

developments

X

A
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A

for the considered level, it is a very important point.

a

(Brief history of NDT in general + introduction to the various NDT method, common
standardised terminology)
(chemistry, mathematics, …)
(include metallurgy)
(including e.g. written instruction, standards, procedures, acceptance criteria, relevant
indications, performances, …)
is dealing with responsibilities and guidance
include codes, standards and procedures

b
c
d
e
f

note: For Level 3 basic the contents have to be taught for at least four methods including at
least one volumetric method.
Based upon this unified format the different Working Groups of CEN/TC138 started to
establish minimum requirements for the content of the training courses and the examination.
These minimum requirements shall be used also as a basis for an ISO standard, which shall
make the comparable training applicable worldwide.
AT Training within the German-speaking Countries
As an example for the first EN473 conform training courses on the AT field, the following
training courses were given under the umbrella of the German Society of NDT (DGZfP) in cooperation with the Austrian Society of NDT (ÖGfZP).
The training courses given in accordance with the EN473 before June 30th, 2002.
Level
year
location
number of candidates
1
1999
Ismaning (D)
15
2
2000
Dortmund (D)
10
3
2000
Puchberg (A)
15
1
2001
Wien (A)
12
1
2001
Dortmund (D)
10
2
2002
Dortmund (D)
11
The courses are under preparation.
Level
year
1
2002
1 or 2
2003
3
2003

location
Wien (A)
Dortmund (D)
Puchberg (A)

We shall be proud on the fact that till today no other testing was able to hold the first
training courses with examinations starting from level 1 to 3, within a time period of one year,
with attendees from Germany (D), Austria (A) and Switzerland (CH).
Prospects of the Future
The training and examination in conformity with the EN473/2000 is a very important step
for AT to become a more accepted non-destructive testing method. Because this bring AT on
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the way from the “so-called experts” to real trained and certified NDT personnel not only in
the service organisations as well as in the user industry.
In the future the user industry shall have at minimum one trained AT1, 2 or 3, which is able
to recognise the problem and to evaluate a possible solution in conjunction with a service
organisation. He also shall be able to validate the service organisation and the proposed written
procedure and supervise the testing people during their work.
A further demand for the future is, that all AT testing organisation have the responsible
AT1, AT2 and AT3, because only their teamwork, with their different competence can
guarantee a proper execution of the test order. This give the potential customer the opportunity
to decide, which testing organisation is able to perform the job, this one, which is accredited
and have certified AT testing personnel, or this, which nominates themselves as experts,
References
EN473/2000 Non-destructive testing – Qualification and certification of NDT personnel –
General principles.
CEN/TC138 AHG8 training syllabus “unified format”.
“Die Ausbildung auf dem Gebiet der Schallemissionsprüfung (AT) – Historie, Inhalte und
Ausblick” - P. Tscheliesnig, TÜV Österreich, Wien (A); W. Schmidt, DGZfP, Dortmund (D)
presented at the annual DGZfP conference, Berlin (D) 2001.
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THRESHOLD COUNTING IN WAVELET DOMAIN
MILAN CHLADA and ZDENEK PREVOROVSKY
Institute of Thermomechanics AS CR, Prague, Czech Republic
Abstract
Threshold counting of AE signal is the simplest and most frequently used type of AE signal
parameterization. As the wavelet transform of AE signal appears to be useful tool for AE analysis, the threshold counting applied to the wavelet decomposition represents a logical extension of
commonly used procedures. New AE signal parameters (wavelet counts) are introduced using a
two-level threshold counting of wavelet coefficients. The application of wavelet counts is illustrated in three examples of both real and simulated AE data. The significance of various classical
and newly introduced AE signal parameters used to AE source identification is tested using the
neural network sensitivity and factor analyses. The wavelet counts, carrying the global information in both time and frequency domains, can replace ill-defined frequency spectrum parameters
of AE signal in a more efficient way.
1. Threshold Counting
1.1 AE signal parameterization
Threshold counting (TC) of AE signal crossings of predetermined voltage levels is one of the
oldest and most common parameterization methods in the AE analysis. The number of threshold
counts Nc or count rate, dNc/dt, simply characterizes both the continuous and burst AE signals in
time domain. TC substantially reduces information about AE signal, and saves good knowledge
on the global AE activity. TC methods are very effective as simple devices and/or digital signal
processing (DSP) procedures can be used for AE detection and quantitative evaluation. The most
efficient seems to be the dual TC (low and high amplitude threshold level, [1]), as it allows distinguishing solitary high amplitude signal bursts in quasi-continuous AE. In the most cases, the
time evolution of count rate closely correlates with, e.g. that of signal RMS value, as both quantities are related to the instantaneous signal energy. The main information differences between
both signal energy measures consist in a constant noise level suppression at the TC, i.e., d.c.
component of RMS curve is eliminated. Another difference deals with the signal transform linearity. Contrary to the RMS measure, TC represents a highly nonlinear signal transform, which
may cause some difficulties (it is surprising that rigorous mathematical treatment of TC transform properties is still insufficient). On the other hand, due to its non-linearity, the TC allows
often better recognition of some critical events (e.g. in leak detection) than linear signal treatments.
The purpose of AE signal parameterization is to reduce registered signal waveform data into
the lowest possible number of signal features carrying maximum of important signal information
in a simplest form. The number and type of signal features are chosen so as to conform to various criteria (diagnostic purpose, device capabilities, simple and effective DSP, etc.). Together
with a number of signal parameters in time domain, parameters of frequency spectra (parameterization in frequency domain) are often used by AE source identification procedures. The
time-frequency representation (windowed FFT, Wigner-Ville distribution, etc.) combines both
aspects of AE signal processing [2]. The most advanced processing of AE signal in the wavelet
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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domain [3] may be considered as an enhancement of the time-frequency representation. The
governing wavelet transform (WT) is extremely useful in analyzing time series containing nonstationary power at many different frequencies. In addition to its main destination (signal denoising and compression), the WT has shown to be very effective tool for AE signal processing
(e.g. source location in plates [4], fracture mode classification in composites [5], etc.). Also from
the computational point of view, the WT seems to be more effective than e.g. FFT used in real
time DSP of AE signals. Nevertheless, for the purpose of AE signal classification, the WT signal
representation should be parameterized to reduce the extent of input data to pattern recognition
analysis (e.g. by artificial neural networks). The simplest way to extract general features from the
AE signal decomposed by WT is threshold counting at various decomposition levels. This procedure may be introduced as an equivalent to the TC of AE signal in different frequency bands.
1.2. Definition of new AE parameters
Let us suppose, that we have a discrete, multi-level one-dimensional wavelet decomposition
of a sampled signal s(i). Let Cm(j), j=1…Nm be the approximation coefficients (m=1) or detail
wavelet coefficients at specific level m (m=2,...,L+1, where L is a number of decomposition levels). The three new parameters NC1(m), NC2(m) and RCGm of each detail level and/or approximation are computed as follows:

where THk(m) (k=1,2) are counting two threshold levels. They differ with each wavelet decomposition level. The value TH1(m) is usually set just under the level of noisy coefficients and
TH2(m) around the first quarter between the noise magnitude and maximum coefficient of corresponding wavelet decomposition level. Parameter RCGm is relative gravity center of wavelet coefficients in analyzed signal sample:

By the computation above, we obtain 3(L+1) new parameters, which are then compared with
the following classical AE parameters (signal features) [6] in time and frequency (spectral) domain:
• Time domain: (1) Amplitude, (2) Rise time, (3) RMS, (4) Energy moment, (5) Relative
center of gravity, (6) ASL, (7-9) Second-order statistical moments.
• Frequency spectrum parameters: parameters of power spectral density function f(ω)
PX =100 ⋅ ∫ f (ω ) dω ∫ f (ω ) dω , X ∈ {A, B, C, D, E , F }
X

G

where arbitrarily chosen six frequency bands X are related to the Nyquist frequency, ωN. A:
(0 - 0.12)*ω N; B: (0.12 - 0.24)*ωN; C: (0.24 - 0.36)*ω N; D:(0.36 - 0.48)*ω N; E: (0.48 0.6)*ωN; F:(0.6 - 1)*ωN.
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2. Analysis of AE Signal Parametrization
The main goal of any parameterization is to extract maximum of useful information on given
data. On the other hand, the redundancy of computed parameters should be minimized. Two
methods, the factor analysis and the neural network sensitivity analysis are helpful tools as to
reduce the number of extracted parameters. Both methods show us which features support the
most important information about existing problem and whether the newly developed parameters
are independent with one another.
2.1 Factor analysis (FA)
FA is a method frequently used to find linear relations among parameters and to compute
new, hypothetical variables (factors) explaining variance of parameters. FA is based on principal
component analysis (PCA). PCA has three effects:
1. orthogonalizes components of transformed input vectors so that they become uncorrelated;
2. organizes resulting orthogonal components (principal components) so that the component
with the largest variance is the first; and
3. eliminates components that contribute only little to the variance of data set.
The loss of information is minimized, and corresponds to the difference between the original and
transformed data. PCA represents linear data transform (orthogonal rotation followed by scaling). It can be expressed as a matrix-multiplication Z = AP, where the original data are stored in
matrix Z, new hypothetical variables (factors) in matrix P and the factor scheme A represents regression coefficients of factors to the original variables.
2.2 Sensitivity analysis of neural networks
One of the most important problems in NN-based classification systems [7] is the appropriate
choice of input pattern parameters called features. The problem of optimal feature selection consists in identification of significant parameters and deletion of remaining ones from the initially
large, redundant set of features. Some pattern features can be redundant for making the correct
decision. When the number of features is relatively small, exhaustive or quasi-exhaustive search
may be used to select the best feature subset. But increasing number of attributes results in rapid
growth of the number of possible combinations. Therefore, Fidalgo [8] suggested an alternative
approach to the feature subset selection, comprising of the following steps:
1. Train the BP (back propagation)-network with outputs y (j = 1…m) using all possible
candidate features.
2. For all training patterns, compute ∂yj/∂xi, which is the derivative of the network outputs
yj with respect to its inputs xi (i = 1…n).
3. Compute the mean absolute value of the above derivatives for each input x i to define the
sensitivity coefficient sij as:
1 P ∂y
sij = ∑ pj
P p =1 ∂x pi
where p represents the pattern index.
High values of sensitivity coefficients s ij indicate “important“ features for the trained BPnetworks. The differences of s ij values among significant and dummy features become smaller
with increasing amount of noise. If dummy features are eliminated and BP NN training is repeated using only the remaining ones, the performance error becomes lower. This confirms the
advantage of eliminating dummy variables that just introduce noise. Sensitivity coefficients of
the trained BP-networks can also be calculated by BP technique algorithm. These coefficients
express the network sensitivity to the considered set of input patterns.
j
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3. Comparison of Parametrized AE Data
Performance of various AE signal parameterization and classification procedures including
parameterization in wavelet domain has been tested on examples of both experimental and
simulated AE data obtained by different ways.
3.1 Continuous AE data
The first example is related to relatively long records of quasi-continuous AE. AE signals
were recorded during the metal-sheet punching process described in [9]. Punching is usually accompanied by AE of high intensity, and AE monitoring can be used to identify occurrence of
defects on cutting tools. Computer-controlled hydraulic press has been used to cutout circle and
square pieces from 1-mm-thick carbon steel sheets (both the diameter of circle and side of the
square were 160 mm). Punching tests were performed using intact and damaged cutting tools.
The artificial damage was produced by grinding small parts of cutting tool edge (1% of circumference). Four AE transducers were placed at various positions on cutting tool (matrix). Signals
from AE transducers were filtered (high-pass 100 kHz), pre-amplified (40 dB), and recorded by a
transient recorder YOKOGAWA DL708 (10 MS/s at 12 bits). The length of stored AE signals
was up to 0.5 s, so very large data were treated. Scheme of punching process accompanied by
AE signals from four transducers (A to D) is shown in Fig. 1. Localization ANN has been trained
on Pen - test data. Hundreds of AE events superimposed on continuous AE background were
extracted from each record, and were localized using fuzzy neural networks.
The initial idea of these tests was to identify process changes and small cutting tool defects
directly according to the changes of some typical (spectral) AE signal features. Hundreds of
punching tests have been performed and analyzed by using classical AE signal parameterization
mentioned above. Neither FA nor NN sensitivity analysis showed any important differences
between tests with intact and damaged tools (the energy weighted probability summations of the
fuzzy located events were finally used to recognize and localize cutting tool defects, which is
discussed elsewhere [9]). Recently, the stored signals were re-analyzed using the TC parameterization in wavelet domain. Figure 2 illustrates the time evolution of resulting wavelet domain
counts NC1(m) derived from one AE signal recorded during the test #V005. The whole record

Fig. 1a. Scheme of metal punching process.
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Fig. 1b. AE signals of metal punching process, recorded by four AE transducers (zoomed part b
of the process in Fig. 1a) placed on cutting tool [9].

Fig. 2. Time development of AE signal parameters NC1 (m = 1 to 6) during the metal sheet
punching (NCi(m) are plotted in logarithmic scale).
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Fig. 3. Logarithmic NC1 and NC2 curves (solid and dashed lines, respectively) during the tests
#V005 (left), #V007 (middle), and #V010 (right). Counts of the wavelet approximations are at
the top, and counts of wavelet details m = 2 to 6 are below.
of about 400 ms was first eight-times down-sampled, which resulted in 500,000 signal samples.
Down-sampled signal was then divided into 24 equidistant time intervals (windows), and the
wavelet decomposition was applied to each interval (mother wavelet db1, L=5 detail levels).
Subsequently, two-level threshold counting was performed on the wavelet coefficients of five
details and low frequency approximation, which resulted in 2(L+1) parameters in each time interval (144 data in sum). This procedure represents ca. 3500 times data reduction, saving a global
information on time and frequency changes of the whole process. The detailed NC1,2(m) curves
are shown in Fig. 3: The wavelet parameters NC1(m) and NC2(m), evaluated in 24 time windows, are plotted so that counts of the wavelet approximation (m=1) are on the top, and below
are counts of wavelet decomposition details of m = 2 to 6 (down from low to high frequency details). Low-amplitude level counts NC1 are plotted as solid lines, and high-level NC2 curves as
dashed lines. NC i curves, evaluated at all three tests in the same manner, can be compared.
Threshold counting levels and other parameters of all tests were the same. Punching tests were
performed using the cutting tool with very small damage. The only difference was the quality of
punched metal sheets (degree of surface corrosion), which is pronounced mainly at the wavelet
approximation level (no visible corrosion was at the sheet #V007 in the middle of Fig. 3). At all
three parts of Fig. 3 we can see that NCi curves have very similar form at all wavelet decomposition levels. This means that no remarkable changes in signal spectrum are observed during the
running process, and an attempt to recognize different process stages by using spectral parameters has no sense.
3.2 Classification of simulated AE data
In this section, the use of new wavelet-domain parameters is demonstrated also on a simulated AE data, generated for the testing of NN-based AE source classification procedure [10].
Different time functions of AE sources were assumed to simulate and classify various emitting
defects. At first, it was necessary to train a BP-NN, to classify the original source functions, and
finally, the most significant AE parameters of generated waveforms were tested.
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The training AE waveforms (input data) were generated as a convolution of the source function (having different forms) with a Green's function. The Green's function has been obtained
experimentally as a transfer function between the AE source and sensor measured during the
pulse laser excitation of a steel plate (representing the impulse source of propagating elastic
waves) at a distance 140 mm from the source [10]. Its graph is shown at the top of Fig. 4. Input
patterns for the classification BP-network are composed of the following 14 parameters extracted
from the “input signal“ z(t): amplitude, rise time, RMS value, energy moment, ASL, gravity
center of signal, second to fourth statistical moments, six spectral parameters, and above defined
parameters in wavelet domain.
Different AE signal sources Sp (p indicates the pattern index) were simulated as a linear
combination of three source functions ("waves"): wave1, wave2, wave3 , weighted by randomly
generated coefficients ap, bp, cp:
Sp = ap . wave1 + bp . wave2 + cp . wave3
In order to obtain more comparable results, these coefficients are normalized so that their
sum equals to one. The graphs of the source "waves" and their combination are also shown in
Fig. 4, along with the “input signal“ zp(t) computed as a convolution of the AE source function
Sp with the Green function G:
zp(t) = conv(Sp ,G).
500 training patterns were generated for the training of 50 neural networks of the same architecture (topology 45-19-3, resulting error < 0.01). Only initial weights were set differently among
the trained NN's. The averages of sensitivity coefficients calculated for all tested networks are
presented in Table 1 (shaded by values).
Each of the three columns in Table 1 contains 24 values corresponding to input signal features. Only 9 wavelet parameters at 3 highest frequency detail levels were considered in this
analysis, as the low frequency wavelet coefficients differ little for various model sources. From
Table 1 we can see that the most important are pattern features number 6, 11, 14, 15 and 24. It
means that the generated signal waveforms differ mostly at higher frequencies and a linear combination of different source "waves" can be estimated ("source classification") using the relative
signal gravity centers in time domain and gravity centers of wavelet decompositions.
The application of PCA has proven (see Table 2) that the new “wavelet counting parameters“
(parameters number 16 to 24) represent new, linearly independent information. Nevertheless, this
information seems to be unimportant for the estimation of the composed signal "weights" as expected, while the linearly dependent classical parameters appear to be more important in this
case.
Finally, numerical experiment with NN training has proven that for successful learning it is
possible to use only the spectral parameters (features number 10 - 15) or just wavelet decomposition parameters (features number 16 - 24) giving very similar results.
3.3. Recognition of AE sources in polymer composite samples
The last example demonstrates importance of various AE parameters in recognition of AE
signals coming from three types of model GFRP composite specimens. Unidirectional reinforced
composite samples of three special forms were prepared and tested in [11] so that the three different damage mechanisms prevailed during the specimen loading (delamination, fiber breaks,
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Fig. 4. Graphs of the source model functions ("waves" 1,2,3, and their linear combination) and
the input signal resulting from the convolution of the source and Green's function.
and matrix cracks). The data (AE signal parameters) from specimens of different forms are used
to see the significance of various AE parameters for the recognition of the three different AE
source mechanisms. The NN with AE parameter inputs was trained to indicate the highest value
on particular output corresponding to each specimen form (AE source mechanism). In Table 3
we can see that resulting NN sensitivity coefficients show similar picture as in Table 1 for simulated signals. Again, as the most important features (all five wavelet decomposition levels were
considered in this case) seem to be the centers of gravity of spectral or wavelet parameters.
4. Conclusions
The wavelet transform of AE signal is now broadly used as very useful tool for AE signal
analysis in time-frequency domain. New AE signal parameters based on wavelet transform
(wavelet counts) were introduced here as a logical extension of commonly used AE signal
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Table 1. Sensitivity analysis of trained BP-networks.

Table 2. Factor scheme (PCA) of tested signal parameters.
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threshold counting procedures. These new AE signal parameters are defined as numbers of
threshold crossing counts of wavelet coefficient amplitudes at various wavelet decomposition
levels. Two predetermined threshold values are used in a simplest case, which can differ at various wavelet decomposition levels. Thresholds should be selected in a similar way as recommended in standard threshold counting of original AE signal. The applications of wavelet counts
have been illustrated on three examples of both real and simulated AE data. Numerical tests have
been performed using the neural-network sensitivity and factor analyses. Test results show which
of various classical and newly introduced AE signal features are significant for AE source identification procedures. As the most important features seem to be the centers of gravity of spectral
or wavelet parameters. The wavelet counts, carrying the global information in both time and frequency domains, can replace ill-defined frequency spectrum parameters of AE signal in a more
efficient way. The strategy of neural network sensitivity analysis seems to be very useful to reveal the most significant AE signal features in various applications.
Table 3. NN sensitivity analysis results of tested AE parameters significance for the recognition
of three different AE source mechanisms acting in loaded composite samples.
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Abstract
Acoustic emission (AE) is known as a non-destructive test under external load/variation of
stress distribution within materials; AE waves are difficult to generate without those stress variation. Railway bridges are the structures where the external load variation can be easily applied
due to over-passing railway traffic. In this study, in order to apply AE technique to the damage
evaluation in railway brick structures, fundamental experiments using brick specimens sampled
from an actual old brick foundation of a bridge are carried out. This is performed to find the applicability of AE technique to brick materials. Next, in order to know the deterioration process
and to establish a damage evaluation table, brick specimens made in laboratory are subjected to
cyclic loads, and AE activities with crack growth are examined. Finally, in-situ AE monitoring is
performed on an “elevated arch railway bridge” where obvious penetration-cracks are observed.
For in-situ monitoring, AE activities directly generated from the observed cracks are distinguished from those induced by the railway traffic.
Key words: brick, calm ratio, damage diagnosis/degree, load ratio, railway structures
1. Introduction
In Japan, many masonry structures using bricks have been constructed over 60 years ago.
During service, they have sustained damage from several earthquakes and long-term weathering.
In order to confirm the safety for service, it is essential to investigate the deterioration and degree
of damage of the structures. Also the investigation result is important in performing appropriate
rehabilitation/reinforcement for the deteriorated structures. Thus far, such techniques as visual
observations and crack displacement have been used in the investigation of elevated bridges
made of bricks. As for the lower portions of the elevated bridges, however, since they are normally utilized as commercial buildings, the same techniques are difficult to apply. Again, it is
required to establish another technique to diagnose the integrity of brick structures even where
conventional techniques are difficult to apply. Several NDT techniques, radar, ultrasonics, electric exploration and acoustic emission (AE), had been performed in brick structures as preparation. However, the results except from the AE technique were useless. Thus, this study only focuses on the AE technique.
When the AE technique is applied to railway brick structures, it has the following unresolved
points:
1) How the external loadings or variation of internal stress are applied to induce AE activity?
2) Is AE signal from cracking in bricks really obtainable?
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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3) How do the types of crack affect AE activity?
4) AE activity might decrease with repetition of loads; i.e., Kaiser effect may exist.
5) Detected AE activity might include AE signals, which is not related to crack behavior directly but related to the dynamic behavior due to railway traffic loads.
In this paper, answers to these points are explained with the following procedure. First, fundamental experiments using brick specimens that are sampled from an actual old brick foundation
of bridge are carried out (answer point 2). Second, in order to evaluate the deterioration process
and to establish the damage evaluation method, brick specimens made in laboratory are subjected
to cyclic loads, and AE activities with crack growth are examined (for points 3 and 4). Finally, insitu AE monitoring is performed in an “elevated arch railway bridge” where obvious penetration
cracks are observed (for points 1 and 5).
2. Experiments
2.1 Fracture tests using sampled specimens [1]
There exists a brick bridge of over 80 years old. Four beam specimens were sampled from
the substructure of the bridge. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the specimen with the arrangement of AE sensors. The tests are performed with 4 different specimens and 3 different
conditions of axial force as shown in Table 1. The axial stress of 1.0 MPa in No. 1 specimen is
the maximum load when the train passes on the arch, in which the span is 7.8 m; the axial force
of No. 2 is 50% of the assumed maximum load. Monotonic bending load was applied to the
specimen with AE monitoring. 12 AE sensors of 60-kHz resonance were placed on the surface
with wax couplant (see Fig. 1). The signals detected were pre-amplified 40 dB and processed by
a DSP-based MISTRAS AE system (Physical Acoustics Corp.) with the 40-dB threshold (ref. 0 dB
= 1 µV at sensor). Both AE parameters and waveforms are recorded; the latter with 1-MHz sampling and 1-kword length. In this experiment, the AE activity corresponding to the fracture stages
classified by using the load-displacement relation is studied, considering with/without axial
force. The monotonic load was applied in a step-wise manner with 5 kN increment.

No.

b
(mm)

1
2
3
4

350

Table 1. Specification of specimens.
h
L
(mm)
(mm)
1,000
1,200
350
1,350
1,500

a
(mm)
350
450
525
600

Axial force
(MPa)
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.0

2.2 Cyclic tests using laboratory-made specimens
In general, AE activity generated due to crack nucleation and formation is referred to as
“primary AE activity,” whereas AE activity due to the friction of pre-existing crack interfaces is
referred to as “secondary AE activity.” In this cyclic test, in order to study the secondary AE activity, the cracks are first introduced into the newly made specimens with loading. The specimen
has a length of 1776 mm, a width of 360 mm and a depth of 330 mm as shown in Fig. 2. 12 AE
sensors are placed on the surface. The condition of AE monitoring system is the same as in the
previous test. Lateral force (i.e., axial stress) of 0.33 MPa was first applied to the specimen, then
the vertical load was applied until a penetration crack was observed. Changing the shear span,
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Fig. 1. Configuration of sampled specimen in fracture test.
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Fig. 2. Specimens and arrangements of AE sensors in cyclic tests. (left: bending, right: shear)
bending and shear loads were applied (see Fig. 2). After introducing the penetration crack, the
specimen was subjected to cyclic loads. We applied five repetitions of cyclic load at 10, 50 and
75% of the load, at which the penetration crack was observed. After cycling, monotonically increasing load was applied until the specimen broke and dropped from the stand.
2.3 In-situ AE monitoring at an elevated arch railway bridge
In order to generate AE activity, it is essential to apply the external load or to give the variation of stress distribution within materials. For railway structures, both can be possible by the
train passage. The monitored structure is a double-tracked brick arch elevated bridge constructed
in 1910. The bricks used for the foundation are laid by means of English bond. A penetration
crack was already visible in the direction of railway (see Fig. 3), and out-of-plane displacement
of approximately 0.2 mm was measured with each train passage. Thus, the AE activity from the
bridge is expected due to the crack movement. A set of AE sensors with 15-kHz resonance were
placed on the bridge bottom as shown in Fig. 3. Subsequently, these were exchanged with 60kHz sensors. To monitor the acceleration due to the train passage, accelerometers were also set
up. The AE system used and the monitoring condition are the same as in the previous tests.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Fracture tests using sampled specimens
A typical behavior of displacement and AE activity are shown in Fig. 4. This is the result of
specimen No. 1, where axial force was applied. In the chart, the vertical displacement at the
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Fig. 3. A penetration crack and an arrangement of AE sensors in an arch bridge.

Fig. 4. Displacement and average frequency in specimen No. 1 with axial force. The arrows
show the times when a crack was first observed and then reached the yield point.
loading point and AE average frequency obtained by AE (ring-down) counts and duration are
given as a function of elapsed time. The average frequency is the average of the latest 100 AE
hits; i.e., using a method of moving average [2]. As seen in Fig. 4, the axial force was imposed
during the initial 430 s. With subsequent loading, the average frequency increased, accompanied
by the repetition of rise and fall until a crack was observed. The manner of the repetition corresponded well with the stepwise increase of the load step of 5 kN. The average frequency ranges
from 20 to 60 kHz in the cracking process (i.e., 430 - 1775 s). The repetition was also found after
the yield point at 1775 s. However, the average frequency became smaller to around 20 kHz.
Thus, the progress of fracture in brick structures can be classified into the following three processes: 1) Micro-cracking due to tensile/shear stresses accompanied by the AE activity of high
average frequency; 2) Formation of macro-cracks by connecting the micro-cracks, and local generation of macro-scale shear fracture due to yielding, accompanied by the AE activity of low average frequency; 3) The friction between pre-existing fracture planes, accompanied by the AE
activity of low average frequency.
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Fig. 5 AE hit rate and load applied with elapsed time in the shear cyclic test.

Fig. 6 Average frequency and load applied with elapsed time in the shear cyclic test.
3.2 Cyclic tests using laboratory-made specimens
Figure 5 shows the applied load and AE hit rate per 10 s against elapsed time in the shear cyclic test. In this figure, the AE activity increases with the first applied monotonic load, and there
is no active AE occurrence during cyclic load at 25% of the nominal cracking load. The no AE
activity during the cyclic load at 25% was caused by the following: 1) Shear stress due to bending was too small. 2) Kaiser effect was observed. During cyclic load at 50%, however, AE activity with loading can be observed in every repetition. AE hits are actively generated during 75%
cyclic load both in loading and unloading. These suggest that Kaiser effect started to break down
from 50% of the cracking load, and continuous AE activity was obtained not only in loading but
also in unloading to and from 75% of the maximum load.
Figure 6 shows the average frequency and the load applied against elapsed time. After the
penetration of cracks, the average frequency increases from 20 to 30 kHz without the final buckling process. This range of the average frequency is almost the same as in the bending specimen,
and agrees well with the result in the sampled specimen after yielding (see Fig. 4). Figure 7
shows results of 3D source locations projected to the front surface of the specimens with observed cracks. The sources are classified with scale of the peak amplitude. In both bending and
shear specimens, cracks are generated not only in direction of the axial load (i.e., vertical), but
also parallel to the axial force. This implies that even when the bending loads are applied, cracks
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Fig. 7. 3D source locations projected to the front surface. AE sources are classified with the peak
amplitude.

Fig. 8. Damage degree map. (S: damage is given by shear load. B: damage is given by bending
load)
are sometimes generated horizontally along the interfaces among bricks; the shear type of cracks
also occurred even in the bending test. Thus, the reason why the same average frequency was
obtained in both types of specimens is that the same shear fracture had occurred in both bending
and shear specimens. In addition, the location of cracks observed is identical to the AE sources
with large peak amplitude. This leads to a conclusion that macro-scale cracks could be estimated
from AE activity with large peak amplitude.
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Fig. 9. Typical frequency spectra of detected AE waves with 15-kHz (left) and 60-kHz (right)
resonant AE sensors.

Fig. 10. 2D AE sources classified with the average frequency (left: with 15-kHz, right: with 60kHz resonant AE sensors).
From all of the results, a damage map of brick structure is constructed as shown in Fig. 8.
The map is based on the NDIS 2421 [3], “Load” stands for ratio of load at the onset of AE activity to previous load, and “Calm” stands for ratio of cumulative AE activity under unloading to
that of previous maximum loading cycle. With an increase of the degree of damage, the plots
distributed toward the upper left side of the map, irrespective of the types of loading conditions.
Thus, it is found that evaluation of integrity in brick structures is possible using the damage degree map based on the AE activity.
3.3 In-situ AE monitoring at an elevated arch railway bridge
With each train passage, AE signals could be detected in AE sensors of both 15-kHz and 60kHz resonance. Figure 9 shows the typical frequency spectra of detected AE waveforms with 15kHz (left) and 60-kHz (right) sensors. In each chart, a comparison is made between Ch-4 and Ch5, which are the AE sensors close to the observed crack and far from the observed crack, respectively. Both sensors have the common frequency component of 10 kHz, irrespective of the location from the crack. In the 60-kHz sensor data, however, the frequency component from 25 to 35
kHz is only found at Ch-5 being close to the crack. This implies that AE signals having the
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frequency component ranging from 25 to 35 kHz are generated from the existing crack. Here, the
2D source locations obtained are classified with average frequency as shown in Fig. 10. The AE
signals for the first arrival are used in the classification. In the arrangement of 15-kHz resonant
AE sensors, AE sources disperse over the monitoring area, whereas for 60-kHz resonant AE sensors, AE sources higher than 25 kHz are distributed around the center of the monitoring area.
The AE sources distributed in the center area appear to be the AE events generated from the existing cracks, although this area is not completely identical to the location of the crack observed.
This is because; 1) the heterogeneous velocity-distribution existed in the vicinity of the large
cracks, and 2) the actual cracks distributed in 3D space, normally with curved crack surfaces.
Thus, it seems reasonable that the distribution of AE sources, higher than 25 kHz, may not be
completely identical to the position of the surface-breaking crack. It becomes clear that by using
AE sensor of 60-kHz resonance and focusing on AE signals around 30 kHz, the secondary AE
activity due to the friction between the pre-existing crack interfaces can successfully be detected.
4. Conclusions
In this study, the AE technique was applied for the damage evaluation in brick structures. It
can be concluded that:
(1) AE signals could be obtained during the cracking process of bricks, and there exists the
secondary AE activity generated due to the friction of pre-existing crack faces;
(2) Deterioration/cracking process could be evaluated using AE parameters;
(3) Using the proposed damage map based on AE activity, the degree of damage of brick
structures could be reasonably evaluated;
(4) With the sensor of 60-kHz resonance and using the high pass filtering over 25 kHz, AE
activity directly related to the crack behavior could be distinguished from those related to the
dynamic behavior due to railway traffic loads;
(5) Railway traffic could induce AE activity generated from pre-existing crack faces, and the
damaged area could be estimated as a distribution where higher frequency AE sources over
25 kHz were generated; and
(6) From all of the findings, the AE monitoring range is limited to 1.5 m using AE sensor of
60-kHz resonance, and the threshold of 40 dB. For the future work, additional ideas to expand the monitoring areas would be needed.
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Abstract
To determine the temporal evolution of shrinkage microcracking in cementitious materials,
acoustic emission (AE) technique is applied to the materials during drying process. Initial studies
on wave propagation are carried out for the materials. Geometry of generated cracks is recorded
with FLM (fluorescent light microscopy) both in plain cement paste and glass-particle cement
composites. The results indicate two mechanisms of drying shrinkage microcracking; selfrestraint of the specimen/structure and aggregate restraint. In plain cement paste, the cracks due
to self-restraint initially develop perpendicular to the drying surface, but may subsequently grow
parallel to the drying surface. AE monitoring has revealed that the self-restraint cracks have developed almost instantaneously at the onset of drying. In composites containing glass particles,
however, aggregate-restraint cracking continuously develops throughout the experiment.
Keywords: cementitious materials, cracking, drying shrinkage, restraint, temporal evolution
1. Introduction
Drying shrinkage leads to stresses and cracking in cement-based materials when the deformations are restrained. The mechanism of drying shrinkage cracking strongly relates to the type
of restraint that is caused by the material and structure. This paper focuses on only the cracking
due to internal restraining of the material. There are two internal restraint mechanisms of microcracking due to drying shrinkage in cement-based materials [1]. The first mechanism is called
self-restraining of the material, and is caused by moisture/shrinkage gradients that develop in a
specimen/structure. This mechanism is studied in plain hardened cement paste specimens. The
second type of internal restraint in cement-based composites is caused by the presence of stiff
aggregate particles. Composites containing glass particles are used for studying this type of restraint. In this paper, AE technique is applied to determine the temporal evolution of shrinkage
cracking. Fundamental issues on wave propagation within the materials are studied first. Two
types of specimens, hardened plain cement paste and cement composite containing mono-sized
glass spheres, are used to reproduce shrinkage due to the self-restraint and due to the aggregaterestraint respectively.
2. Experiment
2.1 Materials
As mentioned, drying shrinkage micro-cracking is studied in two types of materials: plain
hardened cement paste and cement-based composite with mono-sized 6-mm glass spheres. The
cement paste consists of ordinary Portland cement (CEM I 52.5R) with a water-cement ratio of
0.45. The composite consists of the same cement paste with a 35% volume percentage of 6-mm
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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Fig. 1. Cylindrical specimen with the location of AE sensors.
glass spheres with smooth surfaces. The Young’s Modulus of the glass spheres is 77 GPa. The
cement-based materials are cast in cylindrical moulds as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the specimens for the initial studies are cast in smaller prismatic moulds (h x w x l = 40 x 40 x 160 mm).
The specimens remain in the moulds for 24 hours at room temperature, sealed with a plastic foil.
After demoulding, the specimens are placed for 6 days in calcium hydroxide saturated tap water
at room temperature. At an age of 7 days, the specimens are removed from the water and all
sides, except the top-surface, are sealed with 3 layers of adhesive tape, creating one-dimensional
drying in the specimens. Subsequently, six AE sensors (M65, Fuji Ceramics Corp.) with a 500kHz resonant frequency are placed with wax couplant onto the drying surface in the arrangement
given in Fig. 1. The specimens are dried in an environmental cabin ventilated with air of 25% ±
5% RH, at temperature of 31˚C (± 0.5˚C). The drying continues for 16 hours.
2.2 AE monitoring
The used AE monitoring system is a MISTRAS AE system (Physical Acoustics Corp.). The
detected AE signals are amplified 40 dB using preamplifiers (PAC, 1220). Both parameters and
waveforms of AE signals over the threshold of 30 dB (ref. 0 dB at 1 µV at sensor) are recorded.
Three parameters; grade [2], initial frequency [3] and improved b-value [4], are employed to
study the fracture behavior during shrinkage. The initial part of the AE waves is extracted from
the waveforms because it is least affected by the resonance characteristic of AE sensors and
contains the cleanest information about fracture characteristics. A higher initial frequency is expected to occur in a situation where cracks rapidly generate (e.g. mode I), while a lower initial
frequency is expected when the cracks develop slowly (e.g. mode II). Grade is defined as a gradient of the AE waveform up to the peak amplitude. A rapid growth/development of cracks
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corresponds to large values of grade. In contrast, slow development of cracks corresponds to
small values of grade. The improved b-value, which is defined as the negative slope of peak amplitude distribution, is used to quantitatively evaluate the fracture state. Improved b-values tend
to increase where small-scale fracturing occurs in comparison to large-scale fracturing. When
predominantly large-scale fractures are generated in place of small-scale fracture, improved bvalues tend to decrease [4].
After experiment, the generated crack-pattern of the specimen is recorded by FLM [1]. Manual crack tracing is subsequently applied to obtain a detailed crack map, which is digitized to extract characteristic crack data.
3. Initial Studies for AE Monitoring
3.1 Wave velocity
The velocity of elastic waves within the hardened plain cement paste is studied first. Two
conditions of the specimen: before drying (intact state) and after 16 hours drying (cracked state)
are prepared. The measurement of the velocity was carried out in the transverse direction of the
specimen using AE sensors. With an artificial pulse generator of 240-V peak voltage, signals
were excited 30 times. The measured wave velocities in both the intact and cracked specimens
are shown in Fig. 2. A slight decrease of wave velocity is observed with progress in microcracking. The difference of wave velocities between intact and cracked specimens is approximately 340 m/s. How does the velocity difference influence the source location? If the distance
between AE sensors is 5 cm, the maximum difference of arrival times would be 14.3 to 15.6 µs
when the wave velocity ranges from 3200 to 3500 m/s. This error of the time difference is
equivalent to 4.2 to 4.6 mm and the source location error due to variation of wave velocity (i.e.,
progress of cracks) would be 4.2 to 4.6 mm.

Fig. 2. Measured wave velocities. The height of bars shows the average of 30 waves with standard deviations (12.75 for intact and 13.06 for cracked).
3.2 Wave attenuation
To obtain the attenuation characteristics of the AE waves, six AE sensors are placed in three
dimensions on a plain cement paste specimen. The enlarged view of the arrangement of the AE
sensors is shown in Fig. 3. The prismatic specimen is subjected to 16 hour drying and AE signals
due to cracking are detected. The attenuation characteristics are determined as follows:
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Fig. 3 Enlarged view for the arrangement of AE sensors.

Fig. 4. Attenuations of 12 AE sources.
1) 3D source locations are performed; 2) The distances between the source and each AE sensors
are calculated; 3) The relation between peak amplitude (dB) and propagation distance (mm) is
plotted and a linear approximation is carried out, and 4) The attenuation characteristics are obtained. Figure 4 shows the attenuation characteristics of 12 AE sources. With extrapolations, the
peak amplitudes of AE sources range around 60 dB. This suggests that AE signals with large
amplitude are difficult to generate/obtain due to the shrinkage cracking. For a threshold of 40 dB,
the monitoring area is limited to 5-15 cm. If a comparison is made with conventional concrete
[5], AE signals generated by shrinkage cracking is observed to attenuate sharply.
4. Results
Figure 5 and 6 show the digitized crack maps on the drying surface and cross-sections of
plain cement paste and the composite specimen, respectively. In the plain cement paste, a celllike crack-pattern developed. The crack-widths ranged between 20 and 40 µm. In the composite,
there is no clear cell-like crack-pattern as on the surface of the plain cement. However, a similar
cell-like pattern is believed to exist as in the cement paste, but since the top layer of the composite specimen was removed by grinding, just lightly to remove the upper cement layer to reveal
the positions of the glass spheres, the original pattern can only be inferred. Cracks were generally
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Fig. 5 Digitized crack-map in the plain cement.

Fig. 6 Digitized crack-map in the composite.
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Fig. 7. Cumulative AE events and absolute energy.
perpendicular to the boundary of glass spheres indicating that they were partly caused by aggregate
restraint. Self- restraining also took place in this composite (see Fig. 6b-d): a significant part of
cracking had an orientation perpendicular to the drying surface.
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Figure 7 shows the cumulative AE events (black lines) and cumulative absolute energy (dotted lines) as function of drying time for plain cement paste and the composite. In comparison to
the plain cement paste, approximately 3.5 times more AE events (accompanied by 4.5 times
more absolute energy) are recorded in the composite after 16 hours drying. In both specimens, a
rapid increase of AE events is observed in the first hour of drying. In the plain cement after this
initial activity during approximately one hour drying, no further AE events are recorded. In contrast, AE events are continuously recorded, and a stepwise increase of absolute energy is found in
the composite throughout the 16-hour drying experiment.
Figure 8 shows 1D source locations as a function of drying time for plain cement paste and
composite. Source locations projected along line A-A in Fig. 1 are shown along the y-axis in Fig.
8. Figure 8b and d are shown with the scale of signal strength using the first arrival AE signals.
In the plain cement (see Fig. 8a), AE events are dispersed along the A-A-axis in the first hour of
drying. In the composite, more AE events are recorded from the start of drying and continue to
be generated throughout the drying experiment. An important aspect is also found when the
comparison is made between AE sources (see Fig. 8a) and those with signal strength (see Fig 8b)
in the plain cement. There are a number of AE sources observed in instantaneous drying in Fig.
8a, although they could not be found in Fig. 8b. This implies that the instantaneously generated
AE sources had very small signal strength.
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Figure 10 shows the relations between average frequency and average grade. 1515 AE signals
obtained from shrinkage cracks of 16 hours drying are used for constructing the chart. Three
components of the waveform as shown in Fig. 9 are extracted to obtain the frequencies. Note that
these are apparent frequencies based on threshold-determined parameters such as ring-downcounts, rise time and duration. As mentioned before, the initial part of the AE waves (initial frequency) and gradient of the AE waves up to peak (grade) are supposed to be closely related each
other. Consequently, the correlation coefficients are 0.998, 0.936 and 0.258 for initial frequency,
average frequency and reverberation, respectively. These results show explicitly the close relationship between initial frequency or average frequency and grade. As expected, reverberation
remains essentially unchanged with grade.
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Fig.11. Grade and improved b-value as function of drying time.
Figure 11 shows the grade and the improved b-value with respect to the drying time. The
grade sharply decreases only for the first one-hour of drying in the plain cement, whereas repetition of rising and falling values is found in the composite. The same trends are also observed in
the charts of the Ib-value (see Fig. 11 c and d).
Finally in Fig. 12, the AE activity for the first one-hour of drying in the plain cement is enlarged showing Ib-value and initial frequency. A sudden drop is found after 0.1 hour (6 minutes)
drying in both parameters, which suggests that a large scale fracturing and a slower deformation
due to cracking have started at that moment.
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5. Discussion
The microscopy result shows that cracking in plain cement paste is due to self-restraining
only, while cracking in composite is the result of combined self-restraint and aggregate restraint
stresses. The AE event data show that in the plain cement paste most micro-cracking was generated within 1 hour, while micro-cracking in the composite continued throughout the drying experiment of 16 hours. The grade, initial frequency and the Ib-value analysis confirm this early
behavior; large scale fracturing has already started at 6 minutes and continues to occur up to one
hour in the plain cement paste. Similarly in the composite, large scale fracturing has started just
after 6 minutes. Consequently, the self-restraint cracking in the plain cement paste is a very early
drying phenomenon, while cracking due to aggregate restraint is a continuous process upon further drying. The development of the moisture gradient seems to be the main cause for the early
crack-growth due to self-restraint in plain cement paste. The moisture gradient is steepest at the
onset of drying, and starts to flatten already from (at least) 8 hours onwards [6]. This means that
from this moment onwards, self-restraint stresses become less and cracking comes to a halt. In
the composite, an initial peak in cracking is also observed, which can be explained by a significant contribution of self-restraint stresses. At later ages, aggregate restraint is the cause of
cracking in the composite. Aggregate restraint cracking is not related to the moisture or shrinkage gradient and depends only on the ‘local’ magnitude of matrix shrinkage.
For the AE activity, which was generated during the initial 6 minutes of drying, the mechanisms producing the AE activity could not be ascertained. However, these initial AE signals have
very small energy (from the observed absolute energy, signal strength and Ib-values), and they
are caused by rapid phenomena judging from the observed initial frequency and grade. This AE
mechanism will be clarified in a future paper.
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6. Conclusions
Early behavior of micro-cracking due to drying shrinkage in cementitious materials has been
studied by means of acoustic emission. The results are compared to findings from fluorescent
light microscopy, and are summarized as follows:
(1) Self-restraining caused cracking in the very early stage of drying in both the plain cement
paste and the composite; surprisingly and quite unexpectedly, drying cracks already were shown
to form after 6 minutes of drying.
(2) Aggregate restraining occurred continuously throughout the drying experiment of the
composite up to 16 hours.
(3) AE parameters such as grade, initial frequency and improved b-value provide valuable information on fracture mechanisms.
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Abstract
Stress induced martensitic transformations (MT) in Cu-based shape memory alloys at room
temperature were studied by acoustic emission method (AE). AE phenomenon is indicative particularly of the kinetics of MT’s and can be used for nondestructive in-situ recognition of the
various transformation processes. In this paper, correlations of structural processes and accompanied AE activity during forward and reverse MT in single crystals are shown and discussed.
Introduction
The functional materials are not being produced for their structural properties but for the
unique functions they exhibit in thermomechanical loads. Shape memory alloys (SMA) are generic class of intermetallic alloys that display mechanical memory effects upon stress/thermal
cycling. These properties are derived from a solid phase change - thermoelastic martensitic transformation (MT) taking place upon changing external stress and/or temperature. Nondestructive
investigation of such materials requires novel experimental and theoretical approaches particularly in-situ studies under the external loads.
The ultrasonic techniques are based on detection and evaluation of acoustic properties
changes taking place during MT’s. Changes of acoustic wave velocities and attenuation bring
information about the elastic moduli and structure variations (direct structure state characterization) [1]. Structure anisotropy and elastic properties of phase compositions, changing in the
transformed polycrystalline material, need to be known and this is why single crystal experiments play an important role. The ultrasonic nondestructive techniques have a potential to provide (namely bulk) phase information complementary to classical phase identification methods
(e.g. chemical analysis, TEM, X-ray).
Kinetics of MT’s is characterized by acoustic emission (AE) activity. AE studies available in
the literature (e.g. [2]) mainly focus on the thermally induced transformation. We have been
studying AE accompanying stress induced MT in [011] and [001] oriented Cu-Al-Ni single
crystals loaded in compression at a constant temperature.
Specimens
In the particular case of Cu-based SMA’s, the high temperature austenitic ordered phase of
high symmetry bcc structure (β1) transforms mainly into lower symmetry martensitic phases with
18R monoclinic (β′1) and/or 2H orthorhombic structures (γ′1).
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The different processes of MT are demonstrated on prismatic specimens (10x3x3 mm3) prepared from Cu-Al-Ni single crystals with orientation near [001] (sample C110t) and [011] (sample C101t) directions. Depending on temperature, the three stage may be distinguished: above Af,
between Af and Ms and under Ms. The stress-free specimen above the temperature Af is in the
austenite phase (β1) and its deformation exhibits super-elasticity effect; i.e. after unloading, the
structure returns again to the austenite. Both specimens studied display this phenomenon at room
temperature (RT), as shown in Fig. 1. The hysteresis of the stress-strain loop depends not only on
the loading orientation but also on the maximal strain level (εmax). The four different transition
processes (β1→ β′1, β1→γ′1, β′1→ β1 and γ′1→ β1) were realized during the first (partial) and the
second (complete) loading cycles. Accompanying AE activity of these separate processes is
analyzed below.

Fig. 1. Compression tests of Cu-Al-Ni single crystals. Samples C101t (left) and C110t (right).
Experimental Procedure
The experimental arrangement is described in [3]. Miniature AE sensors (PZT transducers,
frequency band 1.4 MHz) were placed in the special designed loading heads of the testing machine TiraTest 2300. The heads had a shape of hollow rods, which enable one to place the sensors in the specimen axis. The strain rate control of compression tests was 0.1%/min. The classical AE parameters (count rate dNc/dt, event rate dNE/dt, AE amplitude distribution) were monitored each time step (0.5 s) by AE analyzer Dunegan-Endevco 3000 interfaced to PC via GPIB.
The AE waveforms were recorded (12 bits/10 MHz) simultaneously by a transient recorder
ADAM (Maurer). The AE events recording rate of the system is very low (several events per second). The AE parameters were resumed to the period ∆τ = 5 s and additional AE parameters
were evaluated by post-processing: averaged count rate per events ∆Nc/∆NE during the time interval ∆τ and characteristics of AE amplitude distribution in the interval ∆τ (see Fig. 2; the
maximum amplitude Amax, the averaged amplitude AAVG and the best-fit slope b of the cumulative amplitude distribution; Fig. 2b). The AE amplitude is restricted by the threshold level of 44
dB and by the maximum of 100 dB. (In Fig. 2b, this range is from 2.2 to 5.0.)
The AE activity from forward and reverse MT’s of both crystal orientations in the form of
the AE parameters history and the stress curve are plotted together in Figs. 3 and 4. The observation of optical changes on the specimen surface was recorded, synchronously with the acoustomechanical measurements (Fig. 5). The snapshots were obtained during the first loading cycle at
the marked times in Figs. 3 and 4.
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a.

b.
Fig. 2. Parametrization of instantaneous AE amplitude distribution. a. Differntial; b. Cumulative
distribution. Note Amplitude A (dB) = 20 log Relative Amplitude.
Results and Discussion
Sample C101t
At first, we notice the partial loading cycle of the sample C101t in Fig. 3. The AE indicates
formation of the thin individual lamellae of the martensite β′1, in the austenite single crystal
(Fig. 5b). The martensite appears randomly at the characteristic orientation along the whole
length of the sample. AE may be characterized by relatively averaged level of count and event
rate, higher amplitudes and low level of the slope b of 1.5. During the process, the number of
newly arisen lamellae decays and lamella width grows. This advanced stage of the forward MT
is accompanied by lower AE activity (namely ∆Nc/∆NE and Amax, note also dNc/dt). During the
unloading part of the first cycle AE activity changes dramatically: High level of dNc/dt, dNE/dt,
∆Nc/∆NE; i.e. high number of low amplitude events causes a higher level of the averaged amplitude AAVG and high values of b up to the value of 6.1. The martensitic lamellae transform by the
same way and synchronously.
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Fig. 3. AE activity during partial and full compression cycles of the sample C101t.
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Fig. 4. AE activity during partial and full compression cycles of the sample C110t.
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Higher level of AE activity indicates formation and growth of the martensite. It is in agreement with the expectation of the 2H-phase in the sample loaded over strain level 5%. The existence of high amplitude signals up to 100 dB causes lower values of b or the slope of cumulative
amplitude distribution and higher values of AAVG. High amplitude AE events correspond also
with the optical observation. The γ′1 martensite growth in the whole cross-section is found along
the sample length, alternatively in both directions from the origin area. The AE decays quickly
during the final linear part of the stress-time curve, as the forward MT is finished. The resulting
structure is a single crystal of the γ′1-martensite having the orientation forced by the unidirectional stress. The AE from the reverse transformation (γ′1→ β′1 + β1) of the second circle is different from the process β′1 → β 1 (the first cycle). The reverse MT from the γ′1-martensite is
more or less symmetric to the forward MT in the sense that γ′1-phase area transforms in whole
cross-section and decreases along the sample axis. Nevertheless, the unloading path is longer
(greater hysteresis in the stress-strain diagram), the MT is distributed over longer time and AE is
less intensive than during the forward process. AE amplitudes of up to 80 dB are found and the
parameter b reaches up to the value of 4.5 at the starting part and then moves around the value of
2 during the following constant stress period.
Sample C110t
The MT of the sample C110t (Fig. 4) differs from that of C101t described above. The 2H
martensite appears shortly after starting β1→ β′1 transformation, Fig. 5c. The phase β′1 exists for
a short period and the martensitic transformation proceeds to β1→ γ′1 directly after the stress
step, which is notable in the loading curve (Fig. 4). From this moment, the continual martensite
area spreads along the specimen. The β1/ γ′1 interfaces move gradually in parallel planes.
The AE activity reaches the same level during the final unloading stage of the first partial cycle. The reverse MT from single martensite γ′1 (the second full cycle) is accompanied by relatively stable AE activity with notable increase of high amplitude AE events the moment after
starting and before finishing the reverse transformation process. The complete forward MT into
the 2H-phase seems to be more acoustically efficient than the reverse one, but not as radically as
in the case of β1↔β′1.
AE source localization
The character of the β1→ γ′1 transformation in the form of the interfaces movement along the
specimen length leads us to an idea of localizing this process by AE. The first wave arrivals were
determined by AE signal records from the two AE sensors placed in the loading heads. The numerical procedure utilized adaptive threshold and denoising technique described in [4] and modified in [5]. The obtained results are plotted in Fig. 6a. The localization map brings only qualitative information; therefore the initial austenite structure is strongly anisotropic (anisotropy factor
is about 12) and the elastic properties changed during MT. Nevertheless, the specimen length is
dominant (prismatic bar shape), reducing anisotropy effect, and directions of the austenite/martensite interfaces (marked by arrows) are notable.
The more convincing result is obtained from the test of the sample C44t, which can be seen
in Fig. 6b. The specimen is made also of the Cu-Al-Ni alloy and with the same orientation as
C110t ([011]), but the transformation temperature Af is shifted to ~40ûC by a thermal treatment.
It exhibits the shape memory behavior at RT. The specimen is driven to the martensite (2H) by
compression and the structure stays permanent after unloading. The γ′1-phase is formed after the
main peak during the loading stage and the only one interface, bordering the γ′1 phase,
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a. Observed field position on the specimen.

b. Sample C101t. Title corresponds to the snapshot number marked in Fig. 3.

c. Sample C110t. Title corresponds to the snapshot number marked in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5. Optical observation of MT-induced surface changes during compression.
propagates dominantly from the one side of the specimen to the other. The AE localization corresponds to only one active place, in contrast to the previous case of the sample C110t, where both
sides of the γ′1 area are active at the same time.
Conclusions
Acoustic emission during stress induced martensitic transformations in Cu-Al-Ni single
crystals at room temperature was analyzed and correlated with structural changes observed on
the specimen surface by optical microscopy. Understanding of martensite transformation processes in single crystals contributes to identification of structure changes in polycrystalline SMA’s
from acoustic emission.
AE signals of the forward and reverse β1↔ β′1 MT were found to be different. This indicates
that this transformation, though otherwise fully reversible, has different kinetics in the forward
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Fig. 6. Results of AE source localization and interpretation. C110t (left) and C101t (right).
and reverse processes. Similar behavior of AE activity was observed also during tensile tests of
single crystals [6]. A bi-crystal with crystalline interface along the specimen axes has the same
character of AE.
AE signals of the β 1↔ γ′1 MT in forward and reverse compression loads are similar. But
complete and partial loading cycles give different results due to difficult nucleation of the stress
induced γ′1 phase. By changing of the loading direction, the martensite phase may be reoriented
(it is symbolized like γ1↔ γ′1). The reorientation is a much less active AE source than transformation processes described above [7].
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Abstract
This paper presents the results of the investigation for the characterization of stress corrosion
cracking of CuZn-alloys using acoustic emission (AE) testing. The slow strain-rate test and the
constant load test of various brass-alloys in a 0.5-molar sodium nitrite solution are carried out
and the AE activity during these tests is recorded. The information provided by the AE hit
counts, the amplitude and AE energy as well as the waveform of the AE signal is analyzed. The
results show the possibility to predict the SCC-susceptibility of brass using AE testing.
Keywords: stress corrosion cracking; acoustic emission; CuZn-alloys
Introduction
The stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is an important engineering problem especially in the
nuclear power and chemical industry. CuZn-alloys are known to undergo SCC both in
ammoniacal and in some non-ammoniacal solutions. NaNO2 was found to be one of the strongest
promoters of SCC of brass in the non-ammoniacal solutions [1]. The process of SCC of brass in
sodium nitrite solution has been extensively studied. Several models were suggested for the SCC
mechanism of brass in sodium nitrite solution. The following models have achieved the widest
acceptance: The film-rupture and dissolution model [2-7], the film-induced cleavage model [2-4,
7, 8] and the surface-mobility model [2, 4, 9]. Also some authors investigated the surface
reaction of NO2-solutions on metals [10-13].
The SCC is a process of microcracking and crack propagation. The initiation, multiplication
and propagation of micro-cracks act as acoustic emission (AE) sources. Therefore, the AE
analyses can be applied to evaluate the SCC-process in brass [14].
This paper describes the first part of a methodical investigation of AE signals for the
characterization of SCC-susceptibility of different CuZn-alloys in sodium nitrite solution, which
was realized by a slow strain-rate test and a constant load test.
Experimental Details
The specimens were cut from commercial rolled plates of brass with different Zn-contents
with a thickness of 1 mm. The chemical composition of the test materials obtained by emissionspectroscopy and some mechanical properties are given in Table 1. The dimension of the tensile
specimen is 250 mm x 30 mm. The width of the sample, which is exposed to the medium, is
reduced to 12 mm.
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Table 1. Chemical composition and mechanical properties of the tested brass.
Chemical composition

CuZn20
CuZn30
CuZn37
CuZn40

Cu [wt%]

Zn [wt%]

Pb [wt%]

80.45
70.47
64.58
61.88

19.49
29.48
35.33
37.91

0.009
0.006
0.012
0.137

Mechanical properties
Tensile strength
Yield strength
Elongation
Rm [N/mm2]
Rp0.2 [N/mm2]
A10 [%]
517
463
13
538
493
16
525
497
12
545
495
17

A resonant piezoelectric sensor (PAC R80, resonant frequency 200 kHz) was mounted
directly on the test specimens above the liquid level preventing a destruction of the sensor due to
the aggressive medium. The AE signals are pre-amplified (40 dB, 100-1200kHz) and processed
using PAC’s PCI-DISP4 AE-System. The threshold was set as low as possible.
The test medium of 0.5-molar sodium-nitrite solution is prepared from reagent grade
chemical and distilled water, and the pH-value was 6.8.
Two different test techniques were used: The slow strain-rate test (SSRT) with a nominal
strain rate of 1.5 x 10–4 s -1 and a constant load test (CLT). During the tests the samples are
strained to rupture although the attention is directed to the first part of the experiment. Figure 1
shows a general overview of the experimental set-up.

Fig. 1. Schematic experimental set-up for tensile tests in 0.5-mol NaNO2 solution.
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The CuZn-alloys, CuZn37 and CuZn20, were used for the SSRT in air and in a 0.5-molar
NaNO2 solution. Due to some noise emissions at the beginning of the tensile test caused by the
set-up the analysis of the registration of the AE was started at a stress of R = 200 MPa.
The change of AE (ring-down) counts, hit counts, peak amplitude, energy, duration and other
waveform parameters were evaluated. The CLT with an applied stress of R = 0.9.R p0.2 and
immersed in the solution of 0.5-molar NaNO2 was performed for CuZn20, CuZn30 and CuZn40.
Results and Discussion
Slow strain rate test
The AE-signal-analyses represented by the cumulative hit counts during a SSRT at CuZn37
in air and in 0.5-mol NaNO2 is shown in Fig. 2. An increase of the AE activity near the yield
strength could be detected in both media. During the plastic deformation the specimen tested in
air shows only a small amount of AE signals, while the AE in NaNO2 intensified when the
incubation time is reached.
Compared to the tensile test in air the influence of the sodium-nitrite solution caused a
decrease of the tensile strength, yield strength and fracture elongation. The step-growth of the
cumulative hit counts indicates the process of crack propagation and arrest during SCC of brass
in the NaNO2 solution.

Fig. 2. Cumulative counts of AE signals during SSRT for CuZn37 in air and in 0.5-molar NaNO2
solution.
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The aggressive influence of the 0.5-mol NaNO2 solution is also verified by SEM technique
of the sample surface near the fracture zone, which is shown in Fig. 3. The sample stressed under
the NaNO2 solution features typical stress corrosion cracks normal to the applied tensile stress.

Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrograph of a CuZn37 near the fracture zone. a) in air (top) b) in 0.5
molar NaNO2 (bottom).
The slow strain-rate technique is only useable for a characterization of an SCC-susceptibility
when the incubation time, which in this case is defined as the time an increase in AE-activity can
be detected, is shorter then the duration of the test. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4, which shows
the cumulative counts during the SSRT in sodium-nitrite solution of CuZn20. Due to the low Zncontent the SCC-susceptibility is much lower. No significant AE activity could be detected after
the increasing AE activity around the yield stress because the test duration was too short.
Constant load test
To characterize brass with a low SCC-susceptibility, a constant load test is more appropriate.
The results of the CLT at a stress of R = 0.9.Rp0.2 in 0.5-molar NaNO2 solution of the α-brass
(CuZn20 and CuZn30) and the (α+β)-brass (CuZn40) are illustrated in Fig. 5. During the tests
the applied stress is falling at first caused by the relaxation and later due to the crack
propagation. The time to final fracture decreases with increasing Zn-content of brass. Also the
time where the AE-activity increased visibly depends on the Zn-content. The higher the Zn175

content of the brass the earlier starts the AE-activity. Therefore, the point, where the graph of the
cumulative counts is rising noticeably, could be interpreted as the incubation time. This could be
used to characterize the SCC-susceptibility of brass.

Fig. 4. AE cumulative counts during an SSRT for CuZn20 in 0.5-mol NaNO2 solution.

Fig. 5. AE cumulative counts during a CLT with R = 0.9.R p0.2 for 3 CuZn alloys in 0.5-mol
NaNO2 solution.
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The influence of the β-phase in CuZn40 is evident. Although the SCC-susceptibility of
CuZn40 is higher (tinc ~1.4 h) than for the single-phase CuZn30 (tinc ~ 2 h), the AE activity is
lower in CuZn40. This could be explained by the differences of the microstructures. The CLT of
CuZn20 shows a SCC-susceptibility to NaNO2 even though it is much less than for the alloys
with higher Zn-content.

Fig. 6. Cumulative counts and peak amplitude of AE-signals during a CLT with R = 0.9.Rp0.2 for
CuZn30 in 0.5-mol NaNO2 solution.
A more specific view to the character of the AE signals detected during the CLT of CuZn30
is given in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. As a result of the increasing crack propagation the peak amplitude
of the AE signals is also rising (Fig. 6). The same observation could be made for the duration of
the signals shown in Fig. 7. Although there are two areas with an accumulation of AE signals,
the majority of the detected AE signals possess a short duration up to 40 µs or between 150 and
200 µs. This could indicate two different processes during the SCC.
Conclusion
The presented results show the possibility to characterize the SCC-process for brass in 0.5molar NaNO2-solution by AE testing. Depending of the SCC-susceptibility of the specimen, it is
possible to use the SSRT or CLT method with a load near the yield strength. The AE analysis is
able to evaluate the SCC-susceptibility of various brass alloys under different conditions.
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Fig. 7. Cumulative counts and duration of AE signals during a CLT with R = 0.9.R p0.2 for
CuZn30 in 0.5-mol NaNO2 solution.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION TESTING ON FLAT-BOTTOMED STORAGE
TANKS: HOW TO CONDENSE ACQUIRED DATA TO A RELIABLE
STATEMENT REGARDING FLOOR CONDITION
G. LACKNER and P. TS CHELIES NIG
Institute for Technical Physics, TÜV Austria, Vienna, Austria
Abstract
Acoustic emission testing on flat-bottomed storage tanks is a beneficial method for tank operators to obtain information about possible corrosion or even leakage of the floor without opening the
tank. Within a research project funded by the European Commission (SM T4-CT97-2177), a new
testing technique was developed. It is based on specially designed measuring equipment as well as
on sensor arrangement in combination with suitable location algorithms and on frequency analysis
of the waveforms. After successful completion of the research project, the method is now in its
introduction phase on the European market. M any tanks have been tested in refineries and tank
farms. The new technique is described, including the outlines of AE testing, evaluation principle,
data treatment, test examples and final report.
Keywords: Acoustic emission testing, storage tank, corrosion, leakage, maintenance.
1. Introduction
To have the necessary storage capacity available is of vital importance for every tank operator.
One main task of the maintenance department is to take proper actions for ensuring the availability
of the tanks. There are different methods to estimate the duration of a service period for a certain
tank, most of which are based on experience. The common link between the experience-based
methods is that they do not take into account the actual tank condition. Knowing the actual tank
condition would enable the maintenance department to point out the tanks, which have to be repaired while leaving the others in operation. That would give an economic advantage by opening
only tanks in bad condition for inside inspection and appropriate repair.
Tank degradation is mainly caused by corrosion. Physical and chemical conversions take place
at the boundary area between the liquid storage product and the floor sheet. These processes are
non-ideal. Therefore, some parts of the process energy are transformed into acoustic emission (AE)
and may be detected with an appropriate measuring system. Within a research program funded by
the European Commission (project identification: SM T4-CT97-2177, project partners: TÜV Austria/ENEL, Italy/Vallen-Systeme and Dow, Germany/Shell, Netherlands), a measuring system for
detecting active corrosion and active leakage was developed. It was shown by laboratory and onsite measurements that AE signals contain information to obtain the actual tank condition [1-3].
Based on these results a suitable AE testing technique was developed. It consists of two parts:
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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1. Testing procedure to set up and to perform the measurement.
2. Evaluation procedure to process the acquired data and to grade the tank floor.
The tested tank floor is assigned to one out of four possible grades given in Table 1. The recommended duration of the following service period after the AE test is with reference to the service
conditions given before and at the test. If the tested tank is grade IV, it is recommended to open the
tank in order to clarify the indications found with AE. Costs for opening a tank and preparation for
inside inspection differ according to the size and the storage product. In any event, significant expenses have to be spent. A loss of storage capacity for weeks or months might have a serious effect on production facilities. Therefore, a negative test result has to be as reliable as possible. However, a positive result has to be of highest confidence as well, because unexpected problems are
even worse than an expected shut-down of a tank.
Table 1: Grading system for AE testing on flat-bottomed storage tanks.
Grade
Description
Recommended service period duration
I
No active sources
5 years
II
Low active corrosion
3 years
III
M edium active corrosion
1 year
IV
Leaks and/or high active corrosion
-2. The AE Equipment
As an example for the standard sensor arrangement, 24 sensors have to be applied on a 100-m
diameter tank, equally distributed along the circumference and at a level of 1 m above the tank floor.
The used sensor is the VS30-V of Vallen-Systeme, which has a flat response especially within the
used bandwidth centreing at 30 kHz. The sensitivity of each measuring channel is checked with the
Hsu-Nielsen source before the test. The AE system is an AM SY 4 of Vallen-Systeme, which is
capable of acquiring AE data and waveform data simultaneously for each channel. It has an internal
pulsing unit, which sends on request an electric pulse to a sensor. That electric pulse is transferred
into an acoustical pulse by the sensor. The other sensors may detect the emitted pulse after transmission through the liquid stock product and along the metallic tank shell. The AE system measures the time period for travelling from the emitting to the receiving sensor and that gives together
with the distance between emitter and receiver the speed of sound.
The software for data acquisition, visualisation and frequency analysis are also provided by
Vallen-Systeme. With VisualAE 2D and 3D plots may be produced to show the tank floor activity. With VisualClass classifier, files for analysing waveform data were created in order to
identify the source mechanism, as shown in Figs. 1a and 1b. That may be either leakage or corrosion. If corrosion is given, further analysis assigns the corrosion process to either the onset of corrosion or to an already established 'old' corrosion indicated by the presence of a scaling layer.
One can take from Fig. 1 that the source mechanism is given in x-direction. The classifier file
was created by using well-known and reliable training data sets. Then, independently acquired test
data given at the y-axis were classified and the resulting assignment percentages given in z-direction
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a)

b)
Fig. 1. Source mechanism identification with VisualClass classifiers.
a) leakage - corrosion, b) old corrosion - new corrosion.

were obtained. Due to the fact that the method is based on statistical methods it is very unlikely to
get a 100 % assignment. The identified source mechanism is indicated by the maximum assignment
percentage. The source mechanism was identified properly for every test data set in Fig. 1.
3. The Test S et-Up
Today’s AE systems offer many features to filter the acquired data in order to eliminate noise
as well as signals related to effects different from corrosion and/or leakage of the tank floor. There
are possibilities for data filtering of each AE channel independently using criteria derived from
combinations of various AE signal parameters. Optimised sensor arrangements in combination with
appropriate location algorithms enable to focus on sources located on the tank floor by rejecting
AE events with origins on the floating roof or drops falling from the fixed roof onto the liquid.
All these AE system capabilities may lead to the conclusion that the data treatment during the
evaluation procedure is the most important part of the testing technique. But this is definitely not
the case. The key to a successful test is always a proper set-up. The better the raw data of the test,
the easier and more reliable is the data reduction down to the tank-floor condition representing located AE data. Following this straightforward concept, no measurement shall be taken during and
shortly after periods of rain and/or strong wind. Furthermore, it is the aim before every test to identify and eliminate noise sources at and in the surrounding of the tank. The next step to avoid too
much noise within the raw data is to find the best suited testing period. Very often this is during
night; therefore a working permission covering 24 hours a day has to be provided. The AE sensors
have to be applied onto the metallic surface of the tank shell; therefore small areas of the coating
have to be removed at the sensor positions. The benefit of all these efforts is to be able to test the
tank with the lowest possible threshold and with the highest possible sensitivity of the measuring
channels. It has to be stressed that at the time being no data treatment is able to convert bad raw
data into useful data.
To perform the test after a proper set-up is the easiest task of the testing technique. During the
test the boundary conditions of the measurement have to be observed and remarks have to be writ
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ten into the measuring file to identify periods of disturbance. These periods are rejected from
evaluation and do not add to the minimum data recording time of 60 minutes. That gives up to 650
M B data (AE data and waveform data) for one measurement, which has to be stored on CD-R afterwards.
4. The Evaluation Principle
At the beginning of the research works, the demands for the testing technique were defined.
Source mechanism identification was one of the main demands of the industrial partners. One possible approach was to use AE parameters like signal duration or peak amplitude for this purpose.
One weak point of this approach was that the dependence of these parameters on the distance between source and sensor had to be estimated somehow. Since the frequency content of the emitted
sound wave may be regarded as nearly unaltered starting from the source to the sensor on the tank
shell, the partners have chosen another approach for source identification: the frequency-domainbased pattern recognition. Therefore, the evaluation of the test focuses on source location. This is
again a straightforward concept. One can keep the link between the active source of the tank floor
and its visualisation by location plots. Figure 2 shows as an example a 55-m diameter crude oil tank
(floating roof) with a high active source near sensors 1 and 2.

Fig. 2. Tank floor activity, 3D view of located AE events, 55 m diameter, floating roof.
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The evaluation results in the location (coordinates) of the sources and their activity (low, medium, high). M oreover, it is obtained by frequency-content analysis of the acquired waveforms, if
the sound waves were emitted by corrosion or leakage sources. In case of a corrosion source the
presence of a scaling layer will be examined in another evaluation step. If a scaling layer is indicated,
the source is assigned to an already established long-term corrosion process. If no scaling layer is
indicated, then the source is identified as the onset of corrosion, which does affect the tank floor
condition less than ‘old’ corrosion. But of course, if the activity is high, it has to be taken into account, lest this source might turn into a serious defect soon.
5. Measuring Data Treatment
Before the location result is ready for activity and frequency analysis, the measuring data has to
be filtered in order to reject noise data or other signals not related to corrosion and/or leakage of the
tank floor. Figure 3 shows the different stages of data reduction.

Fig. 3. Data reduction of raw data down to located AE data.
The first filtering step is applied to the raw data in order to get rid of spike signals. These signals are characterised by a very short rise time and are acquired in large numbers due to the fact that
the measuring threshold is set very low. As already mentioned above, every test shall be performed
with the lowest possible threshold. One consequence is that the test sensitivity is at its maximum;
on the other hand, many acquired signals are related to arbitrarily occurring spikes of the background noise. Since these signals are without any significant source location potential, they are rejected from further evaluation. The remaining data is called filtered data.
The second filtering step is aimed at noise signals. These are AE signals, which are not related
to corrosion or leakage sources. It was shown by laboratory tests that AE activity due to corrosion
or leakage is evolving steadily in time without any sudden activity steps. Hence, it follows that
every sudden step in AE activity indicates noise interference. One example of this noise interference during on-site tests is floating roof movement caused by gusts. Besides wind, electronic noise
interference may lead to such a fluctuation in AE activity. In any case, noise shall not have an influence on the grading of the tank floor and those data has to be rejected from further evaluation. The
remaining data after this step is called extracted AE data.
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The final step of the data reduction process is the application of the location algorithm. It
analyses the extracted AE data for hit sequences (AE events) with proper differences in arrival
time. The main parameters of the calculations are the speed of sound, the size of the tank and of
course the sensor positions. An AE event turns into a located AE event, if the algorithm finds correspondence of the measured arrival time differences with values derived from a certain location
within the tank. The remaining data after this filtering step, the located AE data, are represented in
Fig. 3 by the centre area of the disk.
At this stage one can be sure that the data is cleared from spikes, noise and signals, which cannot be combined to one single sound wave emitting physical event within the tank floor area. Figure 4 shows the extent of data reduction for some tank floors of different conditions according to
the described filtering steps.

Fig. 4. Data reduction according to filtering stage.
It can be taken from Fig. 4 that the raw data contain only a few locatable AE data in the range
of some percents (3 % for ‘no active sources’ to 9 % for ‘extensive corrosion’). But still the located AE data are not necessarily representing the actual tank floor condition regarding corrosion
and/or leakage. In some cases further considerations are required.
6. Examples of Tested Tanks
Assuming a highly active corrosion source is located within a tank like that shown in Fig. 2,
then the recommendation for tank maintenance according the grading system given in Table 1 would
be to open the tank as soon as possible. Before presenting this kind of result to the tank operator
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other possibilities for corrosion within the tank should be taken into account. One potential source
of corrosion influencing the test result is the floating roof. An inspection of the roof can solve this
problem only partly; much better is to use a sensor arrangement consisting of two rows of sensors.
Figure 5 shows the same floating roof tank like Fig. 2 but the measurement was evaluated with the
help of the applied second row sensors.
The first row sensors are applied at a height of 1 m above the tank bottom as usual, and the
second row sensors are mounted above the bottom row sensors in a vertical distance of 2 m to 4 m.
The value depends on the filling height and the tank size. With this set-up AE events from above
may be identified easily and reliably by using the second row sensors to guard the bottom row. It
can be taken from Fig. 5 that no active source is remaining after this final evaluation step, the located AE source in Fig. 2 was identified as defect of the weld between two roof sheets.

Fig. 5. Tank floor activity, 3D view of located AE events, 55-m diameter, floating roof, evaluation with two rows of sensors to reject AE events from the roof.
Another application of the second row of sensors is for identifying drops falling on the liquid
product inside a fixed roof tank. This might occur if the gaseous phase of the product condenses at
cold parts of the roof structure. Some drops interfering the measurement may be identified manually; for large numbers of drops more efficient methods have to be used in order to finish evaluation
within a reasonable period of time. Figure 6a shows the tank floor activity of a test interfered by
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drops obtained by the bottom row only. Figure 6b shows the same tank but evaluated with the
help of two rows of sensors, and no active source is remaining.

a)

b)
Fig. 6. Test interfered by drops, evaluation using a) one row and b) two rows of sensors.

The feasibility of the application of this special sensor arrangement is limited only by the increase of the background noise caused by countless drops. The corrosion or leakage signals would
be drowned by noise signals without any chance to get them by a threshold depended AE system.
But for the time being this is the same for all other noise sources, which cannot be eliminated.
7. Conclusion
Acoustic emission tests are suited for obtaining the actual tank floor condition of flat-bottomed
storage tanks regarding active corrosion and/or active leakage. The presented testing technique focuses on location of AE sources and the identification of the source mechanism, either leakage or
corrosion, by frequency-content analysis of the gathered waveforms. If corrosion is detected, further analysis results in distinguishing the onset of corrosion (no scaling layer) from already established long-term corrosion (presence of a scaling layer).
Several demands have to be fulfilled to obtain a test result, which represents the actual tank
floor condition. One important part is to filter the raw data of the performed measurement subsequently in different steps. The strongest filter criterion is given by the location algorithm. It was
shown that the raw data of the measurement contains from 3 to 9 % locatable AE data depending
on the tank floor condition and the boundary conditions of the measurement. It follows that the
location algorithm and the parameters to be set for its application have to be well known and well
chosen. The standard sensor arrangement is able to locate within a horizontal plane and does not
give any information about the position of the source origin in vertical direction. With a second row
of sensors the location algorithm used is capable of rejecting AE events located above the sensor
arrangement.
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M eanwhile more than 100 tanks have been tested with this testing technique within the EU.
The database and the knowledge of the given tank populations increase steadily. This again enables
further improvements of the testing as well as the evaluation procedures, which shall lead to a
broad acceptance of AE testing.
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION MEASUREMENTS ON SHELL STRUCTURES
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Abstract
When coupling acoustic emission sensors to curved shells by means of fluid coupling media,
as often done in pressure equipment applications, disadvantages arise. Due to fluid coupling, the
in-plane movements are not transferred to the sensor, and due to the coupling to a curved surface
the repetitive accuracy is relatively low. The investigation dealt with the idea to build a simple
sensor by gluing a piezo-ceramic directly to the vessel. To protect the simple sensor from electrical noise, a simple case was also glued to the shell, such that a shield was built around the ceramic by this case and by the tested shell itself. To compare with a sensor using the same piezoceramic, a simple sensor was built. This simple sensor was coupled by gluing, and also, in a
separate test, with silicon grease to the test specimen. The response of the investigated arrangements to narrow-band pulses was recorded and plotted versus the centre frequency of the pulses.
The ratio of the sensitivity to the in-of-plan waves to the sensitivity to the out-of-plane wave was
evaluated using pencil lead breaks. In addition, the sensitivity to electrical noise of the arrangements was checked.
Keywords: Acoustic emission, sensors, plate waves, shell structure, pressure vessel
1. Introduction
Recent investigation [1-6] showed that the ratio of amplitude of the in-plane wave (S0) to the
out-of plane (A0) wave is a good parameter for the evaluation of acoustic emission (AE) signals
measured on shell structures like pressure vessels. The in-plane wave (S0) in this context is the
first symmetrical mode of the Lamb waves and the out-of-plane wave is the first asymmetrical
mode of the Lamb waves.
To evaluate this ratio, it is necessary to detect the in-plane wave and to separate it from the
out-of-plane wave. When using the usual AE sensors, coupled by some fluid to the vessel, the
sensitivity to the in-plane wave is relatively low. Since in the case of the in-plane wave the inplane movement at the surface is larger than the out-of-plane movement, a connection of the
sensor to the vessel, which can carry shear forces, is desirable. This can be achieved by a sensor,
which is glued to the surface of the structure, or even better by gluing the piezo-ceramic itself
directly to the structure.
2. Tested Arrangements
2.1 Commercial sensor VS150 coupled by silicon grease
As a reference a commercial sensor (Vallen VS150) was coupled by silicon grease, as usual
when testing pressure vessels. This sensor was not coupled to the vessel by gluing, because in
this case it would not be possible to remove it without damage. Like in all the arrangements
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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tested here, at the location of the sensor the painting was removed and the surface was ground
almost flat (as far as possible with simple means).
2.2 Directly glued piezo-ceramics
All the painting was removed from the metallic surface before gluing the piezo-ceramic to
the surface. The glue and the gluing procedure were similar to the ones, which are used when
applying strain gauges. Afterwards, for shielding the sensor from electrical noise, a case was
glued to the surface of the tested plate in such a way that the piezo-ceramic is enclosed by a metallic shield (Fig. 1). A cable connected to the case by a BNC-connector and a short piece of bare
wire, which touches the upper electrode of the piezo-ceramic, builds the electrical contact to the
piezo-ceramic. The whole procedure of applying this kind of arrangement is as simple as applying strain gauges. No damping was applied to achieve high repetitive accuracy, but, because of
this arrangement only narrow-band resonance sensors can be built. The resonance frequency of
the arrangement can be corrected by adding mass at the top of the piezo-ceramic. The tested
configuration is shown in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Directly glued piezo-ceramics.
Table 1: Tested configuration with directly glued piezo-ceramics
Abbreviation
Form of piezo-ceramic
Dimensions
CD54-dir
Circular disc
D5 x 4 mm
2.3 Simple self made sensor
To determine the influence of some layers between the piezo-ceramic and the tested plate, a
simple sensor based on the same piezo-ceramics as above was built. The whole arrangement was
the same as above, only the piezo-ceramic was glued to the sensor case instead of gluing it directly to the tested plate (Fig. 2). This case is called CD54-sen because the same piezo-ceramic
as in the configuration CD54-dir was used. When the sensor is glued to the vessel a “–gl” and
when it is coupled by silicon grease a “–sil” is added to the name of the sensor to describe the
arrangement (CD54-sen-gl, CD54-sen-sil).

Fig. 2. Simple self-made sensor.
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3. Test Procedures
All the tests were performed on an old vessel with an outside diameter of about 600 mm and
a wall thickness of 5 mm. There were cut-outs in the vessel, so that pencil lead breaks could be
performed in in-plane direction at the edge of the shell. The arrangement of the different sensors
is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Sensor arrangement for the different tests (drawing of shell simplified).
3.1 Sensitivity tests with narrow band pulses
For this test, narrow-band pulses were generated using a reference pulser (PANAMETRICS
V103 ultrasonic transducer). The narrow-band electrical pulse has the modulated sine waveform
(Fig. 4) with 10 oscillations and maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of 2 V. The centre frequency
of the pulse was changed from 100 kHz to 1 MHz in steps of 10 kHz.
The maximum amplitude of the signal received at the tested sensor was plotted against the
centre frequency of the electrical pulse (Fig. 5). When a pulser is coupled to the surface, like
here, only a very small in-plane wave component is generated. Therefore, the results of this test
are dominated by the sensitivity of the tested sensor to the out-of-pane wave.

y ( x)

x

Fig. 4. Narrow band electrical pulse for input to V103 (voltage vs. time).
Due to the coupling with silicon grease to the vessel surface, which was not perfectly plane,
the response of the VS150 is worse than when it is coupled to a perfectly flat surface. The sensitivity of all the arrangements with the circular disc CD54 is relatively high, but it should not be
directly compared to the commercial sensor VS150, which is much better with respect to other
properties.
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Fig. 5. Results of the tests.
When the data for the directly glued piezo-ceramic (CD54-dir) is compared to that of CD54
sensor, glued to the vessel and using the same piezo-ceramic (CD54-sen-gl), the peak sensitivities at the resonance frequencies are almost identical. Between the two resonance frequencies
and in the high frequency range the directly glued piezo-ceramic is more sensitive than the CD54
sensor. When silicon grease is used for coupling the sensor (CD54-sen-sil), the sensitivity at high
frequencies further decreased and also the sensitivity at the first resonance frequency decreased.
3.2 Ratio of the sensitivity to in-plane waves to the sensitivity to out-of-plane waves
To determine the sensitivity of the tested sensors to in-plane waves, pencil-lead breaks were
performed at the edge of the shell (Fig. 3). To generate in-plane as well as out-of-plane waves
the pencil-lead breaks were performed one quarter of the wall thickness from the surface. At the
selected sensor locations, which are about 500 mm from the source of the pencil-lead breaks the
in-plane wave can be easily distinguished from the out-of-plane wave and the amplitudes of the
generated signals due to both waves can be evaluated.

Time (µs)
Fig. 6. Evaluation of the amplitude of the in-plane and out-of-plane waves.
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Table 2: Sensitivity to in-plane and out-of-plane waves (pencil-lead breaks).
Sensor and
Number of Min/average/max Min/average/max
Min/average/max
Configuration pencil-lead amplitude of in- amplitude of out of ratio of amplitude:
breaks
plane wave [mV] plane wave [mV]
in-plane to out-ofplane waves
VS150
5
2.8/3.16/3.5
6/7.3/9
0.33/0.44/0.47
CD54-dir
5
14/15.6/17
18/23.6/27
0.56/0.67/0.83
CD54-sen-sil
5
3.5/3.6/4
6/9/12
0.29/0.42/0.58
CD54-sen-gl
5
8/9/10
8/9.2/10
0.8/1.0/1.25
Considering the arrangements with the CD54 ceramic, the following conclusions can be
drawn: The best sensitivity is reached with the directly glued piezo-ceramic (CD54-dir). Using a
simple sensor based on this ceramic and gluing it to the surface (CD54-sen-gl) decreases the sensitivity, but the ratio of the sensitivity to the in-plane wave to that to the out-of-plane wave improved. When the same sensor is coupled by silicon grease (CD54-sen-sil) the sensitivity as well
as the amplitude ratio decreased.
3.3 Noise tests
To achieve comparable numbers for the sensitivity to noise, especially to electrical noise is
not simple. Here, two tests were used: At first the RMS-level of the sensors was recorded. Because always a VS150 was used at the same time and it had an almost constant RMS level, these
values can be compared. To check for the sensitivity to electrical noise, electrical pulses with
amplitude of 10 V in the same form as used for pulsing a V103 in Sec. 3.1 were applied to the
vessel. A galvanic isolated waveform generator was used, with the plus pole connected to the
tested vessel and the minus pole was not connected at all. The vessel itself was connected to the
ground of the AE measurement equipment.
Configuration
VS150
CD54-dir
CD54-sen-sil
CD54-sen-gl

Table 3: Results of noise tests.
RMS-Level µV Electrical noise test
0.3
Hits up to 37dB from 800kHz to 1 MHz, from
100kHz to 800kHz no hits above 35 dB
1.5
Hits of 45 dB at 150kHz, increasing amplitude with
frequency and 57dB max. at 850kHz
1.1
Similar to VS150
1.1
Similar to VS150

Table 3 shows that the RMS noise of the self-made sensor is twice the RMS noise of the
VS150 (+6dB). The arrangement using the directly glued piezo-ceramic is relatively sensitive to
electrical noise. Using a closed sensor case improves this. If the ground connection of the vessel
is removed, the sensitivity evaluated in the electrical noise test of all the arrangements increased,
but, in this case, VS150, which is isolated from the vessel, performs much better than the rest.
This noise tests are very sensitive to small changes in the configuration (small gaps in the
cases, etc.) so that the results can only give some hints on what is going on.
4. Conclusions
Direct gluing of piezo-ceramics to a test specimen improves the overall sensitivity, especially
the sensitivity to the in-plane wave. The disadvantage of this arrangement is, beside the relatively
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complicated application procedure, the high sensitivity to electrical noise. A considerable improvement to the sensitivity to the in-plane waves can also be reached, when the sensor is glued
to the vessels surface instead of liquid coupling. In most cases, direct gluing of a sensor to the
test vessel seems to be the better alternative, but sensors need to be robust so that they could be
removed after gluing them to the vessel. All the tests described here were performed with simple
arrangements. Thus, modification of the procedures, especially the sensor case design, likely
improves the results.
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Abstract
In order to study the cryogenic properties of CFRP tank, we conducted pressurization test of
a small filament-wound (FW) tank at cryogenic temperatures. We first investigated the orientation dependence of acoustic emission (AE) signals at both room temperature and LN2 temperature by using artificial source. Lamb-mode dispersive AE signals were monitored in the CFRP
tank. In tests at room temperature, we used A0-mode Lamb waves for source location. However
A0-mode Lamb waves at several angles were hardly observed at LN2 temperature. In this study
S0-mode were used for source location. 60% of tank wall was damaged before this test, and
many AE signals are generated from this damaged zone. We developed a new method to separate AE signals generated at damaged zone utilizing signal duration. When the AEs from monitoring (or non-damaged) zone are evaluated, detail source location is possible using arrival time
differences of AEs. Next we conducted pressurization test of the CFRP tank at LN2 temperature.
About 660 AE events were visually extracted from detected 2800 AE hits. We then investigated
the duration of AE events and 100 AE events are evaluated as AE generated at non-damaged
zone. Source locations of 7 AE events are obtained from the area where leakage was identified
by snoop test conducted after the pressurization test.
Keywords: CFRP tank, Lamb wave, cryogenic pressure test, source location
Introduction
It is essential to develop a cryogenic CFRP tank in order to realize the drastic weight reduction needed for reusable launch vehicle (RLV) [1]. In order to study the cryogenic properties of
such CFRP tanks, we conducted pressurization test of a small filament-wound (FW) tank [2] and
monitored micro-cracks, which possibly grow to provide leak path of the propellant. We used
acoustic emission technique for micro-crack monitoring. Several studies regarding AE monitoring of FRP tank were reported [3 - 6], but the study under cryogenic temperature is limited.
We conducted 4-channel AE monitoring during cryogenic pressurization test of a CFRP tank.
We first compared characteristics of AE signals detected at room temperature and LN2 temperature by using artificial AE source. After that, we constructed source location method, which
utilizes the signal duration and arrival time difference of AE signals. The proposed source location method is applied to the AEs detected during a cryogenic pressurization test of the CFRP
tank. Estimated source location is compared to the leak point, which was found by snoop test
conducted after the pressurization test.
CFRP Tank and Experimental Setup
A 300-mm-diameter CFRP tank was fabricated using filament-winding method. The prepreg
tape was BESFIGHT IM600#133 with 3.5-mm width. The tank shape was 320-mm long cylinJ. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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Fig. 1. Typical RLV concepts. Drastic weight reduction is needed for realization.
der with isotensoid dome at both sides (see Fig. 2). The tape was wound on a plaster mandrel
and cured in autoclave at 180˚C for 2 hours. The layer construction of the cylindrical part is
[±30o, 90o2, ±30o, 90o2, ±30o]. The thickness of the cylinder is 1.2 mm.
We conducted water-proof testing and cryogenic low-level pressurization tests on this tank in
the past two years. After these tests, some areas were damaged and we patched additional
prepreg sheets on these areas from the inner side of the tank wall. Epoxy resin adhesive (HYSOL
EA9394) was also pasted on the serious damage zone on the outside surface to prevent leakages.
The photo images of damaged and non-damaged zones are shown in Fig. 2. In this study, we
investigated cryogenic characteristics of the non-damaged zone. We call non-damaged zone as
“monitoring zone” in this paper.
Figure 3 shows the schematic illustration of the CFRP tank used and experimental setup for
cryogenic pressurization. Nickel-steel flanges are attached to both sides of the tank. Five pipes
are connected to the top flange. Three of the five pipes are connected to pressure gauge, liquid
level meter and safety valve. The other two pipes are used for filling and exhausting liquid
nitrogen. These two pipes are also utilized for controlling the internal pressure during pressurization tests.
Liquid level meter output was connected to the monitor. The meter roughly indicates the
liquid nitrogen level. The pressure gauge was connected to a digitizer and the data was digitized
at 1-Hz sampling rate. Digitized data was fed to the computer. Strain and temperature of the
outer surface were also measured, but we will not discuss these data here.
We used four 150-kHz resonant-type AE sensors (PAC, R15) in the test. These sensors were
mounted on the corners of a 200-mm square on CFRP tank as shown in Fig. 3. Outputs of the
sensors were amplified 40 dB and digitized at an interval of 250 ns with 4096 points at 16-bit
amplitude resolution, and fed to a PC for analysis. We set the threshold level at 65 dB (1.78 mV
at sensor output) during the pressurization test.
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Non-damaged zone

Damaged zone

Adhesive

Fig. 2. Appearances of the non-damaged and damaged zones. Epoxy resin was pasted on the
damaged zone. In this study, we evaluated non-damaged (monitoring) zone only.
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Liquid level meter
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Monitoring area
AE sensor
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pre-amp. (40 dB)

200 mm

542 mm
320 mm

digitizer

digitizer
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Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the CFRP tank and experimental setup. 4-channel AE monitoring used 40-dB preamplifiers and Mistras system (PAC).
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup for measuring orientation dependence of AEs on the shell wall of cylindrical section (see Fig. 2). Artificial sources generated by small transducer were used.
Procedure for AE Monitoring
We first measured the orientation dependence of AE signals propagating in CFRP tank at
both room temperature and LN2 temperature. We filled water or LN2 into the tank at atmospheric pressure. As shown in Fig. 4, pulses were generated by a compression-type piezoelectric
transducer (PAC, PICO, 4-mm diameter, nominal resonant frequency 0.45 MHz) and detected by
an R15 AE sensor mounted on circles of 100-mm radius at angle θ. Examples of detected AEs
are shown in Fig. 5. Left figure represents AEs at room temperature and right at LN2 temperature. Small amplitude S0-mode Lamb waves followed by large amplitude A0-mode are observed
at room temperature, but A0-mode Lamb waves are hardly observed for several direction (θ =
150˚, 180˚ in Fig.5) at LN2 temperature. In a previous paper, Mizutani et al. [4] used wavelet
coefficients of a specific frequency of A0-Lamb waves for source location in room temperature
tests, but this method cannot be applied to the cryogenic tests. Though some difficulties were
expected (large source location error due to fast velocity of AEs, arrival time reading error due to
small S/N ratio, etc.), we decided to use the arrival times of initial S0-mode Lamb AEs in this
study. The orientation dependence of the S0-mode velocity was determined by dividing the intertransducer distance (100 mm) by the first-peak arrival time. Measured orientation dependence is
shown in Fig. 6. We fitted data by a quadratic equation, V(θ) = 7.97 x 10-2θ2 – 1.49 x 10 θ +
6.40 x 103 (m/s), shown by a solid line in Fig. 6 and used this function for the source location.
Next, we examined the accuracy of the source location method by using two types of artificial sources. Figure 7 shows top view and development of the tank. Monitoring area surrounded
by 4 sensors is shown in tan color. About 60 % of the tank wall was patched by additional CFRP
prepreg sheets from inside. The area which epoxy resin adhesive (HYSOL EA9394) was pasted
from the outer surface is also indicated in the figure (shown in green color). We artificially generated AEs by pencil-lead breaks and a PICO sensor in the monitoring zone and damaged zone.
Source location is shown by the symbol “X” in the figure.
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Fig. 5 Examples of Lamb wave AEs detected at room temperature (left) and LN2 temperature
(right) as a function of the propagation direction θ. A0-mode Lamb waves are hardly observed in
some directions at LN2 temperature.
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Fig. 6 Orientation dependence of S0-Lamb velocities in the tank. Solid line indicates fitted
curve used for the source location.
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Fig. 7 Top view and development of the tank with AE sensor locations. The monitoring zone is
shown in the figure by tan color. Source locations are indicated by symbol “X”. Two types of
artificial sources are shown in top right.
Figure 8 shows detected AE signals induced at (x,y) = (50,50) and (620,100) by a sensor
(left) and pencil-lead breaks (right). It is noted that arrival-time differences of AEs induced at
damaged zone (620,100) is at the same level as AEs induced at the monitoring zone (50, 50).
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Fig. 8 Detected AEs induced at the monitoring zone (x,y)=(50,50) and damaged zone (620, 100)
due to artificial source. Two types of artificial sources were used.
Therefore, we have to separate AEs generated at the damaged zone before the source location is
conducted. Duration of the largest amplitude AEs for all events are investigated. The result is
shown in Tables 1 and 2. Definition of duration is shown in Fig. 9. We defined the threshold as
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50 % of the maximum value. Duration of AEs generated far from the monitoring zone is much
longer than those for AEs from the monitoring zone. It is also noted that the duration of AEs
generated by the PICO sensor (possibly generated high frequency AEs) and by pencil-lead breaks
(generated low frequency AEs) is similar. This is due to the narrow-band AE sensor working as
a band-pass filter. We set the threshold duration as 200 µs and try to separate AEs from the damaged zone. The result is shown in Table 1 and 2. Colored areas in the tables indicate the long
duration AE. This clearly shows that AEs generated far from the monitoring area can be separated by utilizing duration.
Table 1 Duration of AEs produced by transducer

Unit: μs

50
100
150
200
250
300
510
620
670
720
y x 0
50
18 101.25 45.25 110 102.25 102.5 117.75
966.75 896
100 109 118.5 105.25 106.75 76
151.5 62.5 1004 258
914
150 66.5 105.5 52.5 39.75 128.25 60
101.5
237.75 482.75
200
227.75

Table 2 Duration of AEs produced by pencil-lead break

x 0
50
100
150
200
250
300
50 31.5
91
49
54 147.25 47.75 97.25
100 65.5 161.75 52.5 106.5 1.25 93.75 189.75
150 115.25 51.75 25.75 104
113
73.5 201.25
200

Ma
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val
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y

641

Unit: μs
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790 837.75
850.5 520
571.25 609.25
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Fig. 9. Procedure for determining AE signal duration.
When detected AE is determined as AE from the monitoring zone, detail source location is
conducted by the following steps; 1) Monitoring area is divided into 4 areas as shown in Fig. 10.
2) The channel that detected the largest AE is searched. The area that involves the maximum
channel is selected. 3) One size larger area is defined as a scanning area of virtual source.
(shown by dark rectangular in Fig. 9.) 4) Determine the arrival times of detected AEs (S0-mode
arrival time). 5) Determine the source location by minimizing the differences of the measured
arrival times and the arrival time differences computed by moving a virtual source position in the
scanning area in 1.0-mm step. Orientation dependence of the S0-mode velocities (Fig. 6) is incorporated.
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Detailed results of source location are shown in Fig. 11 for transducer (left) and pencil-lead
break (right). A square indicates an original position and a circle the located source position. The
source locations agree well with the input positions. The maximum error of 12.1 mm and average error of 6.2 mm were obtained for the transducer sources. For the pencil-lead break sources,
the maximum error of 18.0 mm and average error of 9.2 mm were obtained.
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Fig. 10. Algorithm for source location. Virtual source is moved in 1-mm step. Arrival time is
theoretically calculated by using the fitted curve shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of input location (■) and source location (●) of transducer (left) and pencil lead break (right) on the tank wall.
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Fig. 13. Overlapping of source location result (indicated by symbol “●”) and leak point (“×”)
at area 1.
Cryogenic Pressurization Test
The tank was filled with liquid nitrogen under atmospheric pressure. After the filling, we
closed the valve and kept it for 5 minutes. The tank was chilled down to LN2 temperature and
boiling of LN2 stopped. After that, we started AE monitoring and the tank was pressurized by
gaseous N2 to 2.0 MPa. Figure 12 shows the pressure history and AE counts. When the inner
pressure reached 1.0 MPa, the pressure was held for 60 seconds. Pressurization was stopped at
2.0 MPa when a serious leakage from the damaged zone occurred. After the cryogenic pressurization test, we conducted snoop test by using soapsuds for identifying the leak points. Several
leak points were observed in the damaged zone (x = 300 to 850 mm) and doom parts. Only one
leak point was found near the monitoring area at (x,y) = (-20,90) on a wrinkle. (shown by symbol “×” in Fig. 13).
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Fig. 14. Detected AEs located at area 1. Arrival time differences were used for detailed source
location.
Each AE sensor detected about 2800 AEs. After the test, we visually extracted 663 AEs due
to fracture (event), separating them from noise AEs and continuous AEs due to leakage. 123 AE
are estimated to be the AEs generated within the monitoring zone by the zone location method
explained previously. The time history of AE event and AEs in the monitoring zone are also
shown in Fig. 12. An example of detected AEs from the monitoring zone is shown in Fig. 14.
Detail source location is estimated for 9 AEs that were found to be in area 1. Source location
results are shown in Fig. 13. Seven of the 9 AEs are located near the leak point. The timing of
these 9 AEs are shown in Fig. 12 by arrows. It is noted that most AEs were generated at low
pressure levels (<1.0 MPa) and this result shows that micro-cracks were produced at low stress
levels under cryogenic condition at wrinkled parts.
Conclusion
AE monitoring was conducted during cryogenic pressurization test of a CFRP tank. Before
the test, we investigated characteristics of AEs in the CFRP tank using artificial source and develop source location method. The results are summarized below.
1) A0-mode Lamb waves were hardly observed at several directions at LN2 temperature and
could not be used for source location.
2) Duration of AE signals produced at sources far from monitoring zone became longer. AE
signals from non-monitoring zone can be separated by using signal duration.
3) Virtual source scanning method is used for source location. The source locations of transducer inputs were determined with the average error of 6.2 mm. Pencil-lead break sources
were located within 9.2 mm on average.
4) 7 AE events monitored at low inner pressure levels are located near the leak point on the
wrinkle on the tank. Micro-cracks were possibly produced at low stress levels at cryogenic
temperature.
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Abstract
An appropriate and reliable tool for corrosion monitoring is necessary to guarantee the
structural integrity of chemical production units. By combining the electrochemical noise measurements and the acoustic emission technique, the active corrosion processes are revealed. By
combining acousto-ultrasonics and fibre optics a reliable quantification of the corrosion damage
can be obtained. Electrochemical noise measurements, the acoustic emission technique, acoustoultrasonics and fibre optics are very complementary non-destructive testing methods for monitoring the ongoing corrosion in chemical production units.
Keywords: Corrosion monitoring, electrochemical noise measurements, acoustic emission technique, acousto-ultrasonics, optical fibres
Introduction
Every day the chemical industry has to face new failures due to corrosion. In fact the major
part of failures in the chemical industry are due to corrosion. In this way corrosion costs a lot to
the chemical industry. Corroded parts of the production units have to be replaced and bring
about production losses due to the shutdown of facilities. Corrosion failures also imply a considerable hazard to people and the environment. An appropriate and reliable tool for corrosion
monitoring is necessary to guarantee the structural integrity of chemical production units.
Since 1999, BASF Antwerpen N.V. (Belgium) and the research group "Materials Performance and Non-Destructive Evaluation" of the Department of Metallurgy and Materials Engineering, K.U. Leuven (Belgium) are partners in developing a sensor to identify the active corrosion processes destructive to the equipment and to quantify the degree of corrosion damage in an
industrial environment.
The research project is focused on the most important types of corrosion for the chemical industry. General corrosion of carbon steel, general corrosion of stainless steel, pitting of stainless
steel, stress corrosion cracking of carbon steel and stress corrosion cracking of stainless steel are
studied by four non-destructive testing methods. Electrochemical noise measurements, the
acoustic emission (AE) technique, acousto-ultrasonics (AU) and fibre optics are the nondestructive testing methods used in this research project.
Experimental set up
Two completely different measurement principles are possible for a corrosion sensor. On the
one hand a sensor can be developed so that it has to be fixed on the outside of the structure
whose corrosion behaviour is of interest. The structure itself corrodes and the sensor reveals
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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information about this corrosion behaviour. On the other hand it is possible to develop a sensor,whose sensor body itself corrodes. Information can only be obtained about the corrosion behaviour of the sensor body itself. In this case the sensor has to be built in such a way that its corrosion behaviour is representative for the ongoing corrosion in the equipment of interest.
The decision has been made to develop a sensor, whose sensor body itself corrodes and reveals
information about the ongoing corrosion. Figure 1 illustrates this principle. The four measurement techniques are incorporated on the same sensor body. The two passive non-destructive
testing methods (electrochemical noise measurements, the AE technique) are activated during the
whole life-cycle of the sensor body. The two active non-destructive testing methods (AU and
fibre optics) are periodically activated. The periodicity is adapted as a function of the information revealed by the two passive non-destructive testing methods.

Fig. 1. Sensor principle
The basic research was done in the laboratory. The corroding sensor body was placed in a
Faraday cage to prevent electromagnetic interference. Temperature and flow rate were controlled. The conversion to industrial environment has been done in two steps. First a mini-plant
was build to study the influence of temperature fluctuations, fluctuations in flow rate and interference by other measurement equipment, pumps, heating systems, etc. Finally there were some
experiments in a bypass of the chemical facilities themselves. Here the basic measurement concept was tested under the rough industrial conditions.
Carbon steel 1.0038 according to DIN EN 10025 and stainless steel 1.4541 according to DIN
EN 10088 part 1 are used in the experiments. Figure 2 gives an overview of the sample geometry used for the experiments.
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(a) Sample geometry for corrosion monitoring (general and pitting).

(b) General corrosion.

(c) Pitting corrosion.

(d) Sample geometry for SCC monitoring.

(e) Stress corrosion crack.

Fig. 2. Sample geometries used for the corrosion and SCC experiments.
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Electrochemical Noise Measurements (EN)
Due to the oxidation and reduction reactions of the corrosion processes at the interface of
metal and electrolyte, a potential difference arises across this interface. The short and long-term
evolution of this potential reveals information about the active corrosion processes [1, 2].
A nanovoltmeter (Keithley 2182) with an input resistance > 10 GΩ and a resolution of 100
nV is used for the potential noise measurements. The nanovoltmeter is connected to a computer
by a GPIB-interface. The nanovoltmeter is controlled by the computer and the measured data are
stored on the hard disk. The sample frequency is 10 Hz. The potential differences are measured
between the sensor body and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Experimental set up electrochemical noise measurements.
Figure 4 shows typical EN signals. General corrosion of carbon steel, general corrosion of
stainless steel, pitting of stainless steel and stress corrosion cracking of stainless steel can be distinguished by pattern recognition techniques in combination with statistical analysis in the time
domain. Any information about pit growth during pitting and about crack growth during stress
corrosion cracking cannot be obtained. Electrochemical noise measurements have a higher accuracy than more conventional non-destructive testing methods like dye penetrant, magnetic interference or ultrasonic testing.
During the scaling-up of the experiments the potential noise measurements have been found
to be very reliable. No additional difficulties arose. In fact no additional filtering of the measured data was necessary. Apparently the developed measurement concept for the potential noise
measurements can be used in an industrial environment.
Acoustic Emission Technique
Corrosion processes cause microstructural changes at the metal/electrolyte interface. The energy released by these microstructural changes results in transient elastic waves. Sounds of
higher frequency and lower intensity than audible sounds can be measured by the acoustic emission technique [3, 4]. The Fracture Wave Detector (Digital Wave Co., U.S.) is used for the experiments. Figure 5 shows the basic components of this system. The typical sample frequency
for the experiments is 20 MHz. Broadband sensors (Digital Wave B1025) with a frequency
range from 50 kHz to 2 MHz are used.
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Fig. 4 (continued). Electrochemical noise measurements - typical signals.

Fig. 5. Experimental set up for AE technique.
Figure 6 shows typical AE signals. General corrosion of carbon steel, general corrosion of
stainless steel, pitting of stainless steel, stress corrosion cracking of carbon steel and stress corrosion cracking of stainless steel can be distinguished by pattern recognition techniques, statistical
analysis and the energy content in the time domain in combination with frequency analysis. The
pit initiation or crack initiation as well as the pit growth or crack growth can be monitored by the
acoustic emission technique. This is important additional information revealed by the acoustic
emission technique in comparison to the electrochemical noise measurements. Apart from this
additional information, the accuracy of the acoustic emission technique is higher than that of
more conventional non-destructive testing methods like dye penetrant, magnetic interference or
ultrasonic testing.
The scaling-up of the AE experiments turned out that the development of an additional and
very accurate filtering system is necessary to use the AE technique as a reliable measurement
tool in an industrial environment.
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Acousto-Ultrasonics
A calibrated ultrasonic pulse with a frequency of 300 KHz (Fig. 7a) is introduced in the
metal. This ultrasonic pulse is introduced by a function generator (PHILIPS PM 5138). Changes
in the metal morphology, the metal thickness and the metal microstructure change the wave
propagation and therefore the signal measured after propagation through the metal (Fig. 7b) [5,
6]. The propagated signal is measured by Fracture Wave Detector (Fig. 5). The typical sample
frequency is 20 MHz. The complete experimental set up for the acousto-ultrasonic technique is
shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Experimental set up acousto-ultrasonic technnique
Knowledge of the wave type and the interference between several wave types is necessary to
select the most interesting part of the signal for further calculation. An energy loss in this particular part of the signal is measured during ongoing corrosion. (Fig. 9) Corrosion damage due to
general corrosion, pitting or stress corrosion cracking can be quantified in this way. Figure 10
illustrates this quantification for general corrosion. The correlation between the calculated energy losses of the acousto-ultrasonic measurements and the calculated loss in thickness based on
the weight loss of the specimens during the tests has a very high accuracy. The highest accuracy
is obtained for intermediate and high corrosion rates. For low corrosion rates the accuracy is not
that high.
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The highest regression coefficients (Fig. 10) could be obtained in the laboratory. However
also for the experiments in the mini-plant and in the industrial environment high regression coefficients can be obtained when additional filters are applied. In fact an accurate band-pass filter
centred around 300 kHz turned out to be very efficient.
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Optical Fibres (OF)
An optical fibre is attached on the surface of interest. A laser-diode forces a light pulse
through the fibre. Changes in the stress conditions on the surface due to the corrosion activity
change also the stress conditions of the optical fibre. The changing stress conditions of the optical fibre modulate the light pulse. Analysis of this modulation is very useful in quantifying the
corrosion damage [7, 8].
Figure 11 shows the experimental set up. The main components are a 30-mW laser, a transimpedance photodiode preamplifier with a DC bandwidth of 2 MHz and a gain of 1-10 MV/A
and the silica/silica optical fibre. The photodiode is connected to the computer by a PCI Bus
high-speed A/D board (Keithley KPCI-3110). The typical sample rate is 110 Hz.

optical fibre
computer
LASER
beam
photo diode

Fig. 11. Experimental set up of optical fibres.
The variation in intensity of the light pulse is an appropriate tool for the quantification of the
ongoing corrosion. Figure 12 illustrates the rise in intensity for several experiments. The fibre is
fixed on the surface of interest under a certain prestress. During ongoing corrosion the prestress
diminishes and the intensity of the laser pulse through the fibre will rise. The linear curve fitting
at the initial part of this curve correlates with the corrosion rate. Optical fibres are very interesting to monitor general corrosion with relative low corrosion rates. In this way the optical fibres
are complementary to the acousto-ultrasonics. During the scaling-up of the experiments the optical fibres has been found to be very reliable. No additional difficulties arose.
Conclusion
Electrochemical noise measurements, the acoustic emission technique, acousto-ultrasonics
and optical fibres are very complementary non-destructive testing methods for the monitoring of
general corrosion of carbon steel, general corrosion of stainless steel, pitting of stainless steel,
stress corrosion cracking of carbon steel and stress corrosion cracking of stainless steel (Fig. 13).
By combining the electrochemical noise measurements and the acoustic emission results the
active corrosion processes are revealed. The electrochemical part of the corrosion processes is
visualised by the electrochemical noise measurements. The acoustic emission technique moni-
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Fig. 12. Intensity rise in optical fibres. (Io is the initial intensity).
tors the mechanical part of the corrosion processes like the breakdown of passive films, crack
growth, pit growth.
By combining acousto-ultrasonics and fibre optics the corrosion damage can be quantified.
Acousto-ultrasonics have the highest accuracy for intermediate and relative high corrosion rates.
Optical fibres have the highest accuracy for relative low corrosion rates.
By combining electrochemical noise measurements, the acoustic emission technique,
acousto-ultrasonics and fibre optics a sensor to identify the active corrosion processes and to
quantify the corrosion damage in chemical production units has born.
This combination of non-destructive testing methods has accuracy higher than that of more
conventional non-destructive testing method like dye check, magnetic interference or ultrasonic
testing.
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and V. P. FEDOROV
KIRISHINEFTEORGSINTEZ / Kirishi, Leningrad region, 187110, RUSSIA
Abstract
Experiences of AE inspections of pressure vessel at Kirishi refinery are summarized. This is
to demonstrate AE method despite rather complicated interpretation of results can become an
important part of refinery NDT department. AE is shown to be a useful tool in the production
equipment safety system.
Introduction
Pressure vessel AE inspections started at Kirishi refinery at the end of 1980s. At first, such
jobs had been carried out by outside research centers and independent service companies. In
1991, the refinery organized its own AE inspection laboratory, the first one among Russian
refineries. Since 1992, the AE inspection laboratory has conducted the AE monitoring of refinery
equipment. In some cases, some research centers had been involved in complicated vessels tests,
but since 2000 the refinery AE inspection laboratory conducted all the tests.
Some results of 10-year activity of our AE inspection laboratory are presented in this report.
The main purpose of this article is to demonstrate AE method (despite the fact that results
interpretation are rather complicated) can become an important part of refinery NDT department.
Moreover, it is quite reasonable for the petroleum and chemical industries, where a large number
of pressure vessels and storage tanks must be tested, to have a specialized AE laboratory.

Fig. 1. Pressure vessels AE inspection results at Kirishi refinery from 1992 to 2002.
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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Statistics
For AE tests we use two inspection systems – LOCAN AT (PAC, USA) from 1991 and
AMSY4 (Vallen-Systeme, Germany) since 1997. Depending on the test tasks, one or both of the
systems have been used. For example, when we test the large-size vessels, we inspect the upper
part with the help of one, and the lower part with the second system. To the present, we have
tested more than 250 vessels. Some statistical data are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. The list of the
most serious defects, detected with AE method, is shown in Table 1.
Some Application Techniques
On the basis of our experience, we point out some aspects of AE applications at the plant site.
These notes can be useful for the AE specialists involved in similar tests in different branches of
industry.
1. Some important notes of organization procedure
1.1. Test planning
Based on the recommendations of corrosion engineers, a safety department manager issues a
list of pressure vessels to be tested with AE technology within upcoming year. This list is
included in an Annual Preventive Refinery Maintenance Plan. The presence of process causing
alkaline cracking is the reason for the vessel to be included in such a Plan. The vessel preparation
for AE tests is also included in the maintenance documents.

Fig. 2. Pressure vessels AE inspection structure according to equipment type.
1.2. Preparation instruction for the AE test of a vessel.
AE test procedures demand the preparation of the object, involving various activities by
technical staff. A manual for AE test preparation procedure was created in order to avoid the
possible subjective factors, affecting the quality of preparation. In the manual, the order of
preparatory steps and the persons responsible for those steps are prescribed.
1.3. Vessel pressurization equipment
At the beginning we used vessel's own capabilities to pressurize itself. It created some
problems connected with the rate of pressurization, keeping the pressure and releasing it. In order
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to avoid all these issues, AE inspection laboratory is equipped with a portable electric pump.
Initially, the tested vessel is filled with water. Then we use the pump to create excessive pressure
inside the vessel. The process of pressurization is fully under control by AE laboratory
specialists.
2. Positive image creation for AE
T he creation of a positive image of AE laboratory and finding allies among refinery
specialists are very important. We use any opportunity to inform them about capabilities,
advantages and even physical principles of AE method. It is impossible to overestimate
popularization of AE method.
To achieve these goals the advantages of the method should be shown and proved (through
literature examples and/or experience) to the specialists, who are responsible for the safe and
reliable performance of vessels and pipelines and also to those who are experts in corrosion
protection of equipment. The most effective are the cases, where the emergencies are prevented
with help of AE technology. There have been some cases in our practice, when very serious
defects were detected, which could lead to dangerous emergencies. More over, these defects
could not be detected with any other methods. For example, dangerous defects had been detected
at the amino-treatment absorber just a few hours before the production process started up
(Appendix, Table 1, Item 23). Due to the nature of the detected defects, the probability of an
emergency was high. Later, it was found that the defects were similar to those defects, which
caused the accident of amino-treatment absorber in Romeoville, Illinois, USA, in 1984. There
were 17 victims in that accident and refinery lost more than US$100 million [1, 2].
3. Results interpretation
Formal use of any known system of AE results interpretation for pressure vessel condition
estimation is not the most successful approach. AE method is based on probability approach (as
others NDT methods of complicated objects). Thus, an AE specialist who is in charge for
analyzing AE data has to treat the formal rules, traditional approaches etc as only as a guide. He
must take into account his own subjective thoughts, guesses, feelings etc because they reflect his
experience, knowledge about particular objects under the test.
Applying Bayes approach (subjective/objective approach) we can take "non-formal"
information (such as thoughts, guesses, feelings etc) as an analogue of a priori density
distribution probabilities of Bayes approach, while real data collected during AE test, formal
techniques etc can be taken as an analogue of objective component (truth function) in expression
for a posteriori distribution.
In this connection the ability to use non-formal information can be considered as one of the
key professional skill of AE specialist. Accordingly, the AE equipment has to have capabilities
for developing and applying such skills, for instance, providing maximum options of data
collection and its interpretation. The best modern systems meet this condition and allow building
up any desired structure of data evaluation in accordance to specialist's skills.
Some Pros and Cons of AE Inspections Implemented by Refinery Specialists
Among the main advantages of AE, it may be pointed out:
1. It has provided the maximum flexibility in actions.
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2. Many Russian refineries are equipped much better than research centers and third party
service companies in Russia.
3. The variety of the objects for AE testing at refinery provides the excellent opportunity for
AE applications research. On the other hand it is difficult to simulate in laboratory conditions or
in theoretical model all the variety of real objects.
4. As a rule, the plant specialists know the object's specific features and their characteristics
to be inspected with AE method very well.
Points mentioned in items 3 and 4 lead to the formation of specialized experience of AE
technicians. This experience is limited, perhaps. However, it is often enough for reliable and
successful AE inspections of plant equipment. It forms a good base for a comprehensive
approach to the object inspection. Within refinery it is possible to get any operational and agreed
information, instrumental support concerning the vessel operation from technologists,
mechanics, maintenance and NDT personnel. The usage of complex approach allows extending
database of knowledge involved into inspection results analysis. In some cases, it allows to
detect the defects, which may be missed in the event that traditional approach would be applied.
As a result, the quality of AE inspections is increasing.
The following disadvantages of AE can be mentioned:
1. The main distinctive feature of AE inspection at the refinery is a tight maintenance
schedule and as a result - a shortage of time for results analysis. As experience says, there is
enough time for defect detection, but sometimes there is no time for their detailed investigation.
Moreover, the defects are not investigated at the refinery, but they are fixed, and often, very fast.
It is evident that a part of information concerning the defects is lost, but the production has
higher priority than defects research.
2. Sometimes the AE tasks can be complicated thus leading to mismatching to the knowledge
and experience of refinery personnel. In some cases quick requests to the experts are not possible
and their responses are not available. However, with gained experience, this problem disappears.
Examples
The above written thesis may be illustrated with examples from our practice. Let’s consider
the case, when the information about the specific properties of inspected object helps to assess
the inspection results, while the formal approach can lead to mistakes in results assessment. For
example, traditionally, the remarkable emission at low load is related to “bad emission” and is
related to mechanical noise [3]. But it is not always correct.
In Figs. 3 and 4 the results of AE sources planar location for two different vessels shells are
presented. In the first case, it is the gas fractionation vessel of 40 cubic meters capacity; in the
second one it is the top distillation column with 200 cubic meters volume.
In Fig. 3, there are 3 zones marked out where the following defects were detected:
(1) - the crack in the weld root of T-weld with 55 mm long and 20 mm depth (wall thickness
is 30 mm);
(2) - the group of blisters on the inner surface of the shell within area of 170 x 40 mm, 2-3
mm depth;
(3) - crack of 30 mm length, 5 mm depth in the root of T-weld.
Defect localisation in zones (1) and (2) was performed by planar location. The crack on zone (3)
was detected by analysing relative activity of inspection channels at the different load stages.
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In Fig. 5, there are also 3 defective zones marked out. The zones are numbered from 4 to 6.
Those zones contained the following defects:
(4) and (5) - multiple developed pores in inner side of the shell at 2-3 mm depth,
(6) - defect in the weld (large non-metal inclusion, due to which the crack developed).

(1)

(2)

(3)

Fig. 3. Vessel V= 40 m3 AE inspection results of planar location sources.
Pores located on two areas with 120 x 120 mm and 120 x 135 mm sizes near the welding
zone. These pores have been located with help of liquid penetrant inspection (LPI) method.
These defects were eliminated by blasting (wall thicknes 36 mm). Defect presence in zone (6)
was confirmed with ultrasonic method (Fig. 8). LPI method did not give any results for zone (6).
As it may be seen in Figs. 4 and 5, the defect in zone (6) was detected with planar location,
but defects in zones (4) and (5) were detected by means similar to that used for zone (3): defects
were detected by analysing relative activity of inspection channels at the different load stages.
The most important of given examples is the following: the periods of major relative AE
activities, connected with sources located in zones (3), (4) and (5), were regestered when the
pressures were less than maximum operation pressure of the vessel. It may be seen in Figs. 6 and
7. Moreover, these AE activities had the highest values among all AE activities registered during
whole AE inspection, including higher pressure loads.
The change of the behavior of AE activity after applying the exessive operation pressure does
not match the conception which is considered to be the traditional one. In such way, the expected
source activity at channel #5 of the first example, did not increase at all, on the contrary it
decreased greatly.
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Zone 1

Fig. 4. Vessel V= 200 m3 AE inspection results of planar location sources.

Fig 5. Vessel V=200 m3 shell segment with defects (Zone 1 in picture 4). Zones (4) - (5) contain
pores, zone (6) has defect in the weld.
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Fig. 6. Relative activity behavior of channels 1-5 at different load stages for vessel V = 40 m3.

Fig. 7. Relative AE activity. Vessel V = 200 m3. Sensor #23 is located near a group of defects.
Sensor #26 is located in the zone of high AE activity near the left support. T0 is the time when
the maximum operation pressure was achieved.
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The most probable reason of the obtained effect was determined after joint study with
technology and corrosion engeneeers where sequence of preparation steps had been discovered.
During shut-down procedure and discharging of the vessel, the oxygen and atmospheric
humidity went into the vessel and the temperature dropped. During steaming process, condensate
formed and this was aggressive in terms of corrosion. These factors created the conditions for
fast defects development. During the shut-down of a top distillation column, the corrosion speed
can be 10-20 mm per year, whereas in case the vessel is in production stage, the speed of
corrosion is only 0.02 mm per year. This should be taken into account, otherwise the information
can be lost.
The above described situation is a typical one for refineries. That is why high AE activity
registration at the early stages of vessels load should not be considered as a “bad emission”.
Moreover, this effect may be used as one of helpful criteria during defect detection.

Fig. 8. Results of ultrasonic test method. Weld fragment from zone (6) in Fig. 5. Fragment
length is 232-mm. Color index: red - plane defect (crack); green - volume defect (non-metal
inclusion); yellow - volume/plane defect. Defect height ≥ 3mm (3 mm the high limit of
equipment sensitive).
Conclusion
The experience of AE laboratory at Kirishi refinery demonstrates that activity of such
laboratory can be a very useful tool in the production equipment safety system. The most
important condition for effective implementation of AE method at an industry plant is the
permanent cooperation and communication of AE specialists with all other departments of the
plant who are responsible for safe equipment operation.
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Appendix

1994

1993

1992

Year

Table 1 List of the most severe defects, found in vessels with the help of AE method.
Control objects

Detected defects

Actions

1. Ammonia
storage tank.

Longitudinal cracks (3) with 20-30 mm
length in weld, inside.

Weld repair.

2. Reforming unit
column

Local non-metal intrusions in the low
part of column in zone 600x600 mm.

3.Carbonization
unit column
4. Paraffin
production reboiler

Multi micro cracks distributed in the
body of material. Common material
degradation.
Several parts of intensive alkaline
cracking. Common metal degradation.

Ultrasonic control,
Defects sizes were
determined.
Column replaced.

5. Gas fractionation
unit separator.

Nozzle welding zone crack, some zones
near welding had corrosion cracks.

6. Paraffin
production reboiler
7. Top & vacuum
distillation column
AVT
8. Reformer unit
drum
9 Hydro treatment
column

Sore type defects. (2).

Defects elimination
followed by apparatus
change.
Defects elimination
followed by apparatus
change..
Defects elimination

Some crack zones in plucking welds.

Defects elimination

Inner side sore corrosion (2).

Defects elimination

Fatigue crack in charge pipeline weld.

10. Hydro
treatment column

Fatigue crack in charge pipeline weld.

Weld repair. Scheme
of pipeline fixation
changed.
Weld repair. Scheme
of pipeline fixation
changed.

11. Sphere drum
for liquefied gases
storage

1) Low part of the drum, weld defect
with the length 500 mm, containing
cracks, pours, sludge intrusions.
2) Middle part of the drum, weld defect
containing pours and sludge intrusion
with the length of 800 mm.
Weld zone 100x120 mm, containing
pores and cracks 2-3 mm depth.

1) Defect is confirmed
with ultra sonic
method. Repair.
2) Defect is confirmed
with ultra sonic
method. Weld repair.
Elimination of the
defect.

Cracks in T-route weld (2) zone 170x40
mm, 2-3 mm depth.

Weld repair.

Large corrosion zones in low part of the
drum. Wall decreases from 20 to 7-10
mm.
Zone with corrosion cracks a=5-10
mm., l=2-4 mm in low part of the drum.

Drum is replaces.

12. Sphere drum
for liquefied gases
storage
13. Gas
fractionation unit
drum
14. Benzene
production drum
15. Gas
fractionation unit
drum
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Repair.

Remarks
After weld
opened, defects
were confirmed;
could not be
detected with
other methods.
Defects were
registered in a
distance of 8 m.

Cracks maximum
size: l=3mm,
a=130 mm.

For the vessels
NN 9,10, the
defects were
similar and related
to their
construction
features.
Thickness of the
wall is 30 mm.

One of cracks
dimension: a=55
mm; l=20 mm
(wall thickness is
30 mm).

1996

16. Hydro
treatment separator

150 mm of a bad welded weld.

Weld repair.

17. Reforming unit
column

The dispersed caverns in zone of
200x300 mm in low part of the column.

Defects elimination.

18. Top distillation
drum
19. Reforming unit
column

Cross cracks of the weld, connecting
shell with low bottom.
Crack l=4 mm., a=25 mm, along the
upper bottom weld.

Weld repair.

20. Top distillation
unit AVT
21. Reforming unit
column

Cracks in cladding near welds.

Defect elimination.

Intensive corrosion cracking of cladding
near welds in upper and middle zones of
the column.
Cross crack of the weld, l=3 mm.
Stressed weld.
Cracks, including, through, arranged on
circumferences in several cross-sections
of low part of column.
Some zones with cracks in cladding.

Defects elimination.

25. AT unit column

Perforation in low bottom, some zone
with cracks in cladding.

Defects elimination.

26. Paraffin
production unit
column
27. Paraffin
production unit
drum
28. Hydro
treatment separator
29. AVT unit
column

Some zones of corrosion cracks in
cladding.

Defects elimination.

A lot of non-metallic intrusions,
distributed along the large square.

Confirmation by USC.

Cracks in cladding.

Defects elimination.

Cladding cracks near the upper bottom
weld.

Defects elimination.

30. Reforming unit
column
31. Reformer unit
drum

Cladding cracks in upper part of the
column.
Cross-cracks in joint welds of bottoms.

Defects elimination.

32. Reformer unit
column
33. Reformer unit
heat exchanger

Long zones with cracks in cladding.

Defects elimination.

Round crack in weld of boss.

Defects elimination.

34. Sphere storage
tank for liquefied
gases

1) Defect weld zone (l=900 mm) in the
middle part of the vessel.
2) Cross crack of the weld (l=6-7 mm).
3) Damaged part of inner surface during
mounting (low part of the vessel.
4) Zones (2) with active sources in upper
part of the vessel.

35. Sphere storage
tank for liquefied
gases

Zones (3) with active sources in low part
of the vessel.

1) Additional USC.
Defects confirmed,
weld repair. Defects
elimination.
2) Defects elimination
3) Defect eliminated.
4) Defects allowed in
size.
4) Defects allowed in
size, confirmed with
USC.

1999

1998

1998

1997

22. Liquefied gases
storage drum
23. Hydro
treatment column
24. AT unit column
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Defect elimination.

The solution- the
column should be
changed.

Defects elimination.
Column dismounted
immediately.

The defects could
be detected only
with AE method.

Defects elimination.

Defects elimination.

The solution - the
drum should be
changed.

The solution drum should be
changed.
The solution – to
change column.
Crack depth 8-10
mm (wall thickness is 30 mm).

1) Cross-cracks (3) in upper part (L=3-4
mm)
2) Zones with active sources in low part
of the vessel.
1) Cladding cracks near welds.
2) Penetration of the bottom.

1) Defect eliminated.
2) Defects confirmed
with USC, allowed in
size.
Defects elimination

38. AT unit column

Long zones with cracks in cladding near
several welds.

Defects elimination

The solution – to
change column

39. AT unit column

Long zones with cracks in cladding near
several welds.
A lot of micro defects distributed in all
of the material
Zone with cladding cracks.

Defects elimination

The solution – to
change column
The solution – to
change the drum.

Bundle defects localization
(brass corrosion).

Additional bundle
revision. Defective
tubes removal.

43. AVT unit
column
44. Reformer unit
column

Cladding cracks near the welds of the
upper bottom.
Zones of cladding cracks in the upper
part of the column.

Defects elimination.

45. Reformer unit
column
46. Alkylation unit
apparatus
47. Reformer unit
heat exchanger

Intrusions in the upper part of the vessel.

USC; defects size is
allowable.
Defects elimination

Bundle defects localization (brass
corrosion)

Defects elimination.

48. AVT unit
column

Long zones with cracks in cladding near
several welds.

Elimination of the
considerable defects.

The solution – to
change apparatus.
The experience
from item 42
utilized. Carried
out the complex
testing: both shell
& bundle. Used
the 3-D location.
The solution – to
change column.

49. AVT unit
column

Long zones with cracks in cladding near
several welds.

Elimination of the
considerable defects.

The solution – to
change column.

50. AVT unit drum

1) Inner defect of the weld (non-metal
intrusion + crack).
2) Zones (2) with pores.

Defects elimination

36. Sphere storage
tank for liquefied
gases
37. AT unit column

2002

2001

2000

40. At unit drum
41. Hydro
treatment separator
42. Hydro
treatment unit heat
exchanger

Intrusions in shell
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Defects elimination.

The solution – to
change column

Defects elimination

Defects elimination.

The main purpose
was the shell
revision. Tube
defects localization was the
additional result.
Used the 3-D
location algorithm

The solution - to
change column
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Abstract
Current wind turbine (W/T) blade certification practices require static and fatigue testing on new
blades in order to assess whether the blade can sustain the applied loads. Within the scopes of a
current EC-funded research project, acoustic emission (AE) monitoring has been extensively applied
during testing of various W/T blades of similar design. All blades were loaded to failure by, either,
gradually increasing the static test loads, or fatiguing the blade until it failed. It has already been
reported that AE could locate the damage imposed on the blade during such tests (static and fatigue),
and in most cases before the damage had become visible or audible, enhancing the assessment
capabilities and the understanding of the failure process of the blades. Additionally, application of
typical AE load-and-hold proof tests at intermediate loading stages, prior to failure, has enabled the
assessment of the damage criticality for the particular proof load, denoted by high AE rates during
load-holds. Furthermore, it has been observed that the AE behaviour of all tested blades during loadholds exhibited very similar trends right prior to failure, despite the fact that blades failed differently.
The present paper reports on the use of (specially created for the Project) pattern recognition (PR)
software, which has revealed the existence of a “critical” class of AE data appearing close to failure.
This has enabled the formulation of evaluation criteria used for the automated assessment of the
blade’s integrity, based on the amount of hits from critical classes appearing during the hold period.
It is shown that, for similar blades, common grading criteria can be applied successfully, enabling a
fast and effective “grading” (from “good” to “severely damaged”), and providing successful
warnings of impending failure. This is particularly important for an effective analysis of fatigue tests
that have lasted for months and have produced huge amounts of AE data. The software and the
automated blade evaluation will be verified with future tests on large, commercial scale blades.
Keywords: acoustic emission, wind turbine blade certification testing, pattern recognition
Introduction
Wind turbine (W/T) blades, while in operation, encounter very complex loading sequences,
due to the stochastic nature of wind conditions on wind turbines sites. The suitability of a parJ. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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ticular W/T blade to operate on a specific site is assessed through a certification procedure,
which entails the conduction of a series of static and fatigue laboratory tests on the W/T blade.
The purpose of such tests is to ascertain that the blade can survive the applied (static and fatigue)
loads according to the applicable design standards [1, 2], while the applied static loads aim to
simulate the 1-in-50-years gust (and is applied on the blade for ten seconds during testing),
followed by fatiguing the same blade for an accelerated 20-years fatigue lifetime test.
In the aforementioned procedures the pass/fail criteria for W/T blades have been based on
deflection measurements and strain measurements on the blade’s surface, during static loading.
Damage characterisation is usually performed by visual inspection for evaluating surface
damage. Audible sound emissions heard during such certification tests are considered as
potential damage indications; however, on most occasions, the source of such noises cannot be
located.
It has already been shown and reported [3-6] that application of AE monitoring during
loading of W/T blades has offered considerable advantages towards the understanding of the
complex damage mechanisms occurring on the blade, as the loading gets more severe, and,
subsequently, has enhanced the tester’s ability to evaluate the tested blade’s condition. Damage
occurring during certification testing (both static and fatigue) can be located with AE, while
“weak” areas of the blade are pin-pointed at early loading stages. Additionally, the application of
AE “proof-type” tests (with ten-minute load-holds) before and after each certification-type static
tests as well as before and during the fatigue tests (at various times during testing) has enabled
the assessment of the criticality of the damage (if any) introduced by the test, based on the
traditional “emission during load-hold” criterion.
Within the scope of a current, EC-funded research project (AEGIS) aiming to provide a
reliable methodology for the assessment of W/T blades’ structural integrity, AE monitoring was
extensively applied during both static and fatigue certification-type testing of W/T blades.
Various proof tests have also been conducted for each blade and at various loading stages prior
to failure. It has been verified that, as damage was propagating and as the load was approaching
the ultimate failure load, emission during load-hold demonstrated increasing trends.
Furthermore, it has been observed that the qualitative characteristics of the recorded AE signals
during load-holds (e.g. Amplitude, Duration, etc.) exhibited similar “patterns” close to failure
loads. In general, the intensity of the recorded signals increased as damage was becoming more
critical and as the loads were approaching the failure loads. The consistency in the presence of a
distinguishable family of AE data right before failure has enabled the formulation of specific
criteria for the assessment of the blade’s ability to withstand specific loads. In other words, the
absolute amount of intense AE data on a specific section of the blade during load-hold at a
specific load has been proven to be a very good measure of weakness of this section of the blade
to withstand such load.
With the use of a PR and blade grading software (AEGIS software, especially created for the
Project), critical AE data can be automatically identified and quantified, for any given AE data
set, and the tested blade can be sectionally (zonally) graded from “A” (minor damage) to “E”
(severe damage) for a specific load, based on the number of critical AE data recorded per zone
(i.e. per AE sensor) during the ten-minute load-hold.
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Experimental Procedure
In a series of ten (10) similar, small-scale blades, made of fibre reinforced plastic (FRP),
(Fig. 1), specifically manufactured for the project, various loading envelopes have been applied,
while all blades were loaded up to final failure. Four blades were fatigued up to catastrophic
failure, while six blades were deliberately loaded to failure by gradually increasing static loads,
using various loading envelopes. The static testing loading envelopes varied and started from
simple, monotonic, stepwise load increases (Fig. 2, top) up to failure with 10-min. load holds at
various load levels, while, at later project stages, more complex loadings were applied,
incorporating both “certification-type” loadings (10-s load increase, 10-s load hold, load
decrease) to gradually increasing loads until failure and, intermediately, 10-min. load-holds (AE
examination or “proof-type” tests) at increasing load levels, to certain percentages of the
previously applied certification-type test load (Fig. 5, top).
Results from the test to failure of three different blades will be presented below. Blade #1
was monotonically loaded to failure with gradual load increases and 10-min. load holds. The
results from this blade were used to “calibrate” the grading technique. Blade #7 was statically
loaded to failure, following a complex loading envelope with certification-type tests of gradually
increasing load and intermediate AE-proof tests with 10-min. load-holds, which were used to
grade the blade at various loading stages. Blade #8 was fatigue-loaded to failure, but before the
application of the fatigue test, it had been subjected to AE-proof tests at two load levels, which
were used to grade the blade.
The tested blades presented herein were manufactured by Geobiologiki S.A. and were tested
to failure at the Centre for Renewable Energy Sources, while additional blades (not presented)
were loaded at Delft University of Technology. For all tests presented, a 10-channel SPARTAN2000 Acoustic Emission system by Physical Acoustics Corporation (PAC) was used, with PACR6I AE sensors.
Unsupervised Pattern Recognition on Blade #1
The blade layout, sensor positions and load application point are presented in Fig. 1. The
applied loading envelope is shown in Fig. 2. The blade final failure area was at 2300 mm from
the root, between sensors 7 and 8. Delamination was observed at the bottom section of the root
area (sensor 2, not shown). The blade failed by buckling at 7-kN load.
4500mm
3000mm
750mm
AE Sensor

500mm
9

3
1

4

500mm

5

200mm

10
6

7

8

c/4

LOAD
420mm

500mm

500mm

500mm

500mm

80mm

Fig. 1. AE sensor positions, AE channel numbers, and load application point of Blade #1.
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Fig. 2. Applied loading envelope of Blade #1 (top) and cumulative AE hits vs. time (bottom),
with load superimposed.
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Unsupervised pattern recognition (UPR) was applied on the data of the last load-hold (at
6.5KN) prior to failure using the AEGIS software [7]. A “first-hit” analysis was followed. A
representative set of AE features was used, comprising Counts to Peak, Energy, Duration,
Amplitude and Average Frequency. Furthermore, all features were normalised individually to a
range from 0 to 1, in order to avoid biasing the classification towards the feature exhibiting the
highest physical dimensions. UPR was performed using the K-Means algorithm and yielded
three different classes of AE data [8].
Figure 3 refers to the data from the load-hold at 6.5 kN, which was classified into three
classes by UPR. A thorough examination of the data of Class “0” reveals the following:
a. Data has an intense rate of AE Energy throughout the load-hold, as opposed to the other
classes (see Fig. 3, top left graph),
b. AE hits have high Amplitude throughout the load-hold (Fig. 3, bottom left graph),
c. The class appears mainly in the channels close to the failure area (Fig. 3, top right graph),
d. The AE hits in this Class have high Amplitude and Counts values (Fig. 3, bottom right
graph).
Class “0” was characterized as the “critical” AE class; based on it, the grading strategy was
formulated. Following the clustering performed by UPR on the 6.5-kN load-hold AE data, a “kNearest Neighbour” (k-NNC) Supervised Classifier [9] was trained to correspond AE hits, from
any given data set, to one of the three classes based upon the values of their AE features.
Subsequently, the data from each one of the load-holds of the loading envelope of Blade #1 (Fig.
2) was classified separately and the amount of data falling into the critical class was observed
each time. As a result, a colour-coded grading strategy was formulated, which grades the blade
(for a specific load) based on the number of AE hits that are classified with the critical class. For
example, for a channel to get a “B” grade, this channel must have recorded 10-25 critical class
first-hits during the 10-min. load-hold. This same grading strategy was applied on subsequent
blades’ load holds, (at various loading stages) and results from Blades #7 and 8 are presented
below.
Supervised Pattern Recognition and Grading of Blade #7
The blade layout, sensor positions and load application point are presented in Fig. 4. The
applied loading envelope is shown in Fig. 5, where the loading stages and the sustained damage
are indicated. It can be observed that the loading envelope included both certification-type tests
(e.g. the MTL11 test) and AE proof-type tests (e.g. tests AE7a to AE7d). Apart from an
artificially imposed skin delamination, which was located between 2 m and 2.2 m from the root
on the sensors’ line, the blade sustained damage during the test at various positions. Visual
inspection during and after the test revealed (see also Fig. 5 bottom):
• Delamination at the root area, visible at later stages of the test,
• Two cracks at the compressive side, perpendicular to the blade axis, at 1.1 m and 1.2 m
from the root, visible after the MTL11 certification-type test and,
• One crack at the compressive side, perpendicular to the blade axis, at 2.2 m from the root,
developed after the MTL11 certification-type test.
The blade failed at the position of the crack at 2.2 m, during the MTL21 certification-type test at
22.8 kN, slightly before this load was achieved.
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4500 mm

3000 mm
SADDLE
1740 mm

510 mm

8

AE Sensor

9

1
2

4

3

5

6

10 (bottom)
80 mm

80 mm

420 mm

500 mm

500 mm

500 mm

480 mm

100 mm

c/4

7

380 mm

Fig. 4. AE sensor positions, AE channel numbers, and load application point of Blade #7.

Fig. 5. Loading envelope of Blade #7 indicating loading stages, and damage information.
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Each AE proof test was graded using the AEGIS software and the grading strategy defined in the
previous paragraph, herein. Grading of some characteristic periods is presented in Table 1. It is worth noting
that, prior to loading MTL5, the grading did not reveal any grades other than “A” or “no-grade”, meaning
complete absence of critical AE data and the blade did not exhibit any visible damage. The grading of
sensor 1 (closest to the delamination area) and sensor 3 (closest to the crack formed during MTL11 test)
gradually increases from “A” (period AE7D) to “E” (period AE11E) giving a very good warning of the
impending damage, i.e. the crack first seen after period MTL11. During the periods AE21A to E, sensor 5
was graded “E”, while the blade failed catastrophically during the next test (MTL21) exactly in the area of
sensor 5. Grading of the rest of the periods is not presented due to space limitations.
Period/Loadhold level (kN)
AE7D
12.48

Table 1. Graded Blade #7

AE8D
13.44
AE9D
14.4
AE10D
15.36
AE11D
16.32
AE21D
17.28
Supervised Pattern Recognition and Grading of Blade #8
The blade layout, sensor positions and load application point of Blade #8 were identical to Blade #7
(see Fig. 4). The blade was fatigue-tested with a sinusoidal load ranging from 1.2 to 12 kN, at a
frequency of 1 Hz (Fig. 6 middle). Prior to fatigue testing, static AE proof-type tests were applied to
assess the ability of the blade to sustain fatigue loads. The applied static loading envelope is shown in
Fig. 6, top, where the loading stages are, also, indicated. Apart from an artificially imposed skin
delamination, located from 2 m to 2.2 m from the root, there was no other visible damage present on
the blade during the last visual inspection prior to failure, which was estimated to have taken place less
than one hour prior to failure. The blade failed after about 75K cycles into fatigue testing. Visual
inspection after the test revealed that the blade failed with a crack on the compressive side between
1.8m and 2.0m from the root, close to sensor 5 (Fig. 6 bottom). Each preliminary AE proof test was
graded using the AEGIS software and the grading strategy defined in the previous paragraph, herein.
Grading results are presented in Table 2 and are summarized below. Here, note that:
a. Grading of Periods AE1a and b, does not yield any severe grade, indicating that the applied load
(6 kN) could probably be sustained by the blade.
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Fig. 6. Static loading envelope of Blade #8 indicating loading stages (top), fatigue envelope
(middle) and damage information (bottom).
Period /Load-hold
level (kN)
AE1a
6 (50% of max.
fatigue)
AE1b
6 (50% of max.
fatigue)
AE2a
13.2 (110% of
max. fatigue)
AE2b
13.2 (110% of
max. fatigue)
b. Grading of Periods AE2a and AE2b yield E grades, indicating that the applied load (13.2 kN) is
severe for the blade.
Table 2: Graded Blade #8
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Conclusions
An automated method for the assessment of the structural integrity of wind turbine blades and of their
ability to withstand specific load levels has been developed and verified in a series of static and fatigue
tests to failure of small-scale wind-turbine blades. The method involves static proof-loading of the blade
and load-hold at the load of interest. AE activity during the load-hold is classified by a trained supervised
classifier, to classes resulted from UPR classification performed on the AE data obtained from the last
load-hold prior to failure of the first tested blade. Each zone of the blade is, subsequently graded, from
“A” to “E” based on the number of AE hits classified with the critical class (revealed from the first blade)
of each corresponding AE sensor. A grade “A” indicates that there is minor or insignificant (for the
specific load) damage on the blade, while an “E” grade indicates that the applied load causes severe
damage and cannot be properly supported by the blade. The same grading strategy was applied on all
tested small blades under the AEGIS project with encouraging results, considering the fact that different
blades failed in different ways (some of them very suddenly, with buckling) while different loading
envelopes were applied. In most of the blades, including Blade #7, an “E” grade was assigned right before
ultimate failure (or extreme damage), even during loading levels in which the blade did not exhibit any
visible damage, and where it would have been otherwise unknown whether failure was pending.
Additionally, the applied grading prior to fatiguing Blade #8, implied severity of the fatigue load levels
and the blade failed after 75 k-cycles. Future work will include application of the same grading strategy
during static and fatigue loading of large, commercial-scale blades, in order to assess whether the method
can be applied to different blades, or further refinement and calibration of the method is required. A
finalized version of such a method will provide manufacturers a tool to assist in blade design
improvement and to users a fast and effective means for evaluating a blade’s condition (both new and inservice), increasing, thus, the overall reliability and cost effectiveness of wind turbines.
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Abstract
The process of metal dusting of low alloy steel subjected to an equal mixture of CO and H2
gas at elevated temperatures has been monitored on-line with the aid of acoustic emission (AE).
To a test tube a programmable temperature gradient was applied. Two AE sensors allowed
continuous monitoring of AE activities as function of time and position/temperature. At regular
intervals the tube was opened and examined for the presence of dusty powder. Two clearly
distinctive metal dusting activities were identified: oxide dusting in the range of 380 to 420oC,
and metal (bulk) dusting, being most reactive at temperatures from 425 to 500oC. On the basis of
AE pattern recognition techniques, noise and relevant signals can be distinguished. The
application of AE has considerably contributed to the identification of the dusting processes and
interpretation of the test results. AE will further be used to study different process conditions and
inhibition effectiveness.
Keywords: metal dusting, oxide dusting, AE monitoring, pattern recognition, process parameters
1. Introduction
Metal dusting is a detrimental chemical process by which low and high alloy steels can
rapidly disintegrate into powdery dust consisting of carbon and metal particles. Detailed
information about this phenomenon is given in References [1 – 9]. Because many processes
contain synthesis gas, consisting of a CO and H2 mixture at various temperatures, material and
process engineers need a better understanding of all parameters which may lead to this
detrimental process. This is required to avoid the critical process conditions, to enable proper
material selection, and, when appropriate, to study the effectiveness of inhibition measures.
In the past, a number of coupon tests had been performed in the Shell laboratories. Effects of
the test parameters applied were mainly judged at the end of a pre-defined test period. This gave
insufficient insight in the process dynamics. At the EWGAE2000 at Senlis 2000, Elf Autochem
paper showed the feasibility and advantages of the application of AE during metal dusting tests
[10]. We decided to apply a similar test set up in our Shell laboratory. Main difference was the
selected steel type and cooling of the tube ends where the sensors were mounted (see Sec. 2).
Apart from protecting the sensors to overheating, a temperature gradient was introduced in this
test set up.
Together with the linear localisation technique of the two AE sensors, AE activities could be
correlated to both position and discrete temperature regions on the tube. This appeared to be an
effective approach to get insight in the temperature dependence of the dusting process.
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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2. Experimentel Set-Up
The material of main interest is steel 13CrMo44 with the following composition:
Chemical composition (% weight)
C

Si

Mn

Cr

Mo

Ni

V

W

Others

0.14

0.2

0.55

0.98

0.6

-

-

-

-

The test tube dimensions and external furnace are given in Fig. 1. Details of the AE sensor
mounting and the cooling part are given in Fig. 2.
50 mm

FURNACE
48 mm

38 mm

43 mm

5 mm

1000 mm
Channel 2

FURNACE

0 mm
Channel 1
300 mm

1000 mm

Fig. 1. Tube dimensions.

Fig. 2. AE sensor & cooling part.
The heating and cooling of the furnace is computer controlled. The maximum temperature in
the furnace is set and by calibration measurements the resultant tube skin temperature (which is
equal to the internal gas temperature) has been determined. An example of a measured
temperature profile is given in Fig. 3. Away from the centre one can observe very steep
temperature gradients. This implies that with a limited localisation accuracy the correlation with
absolute temperature may have limited accuracy (see Sec. 3).
In all tests, an equal CO/H2 gas mixture was applied at an injection rate of 100 ml/min. In
future tests the mixture will be varied.
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Temperature along the tube (longitudinal) vs x position
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Fig. 3. Temperature profile along the tube.
We used PAC R15I resonant sensors with a peak sensitivity of 109 dB, operating frequency
70 – 200 kHz, resonance frequency 125 kHz, 40 dB gain integral pre-amplifier for 50 Ω load.
The attenuation over the tube section between the sensors was 3.3 dB. Sensor 2 is 1.4 dB more
sensitive than sensor 1. Data handling and analysis is done with PAC’s Mistras and Noesis
system [11]. For all tests the threshold was set at 43 dB. The filter range from 10 kHz to 400 kHz
was used. Sample rate was 4 MHz, pre-trigger time 20 µs (= 7.8 % hit length) and hit length 1 ksample (= 256 µs).
3. Results
On the basis of experience and the available literature data initial tests were started at
relatively high temperatures (> 500ûC). We then observed that directly after start-up of the
experiment AE activities were not registered in the middle of the tube where the highest
temperature is present, but observed 20 to 30 cm left and right from the centre (Fig. 4). After
various repetitive tests at the same tube the activity rate decreased and finally stopped.

Fig. 4. AE events as a function of time (vertical axis) and position (horizontal axis). Maximum
tube temperature at the centre (x position = 0.5 m) = 500ûC. Approximate temperature at active
areas: 380 – 420ûC. At these positions dusty powder was found.
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This could be explained and was later confirmed by more systematic tests: the observed
dusting activities were related to dusting of the tube’s oxide layer. The oxide scale is reduced by
the gas mixture, resulting in highly dispersed iron particles. Iron concentrations of 70 % were
measured. When this layer was consumed, the process stopped. By applying different
temperatures different sections of the tube were consecutively consumed. Figure 5 shows a long
duration tests with the maximum tube centre temperature at 400ûC. We see initially most AE
activities slightly left from the centre (left is the gas inlet side). Figure 5 indicates that most AE
activities at this position occurred in the first 10 000 s (roughly 3 hours). The tube was almost
blocked with loose dust at that position. From 15 000 to 25 000 s, an increased number of events
was observed at the right (downstream) side of the centre. Maybe by the left hand (upstream)
blockage, this process went slower, but also at this position dust was found. The oxide layer had
disappeared. The rest of the signals may be related to scatter by localisation limitations: various
dispersive modes, shifts in threshold passing by attenuation, etc. and maybe some slow dusting
activities (much less active below 380ûC). It is very unlikely that outside the furnace area, metal
dusting will be active.

Fig. 5. Registered events during the oxide dusting process as a function of time and x position.
Maximum tube temperature at the centre of the tube is 400ûC.
The observations that the dusting was limited to the oxide layer alone and that it happened at
relatively low temperatures of the process were rather unexpected. However, we do know that
metal dusting of the bulk material is an existing problem, with indications that this happens at
higher temperatures. Therefore, long-duration experiments at higher temperatures were
performed on tubes where the oxide layer had been consumed by the above-described process.
Figure 6 shows a typical example. The maximum temperature at the tube centre was 550oC. The
activities left of the centre (at the gas inlet side) occur in an estimated temperature range of 425
to 500oC. Another interesting phenomenon is that the AE event rate increases as given in Fig. 7.
This shows that the whole process requires a certain incubation time and then progresses at
constant rate.
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Fig. 6. Metal dusting AE events (color scale) on time (s) vs. x-position (in m) plot. Maximum
tube temperature at the pipe centre: 550oC.

Fig. 7. Events (cumulative) vs time. Maximum tube temperature at the pipe centre: 550ûC.
More tests were done. Figures 8 and 9 show test results where the maximum temperature of
the tube was kept at 650ûC. We observe that without incubation first AE activities occur close to
the centre, thus in the temperature range from 600 to 650ûC. After 150 000 s (= 42 hours)
increased activities start further left from the centre (estimated temperatures between 425 and
500ûC). With a symmetric temperature profile one would expect also activities at the right (gas
outlet) side of the tube. A rough estimate of the C-balance from the CO injection and the carbon
formation indicates that most of the reactive gas components have been consumed at the left part
and that “downstream” a different gas composition will be present. This may explain the
asymmetric behaviour.
At the end of the test, black powder and hard solid material (coke formation in a confined
space) was found at the region of AE activities.
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Fig. 8. Time vs x-position and metal dusting events. Maximum tube temperature: 650ºC.

Fig. 9. Metal dusting events (cumulative) vs time. Maximum tube temperature: 650ºC.
Finally we want to show test results, which were obtained when stepwise temperature
changes (25oC) were applied (see Fig. 10). We observe that the first significant increase of AE
activities happens when the temperature in the middle of the tube drops from 500 to 475oC. The
activities are slightly left from the centre, thus at slightly lower temperature than the reported
maximum temperatures. The increments are only for a very small amount related to shrinkage
activities: see the minor steps at higher and lower temperatures. This is also confirmed by the
signal characteristics as derived from pattern recognition.
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Fig. 10. Cumulative events in relation to temperature steps. Events are related to metal dusting
(confirmed). Temperatures are maximum tube temperatures at the tube centre.
We have to keep in mind that the duration of the periods with constant temperature was only
4 hours. From Fig. 9 we learned that the incubation time for the metal dusting process may be
over 40 hours. So this test cannot be conclusive about process reactivity and temperature.
However, the reason for presenting these test results here is to draw attention on a more
interesting phenomenon: within the temperature range from 500 to 400oC the increments in
activities occur at the short periods of the temperature steps and level out when the temperature
is kept constant (faster at 475 and 400oC and slower in the mid-temperature region). The rate of
change is very significant. This may indicate that vulnerability to metal dusting is largest when
favourable process conditions are combined with the presence of certain strain rates, shrinkage or
expansion due to temperature variations. This phenomenon requires further attention, particularly
because this seems to be the fastest process. When the tube was opened, a hard ring of dusty
powder was found, which almost fully blocked the tube.
4. Detailed Analysis/Pattern Recognition
In the previous section, the observed AE events were mainly related to three types of
activities: oxide dusting, metal (bulk) dusting and noise, mainly due to shrinkage and expansion
of the tube during temperature changes. By the controlled tests and follow-up investigations
(dust powder analysis) the periods and conditions can be correlated to the distinctive processes.
Now it is interesting to see whether these processes can be distinguished on the basis of their
signal characteristics. To this end the pattern recognition programme Noeses has been used. First
manual clustering was applied. Within Mistras it is very hard to select a set of data on the basis
of their localisation. By judgement it appeared that dusting activities (from the furnace section of
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the tube, where dusting was identified) mostly had energies >50, whereas over the rest of the
tube more random characteristics were present. These data were selected for further analysis.
Figure 11 shows that the counts and duration distribution plots (signals with energy >50) of
the oxide and metal dusting process can clearly be distinguished. (Counts and duration are
strongly correlated). The same can be done, to a lesser degree, on the basis of the other
characteristics.

Fig. 11. Frequency distribution of counts (top) and duration (bottom). Oxide and metal dusting
can clearly be distinguished.
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Fig. 12. Vector projection from unsupervised clustering: energy versus counts (top) and energy
versus duration (bottom). The three clustered, related to noise, oxide dusting and metal dusting
can clearly be distinguished.
Based on single characteristics we get the following discriminating power between the two
dusting process activities:
• If the duration >6000 µs, then the chance that the hit is related to oxide dusting is 160 to 1.
• If the counts >500, then the chance that the hit is related to oxide dusting is 70 to 1.
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• If the average frequency >120 kHz, the chance that the hit is related to oxide dusting is 8 to 1.
• If the energy >500, then the chance that the hit is related to oxide dusting is 4 to 1.
Better distinction can be obtained when a combination of parameters will be used. To investigate
this, unsupervised clustering has been applied to the complete data set of a mixture of oxide
dusting, metal dusting and noise, mainly due to temperature variations. Figure 12 shows vector
projection of energy vs. counts and duration vs. counts. The three distinctive phenomena are
clearly separated. As was done with the manual clustering, best separation is obtained at higher
energy levels.
5. Concluding Remarks
Two clearly distinctive metal dusting activities were identified: oxide dusting in the range of
380 to 420ºC, and metal (bulk) dusting most reactive at temperatures from 425 to 500ºC. On the
basis of AE pattern recognition techniques, noise and relevant signals can be distinguished. The
application of AE has considerably contributed to the identification of the dusting processes and
interpretation of the test results. Insight was gained in the process dynamics, incubation times,
etc. AE will further be used to study different process conditions and inhibition effectiveness.
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Abstract
A method, which combines a confocal-optics-based scanning laser microscope (SLM) and
computer software to match three-dimensional features of conjugate fracture surfaces and reconstructs microscopic fracture processes that occurred inside the materials, has been developed.
This method can visualize the location of crack initiation and successive micro-crack extension
behavior. The quantitative information about crack, such as length, displacement between crack
surfaces and direction of crack extension are also obtained from the method. The method, however, is unable to evaluate the forces required to initiate or extend a crack observed. In order to
resolve this problem, acoustic emission (AE) test was combined with the method. Pearlitic spheroidal graphite cast iron was selected as a model material for this study, and its notched bar sample was broken in tension, where the AE was simultaneously measured. Reconstructed fracture
process revealed that crack initiation and growth started in the middle of the specimen. Microfracture onset load level and successive fracture processes inside the specimen were estimated
and traced by the AE signals measured. This study demonstrates the utility of the AE technique,
which rectified the deficiency of another material evaluation method.
Keywords: fracture process, internal crack, cast iron, scanning laser microscope, AE
1. Introduction
Materials development requires an understanding of detailed micro-fracture mechanisms;
i.e., in what part of the material a micro-crack starts, how the growing crack interacts with various constituents, and what mechanism resists crack growth. Crack observation of the sample
under stress is needed to give answers about these fracture processes.
There are a number of reports that in-situ crack growth observation has been done during
fracture toughness test, which was conducted under the scanning electron microscope or ultrasonic microscope [1 - 5]. These applications, however, gave us only the surface or subsurface
information of crack growth behavior. On the other hand, acoustic emission (AE) is a promising
method for monitoring changes that occur inside a material. In addition, in some cases, it is possible to estimate the size and fracture mode of a micro-crack by analyzing the signal waveform
of AE signals [6, 7]. However, the AE method is limited to make a complete trace of crack
growth in relation to the material constituents on a crack path, with which the growing crack
might interact.
The fracture surfaces of a broken part record the details and sequence of micro-fracture processes that led to the failure. Kobayashi and Shockey [8] developed a fracture-surface topography
analysis technique, FRASTA, which combines a confocal-optics-based scanning laser microJ. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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scope (SLM) and computer software to match three-dimensional features of conjugate fracture
surfaces. This leads to the reconstruction of detailed fracture processes that occurred inside the
material. We also have developed a technique, which can reconstruct the fracture process in microscopic details by using the computer aided image processing for the topography of conjugate
fracture surfaces obtained by an SLM [9]. However, though the method can characterized the
growth of micro-fracture events from evaluation of the fracture surface, the method is unable to
evaluate the stress or strain level, at which the crack initiation or growth occurred. Thus, the AE
method was combined with the reconstruction method. By comparing AE signals generated
from the fracture surface with the results of fracture surface analysis, it is possible to relate each
micro-fracture event to a specific AE event; i.e., the stress state at which the micro-fracture event
occurred. This combination technique eventually will make it possible to interpret the physical
meaning of an AE signal. It should make AE monitoring a more effective method to evaluate the
condition of structure.
This paper reports that the combined SLM/AE method was applied successfully to answer a
problem existed in cast iron. In ductile cast iron, spheroidizing the graphite distributed in the
matrix increases the strength of the material. The strength of the cast iron, however, depends on
the sample shape. For instance, in the case of a bar specimen, it has been reported that the existence of notch did not decrease the strength substantially and in fact increased the strength in
some cases [10-13]. Several models have been proposed for the explanation of this notch
strengthening; e.g., the effect of the non-uniformity of stress distribution around the notch root
[12, 14, 15], or the internal notch effect of graphite nodule distributed in the matrix [16]. Therefore, the dynamic behavior of the graphite nodule and the internal fracture process are needed to
determine the fracture mechanism of the material.
In the present paper, tensile tests and AE measurements were conducted on bar specimens of
pearlitic spheroidal graphite cast iron. SLM technique was applied for the broken sample to examine how the graphite nodules in the matrix contributed to the fracture process in the material.
Actual dynamic fracture events were estimated by the AE signals. This paper visually demonstrates that the graphite nodule acts as internal crack and proposes a fracture model built around
the graphite nodule.
2. Experimental
The material used was a pearlitic spheroidal graphite cast iron, having retained pearlite of
98.9%, nodularity of graphite of 81%, graphite area of 9.5%, number of graphite nodule per area
of 244/mm2, and mean graphite nodule diameter of 22 µm.
Smooth bar with gage diameter of 6 mm and circumferentially notched bars with outer diameter of 10 mm were stressed and fractured in tension. Shape of notches was U- and V-type,
and the elastic stress concentration factor of notches, Κt, was estimated to be 2.0 and 3.8, respectively. Tensile test samples showed that all the specimens ruptured in flat fracture. Fracture
strength (= tensile strength) of the smooth bar specimen was 940 MPa, showing the elongation of
6.6 %. Fracture strength of V-notched (stress concentration factor Κ t = 3.8) specimen was 880
MPa. The observed decrease was 6% compared to the expected value of 74% due to the effect of
Κ t, implying that the notch strengthening exists. On the other hand, the sample failure of the Unotched specimen (Κ t = 2.0) occurred at stress of 980 MPa, which exceeded the tensile strength
of the smooth specimen by approximately 4 %. Again, the notch strengthening exists.
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Figure 1 shows the applied stress, σ, and the cumulative counts of AE events, N, as a function of elapsed time of tensile test, t, for the U-notched specimen. Applied stress increases continuously until the specimen fractures. Acoustic emissions start at the stress level of about 90 %
of the fracture strength of the specimen and increase continuously until the specimen fracture.

Fig. 1. Applied stress, σ, and AE event counts, N, vs. testing time, t. (U-notched specimen).
Fracture surface analysis by using an SEM showed that in the case of the V-notched specimens, fracture initiated at the notch root. AE in the V-notched specimens started at 85% of the
fracture stress, similarly to Fig. 1. However, the stress-time curve was linear to fracture (at 880
MPa). V-notch fracture initiated at the notch. In the U-notched specimens, however, the traces of
crack initiation site were not clearly left on the fracture surface. So the fracture process of the Unotched specimen was reconstructed and analyzed by using SLM technique.
3. Reconstruction of Fracture Process
Figure 2 shows the macroscopic features of conjugate fracture surfaces of the U-notched
sample. SLM observations were performed on the five locations on the conjugate surfaces,
which are labeled I to V in Fig. 2, because of the limitation of SLM field of view.
Figure 3 shows SLM micrographs (top) and corresponding gray-scale image topographs
(bottom) of conjugate fracture surfaces of the area location III in Fig. 2. Scanning-laser micrographs show that the graphite nodules are individually distributed in the matrix. Gray-scale images show that lighter areas are higher in elevation than darker areas.
The fracture process of this area was reconstructed using topographic information from Fig.
3 (bottom) in digitized form. Maximum elevation resolution is 0.03 µm, which is determined by
dividing a specified range, i.e., the difference in elevation between the highest and lowest point
within the observation field, by 256. Reconstruction of fracture process is accomplished by the
following procedure. (1) Matching the three-dimensional features of conjugate fracture surfaces
in a direction vertical to the specimen axis with the aid of a computer (Fig. 4a through 4d). This
makes a reference state (Fig. 4d) for the successive procedure. If the surface irregularity, i.e., an
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Fig. 2. Macroscopic fracture surfaces of U-notched specimen broken in tension.

Fig. 3. Scanning-laser micrographs, top, and corresponding topographs, bottom, of conjugate
fracture surfaces of the location III in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. Procedure of fracture process reconstruction, showing conjugate surface irregularities in
two-dimension. Matching process, (a) to (d); reconstruction of fracture process, (d) to (a).
elevation profile on the fracture surface is caused only by the interaction of the crack tip with the
microstructure and without inelastic deformation, the conjugate surface profiles should match
precisely. Any mismatch appearing as overlap between the conjugate surface profiles indicates
inelastic deformation (Fig. 4d). (2) Separating the two surface irregularities from a matching
reference state in a direction vertical to the specimen axis using computer software (Fig. 4d
through 4a). Displacement of the separation (ds) is increased step-by-step at a certain increment.
Gaps, which appeared between the two surface irregularities in this sequential process, are projected on display equipment.
Figure 5 is a result of fracture process reconstructed for the location III shown in Fig. 2,
showing the step-by-step development of the fracture. Black areas, where the conjugate surface
profiles overlap, denote intact material. White areas, where the surface profiles do not overlap,
are considered locations where the fracture surfaces are separated, i.e., cracked. Projection diagrams of fractured areas show that cracking initiated in the matrix around graphite nodules (Fig.
5a). As the applied stress is increased (see Fig. 1), i.e., as the conjugate fracture surfaces are displaced relative to one another, as denoted as “ds” in Fig. 5, micro-cracks grow slightly, debonding starts at the graphite/matrix interface (Figs. 5b and 5c). Increasing the stress further causes
coalescence of micro-cracks (Fig. 5d) and development in the matrix forming a crack (Fig. 5e).
In order to estimate the entire fracture processes in the specimen, fracture processes for the
locations I to V shown in Fig. 2 were reconstructed with a single reference state. The reference
state, that is, the state of the specimen before loading, was found in the location III, at which the
matching of the conjugate surface profiles was completed. A series of fractured area projection
diagrams in Fig. 6 show the step-by-step development of the fracture. The reference state is the
top of location III (center of the specimen) in the diagram. The displacement ds, in Figs. 5 and 6,
is correlated with the applied stress level, since the applied stress continuously increased until the
specimen failure, as seen in Fig. 1. Therefore, the result of reconstructed fracture process shown
in Fig. 6 clearly demonstrates that as the stress is applied, micro-crack initiates at around the
graphite nodules distributed in the middle of the specimen (location III), as seen in Fig. 5 in de252

Fig. 5. Scanning-laser micrograph, left top, and a series of projection diagrams of fractured areas,
(a) to (e), of the location III shown in Fig. 2.
tail. With increasing the stress further, the micro-cracks are also created successively at the
graphite nodules in the locations of II, I, IV and V. Then, a crack is formed by the coalescence of
these micro-cracks and grows outward (toward the notch root of locations I or V), and the
specimen ruptures.
4. Approach from Acoustic Emission
Result of AE measurement during the tensile test of the specimen, of which fracture process
was reconstructed, has been shown in Fig. 1. Generation of AE started at stress level about 90 %
of the fracture strength of the specimen and increased continuously until the specimen rupture.
The stress applied to the specimen also continuously increased until the specimen failure. From
the fracture process shown in Fig. 6, the crack initiation and growth started inside the specimen
and successive micro-fracture processes led to the failure. From the AE measurement, the nominal stress level of crack initiation was estimated to be approximately 850 MPa (Fig. 1).
Microstructure of the material tested showed that the graphite area amounted 9.5 % of the
total and the number of graphite nodule was 244 nodules/mm2. A total of 16 AE events were
detected during the tensile test (Fig. 1). Though the number of AE events depends on the threshold level of AE discrimination, AE event counts measured were so small compared to the number of graphite nodules distributed over the crack path in the material. Therefore, it is expected
that the generation of measured AE events were due to the matrix cracking; i.e., coalescence of
micro-cracks initiated from each graphite nodule, formation of main crack, or successive crack
growth, rather than micro-crack initiation around each graphite nodule.
5. Fracture Model
Fracture reconstruction revealed that the graphite nodule in the matrix behaves as void or
pore in the ductile matrix stressed in tension. A model shown in Fig. 7 could be proposed to explain the fracture process around the spheroidal graphite nodule. As the material (Fig. 7a) is
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Fig. 6. Fractured area projection diagrams for the locations I to V shown in Fig. 2. Reconstructions of fracture process were performed with a single reference state (location III).

Fig. 7. Model of fracture process occurred around the spheroidal graphite nodule.
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stressed in tension and the stress reaches a critical level, a micro-crack initiates in the matrix
around graphite nodule (Fig. 7b). Such Saturn’s-ring-shaped crack perpendicular to the stress
axis could be created where the stress is the maximum. The next step of debonding at the graphite/matrix interface (Fig. 7c) exists only nominally as the graphite strength is so much lower. The
crack grows into the matrix, forming a main crack (Fig. 7d). When this last step occurs almost
simultaneously at neighboring nodules, an observable AE signal is expected.
Cross sectional observation of the fractured specimen by an SEM showed that the crack path
twisted around the surfaces of graphite nodules. Traces of an internal crack initiated from a
graphite nodule were also found near the main crack path. These observations suggest the validity of the model proposed in Fig. 7, but further improvement in resolution is needed to follow the
crack spreading that is expected to generate AE.
6. Summary
In order to determine visually how the graphite nodules in the matrix contributed to the fracture process, tensile testing was conducted on notched bar specimens of pearlitic spheroidal
graphite cast iron. Fracture processes were reconstructed by the computer-aided image processing for the topography of conjugate areas of the fracture surfaces observed by a confocal-opticsbased scanning laser microscope. Acoustic emission was simultaneously measured during the
tensile test, in order to obtain the dynamic information about the stress state and interpret the reconstructed fracture process occurred inside the material.
Reconstructed fracture process revealed that crack initiation and growth started in the middle
of the specimen. Initial micro-crack was created in the matrix around a graphite nodule at a
stress level of approximately 90 % of the specimen failure strength, estimated by AE. A model,
which explains the fracture process occurring around the spheroidal graphite nodule, was proposed.
This technique, combining AE with SLM, eventually will make it possible to interpret the
physical meaning of an AE signal and make AE monitoring a more effective method to evaluate
the condition of structure.
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Abstract
Brazing is a key technology in the production of components made of high performance materials. Due to the extreme operating conditions and stringent safety requirements, there is a
strong demand for quality assurance by non-destructive evaluation of brazed components such as
composite X-ray targets. An established method for non-destructive testing is ultrasonic Cscanning in the pulse-echo mode. This method allows one to detect voids in the brazing interface
such as voids, which are caused by inhomogeneous wetting by the filler metal of the parts to be
brazed. Additionally there is an interest for the microstructure of the braze alloy and for testing
its loading capacity. To get information on these properties at present metallography or loading
tests up to destructive load levels are required. The results presented here show that acoustic
emission (AE) during a loading test to a subcritical load level is sensitive to deviations in the
process parameters causing embrittlement of the brazing alloy. The origin of the AE signals has
been identified by the systematic exclusion of the various possible sources in a comparative experimental study. Furthermore, a correlation between the non-destructive AE test and the destructive load test has been established. Samples, which failed prematurely in the destructive
load test, showed a strongly increased signal rate and a specific type of signals in the AE test.
Keywords: Acoustic emission, Non-destructive testing, Brazing, X-ray target
1. Introduction
The improvement of X-ray imaging systems for medical applications entails increasing
power densities of the electron beam striking the X-ray target. Due to the large energies deposited on the targets, they must be rotated during the application to avoid melting of the target material. A typical design of X-ray targets consists of two major components, a metal disc made of
the molybdenum alloy TZM (0.5 wt-% Ti, 0.08 wt-% Zr), onto which a layer of a tungstenrhenium alloy facing the electron beam is attached, and a graphite disc, which is joined to the
metal disc by brazing (see Fig. 1).
Temperature values above 1200°C and rotation speeds up to 10,000 revolutions per minute
characterize a typical load cycle of X-ray targets. In view of safety risks during X-ray diagnosis
no defect of the brazed joint is allowed. The demand for reliable quality assurance is met by the
application of different testing methods for the brazed joint. One of them is the non-destructive
evaluation (NDE) using ultrasonic testing in pulse-echo mode. This method allows us to detect
voids in the brazing interface, but gives no information about its mechanical loading capacity.
The latter may be determined by a destructive load test, such as the “crash test”. During this test
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TZM

W/Re

Braze

Graphite
Fig. 1. Photograph of X-ray target studied.
a target of a production lot is heated up to some hundreds degrees C and afterwards shock-cooled
by immersion in cold water. If there is no visible damage at the examined X-ray target after 20
cycles of thermal loading, the production lot is released.
The goal of the present work was the development of a non-destructive load test to gauge the
bond strength of brazed X-ray targets by applying acoustic emission (AE), and in consequence
the replacement of the crash test. The method applied in this test is to induce – by way of elastic
deformation of the brazed composite – a specific pattern of tensile and shear stresses at the TZM
– graphite brazing interface and to monitor the ensuing AE response of the interface in the high
kilohertz regime. Until now, a few examples of NDE of material joints by AE are known [1, 2].
2. Experimental Set-Up
2.1 Mechanical loading of samples
For loading the samples, the outer perimeter of the metal component of the target is supported by a steel ring. When applied along the central axis of the target, a force (F) effects a
bending with circular symmetry. The set-up and the coupling of the AE sensors to the part to be
tested are shown in Fig. 2. This set-up is used because the graphite component cannot bear mechanical loads without surface damage. The stress distribution in the interface between the metal
and the graphite component under maximum test load was calculated by means of finite element
analysis. Pre-stresses present after cool-down from the brazing temperature were taken into account. The resulting distribution of normal and shear stresses is shown in Fig. 3. The stress distribution shows a pronounced maximum in the vicinity of the inner diameter for both normal and
shear stresses. To validate the finite element simulation, the deformation under load was measured and compared to the calculations. A test load of 40 kN caused a 70 µm deformation in the
center of the target, in good agreement with the calculations.
2.2 Measurement of acoustic emission
In the present work the AE signals were detected using piezoelectric sensors covering the
frequency range between 200 and 900 kHz (Dunegan SE-650P). To minimize the influence of
external noise in the measurement chain, and hence to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the sensor signal was pre-amplified by 34 dB with the preamplifiers shielded and close to the AE sensors. For data acquisition, storage and analysis the system Vallen AMSY4 was used. Four AE
sensors were attached to the sample to allow the location of the AE events. To accurately deter258
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of the mechanical loading of X-ray targets and coupling of the AE sensors to the sample. The load F is introduced in the centerline of the target.

Fig. 3. Normal (solid line) and shear (dashed line) stresses in the interface between the metal and
the graphite component of an X-ray target caused by mechanical loading up to 40 kN. The target
has circular symmetry. The hatched area indicates the area of the brazed zone, which extends
from 25 mm to the outer perimeter of the target at 70 mm.
mine the location of the AE signals, the threshold was set at the relatively low value of 25 dB (in
reference to 0 dB at 1 µV) to ensure that the mode of fastest wave propagation triggers all four
channels. Experience showed that a higher threshold value led to unreliable results in locating
the AE sources since the different channels were then triggered by different wave modes. With a
high threshold value the fastest mode triggers only the sensor next to the signal source and the
more distant sensors are triggered by a slower wave mode carrying higher signal energy. To
avoid a saturation of the data recording a front-end filter at 40 dB was applied.
3. Results
3.1 Investigation of the signal sources
The first approach to investigate the AE behavior of the X-ray targets was to study the emission of the individual components. To this end the metal component and the graphite component
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were loaded mechanically. The AE of these parts was then compared to that of the X-ray target,
which had been brazed applying the standard brazing parameters. A micrograph of the metallographic section of the brazed interface of such a target (Fig. 4) shows that the braze metal, zirconium, upon solidification reacts with molybdenum and forms needle-shaped primary crystals
of the brittle intermetallic phase (Mo2Zr). Furthermore, a carbide layer forms at the interface to
the graphite component. Also there exists a skeleton of ZrC within the graphite zone in the vicinity of the interface, due to infiltration of the zirconium melt into the porous graphite disc
(10 % porosity). A target with altered production history was studied in this stage of investigation. This target was brazed at higher temperature, which caused a significant increase in the
formation of both Mo2Zr and ZrC brittle phases (Fig. 5).
Fig. 4. Micrograph of a metallographic
section of the brazing interface of an
X-ray target brazed applying standard
conditions.

TZM

Braze

Graphite

100 µm

Fig. 5. Micrograph of a metallographic
section of the brazing zone of an X-ray
target brazed at higher temperature
than standard. The larger content of
Mo2Zr-crystallites in the brazed zone
and the thicker carbide layer at the
braze-graphite interface are clearly
visible.

TZM

Braze

Graphite

100 µm

The signal energies of the AE from the metal and the graphite component and of the two target variants are compared in Fig. 6. The rapid increase between 8 and 9 kN in the AE-energy
versus load graph of the graphite component (dashed line) indicates the fracture of the component, after which the test was stopped. Apart from this failure the individual components exhibit
a negligible AE compared to the brazed targets (see Fig. 6). In the frequency range considered
here, the elastic deformation of molybdenum did not cause significant AE also in earlier investigations [3]. Therefore, AE of the brazed composite may for practical purposes be attributed
solely to the area of the braze interface. The elevated brazing temperature leads to a significant
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the rate of acoustic energy released during mechanical loading for the
metal and the graphite component, and the two different types of brazed targets examined.
On the y-axis the AE energy per 1 kN loading interval is plotted.

Graphite

TZM

Graphite

TZM

Fig. 7. Scanning electron microscope image
of the zirconium braze after the mechanical
loading test. The arrows mark micro-cracks
in Mo2Zr crystals.

Fig. 8. Scanning electron microscopy image
of the zirconium braze after the mechanical
loading test. The arrows mark micro-cracks in
the ZrC layer.

increase of AE during the mechanical loading test (cf. Fig. 6). Further tests showed that two
source mechanisms could be identified: Micro-cracks in the Mo2Zr crystals (see Fig. 7) and
cracks in the carbide layer (see Fig. 8).
3.2 Signal location
Typical results for the distribution of AE activity over the brazing interface of an X-ray target
(standard brazing configuration and parameters) are shown in Fig. 9. In this plot the number of
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Fig. 9. Locations of AE signals during a mechanical loading test of an X-ray target up to 40 kN.
The target is round. The hatched area indicates the area of the brazed zone, which extends from
25 mm to the outer perimeter of the target at 70 mm.
AE signals, called AE-hits, are measured in radial segments of 1-mm width and plotted as a
function of radius. This source location plot shows a maximum at the inner perimeter of the
brazed zone in agreement with the finite element simulation (see Fig. 3) where both the normal
and shear stresses are highest at the inner perimeter. From the AE data it is not possible to distinguish whether the normal or shear stress caused the AE signal. Since compression at the stress
levels calculated is not likely to cause micro-structural failures in the brazing interface, the shear
stresses are held responsible for this damage on a microscopic scale. The signals located outside
the brazing zone (radius smaller than 25 mm or larger than 70 mm in Fig. 9) are an indication for
the relative number of false location due to triggering delays described in Sec. 2.2.
3.3 Correlation to established tests
To compare the results of the AE test with established testing methods, a series of 50 X-ray
targets partially failed in the ultrasonic test (US) or in the crash test were examined further (see
Table 1).
Table 1. Results of the established testing methods for a series of 50 X-ray targets.
Results of the US test
OK
OK
failed

Results of the crash test
OK
failed
OK

Number of targets
43
3
4

All targets listed in Table 1 had identical geometry and were produced using standard parameters. The results of the AE test on these targets are summarized in Fig. 10. The histogram
shows the AE energy emitted by each target during the mechanical loading test. The distribution
exhibits the maximum at the lowest AE-energy levels. The targets, which passed both the US
and the crash test without failure, emit AE energies up to 2.3 x 106 eu with one outlier above
107 eu.
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Fig. 10. Histogram of the AE-energy accumulated during a mechanical loading test up to a load
level of 40 kN of the X-ray targets listed in Table 1.
The increase of the AE energy levels of the targets, which failed in the ultrasonic test, was
insufficient to discriminate them against the distribution of flawless targets. However, targets,
which later failed in the crash test, emitted significantly higher AE energies than the flawless
ones. The increase in AE energy release is associated with the emission of a few specific signals
showing amplitude values up to the saturation value of the data acquisition chain at 100 dB. We
attribute such high amplitude bursts to avalanches of micro-failures involving very large numbers of micro-cracks.
4. Conclusions
AE stimulated by non-destructive bending deformation of brazed X-ray targets provides a
valuable tool to sensitively detect variations in the brazing process; in particular, deviations in
the temperature profile during the brazing operation. Upon statistical analysis, the results of AE
tests obtained from large samples may be used to maintain the brazing parameters within the
statistical process control window of tolerance.
In addition, we have demonstrated that the accumulated AE energy detected during the nondestructive mechanical load test of X-ray targets allows one to reject with a high confidence
level those targets, which fail in the destructive crash test. Replacement of the latter by the AE
test allows to increase the sampling of test parts up to 100 % at comparable costs, and thereby to
eliminate the risk of passing flawed targets. Defects in the joining zone, such as voids, which can
be detected by ultrasonic C-scans, appear to have influence on the AE, but insufficient for discrimination against flawless targets.
In summary, AE under mechanical loading has proven a valuable tool to gauge the mechanical integrity of braze joints.
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Abstract
The performance of coated high-temperature material systems under close-to-service
conditions can be assessed by means of thermo-mechanical fatigue (TMF) tests, while acoustic
emission (AE) can be applied for the in-situ monitoring of damage processes occurring during
these tests. This work presents experimental methodologies adopted for assessing the damage
behavior during TMF testing. In view of the complexity of these tests and the lack of detailed
knowledge of the damage evolution in those material systems, AE monitoring has been used, in
order to reveal and interpret the micromechanical behavior during TMF. The results are
suggesting that the use of the AE technique during the thermal and mechanical solicitation is
extremely powerful as it enables non-destructive damage monitoring and it offers possibilities
for the life assessment of coated high-temperature material systems.
Keywords: Thermo-mechanical fatigue, AE activity, CM186
1. Introduction
The research and development efforts for enhanced performance of high-temperature
materials for gas turbines is driven by the need to meet the demands for increased lifetimes and
higher efficiencies at lower costs and reduced environmental impact. These ambitious goals can
only be achieved through a combined approach comprising the development of new material
systems and the use of advanced materials testing methods, in order to improve the
understanding of the materials behavior and to allow for less conservative designs [1-4]. This
work presents an experimental set-up optimized for assessing the materials systems behavior and
life under thermo-mechanical fatigue (TMF) testing.
Acoustic emission (AE) is a non-destructive method that allows the in-situ monitoring of
damage evolution during combined thermal and mechanical loading of a material. As compared
to other non-destructive techniques, which provide information about the damage accumulated at
a certain stage of life, AE gives access to damage processes inside a material in terms of the rate
of damage accumulation, and it is a highly sensitive means for the early detection of impending
failure [5]. Hence, the implementation of AE monitoring in a laboratory environment can be
instrumental in interpreting the damage mechanisms, as these are triggered and progressing
during TMF tests. Furthermore, AE is an extremely versatile technique to the experimental setup, has no constraints concerning into the specimen geometry and can be applied even to
complex material systems.
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In this work, results from AE data analysis of TMF tests on single crystal and directionally
solidified (DS) superalloys in the uncoated and coated conditions are described. Goal of this
study is to establish the validity of the information obtained by AE monitoring during TMF and
to correlate the AE data with specific damage processes (modes).
Currently, the efforts are focused on a simple material system (substrate with a diffusion type
coating) in order to evaluate the contribution of AE into identifying the damage processes.
Ultimately, the goal of our efforts is to apply this method to a more complex material system (a
thermal barrier coating system) in order to scan all the damage processes that are activated
during a TMF test.
2. Experimental Set-Up
Specimens were prepared from single crystal (SC) and DS Ni-based superalloy, CM 186
alloy bars, with the crystallographic orientation of the long axis of the samples in the [001]
direction. Threaded end specimens with a solid rectangular cross-section of 12 x 3 mm2 and a
parallel length of 9 mm were machined. The rectangular cross section was adopted to enable
observation of the flat surface by means of a computer-controlled video imaging system during
testing, as discussed later. Some of the SC and DS CM186 samples were coated with a modified
aluminide coating, Sermalloy 1515, via an Al/Si slurry diffusion process, with an approximate
thickness of 80 µm.
2.1 Mechanical testing set-up
The strain-controlled TMF tests were carried out in air on a computer controlled electromechanical closed loop-testing machine of 100 kN capacity (Schenck Trebel). Asymmetrical
triangular out-of-phase cycles with mechanical strain ranges ∆εm of 0.8% and 1.0%, respectively,
and a temperature range ∆T=600°C with temperature cycled between 350°C and 950°C were
chosen (minimum to maximum mechanical strain ratio R=−∞, cycle period ∆t=200s) (see Fig. 2).
Temperature and mechanical strain both varied linearly with time, but with a phase shift of 180°.
This cycle imposes maximum mechanical strain/stress at minimum temperature and minimum
strain/stress at maximum temperature. Control of the testing machine, the high frequency
induction heating system and data acquisition was performed by means of a dedicated computer
system using LabVIEW Compensation of the thermal strain was achieved by recording the
thermal expansion under zero load as a function of time prior to TMF testing using the same
temperature cycle as in the subsequent test. Prior to the actual TMF tests, the temperature
dependence of the Young’s modulus was also determined by isothermal static measurements in
the TMF temperature range.
The tests were started at the minimum temperature and at zero mechanical strain, and
conducted until failure, or stopped when the cyclic stress range had dropped at levels 50% below
the stress range during the previously stabilized value. TMF life is then defined as the ultimate
cycle number.
During TMF testing, images of the flat surface of the specimen were taken at pre-selected
cycle numbers by means of a computer controlled video imaging system, allowing contact-less,
in-situ and fully automated monitoring of the evolution of surface damage [6]. To enhance the
detection of crack initiation (with a surface length ≥ 15µm), the CCD camera with a flash unit
was synchronized with the TMF cycle and images were taken when the imposed stress on the
specimen exceeded 80% of the maximum tensile stress of the previous cycle. These images
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covered the whole specimen width and the gauge length. All the images were digitized and
stored for post-processing and analysis. More details on the TMF set-up can be found in Ref. [2].
2.2 Acoustic emission set-up
Two broadband piezoelectric transducers (PAC WD) were used as sensors to monitor the
acoustic emission during the tests. The sensors were attached on the grips of the machine just
after the two cooling plates used to protect the gripping system and to stabilize the temperature
control. The AE signals were pre-amplified (PAC 1220A with 500-kHz high-pass filter) and fed
into a two-channel AE digital signal processor. The acquisition of the AE signals was performed
by a computer system using MISTRAS-2001 software configured with the specific mechanical setup [7]. The initialization parameters of the AE set-up were optimized with respect to the external
noise (ambient or induced by the induction heating system), the experimental set-up, the
specimen geometry and volume of interest (the bulk inside the gauge length).
AE sensor

Water cooling

lens

Induction coil
Water cooling

AE sensor

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the acoustic emission set-up.
The AE signals were collected in time-order and seven different AE features were monitored
each time: rise time, counts, energy, amplitude, duration, average frequency, counts to peak, as
well as the current stress value and the cycle number as input parameters. The evaluation and
analysis of the received signals was performed using NOESIS and SPSS software packages.
3. TMF Tests
The TMF results and post mortem fractographic and microstructural analyses of the samples
have been reported and discussed elsewhere [8]. The identified damage modes are named briefly
as: (1) damage initiation sites, precipitate cracking at the substrate-coating interface, (2)
subsurface-crack propagation in the coating and crack interaction, (3) surface cracking, crack
coalescence, (4) oxidation-controlled fatigue crack growth.
As such a few relevant results will be presented here; namely, the pronounced cyclic creep
during the first cycles caused by the accumulation of compressive inelastic deformation due to
plastic flow at high temperature (Fig. 2). It was observed that the coatings crack in mode I (Fig.
3). These cracks initiate in the coating at the coating/substrate interface (Fig. 4), grow towards
the surface and finally propagate also into the substrate by Mode I extension, producing a crack
front almost parallel to the specimen surface and a crack path perpendicular to the loading
direction.
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Fig. 2. Thermomechanical behavior of uncoated DS CM186 sample during the first cycle (εm :
mechanical strain, εin : inelastic strain, T: temperature, σext :external tensile stress).

Fig. 3. Post-mortem scanning electron micrographs from a coated CM186 sample.

Fig. 4. Post-mortem scanning electron micrograph showing the initiation sites of cracks into the
coating – substrate interface.
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4. AE Analysis
The AE signals were separated according to the mechanical load state at their time of
occurrence: compressive or tensile signals. Table 1 presents the global information for each test.
A first conclusion resulting from Table 1 is that more AE signals were received from the coated
specimens.
Table 1. Experimental conditions and AE activity in terms of number of AE events.
Material
Mechanical strain range
TMF lives (# cycles)
AE events in tension
AE events in compression
AE events in Region I
in tension
in compression
End of Reg. I (cycle #)
(% of TMF life)
First crack at cycle #

SC
1%
1941
749
2491

SC
0.8%
9165
1309
4238

SC, coated
1%
1121
2393
4813

SC, coated
0.8%
5300
7022
5918

DS
1%
1412
742
850

DS, coated
1%
2404
14693
2629

…
…
…

…
…
…
1000

6484
1640
2508
(47%)
300

…
…
…

600

1675
1475
335
(30%)
200

6453
1892
933
(39%)
200

400

When the temporal evolution of the overall AE activity during the test is considered, two
distinct regimes of AE activity are revealed; Regions I and II (see Fig. 5), which are sometimes
separated by an inactive period. In the case of the coated samples, both regimes are present,
whereas in the case of the uncoated samples only Region II is active during the last 20% of the
TMF life (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. AE activity for a coated and an uncoated specimen throughout the test.
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This observation provides a clear distinction between signals originating exclusively from the
coating (Region I) and those involving also the substrate (Region II). Therefore, signals from
Region I relate to damage processes in, or induced by the presence of the coating [9], while
signals from Region II reflect the behavior of the bulk material independently of the presence of
the coating. These signals are associated with the final stage of the test before the failure of the
specimen, which is brought about by the fatigue crack growth.
The AE data recorded during the late stages of the TMF tests, i.e. events from the
aforementioned Region II, are considered for further analysis in terms of a supervised pattern
recognition. This stage may reveal precursory events, before the immanent failure due to the fatal
fatigue crack growth becomes obvious from the mechanical response of the specimens.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. AE events (symbols) and cyclic maximum and minimum stress envelopes (solid lines)
during TMF tests for SC (a) and DS (b) coated samples.
Figure. 6 shows two examples of the AE activity in the stress vs. cycle number domain. For
the SC sample, Region II is well separated from Region I by an inactive period, which is missing
in the case of the DS sample. In both cases, AE activity in Region II starts at an intermediate
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stress level (close to zero stress or slightly compressive stresses), it spreads with respect to its
stress range of occurrence, while its rate of activity increases as TMF cycling continues. At a
later stage of TMF life (80-90%) another type of AE activity emerges which relates to the
maximum stresses (min. temp.) available within the TMF cycles. This AE activity accompanies
the ultimate fatigue crack propagation (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Last stage (Region II) of AE data under tension for an uncoated sample. (top)
Surface images from the video imaging system during the last cycles. (bottom)
Figures 6a and 6b show that Region II may start as early as approximately 40% of the
ultimate TMF life, thus, providing important information about damage mechanisms preceding
the propagation of the fatal crack. Further analysis of this last part of the AE data is needed, to
consolidate the observed trend for these samples and to relate the Region II AE activity to
specific damage mechanisms.
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Based on the general understanding of the damage evolution inside the material and
confirmed by post-mortem microstructural analysis (Figs. 4 and 8), it is expected that the
propagation of cracks inside the substrate is initially controlled by the cyclic formation and
fracture of an oxide layer grown at the crack tip during the high-temperature parts of the TMF
cycles. This oxidation controlled crack growth will cease when a critical crack length is reached
such that the toughness of the un-oxidized bulk material is exceeded. Then the crack will be free
to propagate at a higher rate controlled by the mechanical loading during the low-temperature
part of the cycles. The difference in nature of these two crack propagation mechanisms results in
distinct clusters of AE signals in the stress vs. cycle number domain.
The oxidation-controlled crack growth relates to AE signals that are generated at intermediate
applied stress levels, as low stresses are sufficient to crack the brittle oxide layer (note that
appreciable tensile internal stresses may assist the cracking of the oxide scale, such that the local
stresses at the crack tip are still tensile even if the applied stress is slightly compressive).
Ultimately, when oxidation-controlled crack growth gives way to stress-controlled crack
propagation, the AE signals related to latter growth mode occur close to the maximum cyclic
stress values (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Correlation of AE signals with hypothetical damage mechanisms during the last stage
and verification of the existence of these mechanisms by a SEM micrograph.
By choosing stress and cycle number as descriptors in addition to the other physical AE
features a supervised cluster analysis can be performed, the result of which will be the
correlation of the two assuming damage mechanisms with different groups of signals, i.e.
clusters. In this case, where clusters are clearly distinct already in the stress vs. cycle number
domain (cf. Fig. 8) the important information provided by the AE activity does not so much
relate to the physical AE parameters, but mainly to the mechanical state of the system and the
time of their occurrence.
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5. Conclusions
The analysis of the AE data generated during the previously described experiments revealed
valuable information about the validity of AE as a method to monitor and identify damage
processes. Utilizing these methodically analyzed AE data and combining the results with
information provided by mechanical, video and post mortem microstructural observations, the
damage evolution was assessed in terms of different damage mechanisms associated with distinct
clusters of AE signals. Future analysis is expected to reveal common trends of material systems
subjected to thermo-mechanical fatigue, as far as the signature of AE activity received prior to
macroscopic damage visible on the surface or inferred from the mechanical response is
concerned. This opens up possibilities for life prediction methodologies for high-temperature
material systems during thermal and mechanical loading.
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Abstract
Tensile tests of polypropylene and its blends with polyethylene and other additives have been
recorded by digital camcorder. Acoustic emission (AE) was monitored during tests by two transducers attached to test samples, allowing linear location of AE sources. Tested materials exhibit
large localized plastic deformation or necking, reaching hundreds of percent before failure. Image analysis procedure based on displacement of contrast markers on the surface has been used
to quantitatively evaluate axial and lateral strains and strain rates along the sample. Correlation
of AE activity with a set of plastic deformation, neck formation and defect development enables
us to evaluate influence of additives on the whole stretching process.
Keywords: Acoustic emission, strain visualization, polymer drawing and necking
1. Introduction
The behavior of polymer materials beyond their elasticity limit is important for many technological operations, such as a production of reinforced fibers, sheets, plates and so on [1]. A
plastic deformation of semi-crystalline thermoplastics is characterized by the creation and development of a neck. In such cases, the localized plastic deformation can reach hundreds or thousands of percents. The mechanisms of plastic or visco-plastic deformation of these polymers are
strongly dependent on supra-molecular structure (content of the amorphous phase, the size and
configuration of crystallites, etc.). The attention of plastic processing industry is in recent years
focused on cost reduction and improvements of mechanical properties of plastics. It can be
achieved by the usage of the controlled co-polymerization or various blending. Typical example
of the newly developed material is the blend of polypropylene (PP) and polyethylene (PE). Both
materials have different molecular and supra-molecular structure and as a result they also have
different mechanical behavior. The main task is how to interconnect these two structures so that
the resulting blend should have the best mechanical properties (the problem of blend compatibilization). Special compatibilizers have been developed for this purpose (copolymer additives). In
this study, e.g., we used a modifier, VISTALON, with variable content of ethylene units.
The influence of compatibilizers or other additives (rubber particles, etc) is relatively small in
the range of elastic (or linear visco-elastic) deformation. But it becomes important when the
plastic deformation becomes large near the neck formation and with neck elongation, as well as
in the case of defect (crack) initiation and growth. The creation and development of a localized
plastic deformation under different strain rates can be well documented using video-recording of
a sample during the standard tension test. Then it is possible to analyze the distribution of longitudinal and transverse deformation of the specimen in each moment of the video image record (it
enables to localize the place of a neck formation and its continuous elongation). However, the
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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video-recording gives no local information about micro-mechanisms and structural defects related to the neck formation and elongation. Such information may be obtained by the acoustic
emission (AE) method [2].
2. Tension Tests of Polymer Blends
Polymer specimens for standard tension test were prepared; a set was made of pure isotactic
PP and further sets of PP and PE (HDPE) blends with various additives and modifiers. During
tension tests under different strain rates (5 to 200 mm/min.), AE signals were detected by two
sensors placed at the specimen ends. The goal was to monitor changes of plastic deformation
mechanism and beginning of damage and fracture, dependent on the composition of the material
and the strain rate. Many tests were performed with the following specimens: pure PP, PP+PE
(50+50%) blend without compatibilizer, blend of PP+PE (47+47%) + 6% compatibilizer VISTALON 407 (i.e. copolymer PP+PE with 40% of ethylene units), blend PPR (PP+22.5% modifier
ROYALEN), blend PPK (PP+22.5% amorphous rubber KELTON) and blend PPB (PP+22.5% semicrystalline rubber BUNA).
Some experimental and procedural problems were encountered during the first tests: The first
question concerned with the reproducibility of acoustic coupling of broadband AE sensors placed
on a glassy surface of the specimen subjected to large plastic elongation and neck development.
Next problem was related to the linear localization of AE sources during the continuous increase
of the distance between both sensors. Also a relatively high attenuation of tested polymer samples (more than 1 dB/cm) and its growth during the test causes AE detection and evaluation difficult. The detailed analysis of material structure changes requires correlation of AE sources with
the localized plastic deformation. Considering inhomogeneous distribution of plastic deformation
along the sample (neck formation and elongation), and the fact that the total elongation of the
specimens to the fracture can achieve tens to hundreds of mm (deformation is hundreds of %), it
is evident that only a non-contact (optical) strain measurement method can be used. Equidistant
marks were drawn on the specimen surface, and their changes were scanned by digital camcorder. Camera also scanned the position of the AE sensors. So the instantaneous distance between
sensors, necessary for successful AE source location, was obtained from video-records. The
video-record is synchronized with AE registration by the time code and also (for the fast check)
by synchronous video-recording of the AE-analyzer audio-monitor output. Due to the high material attenuation and relatively noiseless deformation mechanisms, the AE analyzer had to be set
on high total amplification (of about 85 dB). Also the threshold level for AE counting was set
just above the background noise.
The experimental setup used in tension tests is shown in Fig. 1. Specimen is loaded using the
computer-controlled electromechanical tensile testing machine TIRATEST 2300 with attached
dynamometer of 10 kN capacity. Signals from AE transducers were parallel-processed by two 2channel AE analyzers: The analog D/E 3000 analyzer served as a "stereo" audio-monitor and
linear locator. Signal waveforms were recorded by the digital analyzer DAKEL-XEDO equipped
with signal processors. It allows registration of global parameters, as well as digital recording
and frequency analysis of sampled AE events. Low-frequency audio-monitor output was recorded by the digital camera (48 kHz/16 bit) at the same time with movies. After the test, the
video and sound data from the camera are transferred through the interface IEEE1394 (firewire)
into a PC. The changes of distances between calibration marks (initial spacing was 5 mm),
changes of specimen widths (lateral deformation) and also changes of distance between AE sensors during the whole test are then analyzed by the special software designed for this purpose.
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Analyzed details of specimen evolution during the test are shown in Fig. 2 (snapshots by
steps of 200 s). Video-recording is synchronized with presence of emissive event detected by AE
sensors with the accuracy of 40 ms. It makes it possible to correlate diagrams of heterogeneously
distributed instantaneous specimen deformation (strain rates) with that of AE event occurrence.

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of experimental setup used in tension tests of polymer samples.

Fig. 2. Samples of videorecords during test of pure PP; the creation and elongation of the neck (5
mm spaced markers are connected by white lines and neck ends by black lines).
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3. Evaluation of Video-Recordings
We used a digital camcorder that scans 25 frames/s, with resolution 720 x 576 pixels, and
color depth 24 bit. Video and sound information are encoded using camera firmware (codec DV
video). Resulting data flow recorded by the camera (DIGITAL-8 format) amounts to 3.6 MB/s.
After the test, all data are transferred to a PC hard disk. One-minute recording matches AVI file
with size of 216 MB. Total time of tension test until fracture of a specimen was as much as 30
minutes, which results in AVI-file size of about 7 GB. With respect to the main research objectives (deformation behavior of tested material, continuous plastic deformation and neck formation) the information content is inefficiently huge. Only selected frames were analyzed from
video files (50 to 500 frames at equidistant time intervals of 3 to 30 s). Distribution of longitudinal and lateral strain along the sample was automatically analyzed in selected frames, showing
the neck formation. At very high elongation rates (200 mm/min.) the test duration is only a few s,
hence all saved frames were analyzed.
Algorithm used for automatic evaluation of deformation characteristics from video-records
must take into account various problems associated with image recognition:
a) Non-uniform scene illumination during the test (designed algorithm was sufficiently robust to eliminate that influence, so the contrast and brightness corrections were not necessary)
b) Analyzed scene is distorted due to the short focal distance. Quite sufficient solution was
based on a simple linear transform (rhomboid transformed to rectangle).
c) During the sample stretching it is difficult to separate specimen from surroundings, and
moreover, both sample heads are moving (constant position have only static parts, e.g.
upper clamp). The problem is solved by suitable editing of the first and last frames (easily
detectable crosses are added to the last markings on a sample). The relative movement of
enlarged sample heads is influenced only by pure elastic deformation proportional to the
strain rate and thereby the sample position in all other scenes can be well localized.
d) The markers drawn on the specimen change not only their lengths (lateral contraction),
but their widths (differently in various specimen parts). Variable width of markers disallows the use of classical line detection algorithm, and it must be replaced by the edge
detection (left and right edges are detected and the line position is identified as their
arithmetic mean). The edge detection is performed by the convolution of analyzed scene
with a suitable mask.
e) The light source is not placed in the camera axis, which results in shadowing of thickness
changes (false lines has sometimes more contrast than detected lines). Presence of false
lines requires to detect real edges only around their expected position. The prediction is
realized using the edge position in previous scene and knowledge of exact strain rate.
Designed automatic algorithm consists of following steps:
1. Detection of the auxiliary crosses in the first and the last analyzed frame (i = 1, N).
2. Detection and localization of the left and right edges in the first frame.
3. For i = 2 to N:
Detection of the left and right edges in frame (i) using the knowledge about detected
edges in figure (i-1). Determination of marker positions in frame (i).
4. For i = 1 to N:
Detection of top and bottom sample edges at places of detected markers in frame (i). Determination of specimens width in places of detected markers.
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The accuracy of evaluated strain distribution depends primarily on a pixel resolution of camera used. Further errors are caused by the algorithm of video-recording compression, and by the
precision of drawn markings.
4. Discussion of Results
Results of AE analysis revealed that AE activity during the heterogeneous plastic deformation is predominantly concentrated in areas of necking (neck boundaries). After the further neck
drawing, especially if another deformation mechanisms start to develop, the other areas become
also active. Intensity of AE increases rapidly when defects are formed in plastically exhausted
zones. Development of crack-like defects lead to specimen rupture. The typical AE activity distribution along the sample of PP+PE blend is illustrated in Fig. 3a, where the AE activity is characterized by the number of events Ne (3 decades in logarithmic scale) emitted between two subsequent time snapshots taken at 30-s interval. The variation of loading rate from 0.1 to 50
mm/min has no substantial influence on the test history.

Fig. 3. AE activity during the test of blend PP (50%) + PE (50%).
a. Number of AE events Ne (log. scale) distributed along the sample snapshots.
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Fig. 3. AE activity during the test of blend PP (50%) + PE (50%). b. (top) Loading force vs.
time. c. (middle) AE activity expressed by RMS values of both AE channels, A and B (upper and
middle curves), and RMS recorded by camcorder (channel A). d. (bottom) Number of counts
Nc1 in channel A.
Samples made of pure PP exhibited very low AE activity, with the maximum in transition to
plastic deformation, when the neck with sharp boundaries begins to form. When the neck elongates, the AE activity is rapidly reduced. It re-appears again just before the specimens rupture,
when a fibrous structure forms and breaks (axial fibers are drawn out). If the displacement rate is
higher than 100 mm/min, the deformation behavior of the PP specimen becomes completely different, and specimen breaks in a quasi-brittle manner.
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a.

b.

c.

Fig. 4. Test of the blend PP (77.5%)
+ additive ROYALEN (22.5%)
a. Time dependence of the loading force F.
b. AE count rate dNc1/dt.
c. Time development of axial distribution
of AE events Ne.
d. Strain rates dε/dt vs. t and x. Distributions
along the sample axis x are related to the
initial markers spaced by 5 mm (sectors).

d.
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Blends made of PPR, PPK and PPB exhibited similar deformation behavior, but the formed
neck had no sharp boundaries. They are also characterized by the relatively small AE activity as
it is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Test of the pure blend PP (50%) + PE (50%) (for other characteristics, see Fig. 3). Top:
Time development of axial distributions of AE events Ne. Bottom: Time development of strain
rate dε/dt distribution along sample axis. Distributions are related to initial markers spaced by 5
mm (sectors).
Quite dissimilar AE activity was detected for PP+PE blends. Already initial tests indicated
differences in deformation behavior of blends with added compatibilizers. Test examples are
shown in Fig. 5 (PP+PE without additives, see also Fig. 3) and in Fig. 6 (mixture with 6% of
compatibilizer VISTALON 407).
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Fig. 6. Test of blend PP (47.5%) + PE (47.5%) + VISTALON (5%). Top: Time dependence of the
loading force F. Middle: AE count rate dNc1/dt. Middle-lower: Time development of axial distributions of AE events Ne. Bottom: Strain rates dε/dt, vs. t and x. Distributions are related to
initial markers spaced by 5 mm (sectors).
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Detailed analysis of considerably different AE activities at distinct periods of drawing process can help explain structural mechanism of compatibilizer effect. AE activity of samples without modifier markedly increases at the beginning of neck formation without sharp boundaries.
This activity remains very high until the specimens rupture, and can be compared with AE of
polymer composites. To explain AE activity, we must consider that PP and PE have different
crystallite sizes and the structure with different crosslinks (tie molecules). In a blend, there are
two different networks mechanically joined together, which must be rearranged and uncoupled
during their deep drawing. In contrast to previous pure polymer, the blend PP+PE with added
compatibilizer VISTALON 407, which is completely amorphous copolymer, had in the first deformation phase the behavior similar to the pure blend. When the neck started to draw, the AE
activity became very low, similar to the pure PP. It may be caused by the presence of compatibilizer, which allows better sliding of networks through the amorphous phase. Nevertheless, after
reaching a certain drawing limit, the AE suddenly starts to grow to the level of the blend without
modifier. This relatively complicated AE behavior reflects very sensitively changes of structural
mechanism during various deformation periods in the materials with complicated molecular network structure. Synchronous video-recording with the AE monitoring shows the instantaneous
correlation of the heterogeneously distributed plastic strain rates with the occurrence of active
AE sources.
Recorded AE signals were also subjected to frequency analysis and their evaluated parameters in time and frequency domain were used as input data for the source type classification.
However, no sharply different classes have been recognized. It is probably caused by many geometrical factors affecting the way of elastic wave propagation:
a) Dimensions of the active part of test specimen (100 x 10 x 4 mm, initially) are comparable to
the length of detected elastic waves spreading from AE source to a sensor (2 to 20 mm in
hundreds kHz frequency range). It results in strong wave dispersion and guided waves are
mainly detected, which substantially modify the spectral and other characteristics of received
signal (filtration effects) and partially implicate loss of information about the sources.
b ) Geometrical form and dispersion behavior of the specimen pass through considerable
changes during the course of very large deformations (hundreds of percent). Moreover, the
distance between AE sensors changes. It complicates the attempt of getting precise linear location of AE sources.
c) Tested polymer materials exhibit relatively high attenuation in the used AE frequency range
(100 kHz to 1 MHz). Only the AE events with higher amplitudes were detected by both
transducers. This allowed localization of only about 30% of all registered events. To obtain
correct interpretation of structural changes, it is therefore necessary to evaluate global AE
characteristics in both channels separately, and make corrections to them for the attenuation
changes.
5. Conclusions
Deformation behavior of semi-crystalline polymer materials, PP and PE, and their blends
with various additives, was investigated by means of video-recording and AE monitoring during
the tensile tests. The video-records were used to evaluate the localized plastic deformation distributed along the sample. Comparison of plastic zone expansion (necking) and spatial distribution of AE events shows that primary sources of AE are places, where the plastic necking starts
to develop, areas of neck drawing, and finally locations where neck stopped its elongation and
crack defects are created. It has been detected that deformation and AE behavior of pure PP and
PP with small addition of rubber-like fillers (very low AE activity) markedly differs from the
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behavior of polymer blends of PP with PE, whose plastic deformation is accompanied by very
high AE activity. Tests also helped to clarify influence of blending compatibilizers on a plastic
zone development: Compatibilizers prolong the first stage of plastic deformation with low AE
activity (comparable with the pure PP), but after reaching some deformation limit, their AE behavior is similar to blends without additives.
Using the low-cost digital camera for video-recording of mechanical tests together with
proper evaluation algorithms allows detailed analysis of AE source distribution connected with
structural changes during the localized plastic deformation.
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Abstract
The paper describes the use of acoustic emission (AE) techniques in a study of surface friction properties. All dynamic friction processes generate quasi-continuous AE signal, which can
be used to characterize surface friction. The AE signal is produced by stick-slip motion of two
materials in contact. Signal intensity depends on contact force, motion velocity, molecular adhesion forces between both materials, and surface properties as roughness, hardness, elastic and
plastic properties and surface layer properties (lubrication, dry friction).
A series of tests have been performed using a new prototype of friction brush probe combined with tangential force measurement. This probe has been designed for measurement of human skin friction coefficient, but can be applied also to other materials. Measured signals (AE
signal, tangential and normal forces) were recorded and analyzed by digital processing analyzer
DAKEL-XEDO. Various friction head materials were tested on samples made of different materials. The best results were obtained using carbon-fiber brush friction head. The contact force and
motion velocity were optimized to produce maximal AE signal amplitude at a contact force as
low as possible. Good correlation was observed between frictional forces and global AE activity
parameters.
1. Introduction
Properties of a solid body surface (surface roughness, coarseness, abrasiveness, profile, topology, friction, adhesion tension, etc.) are often characterized by static or dynamic friction
measurements. Friction can be defined as the resistance to the movement of one body in relation
to another body with which it is in contact [1].
The degree of friction between two objects is greatest when they are at rest (static friction).
The direction of static frictional force is along the contact surface and opposite in direction of
any applied force. The magnitude of static friction force fs is given by
fs = µs N,

(1)

where µs is static friction coefficient, and N is normal force acting between two objects. The
frictional force equals the applied force (in magnitude) until it reaches the maximum possible
value µsN. Then the object begins to move as the applied force exceeds its maximum. When the
object is moving the frictional force is kinetic (kinetic or dynamic friction) and roughly constant
at the value µkN, which is below the maximum static friction force. The direction of the kinetic
frictional force is opposite the direction of motion of the object it acts on. The magnitude of the
kinetic friction force fk is proportional to normal force N and the coefficient of kinetic friction µk
fk = µk N.
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)

(2)
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Fig. 1. General relation between frictional and applied force
The coefficients of friction depend on the nature of the surface, and the frictional force is
nearly independent of the contact area between objects. The plot in Fig. 1 of the frictional force
vs. the applied force illustrates some of the friction features. Friction depends upon the properties
of the two surfaces in contact. The irregularities in surfaces (the degree of roughness) cause
resistance to movement. The force of friction is a common but complex force. A simple model of
the friction force can be built up assuming that the coefficient of friction is the sum of two terms,
molecular and mechanical [2];
µ = µmolecular + µmechanical.
(3)
Molecular interactions take place in the surface 'film' and affect the surface layers to a depth
of a few hundredths of µm. Mechanical interaction takes place in layers with a thickness of a few
µm. As these processes occur at different levels, they are uncorrelated and hence can be mostly
separated. Kinetic friction coefficient is measured throughout the displacement of body over the
surface by a constant velocity v. It depends on normal acting pressure and movement velocity as
well as on properties of both surfaces in contact (molecular adhesive forces, roughness, hardness,
lubrication, etc.). Accompanying friction, physical effects such as thermal effects, electromagnetic and optical effects (triboluminiscence), low frequency vibrations (1 Hz – 10 kHz) and
acoustic emission (30 kHz - 5 MHz) are observed and are evaluated for surface characterization.
Excited by dry friction on a rough surface, AE is monitored using AE sensor attached to the
moving body (stylus) and/or to the stationary surface base, as Dunegan reported in [3]. Detected
AE signals have relatively broad frequency content ranging mostly from 1 kHz to a few MHz
depending on surface roughness, and on frequency characteristics of AE transducer. It also depends on a wave-path from friction surface to the AE sensor.
In previous laboratory experiments, AE transducer was coupled with stylus (acting as a
wave-guide) scanning tested surface. Different stylus materials (hard materials ranging from
metals and ceramics to glass, sapphire, diamond and other crystals) of various quasi-point contact radius and form (ranging from sharp tip or needle to a ball) were used in these measure286

ments. Test results were similar to that from surface profilometry, where the registered vertical
displacement of stylus is proportional to the surface roughness profile.
The newest contact methods of surface properties study are known as atomic force microscopes (AFM) based on diverse sensing devices. The main principle of AFM consists in 2-D
surface scanning by a single stylus or a thin hard wire contacting tested surface. AFM's are
highly precise, very sensitive, expensive and bulky laboratory instruments allowing to scan only
few square mm of studied surface of a small body supported by a rigid base. Except for classical
friction measurement (displacement of a body over the surface), all other reviewed methods give
only local, instantaneous information (one contact point of stylus or wire with the surface),
which is then spread over the line or area by the scanning. For area characterization, large
amount of data must be analyzed. This led us to design a new approach as described below.
2. Design and Operation of the Acoustic Brush Probe (ABP)
The low-resolution alternative to AFM for the rough characterization of surface properties
has been designed and patented as a "Friction Brush Probe" (ABP) [4, 5]. It represents new type
of direct mechanical contact sensor designed for non-local surface characterization during the
sensor movement along a surface line or other path. The basic element of probe is a fiber brush
(line or multi-line bundle of thin fibers) joined with AE sensing element. The probe is mounted
to the line or area-scanning device. During constant velocity brush movement over the analyzed
surface, many of brush fibers are subsequently coming into and released from direct contact with
the surface. These rapid processes of fiber-surface interaction (friction) are randomly exciting
piezoelectric AE sensing element, which produces quasi-continuous AE signal. Simultaneously
with AE signal acquisition, the classical friction parameters - tangential and normal forces acting
on the probe - are sensed by external force sensing elements mounted on a probe holder or, in a
combined probe version, directly by force sensing elements integrated with AE transducer in a
common probe case. This enables direct correlation of AE signal parameters with classical integral surface friction variables, which are less sensitive to small surface disturbances. Schematic
draw of ABP construction is shown in Fig. 2a.
The brush fibers in contact with the test surface are loaded by normal force N acting on the
probe through the scanning head. Throughout the brush movement along the surface, AE transducer transfers the induced dry friction effects into electrical signal, recorded and processed by
AE analyzer. Common AE signal processing methods are adopted in analyzing device (DAKEL XEDO digital AE analyzer and transient recorder) including signal amplification and filtration.
Standard and extended AE signal parameters (e.g., number of AE (threshold-crossing) counts,
RMS, integral energy, average signal level, event counts and signal envelope parameters, as
other selected signal features in time, frequency, time-frequency or wavelet domain) are evaluated by AE analyzer connected with a personal computer via LAN (ETHERNET). Evaluated parameters are used to characterize analyzed surface features and to correlate them with other
commonly used surface properties (e.g., tangential and normal friction forces).
In the combined ABP design, the integrated tangential (shear) and normal force sensing elements are considered: The normal force sensing system is realized by deflection of spring membrane joined to the AE sensor. Deflected membrane acts on miniaturized pressure transducer
connected to the A/D card installed in the DAKEL system. Hydraulic force multiplier is used to
enhance pressure transducer sensitivity. Tangential force ft is sensed by the deflection of a metallic foil attached to the AE sensor and semiconductor strain gauges connected to an interface
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Fig. 2a. Schematics of acoustic brush probe.

Fig. 2b. A prototype and detailed view of acoustic brush probe.
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card of the DAKEL-XEDO device. The computer collects data from AE and force sensing elements and also controls the scanning device. One of ABP prototypes is shown in Fig. 2b.
3. Results Obtained by Acoustic Brush Probe
Measurements using ABP have been performed on two kinds of surfaces. First measurements
were made on reference standards of surface roughness; here, we used abrasive papers of 120 to
1200-grit. In this case, the ABP was moved over the horizontally supported tested surface at a
constant velocity v = 10 mm/s on a distance of approximately 50 mm using precisely controlled
scanning device. Three kinds of line brushes have been tested, made from carbon, glass, and
Kevlar fibers, respectively. Brushes were composed of about 1000 individual fibers of average
diameter 2-10 µm. Best results were obtained with high modulus carbon fibers. Figure 3 illustrates AE activity detected through tests of abrasive papers (120- to 1200-grit with higher number for finer grains). AE activity is characterized by the sum of AE counts Nc. Slope of linear
part of Nc-vs.-t plot, determined by linear regression, represents average count rate dNc/dt.

Fig. 3. AE activity recorded during ABP tests of papers with 120-, 400-, 600-, and 1200-grit.
Except for the roughest abrasive paper (120-grit), the tendency is increased AE activity with
finer grains. The exception for 120-grit paper is explained by the effect of coarse grains causing
stick-slip movement of individual brush fibers accompanied by relatively high-energy release.
On finer surfaces, the fiber movement starts to be quasi-continuous with lower instantaneous
energy release, but growing number of AE events with higher number of surface obstacles
(grains) increases integral AE energy. Nevertheless, the growing trend of AE activity is limited
by fibers diameter. When it becomes comparable or greater with respect to dimensions of surface
crimps, then the AE activity decreases, reflecting sliding friction at molecular level only.
As ABP has been developed in particular for the characterization of human skin surface, second series of measurements were realized on human skin using specially developed scanning
device. These measurements were performed in-vivo on 18 persons with various types of skin
(normal, dry, diseased, etc.) at different places of the body (forearm and shank). Different normal
loads and scanning velocities were applied to each measured person in order to study the influence of these two factors on AE results. Two main parameters, the number of AE counts Nc1
and a signal RMS value, were evaluated from measured data to characterize skin properties. Figure 4 shows typical dependencies of AE activity on normal load (left) and on ABP displacement
velocity (right). It can be concluded that average slope of Nc1 (dNc1/dt) is about linearly dependent on both factors in measured intervals.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of AE activity Nc1 on a normal load (left) and velocity (right).
A factor analysis has been performed to determine which are the main factors influencing the
AE activity. Along with above mentioned velocity and normal load factors, the other parameters
were also analyzed (test person’s age, skin photo type, skin disease, test location, and interchangeable brush parameters). The brush type, loading force, and scanning velocity were the
most important factors over the whole set of tests. Figure 5 illustrates the influence of the test
person’s age on the AE activity, when only tests having more parameter constants are considered. Average count rate in logarithmic scale (Fig. 5 - left) shows the growing global tendency
with the person’s age (five persons from 22 to 86 years old are classified), whereas the AE activity characterized by the average RMS value (Fig. 5 - right) tends to go down with the age during
tests of younger persons between 22 and 35 years.
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Fig. 5. Dependence of AE activity on the age of tested person.
Six persons with normal healthy skin were considered in the second group (right in Fig. 5),
and results for two different scanning velocities (1 and 2 cm/s) are plotted. The differences between both plots in Fig. 5 can be explained by different information included in both AE activity
parameters. While the count rate reflects more pronounced skin features (e.g. bumps), average
RMS value integrates global skin friction properties. Another useful information has been drawn
from AE records, e.g. concerning indication of some skin diseases, the ratio of AE activity parameters obtained in tests with different scanning velocities differs for healthy and ill skin. A
more detailed and enlarged study under constant conditions is necessary to prove and elucidate
the above findings. Also the frequency parameters of detected AE signals, which are evaluated in
ongoing studies, seem to be useful for the characterization of skin friction properties.
The choice of brush-fiber material has shown to be of great importance as it determines molecular adhesion forces in friction. Elastic modulus and cross-section of fibers (brush rigidity)
influence local forces acting on fibers, and energy stored and released during brush movement
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over the surface. Hence, both the force and AE signal are dependent on brush rigidity. Low axial
modulus and lower fiber cross-section (low brush rigidity) result in lower force and lower AE
activity excited by surface friction. Fiber cross-section and stiffness also determine the resolution
of surface characteristics (scale of details). Circular cross-section of fibers and rectangular form
of brush (fiber bundle) are assumed in most cases but other forms may be considered, too. Concerning brush fiber material, the most practical (optimal) results are achieved choosing relatively
short (some millimeters), small-diameter (1 to 10 microns) glass or high-modulus carbon fibers
in a bundle containing thousands of fibers. To obtain well reproducible results, the brush should
be prepared very carefully by the well-defined manufacturing procedure.
4. Conclusions
A new Acoustic Brush Probe (ABP) has been designed for the characterization of surface
friction properties. Basic element of the probe is a brush of carbon fibers attached to AE sensor.
A number of dynamic friction tests were performed using this probe, on both surface roughness
standards (abrasive papers), and on the human skin surface of 18 persons at a dermatological
clinic. The tests shown that registered AE activity depends on many influencing factors, whose
importance was estimated by the factor analysis. Interesting relations between the global AE
activity parameters and some external factors were found, which must be further proved in more
detailed studies. ABP is suitable to design standard qualitative and quantitative method of rapid
surface characterization and comparison. Standard measurement conditions and devices, along
with evaluation procedures must be well defined for this purpose. In dermatological applications,
the ABP can rapidly determine effects of a cosmetic product application or a clinical treatment.
Evaluated integral AE activity parameters cannot render fine details of frictional behavior. Differences in spectral contents and time-frequency representation of AE signals, registered in ongoing experiments, seem to provide useful tool for more detailed characterization of material
surface roughness and other surface friction properties.
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Abstract
An overview of recent experimental research on acoustic emission (AE) during monotonic
and cyclic tests of a brittle rock (crinoïdal limestone) is given. The AE and the Kaiser effect in
‘Brazilian’ tests are described. The results of experiments performed to reveal the directional and
loading-rate sensitivity of the Kaiser effect are presented. The impact of the results on geotechnical applications of AE is outlined.
Keywords: acoustic emission, limestone, ‘Brazilian’ test, Kaiser effect, fracturing, rock mechanics.
1. Introduction
Deformation of rock specimens is accompanied by acoustic emission (AE). This is usually
produced by the growth of micro- and macro-cracks, twinning processes and other structural
changes. Together with other non-destructive techniques like electromagnetic emission, ultrasonic velocity and electric resistivity measurements [1-3], AE allows an insight into the fracturing process in rocks at mesoscale, at the early pre-failure stage.
The purpose of this paper is to give a review of our experimental research on AE in rock mechanics in various loading regimes. Special attention is paid to the Kaiser effect as a possible tool
for stress estimation in rocks. The Kaiser effect takes place when rock is subjected to cyclic
loading with the peak stress increasing from cycle to cycle [4, 5]. As long as the stress does not
exceed the largest previously reached value, AE activity is sparse or there is no AE at all. As
soon as this largest previously reached stress level is attained, AE activity increases dramatically.
Yoshikawa and Mogi conducted a thorough investigation of temperature and water effects on the
Kaiser effect recovery [6, 7]. The effect of sequential loading in mutually-perpendicular directions on the Kaiser effect in cubic specimens was studied by Michihiro et al. [8]. They also investigated the influence of time delay between loading cycles on the Kaiser effect recovery in
brittle rocks.
The Kaiser effect seems to be applicable for stress measurements in rocks and soils. Such
measurements are required in geological, geotechnical, mining and tunneling applications, e.g.
for a proper design of underground workings, for regional seismic forecast and monitoring the
rock mass stability in mines. First attempts of the application of the Kaiser effect for stress
measurements in rocks were made by researchers from CRIEPI (Japan) in late 1970s [9].
Practical applications of the Kaiser effect for stress measurements require a firm understanding of its features under various loading conditions. One of the most important questions
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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concerns the manifestation of the Kaiser effect in cyclic loading regimes in which the directions
of principal axes do not coincide in successive cycles. This question is important because all
Kaiser-effect-based stress measurement techniques proposed so far imply that the specimen is
recovered in the direction of the major in-situ principal stress, σ1. This direction is never known
exactly. Very often, geological methods can provide some information on the approximate direction of the principal stresses in situ. Yet a possible deviation of the real major principal stress
direction may not be excluded. To clarify what happens when the 2nd loading cycle is performed
in a different direction than the 1st cycle, a series of tests is conducted. Specimens having the
shape of thin disks are compressed along a diameter, then unloaded, rotated by an angle of θ and
reloaded along the new diameter to failure. The loading scheme employed in these tests (diametrical compression of disk specimens) is usually called ‘Brazilian’ test and is widely used in order
to estimate tensile strength of brittle rocks and concrete. Results of these tests are described in
Sec. 5.
Another important question for practical applications of the Kaiser effect is its loading-rate
sensitivity. Loading of rock in the Earth crust (in virgin rock masses or around underground
cavities) can occur with different loading rates, from relatively slow (in geological history) to
very fast (e.g. during rock blasting). The question is whether it is possible to estimate the firstcycle peak stress value by means of the Kaiser effect in the 2nd cycle, when the loading rates are
different between the 1st and 2nd cycles? To clarify this question, a series of tests is performed on
disk specimens in diametrical compression (‘Brazilian’ method). Results of these tests are described in Sec. 6.
2. Material and Equipment
Experiments are performed on a typical brittle rock, crinoïdal limestone. This low-porosity
rock (porosity <1%) has a uniaxial compressive strength of 80 to 120 MPa, tensile strength of 15
MPa, and consists predominantly of calcite. Disk specimens are prepared for the ‘Brazilian’ tests
with a diameter of 113 mm and a thickness of approximately 20 mm.
The loading is performed on the testing machine INSTRON 1196 with a constant displacement
rate. The AE is measured by a two-channel AMS3 system (Vallen Systeme). Two wide-band
sensors of type B1025 (Digital Wave) are coupled to the specimen using a high-vacuum grease.
They are placed on the same plane of the disk, symmetrically with respect to the loaded diameter. This allows an approximate linear location of AE sources in the disk. The system provides a
sampling rate of 5 MHz, with the ADC dynamic range of 78 dB. The preamplifiers have a gain
of 40 dB. The built-in band-pass filters have a frequency range from 100 kHz to 1 MHz. The
threshold level is chosen at 40 dB in all tests. Based on the AE data measured, the dependencies
of cumulative hits versus load (stress) are plotted.
3. AE in One-cycle Brazilian Tests
A typical example of an AE signal measured in a ‘Brazilian’ test is shown in Fig. 1 together
with its wavelet transform. Two energy maxima are well-pronounced in the wavelet, at about 20
µs and 70 µs. They correspond to the direct and the reflected wave, respectively.
Linear location of AE sources has shown that about 70% of all epicenters are located in the
central zone of the disk. The width of this zone is about 30 mm, i.e., 15 mm on each side of the
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(b)

Fig. 1. An example of an AE full wave (a) and its wavelet transform showing the energy distribution with respect to the time and frequency (b) measured in ‘Brazilian’ test of a limestone
specimen.
loaded diameter [10]. The concentration of AE sources in the central part of the disk is in agreement with the observed fracture forms, namely that the disks split along the loaded diameter.
In some of the tests, detectable AE starts from the beginning of loading, virtually from zero
load. In other experiments, AE onset is observed at the load level corresponding to 10-30% of
the ultimate strength of the specimen. AE hit rate measured as a number of AE hits per 1 kN load
increment gradually increases with increasing load (Fig. 2b).
4. AE and Kaiser Effect in Cyclic Brazilian Tests
Cyclic loading of disks in diametrical compression is accompanied with the Kaiser effect: in
each cycle beginning from the second one, AE starts when the load approaches the largest load
value attained in the past (Fig. 3). This phenomenon is very similar to what has been observed in
many other rocks and materials usually tested in uniaxial or triaxial compression (see [11-15]
and references therein). In a ‘Brazilian’ test, a tensile principal stress is acting in the middle part
of the disk, in the direction perpendicular to the loaded diameter. Parallel to the loaded diameter,
a compressive principal stress is acting. This implies that while load increases, the rock undergoes a proportional loading in each point of the disk. Directions and ratio of the principal stresses
are different at different points of the disk, but stay the same in each point during the loading.
The observation thus shows that when two loading cycles are performed in proportional
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regime (i.e. the ratio of principal stresses σ1/σ3 stays constant during the test), a very wellpronounced Kaiser effect takes place.

Fig. 2. Load vs. time (a) and AE hit rate vs. load (b) in a ‘Brazilian’ test of a limestone specimen.

Fig. 3. Load vs. time (a), cumulative AE hits vs. load in the 1st (b) and 2nd (c) loading cycles of a
disk specimen (the two curves in b, c correspond to the data measured by two AE-channels).
Peak load in the 1st cycle 40 kN. Kaiser effect in the 2nd cycle at 37 kN.
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5. Kaiser Effect Sensitivity against Principal Axes Rotation
A series of tests is carried out in order to clarify the question about the influence of the mutual orientation of principal stresses in successive loading cycles on the Kaiser effect. This is
achieved by performing two-cycle experiments on disk specimens with disk rotation between the
two cycles. In the 1st cycle, a specimen is diametrically compressed to a certain load level, usually corresponding to 50-80% of the rock’s strength in a ‘Brazilian’ test. Then the specimen is
completely unloaded, rotated by a certain angle θ and then reloaded, in the new direction. The
following values of θ are studied: 3.5°, 7.5°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°. AE is measured in both
cycles.

Fig. 4. AE in the second cycle in the tests with disk rotation between 1st and 2nd cycle. The value
of the rotation angle θ is shown in each graph. The peak value of the first-cycle load is indicated
by an arrow.
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Experiments show that with increasing θ, the Kaiser effect becomes less clearly pronounced.
The effect can still be recognised in the tests with θ = 7.5°, as Fig. 4 illustrates. As the rotation
angle increases to 15° or more, the Kaiser effect disappears completely. This corresponds well to
the results of the earlier simulation with a brittle fracture mechanics model (Fairhurst-Cook
model) [15-18] as well as to the boundary-element computation carried out in [19].
6. Loading Rate Dependency of the Kaiser Effect

Cumulative hits

a

c
Max. first-cycle
load

Kaiser effect
load

Cumulative hits

Cumulative hits

‘Brazilian’ tests described in the above sections are performed with the same loading rate in
all cycles (typically 0.2 mm/min). In reality, cyclic loading of rocks may occur with different
loading rates in different cycles. For example, the loading rate in situ can be higher or lower than
that in the laboratory test. To clarify the question about the influence of the loading rate on the
Kaiser effect in ‘Brazilian’ test, a series of experiments is performed in which disk specimens are
subjected to three cycles of diametrical loading without rotation. The displacement rates in the
first, second and third cycles are 0.2 mm/min, 5 mm/min and 0.2 mm/min, respectively. It should
be noted that the maximum displacement rate of 5 mm/min used in these tests is still much lower
than that occurring in blasting or impact processes. Typical results are shown in Fig. 5. The Kaiser effect in the second cycle, when the load rate is increased, is observed at the load value only
slightly higher than the largest previously reached load. In the third cycle, when the load rate is
decreased again, the opposite takes place: the Kaiser effect is observed at the load value only
slightly lower than the largest previously reached load [20]. In both cycles, the peak value of the
previous load can be estimated from the Kaiser effect with a reasonable accuracy. Further experimental and theoretical research should clarify the physics of the observed phenomena.

b

d

Max. second-cycle
load
Kaiser effect
load

Fig. 5. Load vs. time in three loading cycles (a); cumulative hits vs. load in the first (b), second
(c) and third (d) cycles of diametrical compression of a disk specimen. Displacement rate in the
first and third (“slow”) cycles: 0.2 mm/min; displacement rate in the second (“fast”) cycle: 5
mm/min.
7. Impact of the Experimental Results on Stress Measurement Techniques
The results obtained in the experiments are of importance for the Kaiser effect applications
for stress measurements in rocks and brittle materials like concrete. The high sensitivity of the
Kaiser effect against a non-coincidence of the principal axes in successive loading cycles implies
that it is necessary to know a priori the directions of σ1, σ2, σ3 in order to be able to determine
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their values by means of the Kaiser effect. For example, when measuring the value of σ1, the
specimen must be oriented parallel to the direction of σ1. If the axis of the specimen is inclined
to the direction of σ1 by more than ±10°, there will be no Kaiser effect. The absence of the Kaiser effect in this case may be misinterpreted by the experimentalist. The results presented above
show that the absence of the Kaiser effect in some directions does not indicate the absence of
stress memory in rock. It just means that the orientation of σ1 is different from the orientation of
the core specimen. To reveal stress memory, the orientation of the specimen should be parallel or
close (±10°) to the direction of σ1.
The high sensitivity of the Kaiser effect to the mutual orientation of principal axes in successive loading cycles may be used as a basis for a precise determination of the directions of principal stresses in situ. Estimating the directions of principal axes in situ is important in many applications in geology, rock mechanics and tectonophysics. The results presented show that testing a
series of specimens orientated in various directions may allow one to estimate the σ1-direction
with an accuracy of ±5° provided that a sufficient amount of rock specimens is available. The
direction of σ1 corresponds to the direction of the specimen, which shows the best-pronounced
Kaiser effect.
Varying loading rate between the cycles in the range 0.2 mm/min to 5 mm/min does not result in a disappearance of the Kaiser effect. Further study is necessary in order to estimate the
Kaiser effect applicability for stress estimation in impact and blasting processes in rocks.
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Abstract
This paper deals with the leak detection by using AE signals. A method called subspace
method is introduced and compared with the classical cross-correlation method. A brief review
of the theory of both methods is presented. Application of these methods to industrial signals
from a test bench of CETIM demonstrates the effectiveness of this subspace method for leak
detection and shows the limitation of the cross-correlation method.
Keywords: leak detection, acoustic emission, subspace method, cross-correlation method.
1. Introduction
For a long time, the detection of leaks constitutes a crucial problem due to the diversity of
applications. The consequences induced by the apparition of leaks are multiple and dangerous
because they can generate a local dysfunction, which can lead to the ruin of all the system. It is
imperative to detect them as soon as possible. Thus, the need for detecting the leaks in an early
moment is related to safety constraints and environmental protection reliability. The need is also
of a financial nature, because it is easier and less expensive to secure a small crack than to start
an emergency procedure to stop a large leak. Losses are evaluated in terms of maintenance cost
and non-production cost.
Several systems of detection have already been used but they make it possible only to detect
big leaks [1 - 3]. With an aim of replacing these systems by more powerful digital systems,
various approaches are being studied of which the method of acoustic emission (AE) constitutes
one of the principal candidates because it showed during pressure tests a great sensitivity.
Several studies were carried out, by various authors and especially in CETIM, to detect, localize
and characterize leaks for nuclear or thermal power stations. Nevertheless, most of the
techniques are based only on simple methods such as cross-correlation or interferometry. Some
studies used time-frequency methods [4] or neural networks [5]. The principal objective in this
paper is to research methods of detection and localization, based on signal processing. We
propose in this study to use a method based on high-resolution techniques, which are developed
and applied in the fields of sonar, radar, telecommunications, geophysics and biomedical signal
processing.
This method is under certain conditions insensitive to the signal to noise ratio. This is of
interest because the classical method based on cross-correlation function has this major drawback. The method is based on the SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) of the cross-spectral
matrix issued from the AE sensors signals. The paper describes this method and compares it, on
J. Acoustic Emission, 20 (2002)
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the basis of simulated data and experiments conducted in CETIM, with the classical cross-correlation method. The paper is organized as follows: A review of the method of cross-correlation;
The high-resolution or subspace method; Applications of these two methods, concerning
simulated signals and industrial AE signals from a test bench of CETIM.
2. Correlation Method
The correlation method is a classical method, which was proposed to localize AE sources by
using the delays observed on an array of sensors [6]. Otherwise, the autocorrelation function
presents good performance in pure detection. In a matter of localization, the cross-correlation
function was used to improve the AE techniques used for monitoring of the primary circuits in
the nuclear power stations [1]. Despite the simplicity of the method, it encounters difficulties for
the interpretation, and presents weak performances, which are due to the violation of the
decorrelation assumptions and especially to the presence of parasites, which do not correspond to
an effective delay. Moreover, these methods degraded completely in the presence of the noise.
We present a brief review of the method in the case of a linear localization, i.e. two sensors.
The flow of the fluid through the leak generates a noise (fluctuations in pressure), which is
propagated from its origin to both sides, s(t). The AE signals in the two extremities of the pipe A
and B have additive noise, b1(t) and b2(t), respectively. These noises, in general Gaussian, are
uncorrelated between them, and with s (t ) . The following equations can then be obtained
dA
) + b1 (t )
c
dB
S B (t ) = α B s (t −
) + b2 (t )
c

S A (t ) = α A s (t −

(1)

αA and αB are the coefficients of diffusion between 0 and 1; dA and dB the distance from the leak
to each sensor A and B and c is the propagation velocity.
The cross-correlation between SA and SB can be expressed as the following:
R AB (τ ) = α Aα B R SS (τ − τ 0 )
with τ 0 =

(2)

dA − dB
c

RAB(τ) is no more than the autocorrelation function of SB(t) with a delay of τ0 and a
multiplicative coefficient. The maximum of the cross-correlation can predict the leak position by
the determination of the value of the delay.
3. Subspace Methods
3.1 Introduction
We introduce the high-resolution techniques called subspace methods. These methods
constitute a significant tool used in various applications such as sonar, radar, telecommunications, geophysics, biomedical fields and the non-destructive testing [7]. These methods have
been developed in array processing and especially in submarine acoustics. But they seem not to
be applied to detect leaks. The advantage of these methods comes from their high resolution even
in the presence of noise. Contrary to the traditional methods, its asymptotic performance are not
limited by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). They use the decomposition of the observation space
into a signal subspace (or source) and a noise subspace [8, 9].
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3.2 Assumptions
The object of these methods is to characterize several sources received on an array of
sensors. The model of propagation is linear and stationary. These sources must be perfectly
coherent and statistically independent. In addition to the sources, all the noise sources are
supposed to be known and uncorrelated between them. Moreover, the sources and the
background noise must be statistically independent. Finally, it is necessary that the number of
sources is lower than the number of sensors in order to be able to separate the sources.
3.3 Description of the method
First, a vectorial signal x(t ) is introduced where the kth component corresponds to the signal
received on the kth sensor. x(t ) can be written as follows:
x(t ) = b(t ) +

p

∑ S (t )

(3)

i

i =1

where Si(t) is the i-th source signal and b(t) is the background noise.
Taking into account the mutual decorrelation between sources and noise, the correlation
matrix is then equal to:
R (τ ) = E[b(t )b(t − τ )] +

p

∑ E[s (t )s
i

+
i (t

− τ )]

(4)

i =1

The FFT of the equation gives the following result:
Γ( f ) = Γb ( f ) + Γs ( f ) avec Γs ( f ) =

p

∑Γ ( f )
i

(5)

i =1

where Γ(f) presents the total cross-spectral matrix, Γb(f) is the correlation matrix of noise. Γs(f),
the total cross-spectral matrix of sources can be decomposed into a sum of Γi(f), the crossspectral matrix of the source i.
The estimation of the source number is based on the decomposition of the cross-spectral
matrix Γ(f) into eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In practice, Γ(f) is an estimated matrix and no
eigenvalue is really zero. The number of higher eigenvalues corresponding to signal subspace
determines the number of existing leaks.
The decomposition of the matrix Γ(f) into eigenvalues and eigenvectors gives:
-

P eigenvectors Vi are the eigenvectors of the source matrix Γs(f), which correspond to the
higher p eigenvalues of Γ(f). These p eigenvectors constitute the signal subspace of
dimension P.
K-P eigenvectors where the eigenvalues correspond to the variance of the noise, and
therefore are less than the other eigenvalues. These eigenvectors constitute the noise
subspace.

4. Applications
4.1 Cross-correlation method
a) Simulated signals
Simulated signals consist of damped sinusoid with additive white Gaussian noise in order to
approximate AE signals. In the case when there is no leak, the cross-correlation of the two
sensors is a sequence of white noise. However, in the other case, the cross-correlation can make
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it possible to determine the leak position. Figure 1 shows the presence of a peak appearing at 300
samples, corresponding to the delay between the first and second sensors. The assumption of
decorrelation must be strictly respected; if not, the result of the cross-correlation could be
distorted. The notion of SNR is a dominating factor for the final comparison of the performances
of the two methods, and a comparison with a case of low SNR proved to be necessary. Figure
1(b) shows the result of the cross-correlation in the case of a simulated signal with low SNR. It
appears that the peak that defines the leak position degrades in favor of the peak at zero. This
confirms the degradation of the method performances due to the low SNR.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. Cross-correlation between two sensors in the case of leak (a) High SNR (b) Low SNR.
b) Real signals
Experiments have been conducted on an industrial test bench of CETIM. It consists of a
compressed-air line of 2.5-cm diameter, in which it is possible to control the leak level. Two
broadband AE sensors are used, the leak being generated between the two sensors. The sampling
frequency is equal to 10 MHz. Figure 2 presents 10,000 samples of AE signals for various cases:
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without leak, small and large leak. Figure 3 shows the result of cross-correlation of AE signals
when there is no leak. It is normal to obtain the white noise sequence with a zero delay.
To complete the analysis, tests on AE signals coming from a small and large leak have been
carried out. Figure 4 shows clearly the distinction between presence and absence of leak in the
cross-correlation signals. The correlation tool proves to be a powerful tool for the leak detection.
However, the limitations of the method in localization appear obviously. Indeed, there exist in
the two cases several parasitic peaks distorting the exact value of delay. Moreover, there is no
difference between small and large leaks.

samples
Fig. 2. Acoustic emission signals in three cases: (a) no leak, (b) small (c) large leak.

samples

Fig. 3. Cross-correlation in the case of no leak.
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samples

samples

Fig. 4. Cross-correlation in the case of (a) small, (b) large leak.
4.2 Subspace method
a) Simulated signals
Simulated signals consist of one simulated sinusoidal source with 60-Hz frequency and 4
sensors with a respective delay of 0, 300, 600 and 900 samples. The subspace signal is one
dimension and the subspace noise is three dimensions. The noise eigenvalues tend roughly
towards zero. Figure 5(a) shows the evolution of the eigenvalue of the signal subspace with
frequency. In this figure, the characteristic peak of the source frequency appears clearly. The
eigenvalue evolution is thus an image of the sinusoidal signal in the frequency domain. To obtain
the delay between sensors and source, the source eigenvector must be computed. It corresponds
to eigenvalue at 60 Hz. Figure 6 presents the evolution of the magnitude and phase of the
eigenvector components according to frequency. The delays obtained at frequency 60 Hz are [0,
-0.3737, -0.7462, -1.1135]. The subspace method is very robust against the noise. Even if the
SNR degrades considerably, the separation between sources and noise is easy to obtain. The
degradation takes place only in the figure of the eigenvalue evolution. Figure 5(b) shows the
presence of the parasitic peaks in the eigenvalue evolution.

Fig. 5. Evolution of the eigenvalue of source with frequency (a) high SNR, (b) low SNR.
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the magnitude and phase of the eigenvector components with frequency.

Fig. 7. Evolution of the eigenvalue with frequency for 3 cases: no leak, small and large leak.
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b) Real signals
In this section, tests concern the same industrial signals from CETIM test bench. Filtering is
a significant factor in this study. If the AE signals obtained from the sensors are not filtered, the
subspace signal is equal to zero. Therefore, all tested signals are filtered broadband around 100
kHz. Figure 7 shows the eigenvalue evolution of the subspace signal for three cases: no leak,
small and large leak. For example, in the case of small leak, the maximum eigenvalue does not
correspond exactly to the sensor frequency. A broadband subspace method appears to be an
excellent method for classification between small and large leaks.
5. Conclusion
This paper deals with a method for leak detection using acoustic emission. The subspace
method is introduced and compared with the classical cross-correlation method. The subspace
method proves to be a powerful tool for the detection and classification of leaks. Its power
derives from the immunity against noise. Comparison of the two methods showed the limitations
of the cross-correlation method due to the signal-to-noise ratio, the high capacity of the proposed
method to detect the leaks, even ‘small’ leaks, and its insensitivity to signal to noise ratio.
We were only concerned with the leak detection and not the localization. This aspect is more
difficult because it requires the knowledge of the propagation speed in the considered medium, at
the specific frequencies. This is however under study.
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Editorial

These Proceedings contain contributions that were presented at the 25th conference of
European Working Group on Acoustic Emission (EWGAE), which took place in Prague from
11th to 13th of September 2002.
The method of acoustic emission (AE) is one of fast developing methods used for non
–destructive testing of constructions, for monitoring of technologic processes, for material
properties evaluation etc. In some areas, it has become standard, fully certified testing
method the utilization of which brings important economic savings. What is even more
important, it improves safety and enables more precise estimate of service life of various
technical constructions. AE methods provide researchers with new possibilities in the area of
research of various materials.
EWGAE conference has become traditional possibility to meet prominent specialists who
have been pursuing both development and practical applications of AE method. We can see
permanent and agreeable tendency of growing number of students and young researchers
who are going to develop this method in forthcoming years.
The problem of acoustic emission has been solved in the Czech Republic and its
predecessor – Czechoslovakia – for over thirty years at several research and application
workplaces. This tradition and very good reputation of Czech specialists were main reasons
why Czech Society for NDT was entrusted with organizing of the 25th conference at previous
conference EWGAE 2000 in Senlis, France.
These Proceedings include more than 70 contributions that prove the width of the problems
that are currently being solved by this unique method. This publication provides a good
overview not only about current application possibilities, but it shows a number of practical
and theoretical problems the solution of which is necessary for further development of AE
method.

Pavel Mazal
President of the CNDT
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Modeling of AE Signals
•
•
•
•
•

Sensor/instrument calibration
Optimization of sensor placement
Scaling of coupon test results to practical structures
Source inversion difficulties
Train AI methods

Numerical Model (FE) Advantages
• Realistic source configurations
– Subsurface location
– Dipoles, etc.

• Realistic specimen geometries
– Reflections
– Thickness changes
– Etc.

• Anisotropic materials
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Anisotropic Composite Materials
• Increasing aerospace
applications
– Polymer matrix composites
– Metal matrix composites
– Ceramic matrix composites

• Need for improved NDE/SHM
– X-33 tank failure
– Airbus tail failure

• Complexities
–
–
–
–
–

Properties function of direction
Inhomogeneous
Laminated or layered
Woven or stitched
High attenuation
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Composite X-33 LH2 Tank
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Finite Element Modeling
• Gary and Hamstad (1994)
– AE signals in thin plates (2D model)
– Experimental verification
– Examined source size, rise time, sensor aperture, FE cell size

• Hamstad, Gary, and O’Gallagher (1996)
– AE signals in thick plates
– Experimental verification

• Hamstad, Gary, and O’Gallagher (1998)
– Scaling for different plate thicknesses and source rise times
– Realistic source conditions

• Prosser, Hamstad, Gary, and O’Gallagher (1999)
– Reflections in finite geometries

• Prosser, Hamstad, Gary, and O’Gallagher (1999)
– Comparison with plate theory
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Shear Deformation Plate Theory (SDPT)
• Mindlin (1951)
– Effects of shear deformation and rotatory inertia in isotropic materials

• Yang et al. (1966)
– Application to anisotropic materials

• Tang et al. (1987)
– Dispersion predictions in anisotropic laminated composite plates

• Lih and Mal (1995 and 1996)
– Waveform predictions in composite plates
– Integral transform approach
– Numerical solutions
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Parameters for Models
• Graphite/epoxy composite
–
–
–
–

Unidirectional “homogeneous” material
1.0 mm thickness
1580 kg/m3 density
Elastic properties (GPa)
• C11 = 160.7
C12 = 6.44
C22 = 13.9
• C23 = 6.9
C66 = 7.1
– Sine source function applied
normal to plate surface
# 2!t %
–
–
–
–
–
–
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10 cells through thickness
Equi-axial cell size (0.1 mm)
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No attenuation effects
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8

10

0 Degree Propagation

Time (µs)

– SDPT does not predict
very small extensional
mode observed in FE
– SDPT arrives slightly
faster (higher velocities
predicted)
– Interesting “phase
reversal” effect
observed
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Displacement 10-8 m

• All results bandpass
filtered (50-650 kHz)
• Excellent agreement

SDPT
FE
Nondestructive
Evaluation Sciences Branch

Time (µs)

45 Degree Propagation

– Larger extensional
mode observed in FE
– “Phase reversal” effect
still observed but with
different distance of
propagation
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Displacement 10-8 m

• Again excellent
agreement

SDPT
FE
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Time (µs)

90 Degree Propagation

– Only one distance
calculated with FE
model
– “Phase reversal” still
present
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Displacement 10-8 m

• Again excellent
agreement

SDPT
FE
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Experimental Conditions
• Graphite/epoxy composite plate
– Unidirectional 16 ply laminate (1.016 X 0.762 m)
– 2.26 mm thickness
– 13.34 cm propagation distance along 0, 45, and 90 degree directions

• 0.5 mm lead break source on center of plate
– Sudden release of applied force
– FE models sudden application of force
– 180 degree shift of experimental waveform

• NIST wideband AE sensor
–
–
–
–

20 kHz to 1 MHz
No calibration available for composite materials
Used metal plate calibration factor for comparison (5.6233 X 10-9 m/V)
Trigger sensor placed adjacent to lead break with further (2-3 µs)
timing refinement made based on first peak arrivals
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FE Model Parameters
• Graphite/epoxy composite
–
–
–
–
–

Unidirectional material
Treated as “homogeneous” but anisotropic media
2.26 mm thickness
1550 kg/m3 density
Elastic properties (GPa)
• C11 = 147.1
C12 = 4.11
C22 = 10.59
• C23 = 3.09
C66 = 5.97
– Lead break source function time response

• FE model
–
–
–
–
–
–

282.5 X 282.5 mm
12 cells through thickness
Equi-axial cell size (0.19 mm)
Stress free boundary conditions
Source diameter of four times cell size (0.75 mm)
No attenuation effects included
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0 Degree Propagation

4 10-9

Finite Element

– Large reflections in FE
predictions beyond 140 µs
– Uncertainty in actual properties
– Smaller amplitude experimental
results
• Again, not calibrated
• Also, FE does not include
attenuation effects

• Extensional mode nearly in
noise for experimental signal,
but some correlation observed
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• 20-1500 kHz filtering
• Reasonable agreement for
flexural mode
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45 Degree Propagation

– Large reflections in FE
predictions beyond 150 µs
– Smaller relative amplitude of
experimental results
• Larger attenuation along 45
degree direction

Finite Element

1.5 10-9

Displacement (m)

• Again reasonable agreement
in shape of waves
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90 Degree Propagation
2 10-9

Displacement (m)

– Large reflections in FE
predictions beyond 150 µs
– Smaller relative amplitude of
experimental results
• Largest attenuation along 90
degree direction
• Again some correlation in
extensional mode, but not
shown
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• Not quite as good agreement
in shape of waves

Finite Element
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
• Preliminary results on the applicability of the FE model for
predicting AE signals in anisotropic composite plates
– Good agreement with SDPT
• Flexural plate mode only
• Source normal to plate surface
• Single cycle pulse shape
• Interesting phase reversal effect seen as a function of
propagation distance
– Also interesting correlation with experimental signals
• Lead break source normal to plate surface
• 0, 45, and 90 degree directions

• Future work
–
–
–
–

Need calibrated transducer
Incorporation of attenuation effects
In-plane sources
Effects of laminates
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